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a kind
- ...--...the tenth
issue
ZS, it constitutes
of anniversary.
Readership
has stabilized
a bit,
and I
1
Even the ZS publication
schedule,
hope for a long future.
which
has been a bit
erratic
may soon improve
since
the
a
backlog
of materials
is growinq
such that
most of the next
ZS is already
in andnearlyready.
SO, ZS#ll
should
be out
right
on schedule
eventhough
this
issue
is delayed
about
a
The bad news is that
ZS continues
month.
That's
the good news.
to be a labor
of love and struggles
along
financially,
Sot I ho
ZS will
(1) resubscribe,
(2) seek to
those
of you who appreciate
get us new subscribers
with
serious
interest
(ZS has never
been
intended
for a general,
popular
audience),
and (3) try
to get your
unjversjty
or local
libraries
to subscribe.
Since
ZS is basical1.y
a onewhat
is needed
is a quality
readership
that
justifies
the
man operation,
effort
but which
is quantitatively
large
enough
(about
600) to make it
financially
secure.
*******

pe

Two major
areas
of confusion
persist
which
might
be clarified
here,
at least
The first
concerns
the meaning
of
as far as the policy
of ZS is concerned.
the term
paranormal,
The second
concerns
the character
of our focus
on anomalies.
The terms
supernatural
and paranormal
are constantly
confused,
particularly
tlanyf
us are critical
of any sort
of superby critics
of the paranormal.
naturalism
but remain
comfortable
with
claims
of the paranormal.
The notion
of the supernatural
concerns
the idea that
there
are things
outside
of the
The central
ideathe
supernatural
world,
the empirical
world of science.
natural
is of a world of forces
and/or
entities
beyond the natural
order,
The supernatural
is a major part of most theologies
and usually
concerns
a transcendent
order
(heaven,
angels.
etc,)
that does not obey natural
laws.
l/hen the supernatural
intrudes
into the natural
world,
it is usually
in
the form of a miracle.
A miracle
is a suspension
of the natural
order of things;
it is an exception
to what normally
happens in nature,
For religions,
miracles
take place through
divine
interventions.
The point
is: the supernatural
is
not law-like.
It is not part of nature
whose laws scientists
seek to formulate.
On the other
hand, the paranormal
is part of the natural
order which is not
yet understood.
Scientists
who study the paranormal
begin with the assumption
that the esoteric
phenomena they seek to study is lawful,
Thus, the parapsychologist,
for example,
does not think
psi is a miracle.
an exception
to the
laws of the natural
world.
tie thinks
psi is something
that
exists
in the
natural
world and follows
some sort of law-like
pattern
yet to be discovered.
(There are a few parapsychologists
who believe
that
psi may be "random"
and
without
pattern
knowable to man, but this makes psi preternatural
--be:jond
everything-no longer
paranormal
since it is no longer
amenable to scientific
generalization,)
The paranormal
is not "miraculous"
and it ceases to
be paranormal
as soon as scientific
theory
advances to the point
that
it can
become part of "normal"
science.
Many, if not most, claims of things
paranormal are probably
errors.
But there will
always be new anomalous facts
which are now denied but which will
eventually
become accepted,
often
via
reconceptualizations
quite
unlike
those of their
current
proponents.
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The important
thing
in this
distinction
is to realize
that
claims
of
the supernatural
are ascientific
or even ~~~
antiscientific.
They claim
things
outside
of science.
But claimants
for paranormal
phenomena
are
trying
to extend
science
in normal
methodological
fashion
to examine
possible
new phenomena
and perhaps
incorporate
them into
new scientific
theories.
The paranormal
claim
may oppose
current
scientific
majority
opinion
as to the adequacy
of our existing
scientific
theories,
but
that
opposition
can be on purely
scientific
grounds
and should
not be
confused
with
antiscience.
And arguments
against
"miracles"
and other
supernaturalisms
should
not be invoked
to dismiss
paranormal
claims.
One can be opposed
to metaphysics
and mysticism
while
still
open to
evidence
and arguments
for
claims
of the paranormal.
This
distinction
is an important
one for
ZS in that
supernatural
claims
are simply
outside
the scope
of our dialogues.
For example,
a paranormal
a psychokinetic
explanation
explanation
of a supernatural
claim
(e.g.,
for
the Shroud
of Turin)
would
be unsatisfactory
13r that
claim's
propocritics
of the paranormal
confuse
it with
Ironically,
while
nents,
the Catholic
church)
have
supernaturalists
(e.g.,
the supernatural,
explanation
eliminates
a
miracle.
long recognized
that
a paranormal
A complementary
confusion+exists
about
the proper
focus
on anomalies,
b/e know that
anomalies
do exist.
ble know that
many claims
of anomalies
are in error
but that
some will
probably
emerge
validated.
Science
is
always
incomplete
and fa llible.
Ideally,
it should
be a self-correcting
system
that
will
slowly
and conservatively
accept
and integrate
new
anomalies
into
our scientific
view
of the world.
Anomalies
represent
a crisis
for
existing
theories,
but they also
represent
opportunities
for
new, advanced theories,
But we should
not confuse
our constructive
and open attitude
towards
anomalies
with
mystery
mongering,
Hany
Forteans,
for example,
seem to enjoy
anomalies
for the discomfort
they
cause
scientists.
An anomaly
is important
to science
only
in so far as
it can lead us to better
theory
and incorporation
of the anomaly
so
that
it is no longer
anomalous.
The goal is to produce
better
and more
complete
science;
it is not to embarrass
science.
Obviously,
some
scientists
are unduly
dogmatic,and
we may enjoy
seeing
them have to
eventually
admit
an anomaly
they
denied
(forcing
them "to eat white
crows").
But if anomalistics
is to be a scientific
orientation,
its
goal must be to explain
anomalies
not gloat
over
their
being
unexplained.
I think we must admit that many anomaly-seekers
want
things
"unexplained"
and enjoy
anomalies
because
they
are puzzles.
They want
puzzles,
not
solutions
to puzzles.
Such puzzle
seekers
may play a valuable
role
in
alerting
scientists
to new puzzles.
But puzzles
for the sake of puzzles
is not basically
a scientific
attitude.
In fact,
it may actually
become
an antiscientific
attitude
if carried
to extremes.
Anomalies
are a
means to an end: improved
science.
They should
not be an end in themselves.
They may be useful
in reminding
us of the limitations
of current
scientific
theory;
they
become abused
if they are centrally
used to
attack
rather
than extend
science,
I/hen an anomaly
is accepted
and
incorporated
into
normal
science,
we should
be pleased;
but I think
we
need to face the fact
that
many proponents
of the anomalous
would
be
terribly
disappointed
rather
than pleased
if tomorrow
their
pet
anomaly
(whether
UFOs, psi,
or whatever)
was accepted
and neatly
explained.
Examining
the "unexplained"
can be fun,
but insistence
that
it remain
"unexplained"
even after
it is reasonably
examined
and either
explained
or dismissed,
may distort
healthy
anomalistics
into
dysfunctional
mystery
mongering,

THE MAN WHOSE PASSPOR-I-SAYS CLAIRVOYANT
PIET HEIN HOEBENS
"He has solved
SWY extremely
complex
crimes,
has located
graves
that
have been 'lost'
since
1917, foretold
a great
many events
that
defied
probability,
and once tracked
a thief
in a distant
country
by
telephone.
His fame is solidly
established
in his native
Holland
and
in a number of European
countries.
He has actually
been licenced
by
the Dutch government
authorities
as a 'practitioner
of the psychic
arts. "I
Thus,
in his 1974 Crime and the Occult,
Paul Tabori
the extraordinary
career
of Marinus
Bernardus
Dykshoorn,
passport
bears the entry:
Occupation:
Clairvoyant.

sump$:rizes
the man whose

Unlike
his famous countryman
Peter
Hurkos,
who received
his clairvoyant
abilities
as a result
of an accident,
Marinus
Dykshoorn
was "born
psychic,"
This happened
in 1920 in the little
town of Gravenzande
near
The Hague.
Young Marinus
was troubled
by his unusual
gift,
the nature
The word "surprise"
of which was a mystery
to him and to his community.
had no meaning
for him.
*He would know beforehand
what his parents
would
buy him for Christmas.
He would often
be punished
for "eavesdropping"
because
he knew things
he was not supposed
to know.
He occasionally
caused great
embarrassment
to his parents
by revealing
intimate
information
about
visitors
to the Dykshoorn
house.
He was a living
lie-detector.
' . ..I
could
not understand
why anyone would say something
that was
patently
not true.
Surely
everyone
else realized
there
was not truth
in
what was being
said?"
he later
recalled
in his autobiography.
The
turning
point
in his life
came in 1938 when a German scientist
diagnosed
his deviation
as ESP.
Soon after,
Dykshoorn
decided
to become a professional
clairvoyant.
He practiced
in his native
Holland
until
1960, when
he moved to Australia.
The Australian
episode
was a frustrating
one.
The local
police
mnestrongly
prejudiced
against
psychics
and refused
to
even listen
when Dykshoorn
wanted to tell
them where they could
find
the
body of their
Prime
Minister
who in 1967 had disappeared
while
swimming
in the sea.
"Mr. Holt's
body, of course,
was never found,"
the sensitive
regretfully
records
in his memoirs.
In 1970 Dykshoorn
moved tb
the far more hospitable
shores
of the United
States
where he has become something
of a celebrity.

In this article,
I will
restrict
myself
to Marinus
Dykshoorn's
pre-1960
exploits.
As in the earlier
articles
on Peter
Hurkos
and
Gerard
Croiset,
I will
critically
examine
a number of prize
cases as
they have been published
in English.
"For the rest,
the reader
will
have to believe
that a few represent
the many,"
to borrow Mr.
Dykshoorn's
own words.
The

Says
tions

Sources
The principal
source on Dykshoorn
Clairvoyant
("As Told To Russell
on the psychic
in Tabori's
Crime

is the autobiography
My Passport
H. Felton"),
There are secand the Occult*
and in Laile
E.
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Of considerable
interest
is an extensive
'
Bartlett's
recent
Psi Trek?
feature
article
by Dan Greenburg
in the February
1976 issue of Playboy,
entitled
'I Don't
Make Hocus-Pocus,"
based on a lengthy
interview
with
the sensitive.4
After
reading
("in
a single
sitting")
My Passport
Says
Clairvoyant,
Dr. Gertrude
Schmeidler
wrote:
"It
is a fascinating
account
of almost
unbelievable
successes
in tracking
criminals,
finding
buried
treasure,
and similar
clairvoyant
or even precognitive
feats."5
"Almost
unbelievable"
claims
demand almost
unbelievably
strong
evidence.
In the light
of this
criterion,
how does the case for Marinus
B.
Dykshoorn
stand?
The blurb
of the DutL-h version
of My Passport'
guarantees
that
"all
claims
in this
fascinating
book can be checked."
Unfortunately,
when I actually
tried
to check some of the claims
with Mr. Dykshoorn
himself,
the latter
declined
to cooperate.
No reply
was received
to a
On July 14, I phoned the psychic
at
letter
sent to him on May 6, 1982.
his New York office.
He flatly
refused
to give me any of the information
requested.
He suspected
that
I wanted to filch
from him material
he was going
to use in a second book.
I pointed
out to him that
I
merely
wished
to check some claims
made in the first
book,
but to no
avail.
In spite of his claimed
proficiency
at "Long Distance
ESP"
(see section
below),
Mr. Dykshcorn
repeatedly
asked about my personal
background.
Local

Game

"fame is solidly
established
in
According
to Tabori,
Dykshoorn's
his native
Holland."
The clairvoyant
himself
conveys
the same impression when, on p. 16 of his autobiography,
he states
that
his work was
"public
knowledge"
and that
he was "accepted
by the press,
the police,
the public,
and finally
the government..."
There are no objective
and
unanimously
agreed-upon
criteria
for celebrity,
so I could
not possibly
disprove
such claims.
However,
while
Peter
Hurkos
and Gerard
Croiset
are household
words in the Netherlands,
questions
about Marinus
B.
Dykshoorn
are liable
to be greeted
with the counter-query
"Marinus
Who?"
Having
spent months
in attempting
to track
the psychic's
record
in this
country,
I know what I am talking
about.
Dykshoorn
claims
that most of
his work for the Dutch authorities
was done in strictest
confidence.
If
so, the Dutch authorities
must be commended
for knowing
how to keep a
secret.
Neither
the files
of De Telegraaf
nor the invaluable
private
archives
of the late
Mr. Ph. B. Ottervanger
in Bussum contained
more
than a handful
of clippings
relating
to the man whose passport
says
clairvoyant.
Little
ofthis
press material
can be said to be very favourable to Dykshoorn.
Consider
the following
story,
taken from the weekly
Prive'of
May 6, 1978.
Young Truus van der Voort from Voorburg
disappeared on June 28, 1975.
About one year later
her parents
consulted
Dykshoorn,
who was then visiting
his native
country.
The psychic
took
a pendulum,
watched
its movements,
and cheerfully
announced
that
the
girl
was alive
and would be heard from "in three
months time."
Prive'
quotes
the parents
as remarking
bitterly
that,
as late
as 1978, no
trace
of their
daughter
had been found.
(The body of Truus van der
Voort was discovered
in 1981 in a plane wreck in the Swiss Alps.)
Marinus

Dykshoorn
"In
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the

Tested

Netherlands

by European
and in

Belgium

Scientists?
I was tested

many

times

at

universities
- among them the universities
of Amsterdam,
Delft
and Utrecht
The researchers
conand was found to be a bona fide,
or genuine,
psychic.
cluded
that,
although
my abilities
could
not be explained,
they could
be
seen to work,
and I was allowed
to practice
as a professional
clairvoyant,"
Dykshoorn
states
on p. 16 of his autobiography.
As Mr. Dykshoorn
refuses
to disclose
scientists
who are supposed
to have tested
to verify
this
claim.
The parapsychological
silent
about these experiments.

the names of
his abilities,
literature

the
it
is

European
is impossible
curiously

The only European
researcher
of the Paranormal
named in My Passport
is "Professor
Greven,
a professor
of psychology
and parapsychology
from the University
of Cologne"
whcm Dykshoorn
met "one evening
in
early
1938."
Professor
Greven,
described
as a totally
blind
septuagenarian,
immediately
recognized
the Dutchman's
extraordinary
gift.
"He told
me that
I might
be able to perform
very valuable
work,
for my
friends
about whom I was constantly
worried,
and for the community.
He
told
me that
I was lucky
to have been born in the Netherlands,
where
the attitude
toward ESP was considerably
more enlightened
than in most
countries"
(p. 28).
Professor
Greven boldly
predicted
that
the young
sensitive
would "meet skepticism
and hostility."
In order
to find
out more about this
remarkable
scientist,
I consulted
several
reference
books and made inquiries
with the parapsychology
institute
in Freiburg
i. Breisgau,.
Strangely,
no trace
of a "Professor
Greven,
professor
of psychology
and parapsychology
from the University
of Coloqne"
could
be found.
The name is not listed
in the index of
Handbook
of Parapsychology
or any comparable
work.
Dipl.
psych.
Eberhard
Bauer,
an authority
on the history
of psychical
research
in
Germany,
had never heard of-such
a person.He kindly
offered
to contact
Cologne
University.
At his request,Frau
Lichtenfeld,
Dekanatssekretarin
of the Philosophy
Department
(of which the Cologne
Psychology
Institute
forms part),
consulted
the complete
Index of Lectures
for the
years
1937-1940.
"Professor
Greven"
remained
as elusive
as ever.
The
exhaustive
Kurschners
Deutscher
Gelehrter-Kalender
only mentions
a Dr.
Theol.
Joseph
Greven who in 1929 was appointed
Professor
Extraordinary
at Bonn University.
This Professor
Greven was a theologian
not a
(para)
psychologist.
Moreover,
he was not older
than 56 in 1938.
Official

Recognition?

According
to Dykshoorn,
the
sity
researchers
resulted
in his
sional
clairvoyant."
Tabori
and
"licenced"
or "endorsed"
by the
most difficult
examination
before
theme of "official
recognition"
ture.

investigations
being
"allowed
Greenburg
claim
Dutch government
being
granted
recurs
throughout

by (anonymous)
Univerto practice
as a profesthat
the psychic
was
and had to undergo
a
The
this
distinction.
the Dykshoorn
litera-

Mr. Dykshoorn
has ignored
my request
to be shown an official
document
supporting
the official
endorsement
claim.
It is, to put
it mildly,
unlikely
that
such a document
exists.
Contrary
to what
seems to be widely
believed
abroad,
the Dutch authorities
have never
licenced
anybody
as "a practitioner
of the psychic
arts."
The "psychic
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arts"
are free in Holland,
and there
is no legal
ground
for "endorsing"
for refusing
to "endorse")
anyone who claims
to
( or, for that matter,
be a practitioner.
The official
examinations
mentioned
by Tabori
and
Greenburg
(and at least
strongly
hinted
at by the psychic
himself)
must
be the products
of somebody's
fertile
imagination.
Then,
of course,
there
is the matter
of the passport
entry,
referred
to in the title
of the autobiography.
This is what Dykshoorn
has to say about
it (p. 70):
“In any event,
I believe
that my work in
this
area (psychic
detection)
led to my claim
being endorsed
by the
Dutch government
when I was issued
a passport
listing
my occupation
as
helderziende
- "clairvoyant."
As far as I know, I am the only psychic
ever to have been so honored."
In July 1982,
I made inquiries
with the Ministry
of Foreign
Affairs
in The Hague,
which is competent
in all
matters
concerning
passports.
The official
spokesman,
Mr. Schutter,
bluntly
told me that
the claim
was "apekool"
- rubbish.
Professions
are no longer
listed
in Dutch
passports,
but before
the new regulations
went into
effect
Dutch citizens were entirely
free to state
any profession
they happened
to fancy.
The entry
in the passport
does not imply
any sort of "recognition"
on
the part of the government.
Thus,
if
I had ever wanted w passport
to say Clairvoyant,
all
I would have had to do would have been to convey this
wish to the passport
office
clerk.
Occult

Historian

Dykshoorn's
first
prize
case involved
royalty.
According
to Bartlett,
"He reconstructed
the assasination
of Willem
the Silent
(first
Prince
of Orange,and
founder
of the Royal Dutch dynasty,
no less),
a
murder
that
had taken
place
in 1584, over three
and a half centuries
before.
The Director
of the Prinsenhof
Museum in Delft
wanted to
know whether
Dykshoorn
could
fill
in any of the details
of the assasination,
or of the particular
people
involved."
On pp. 43-45 of his autobiography,
the psychic
vividly
recalls
the scene:
"We went into
the
chamber where the killing
was known to
have taken
place,
and I concentrated
on the action.
Immediately,
I knew what had happened.
Willem
had been shot once in the throat,
and another
shot had missed.
Both
bullets
had lodged
in the stone wall.
On the wall of the chamber was a
small
glass-fronted
case protecting
two neat holes
from the potentially
damaging
fingers
of sightseers.
'These
holes were originally
much lower,
down,' I said.
The director
smiled.
'If
you are a trickster,'he
said,
'you have certainly
done your homework.
How else has the room changed?'
*The floor
was much lower,‘1
said.
'This
is not the original
floor.
The
level
we are on would have been at about chest height
in those days.'
'Excellent!'
he beamed.
'You're
absolutely
right!
'
"But I was much more interested
in testing
my gift
than impressing
the director.
I set out to reconstruct
everything
that had happened
on
that
dark day for Holland
in 1584. 'G&rard
really
did do it,'
I said.
'Philip
had promised
him instant
elevation
to the Spanish
nobility
if he
succeeded..."'
(Dykshoorn
is referringtothe
assasin
Balthasar
G&ard
and to Philip
II,
King of Spain,
against
whose tyranny
the Dutch revolt
had been directed
- PHH)"'G$rard
galned
an appointment
with Willem,'I
Without
said,'to
request
permission
to leave
the country
for Spain.
such a permit
he could
not have escaped
to collect
his reward,
so he

waited
until
Willem
had signeti
t,3fore
fir.ing
tl'e ,\nois.
I walked
ovef
to the wall.
'There
was a doorway here,
lower down.
Gerard
escaped
through
it and hid under a dung heap outside.
When the guards
found him,
they brought
him back inside
and walled
him up in another
chamber.
They
hoped to perserve
him from the mob, at least
until
he could
be tried
and
But some of the crowd
made to confess
to having
acted for Philip.
They tore down the wall
and took him.
'
noticed
the new brickwork.
So the hope of preserving
the assassin
from the mob had been in vain.
On
p. 43 Dykshoorn
writes:
"They dragged
him into
the open square
and roped
each of his limbs
to a different
horse.
Gerard was torn apart.”
The director
of the Prinsenhof
Museum paid Dykshoorn
"on the spot"
the sum of one hundred
guilders
for "clairvoyant
services
rendered."
There is something
fishy
about this
story.
The reward was paid
"on the spot"
so the director
could
not possibly
have had the opportunity to check any of the supposedly
fresh
information
given
to him by
Dykshoorn.
One hundred
guilders
was a considerable
sum at that
time
(Dykshoorn
mentions
that
it occurred
in 1948).
Is it conceivable
that
anybody
- let alone
a director
of an important
historical
museum - would
be so reckless
as to pay a small
fortune
for an unverified
psychic
statement?
What Dykshoorn
reports
having
said about the assasination
would
have been known to any Dutch schoolboy,
except
for two details:
1)
that Willem
of Orange had been shot in the throat
and 2) that Ge'i-ard
had been lynched
by the mob before
he could
be brought
to justice.
On
both points,
Dykshoorn
was dead wrong.
Willem
the Silent
was not hit
in the throat
but in the chest.
The autopsy
report
has been preserved
and can be seen in the State
Archives
in The Hague.
Balthasar
Ge'rard
was not lynched
by the mob but arrested,
tried
by a special
Commission
consisting
of members of the High Court,
the Court of Holland
and the
City Court of Del" /L and sentenced
to death on July
14, 1584.
The execution
took place
the same day.
The horrible
sentence
has been preserved
and can be seen at the Algemeen
Rijksarchief
in The Hague (3d Dept.,
Archieves
of the States
of Holland
After
1572, brown cabinet
nr. 44.)
The way Dykshoorn
describes
!%rzird's
fate vaguely
suggests
that he may
have confused
Willem's
assasin
with the De Witt
brothers,
promir.ent
Dutch politicians
who were lynched
by a mob in The Hague in 1672.
A
Dutch schoolboy
who would have made a similar
mistake
would nave been
punished
by the history
teacher
instead
of receiving
a hundred
ouilder
reward.
If Marinus
Dykshoorn
ever attempted
to give a psychic
demonstration
at the Prinsenhof
Fuseurn the event does not seem to have made a lasting
impression.
Nei tiler
the present
director,
Drs. !?.A. Leeuw,
nor his
predecessor,
Drs. D.H.G.
Bolien,
could
recall
ever having
heard the
story.
At Drs. Leeuw's
suggestion,
I contacted
the art historian
Dr.
Anne Berendsen
who had been the custodian
of the Prinsenhof
since
1949.
In her reply
she wrote that she had never heard of Dykshoorn's
alleged
feat.
"It
is unlikely
that
such a visit
would never have been discussed
afterwards,"
she added.
According
to Dr. Berendsen,
the published
account
is "worthless."
Long

Distance
Writers

Clairvoyance
on Dykshoorn

seem

to agree

that

the

Duisburg

Long Distance
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affair
must be regarded
as the psychic's
chef d' oeuvre.
According
to
Tabori,
it was "Dykshoorn's
most spectacular
case."
According
to Bartlett,
"solving
a robbery
case in Germany by telephone
from Holland
established
Dykshoorn's
international
reputation."
The case is the subject
of a special
chapter
in the autobiography,
A summary of the claim:
On March 25, 1958, Dykshoorn,
in Breda,
received
a phone call
from Franz-Joseph
Becker,
the captain
of a Rhine
barge.
Becker was calling
from Ruhrort
near Duisburg
in West-Germany.
He reported
the theft
of his launch.
It had been missing
for two days,
and the Duisburg
river
police
had been unable
to find
a trace of it.
Dykshoorn
replied
that
the boat had not been stolen,
but had been
set adrift
by mischievous
teenagers.
It would be found "about
two-anda-half
kilometers
downstream"
(says the autobiography)
or "six miles
upstream"
(says Tabori).
Becker
reported
Dykshoorn's
statement
to the
police
who found the launch
where Dykshoorn
had said it was - wherever
that was.
On March 28 (saysthe
autobiography)
or "a few hours later"
(says Tabori),
Herr Becker
called
again.
This time,
a considerable
amount of money had been stolen
from the barge's
cabin.
The police
had
been notified.
In fact,
they were listening
on another
line.
Dykshoorn
reported
a vision
of a l7-year
old member of the crew of a fifteen-tonner
moored near Becker's
barge.
The lad had stolen
the money and put it in
his travel
bag.
He planned
to leave
for vacation
the next morning.
The
captain
and the police
immediately
set out for the ship indicated
by the
psychic.
they found the 17 year old scoundrel
and the
Sure enough,
travel
bag full
of money.
After
the police
had confirmed
to newspaper
reporters
that
"Yes, Dykshoorn
solved
the case by telephone
- long distance!"
the
story
was picked
up by the press and radio.
Dykshoorn
suddenly
became a celebrity
in Germany.
Critical
evaluation
of the claim:
It is true that
the affair
received
a certain
amount of publicity
at the time.
I have a copy of
an article
that appeared
in the Frankfurter
Abendpost
on May 13, 1958.
This
(popular)
paper basically
confirms
Dykshoorn's
and Tabori's
accounts,
except
that
it ignores
the missing
launch.
From the newspaper article
it would appear
that
Becker
first
contacted
the Dutch
psychic
after
the money had been stolen.
The Abendpost
has the
police
"smiling"
at Becker's
request
for permission
to call
Dykshoorn.
The police
would have had little
reason
for being
ironical
if,
two
days (or a few hours)
previously
they had been witnesses
to a remark-.
able instance
of psychic
detection.
However that may be, Abendpost
has the Duisburg
river
police
confirming
the claim
-- which would seem
the most confidence-inspiring
feature
of the case.
At the time.
the Abendpost
article
cauaht
the attention
of the then
active
Deutsche
Gesellschaft
Schutz
vor Aberglauben
("German
Society
for Protection
aqainst
Superstition"),
a qroup of (mostly)
scientists
The Society
made
strongly
opposed-to
any sort of "occult"
belief.
inquiries
with the Wasserschutzpolizeidirektor
von Nordrhein-Westfalen,
whose reply,
dated June 19, 1958, is quoted
in the Society's
Mitteilungenblatt
(No. 10, August
1958, pp. 12-13).
The chief
of the
water police
wrote:
"Our inquiries
have revealed
that
the story
in
In the
the newspaper
sent to us does not conform
to the actual
facts.
relevant
instance,
the evidence
against
the offender
was produced
by
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normal

police

methods,"

From the brief
note in Mitteilungenblatt,
it is not entirely
clear
whether
the letter
from the police
chief
has been reproduced
in its
entirety.
Especially
as German proponents
of parascience
have frequently
complained
about what they perceived
as a penchant
for quoting-out-ofcontext
on the part of the Society,
an attempt
at double-checking
was
made for the purpose
of the present
article.
The files
of the now
defunct
Society
could
not be located.
In the Spring
of 1982 Herr Gerd
H. HEivelmann
of Marburg
a.d.
Lahn at my request
contacted
the
Wasserschutzpolizei,
the Public
Prosecutor
in Duisburg
and the municipal
police
of Duisburg-Ruhrort.
His letters
contained
an accurate
outline
of the claims
in Dykshoorn's
and Tabori's
books.
Both the city
police
and the Public
Prosecutor
denied
having
any
information
on the matter.
However,
in May a most helpful
reply
was
received
from Herr Kriminaloberrat
Kitschenberg
of the Wasserschutzpolizei.
Herr Kitschenberg
unequivocally
denied
that
in 1958 his department
had cooperated
with any clairvoyant.
After
having
read Herr
Hb'velmann's
letter,
he had spoken to the officer
who had handled
the
Becker
case.
He had been assured
that
the case had been solved
by
normal
means.
This was confirmed
by the documents
in the police
archives.
Herr Kitschenberg
further
wrote that
the claim
that
the
Wasserschutzpolizei
had "admitted"
the psychic's
success
is untrue.
He reminded
us that,
at the appropriate
time,
a state
law forbidding
the police
to employ
clairvoyants
was still
in force.
In a second
letter,
dated June 3, the Herr Kriminaloberrat
added that
the police
files
do not contain
any indication
that,
in the Ruhrort
affair,
a
psychic
was consulted
by a private
party.
He repeated
that
the extant
documents
show that
the case was solved
without
paranormal
assistance.
What happened
in 1958?
Is the claim
a complete
invention?
Or is
the police
covering-up
the fact, that,
a quarter
century
ago, they disobeyed a state
law by cooperating
with a clairvoyant?
A reconstruction
of the actual
events
seems impossible
at this
time.
My private
guess
is that
a victim
of a theft
privately
consulted
Dyshoorn
and was treated
to the customary
diffuse
and ambiguous
"psychic
statements."
After
the
selectively
remembered
and subpolice
had solved
the case, the captain
jectively
validated
Dykshoorn's
utterances,
convinced
himself
that
the
clairvoyant
had scored
a few remarkable
hits
and informed
the press
accordingly.
In the journalistc
process
the account
underwent
further
embellishments.
All this
is conjecture.
The repeated
statements
from
the Wasserschutzpolizei
- cast in the role of chief
witness
in both
Dykshoorn's
and Tabori's
reports
- are clear
and unambiguous.
The
principal
claimant
has refused
to provide
me with sol i d documentary
evidence
to the contrary.
Two Further

Claims

episodes
in Dykshoorn
s career
is de_. One of the most intriguing
On Tuesday,
scribed
on pp 73-77 of My Passport
Says Clairvoyant.
February
12, 1952, the psychic
underwent
tests “at a Dutch provincial
university
that
shall
remain
nameless
here."
The anonymous'researchers
required
him to state
whether
smears of blook
on glass
slides
came
from a man or a woman.
The psychic
set to work,
until
he was given
a
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sample of blood
"from which I receiveda
very strange
psychic
impression."
At first,
he was surprised,
then enraged.
He stood up and told
the
scientists
that
he did not like
being
trapped.
"You are playing
games
with a very serious
subject,
and I deeply
resent
the implication
that
I
am merely
a fraud who has never been exposed.
My abilities
and the way
I use them are public
knowledge,
and until
you can disprove
my abilities,
please
do not degrade
them.
This blood
sample
has been taken
from a
female.
A pregnant
female.
A pregnant
female
dog - or maybe a fox;
I
don't
know.
Now if you will
excuse me..."
In an angry mood, the orator
went home.
As he entered
his Breda apartment,
the telephone
rang.
The
caller's
daughter
and the daughter
of a neighbour
had disappeared
in
nearby
Tilburg.
Half an hour later,
the man came to collect
the clairvoyant.
They set out for Tilburg,
went to the police
station,
and then
to the banks of the Wilhelmina
Canal.
"My gift
led me to the exact spot
from whichthechildren
had fallen
into
the water and then,
immediately,
to the body of the first
child.
There had been no foul
play...a
few
minutes
later
the police
recovered
the second tiny
body."
The next
morning,
one of the university
parapsychologists
phoned to say that
he
"had read in the newspaper
about my help in finding
and recovering
the
children's
bodies..."
and to apologize
for what had happened
at the
laboratory.
The researchers
had not been aware that not all
the blood
samples
had been human.
A naughty
laboratory
assistant
had taken
blood
from a pregnant
fox and slipped
it in among the human samples.
It is of course
vaguely
suspicious
that Dykshoorn
does not mention
the name of the university
where the remarkable
experiment
is supposed
to have been conducted.
He refers
to "a Dutch provincial
university,"
but such institutions
did not exist
in 1952.
It is curious
that
the
amazing
demonstration
of ESP never seems to have been reported
in the
parapsychological
journals.
The blood
sample test
also features
in Tabori's
book - but in a
According
to Tabori,
the experiment
was
completely
different
context.
part of the examination
Dykshoorn
had had to take in order
to get his
government
licence.
"'A dog,'
he said.
He was wrong - it was a fox.
But that
did not prevent
him from getting
his licence."
To complicate
matters
even further,
the Dutch version
of My Passport
Says Clairvoyant
has it that Dykshoorn
correctly
guessed that
the blood
sample
came from
a pregnant
fox terrier
- a dog owned by the parapsychologist
who called
to apologize
on February
13.
Regarding
the case of the missing
girls,
I wrote
to the Tilburg
Police
Superintendent
on May 2, 1982.
I further
contacted
the Tilburg
municipal
archives,
where a complete
collection
of the local
newspapers
is kept.
On June 18, Superintendent
T.P.
de Vries
replied.
He confirmed
that
on February
12 two children
had drowned in the Wilhelmina
Canal:
a boy and a girl,
both three years old.
Contrary
to what is suggested
in the Dykshoorn
autobiography,the
cause of the disappearance
had been
clear
from the start:
the boy's
sister
had witnessed
the tragic
accident.
A quote
from the original
police
report:
"About
17.00 hours
Mrs. van Z. (mother
of one of the victims)
told
me (mother
of the
second victim)
that her daughter
J. had come home reporting
that
her
little
son A. and my little
daughter
P. had fallen
into
the water near
the boat-house."
So the location
of the accident
was known exactly,
which throws a dubious
light
on Dykshoorn's
claim
that
"my gift
led me
to the exact
spot from which the children
had fallen
into
the water."
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The police
report
in no way mentions
assistance
from Dykshoorn
or from
any other
psychic.
It will
be recalled
that
the enigmatic
parapsychologist
who apologized
to Dykshoorn
on the 13th had "read
in the newspaper
about my help in finding
and recovering
the children's
bodies."
However,
the personel
of the municipal
archives
have ascertained
that none
of the local
papers
contained
any mention
of Dykshoorn's
role.
It is
unlikely
that the parapsychologist
could have read in any paper about
the recovery
of the two bodies
on February
13.
Both the police
report
and the newspaper
accounts
reveal
that,
while
the girl
was found late
in the evening
of the lZth,
the body of the other
victim
was only recovered
four days later.
Mr. Dykshoorn's
memory must have played
a
nasty
trick
on him - and on his readers.
Conclusion
Marinus
6. Dykshoorn
is the third
of the famous Dutch "paragnosts"
whose alleged
feats
are critically
examined
in this
series.
As with
Peter
Hurkos
and Gerard
Croiset,
the successes
in psychic
detection
ascribed
to this
sensitive
do not bear skeptical
scrutiny.
As far as
the claims
discussed
in this
article
are concerned,
the facts
flatly
refuse
to corroborate
what Mr. Dykshoorn's
passport
says.
***************
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Marinus
Dykshoorn
is best known for his supposed
proficiency
in
psychic
detection
and private
psychic
counselling.
His autobiograghy
is almost
exclusively
concerned
with successes
in these fields.
I
first
learned
from the Playboy
interview
that Mr. Dykshoorn
also
claims
to be a Dutch Uri Geller.
He reportedly
told
the interviewer
that
he had psychokinetically
stopped
clocks
"hundreds
of times
in
laboratories,"
that
computers
get upset
"when I get very cranky"
and that
"everybody
around me gets sick,
really"
when he is in a bad
mood.
Apparently,
one is well advised
never tc pick a quarrel
with
Mr. Dykshoorn.
A big Australian
fellow
who threathened
to give the
psychic
"one good lick"
next moment found himself
lying
on the ground,
paralyzed.
"Did you touch him at all?,"
Mr. Greenburg
asked.
"NO,"
said the clairvoyant.
Unfortunately,
the "hundreds
of times"
Mr.
Dykshoorn
worked PK miracles
under laboratory
conditions
do not
seem to have resulted
in a commensurate
number of scientific
reports.
Quoted on cover of Dykshoorn
(1974)
"Translated
and adapted"
by Louis
Rebcke,
entitled
Mijn
Beroep is
Helderziende
("My Profession
is Clairvoyant"),
Haarlem,
Gottmer,
1976.
The "adaptation"
has resulted
in a few minor
but curious
discrepancies
with the original
English
version.

PLISTSCRIPT
After
the manuscript
for the above article
had been type-set,
I
accidentally
discovered
what must be the solution
to the "Professor
&even"
mystery.
In the thirties
there
existed
in the Hague an obscure
"Society
for Philosophy
and Parapsychology"
led by a Dr. E. Greven.
This
Dr. Greven was a Dutchman
with strong
Germanophile
leanings.
The Hague
daily
newspaper
Het Vaderland
on March 6, 1942, reported
that
Greven had
been appointed
Professor
of Parapsychological
Philosophy
at Leiden
University.
Presumably,
Professor
Greven never actually
lectured
there,
as
the previous
year Leiden
University
had been closed
down by the Nazi
invaders
after
the outcry
of professors
and students
against
the dismissal of the Jewish personnel.
Accordino
to Mr. Georqe Zorab (who in
the
European
Journal
of Parapsychology
VGl. 1, Nr. 3,-November
1976, erroneously
states
that Greven was appoi;ted
already
in 1940),
the appointment
had been a personal
favor
from‘the
Nazi Governorp
the notorious
Dr.
Seyss-Inquart.
Greven acquired
the status
of "Professor"
only as a result
of the unusual
political
circumstances
of the time.
After
the war (if
he
survived
at all),
he immediately
relapsed
into
obscurity.
It is quite
possible
that Mr. Dykshoorn
some time during
the thirties
met this
gentleman.
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THE INVENTION

OF WITCHCRAFT:

USES
QFDOCUMENTARY
ANDORAL-HISTORICAL
SOURCES
IN
RECONSTRUCTING
THEHISTORY
OFTHEGARDNERIAN
MOVEMENT
AIDAN

A,

KELLY

In a paper
titled
“Observations
on Systemic
Methodological
Problems
with
Theories
of Ancient
Female Monotheism,
I’ which
I del ivered
to the
at Ful ler
Women and Religion
section
of the APR Western
Region
meetin
Theological
Semi nary,
Pasadena,
in March of this
year
cl981 3 , I made
three
poi nt s that
I woul d I I k.e to summarize,
ir reverse
order,
as an
i ntroduction
to the concerns
of this
paper.
1. Robert
Graves,
among others,
proposed
without
proof
more than 30
years
ago that
a type
of female
monotheism
had exictec
throughout
neolithic
Europe
[li.
This
proposal
has been repeated
quite
frequently
ir
recent
years
[21.
However,
the serious
research
of the I ast 30 years
has
shown
that
the entire
Aegean area from 2500 to 1500 E. C. (th is bei ng the
only
area at issue
for which
we have significant
deta)
seems to have been
economical
ly and culture-I
ly the westernmost
outpost
of the civil
ization
common to the Eastern
Mediterranean
I ands,
a civi I ization
whcse
rel igious
beliefs
now seem fairly
clear
[31.
That
is,
for any time and place
for
which
we have data,
the data
I eave no room for
a female
monotheism.
2. It has al I too often
been proposed
that
the venerat-ion
of the
Blessed
Virgin
in Christianiv
began simply
as an imitation
of the cult
of the Goddess
who was the supreme
deity
of that
supposed
ancient
f em&l E!
monotheism
[4].
There
is,
in fact,
no significant
pre-Christian
evidence
The writ i nys
for the exi stence
of any such exa I ted concept
of a Goddess.
most often
cited
as supposedly
preserving
evidence
of such a
pre-Christian
concept
al I date from the second
century
[5].
PI utarch’s
and Lucius’
descriptions
of Isis
could
be based on the Gospel
according
to Luke.
The reverse
relationship
is not possible.
3. It is currently
being
claimed
that
a form of that
ancient
female
monotheism
survived
into
th is century,
and is sti I I be1 ng practiced
under
its
traditional
name of “witchcraft”
[6].
In fact,
al I such cl aims are
based
on the claims
to historicity
for the magical
religion
invented
in
the 1940s and 1950s by Geral d Gardner
and variocis
of his col I eagues.
In March
I offered
this
third
point
2s
a conclusion,
without
procf,
and promised
to provide
I ZNI na; beginr:ing
J-o
thi;t
proof
in the future.
redeem
that
promise.
The ful I proof,
based on analysis
of relevant
documents,
is contai
ned in a manuscript
currently
titled
“The! Invention
of h!itchcraft”
thclt wil I, if all
goes well,
finally
be published
next
year
C-III.
I am here going
to summarize
its
corterts
and report
on an
oral-historical
verification
of its conclusions.
Adequete
synchronic
descriptions
of the Gardnerian
mcvement
have been
pub1 ished
and need not be summarized
here [8-j.
The movement
may have up
to 100,000
serious
adherents
worldwide,
and, taken
by itself,
the claim
by members
of th i t movment
to have some hi cfor ical
tie
to the w i tchcrsf
t
of a century
or more ago might
seem curicus
but quite
unimportant.
However,
the Gardnerians
do not exist
in isolation,
and their
claims
to

hlstorlcity
have been made the basis
for
claims
that
are besinring
to
have serious
effects
on religious
scholarship
and on varic’us
pot itical
movements.
These
cl aims therefore
cannot
be al I owed to pass’
unchal I enged.
As it happens,
many radical
feminists
who are active
ir the current
Goddess
movement
never
mention
Gerald
Gardner
In their
writings
[91.
Perhaps
their
position
(which
they
do not explain)
is that,
if one form
of their
religion
was passed
down through
Gardner,
another
form could
have been passed
down independently
of him. Also,
many current
attempts
to reconstruct
the supposed
ancient
Goddess
religion
are based,
in part,
on an I ntultive
argument,
of the form
YSI rice I know from my own
I also
know what
bits
and pieces
of
experience
how this
religion
feels,
ancient
culture
might
have been part
cf it,
and what could
not possibly
have been part
of it. It This
Is a perfectly
sound argument
in itself,
it
is used by adherents
of al I rel igions
to some extent
in unravel
i ng the
hi story
of their
faith,
and, kept
within
the bounds
of common sense,
it
can provide
rough
guidelines
for
historical
research.
Ekrt its
cogency
here depends
on the assumption
that
there
is an unbroken
historical
continuity,
however
slender,
between
the current
movement
and the ancient
rel igion.
I contend
that
there
is no such continuity,
because
there
is nc
historical
basis
whatsoever
for the Gardnerlen
claims
to his~toricity;
so
the cl aims for the exisfence
and surv lval
of an ancient
femal e monothei
cm
are a charming
fantasy,
but lack
any basis
in serious
scholarship.
I am NOT
Let me emphasize
here that
I am not arguing
frcinl si I ence.
say 1ng “There
is no evi dance to support
such cl aims. 11 I am say Irg that
there
i s nOw a great
deal of evi dence,
al I of which
adds up to a virtual
impossibl
I Ity that
such claims
could
be true.

THE EISTORICAL

PRCBLEM

Geral d Gardner,
a retired
British
civil
servant,
claimed
that
he hack
been I ni ti a-ted I n 1939 1 nto a coven
1 n the New Forest
area that
dated
back at I east
to El izabethan
times.
l-!e al so cl aimed to have renovated
and augmented
the fragmentary
traditions
of that
coven
into
a viable
system,
which
he then
used to found
new covens
during
the 1950s.
His
position
was that,
despite
his eclecticism,
he was preserving
the
essential
concepts
and practices
of an ancient
religion;
and thls
has
ever
since
remal ned the position
of almost
al I members
of the mcvemert
he
founded
[lo].
I became curl ous rnme than ten years
ago about Gardner’s
cl aims,
I wondered
what
had cons-l ituted
the traditions
of that
Specif
ical ly,
01 der coven,
and what Gardner’s
contributions
had been.
Of course,
no
rel iable
concl usions
about
such a question
could
be drawn
from published
versl ens of the %ook
of Shadows”
(hencefclrth,
BoS),
the Gardnerian
I lturgical
manual.
Instead
I woul d need access
to oricji nal documents,
and since
the Gardnerian
BoS is kept
secret,
and only
exists
as a family
of mancscri
pt tradi tlons,
I thought
that
the question
wotild
have to
remain
unanswered
[ll].
To my surprise,
al I the necessary
documents
became available
to me within
a few months
in 1974.
Since
then,
other
bits
and pieces
of published
evidence,
and oral-historical
sources,
have
served
to refine
and confirm
my basic
conclusions
-- which
let me now
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proceed

toward.

THE DOCUMENTARY

EV I DENCE

The documentary
cvi dence here
(1) Gardner’s
three
pub11 shed
WITCHCRAFT
TClDAY (WTI,
1954;
and

cons1 sts of the tot I ow i t-g.
books:
HIGH MAGIC’S
F,ID (HMA),
TtiE MEANING OF WITCHCRAFT
(MW),

1947;
1958

cm.
(2) A set of eighteen
typewritten
documents
owned by Carl
L. leschcke,
President
of Llewel
lyn Publications,
in St.
Paul,
along
with
various
handwritten
and typewritten
letters
from Gardner
that
al low the documents
to be indisputably
identified
as being
from Gardner’s
hand.
These
documents,
sent
to Weschcke
by a former
member of one of Gardner’s
covens,
turn
out to be vorslons
(typed
between
about
195e and 1960)
of
documents
wrltten
between
1953 and 1960.
(3) The documents
and letters
bought
by RI pl ey’s
I rternational,
Ltd.,
Toronto,
as part
of Gardner’s
witchcraft
museum.
Of th is,
the single
most
important
item of al I Is a manuscript
book titled
“Ye Bok of ye Art
Magical”
(&WI),
whic.h
turns
out to have been written
between
about
1544
and 1953.
The analysis
of these
document s occupies
several
hundred
pages of my,
Here
I can only
summarize
God w i I I i ng, soon-to-b&pub1
I shed manuscri
pt.
my methodology
and my conclcsions.
The Gardnerian
claim
to historlcil-y
amounts
to a claim
that
some
aspect
or level
or bits
or pieces
of the rituals
and other
documents
that
that
is,
are derive<
fron: the beliefs
make up the BoS are traditional,
and practices
of the pre-1939
coven.
The Weschcke
documents
i n St. Paul,
and the BAM MS.
and several
other
items
in Gardner’s
notebooks
in
Toronto,
are work1 ng drafts
of iterrts
included
in the (now publ Ished)
versions
of the BoS [13].
I sorted
out Gardner’s
lladdltions”
by the
method
of identify
ing the I iterary
sources
of
obvious,
though
tedi ous,
that
make up the rituals
ir: the 80s [14],
and settln$
the bits
and pieces
such
icentified
passages
aside.
I had I ntended
to ask whether
what then
remained
made sense
as the sort
of rel igious.
tradition
that
Gardner
cl al med.
In fact,
after
these
I i terary
additions
have been set
zsi de,
what
is I eft
coul d easl ly have been constructed
from such obvl ous sources
as Murray,
Lel and, and the great
CambrIdge
cl assicistc
-- but that
is not
at al I what
the Gat-dnerians
claim.
Actual
ly, since
the preceding
r-marks
apply
only
to the r-i tual t,, this
conclusion
Is al I but trivial,
for
two reasons.
First,
It is obvious
to anyone
fail
iar with
western
magical
traditions
that
the Gardnerian
rituals
derive
fron: the magical
sysf~i
of
the Her-met I c Order
of the Gol den Dawn,
and not from any native
British
rel I gious
tradi tlons.
Second,
the Gardner
fans
have never
cl aimed these
rituals
to be
traditional
; they
admit
the rituals
are exactly
where
Gardner
dlc the
most reconstructi
on work.
Rather,
they
cl aim the Or-e-1939
stratum
is one
in
brief,
the
sorts
of
things
of concept,
customs,
traditions,
I aws,
and,
incorporated
in the PoS document
called
the “Craft
Laws*’
or the Wlcl
the
only
piece
of
writing
in
the
BoS
that
claims
l-0
Laws”
[15-j,
which
is
I
had
felt
that
the
be (and,
prima
facie,
could
be) historical.
stand
or fal I on this
document
ever
Gardnerian
cl aim to historicity
must
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since
I haci seen a completr:,
published
ver:,ion
oi it in 1971 [lE’].
Internal
ly it purports
to have been written
i I: i-t,e nfi d-18th
cet:tury,
and
to 1 ncl cde materizi
s dafi ng back to the 16-i-h centcry.
The ol c’est
complete
version
of it I have found waz. i ncl uded aionc, the Weschcke
documents,
in two separate
parts
typed
about
1959 or 1960.
I wepi- tG Toronto
hoping
to find
even ol der versions
of these
“Craft
Laws”
-- and so I did,
though
not in the fern
I was expecting.
In a file
of letters
I found
a document
tit-led
“Proposed
Rules
for
the Craft”;
it
coul d be dated
to June 1957 because
of a reference
to it i n a I etter
from
Jack Brace1 in, Gardner’s
suppclsed
biographer
i-171.
These rules,
written
by someone
named Ned, greatly
overt apped the concerns
of the “Craft
Laws”
document.
I n fact,
I final
ly real ized,
I-hese rules
were
the first
draft
of the “Craft
Laws. ‘I Given
that
hypothesis,
I was able to identify
an
earl i er draft
of every
passage
i K the “Craft
Laws”
sonlewhere
el SE: in
Gardner’s
pubt ished
or unpubl ished
writings.
Where
later
and earl ier
versions
of the same passages
have been publ i shed,
we can see that
the
t ater
passages
have been archafcized
by fncorporation
of obscure
words
gleaned
fron] the Oxford
English
Dictionary
[18r(.
In sum, there
is noth ing in these
Yraf
t Laws, I1 or I r the enti re BoS,
that
could
possit
ly be part
of 2 tradition
received
from a pre-1939
coven.
In nuclear
physics,
even I f a part i cl e has no charge
and a Imost
no mass,
and is therefore
very
difficult
to detect,
its existence
must
have some detectable
effects
ClSi],
and if those
effects
cannot
be
detected
after
stati
sticsl
ly suf f 1 cient
efforts
to detect
them, we can be
sure
the particle
does not exist.
Simi I arly,
the existence
of a pre-1939
coven vroul d have left
detectable
traces
smewhere
in the Gardner-Ian
60s.
Since
no effects
at al I can be found,
we can be virtual
ly certzir:
that
such a coven
did not exist,
and that
there
was no sort
of S-tone Age
religion
surviving
in England
in 1’39.
Hence the
ir+uitive
argument
zbuuithe nature
of an ancient
female
monotheism
al so col lapses.
However,
the Gardner
i an movar:ert-t
does exi s-t, and i s a v i.zbl E: new
rel i gious
mcvement.
What 1 s its
actual
hi story?
One clue
here
is the
fact,
not yet menti oned,
that
Gardner
was dyslexic:
his
letters
and
journals
show that
he could
neither
spel I nor punctuate,
and his grasp
of
grammar
was rather
shaky.
Hence,
despite
his
Intel
Iigence,
which
I do
not discount,
his
disability
would
not have al lowed
blrn to write
the
books
pub1 ished
under
his name.
The literary
help did not come from bit
pub I I shers : the carbon
copy of the unpubl i shed MS.
of WT i r Toronto
is
1 n excel lent
shape [ZO].
Gardner
must have had a co-author.
When Doreen
Val iente
final
ly admitted
in her most recer.t
book [211
that
she had been
initiated
by Gardner
in 1953,
the pieces
fel I into
place.

AN ORAL+

I STOR I CAL SOURCE : FLc\Y I!

CJuri ng th is past
year,
I had the pleasure
of a visit
fror;
a men who
was at’1 6 and w 1 I I ins to answer
many questions
I had not thought
I woul d
ever
get answered.
He is now sti I I a mctitber of Gardner’s
oric,i nal c:oven,
ir,to
which
he was initiated
in January
1557 by Gardner
and by Doreen
Val iente,
who was the High Priestess
of that
coven
[22].
The fol Iowi~y
morth,
the coven
spl it in hal f, w i l-h Doreen
and Ned, as her Hi yh Friest,
taking
four
OT five
others
with
therrr to form a new coven,
and Gardner
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soon wandered
off
to begir,
initiating
r:cw members
also.
Thi s was t’he
situation
when the “Craft
Laws”
were
created
1 n 1957;
Floyd
though?
they
since
they
had never
been part
of the
were
the work
of Doreen’s
coven,
original
coven’s
tradition.
FI oyd assured
me that
al I the Gardner
i ans of hi c ti me knew Doreen
Val iente
had wrltten
virtual
ly everything
in the BoS, and that
the master
copy of that
book was sti I I in her possession
[U].
Floyd
bel ieves
there
was a pt-e-1939
coven,
and said
he knew several
people
who had met ‘lDafo,l’
who had also
been a member of it.
However,
he admitted,
she had never
been forthcotni
ng with
any data about
that
coven.
Given
this
and other
information
Floyd
shared,
I reconstruct
the
hi story
of the Gardneri
an movement
as f ol I ows.
Gardner
met “Dafo’I
during
Wori d War I I in scme sort
of magical
croup,
and they
decided
to found
a rel igion
of “witchcraft”
that
they woul d
cl aim dated
from the Middl e Ages.
They col labor-a-ted
on the writ1
ng of
HMA and on creating
the BAM MS., which
is clearly
intended
for
liturgical
use in rituals.
Apparently
they
met with
very
I ittl e success
unti I they
initiated
Doreen
Vat iente
in 1953.
She promptly
put her very
real
talents
as a writer
to work
for
the new rel igion,
rewriting
the existing
ritual
s and creating
new ones,
and doing
probab ly the major1 ty of the
writing
on WT. The useful
matericl
from the BAM 6.
was copied
into
her
new master
copy of the BoS about
1953,
and BAM was retired
to the back cf
a cabinet
[24].
Apparently
Doreen
very
early
in this
process
took
over
Dafo’s
position
as High Priestess
of the coven.
The work1 ng drafts
of the rituals
I n BAM, in the Weschcke
documents,
and so on, can al I be dated
to within
a year
or so by conlpari son with
the
versions
of the rituals
in the published
books.
Some specific
discoveries
that
arise
from such comparison
are the following.
(1) Many things
claimed
to exist
in WT did not exist
at that
time,
and
For exampl e, none of the circl
e
were
only
1 n the planning
stages.
rituals
in use 1 n 1954 were based on a llpagan’t
theology;
instead,
they
were
al I adapted
frm
the Kabal 1 stic
system
of the Greater
Key of
Sol ofnon.
In fairness,
I should
emphasize
here that
the work
which
Val iente
and Gardner
carried
out In creating
their
llpagan’l
rituals
during
the 1950s represents
a major
advance
in magical
technology,
si rice it
adapts
the often
cumbersome
procedures
of the HOGD systm
to the needs of
smal I groups.
(2) WT incorporates
the conceptof “traditional
I aws”
that
govern
the
“Cr af I-, I1 but,
as I said,
the writing
of the “Craft
Laws”
document
did net
begin
until
1957,
when,
for the first
time,
there
were
two covens,
and
therefore
a need for
a common set of ground
rul es for
al I members
of ?-he
rel igion.
(3) There
was no emphasis
on the Goddess
as the majcr
deity,
and on
the High Priestess
as the certral
avthority
ir: the coven,
until
after
1957,
when Doreen
Val iente
became the f irst
such “Gardner
ian”
High
Priestess,
and began to adopt
the “White
Goddess”
myth i nver,ted
by Robert
Graves
as the off lci al theology
of her coven.
One can see the begi Eni ngs
of this
I ate stage
1 n MV, which
Doreen
al so seems to have hel ped Gardner
write;
the “hiving
off”
of her new cover:
represented
growth
mu-e than a
sch 1 sm.
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CONc:Lus IONS
I th ink the women's
rights
rr~ovt~~~rtt
!:<js al ways Leer: much foe import ant
to be based
on a bogus
historical
claim.
I think
the need in our ::ociety
to explore
and experience
the feminirity
and motherliness
cf God, both
theologically
and socially,
is far more important
for our future
well-being
than any merely
political
issue
could
be.
The Gardnerien
mcvement,
which
is a viable,
growing,
and very
interesting
religious
movement
in Its
own rfght,
exists
because
its
emphasis
on the concept
of
the Goddess
is meeting
a need in our society
that
1s not being
met by the
"malnstre~"
churches,
which
had therefore
better
look to their
laurels.
female
monotheism,
I
Although
I am denying
that
there
was an ancient
am offering
a positive
result
In exchange:
to wit,
that
the "Gardnerian"
although
organized
by Gerald
Gardner,
was essentially
the
mcvement,
creation
of two women who have not befclre
been given
(or claimed)
@oreen Vallente
ant the
adequate
credit
for
their
creative
achievements.
wOrnan called
Dafo were
not preserving
or revlvirg
somethir.g
ancient;
r-Ether,
they
created
a new religion
which
is,
for
better
or worse,
carving
out a place
for
itself
In the modern
world.
Insofar
as its
growtl
depends
on its
spurious
claim
to ancient
authority,
it may yet suffer
some setbacks
among persons
whose
irterest
in it deperds
on that
claim;
but as a uniquely
Western
form of spiritual
discipline,
it merits
the
attention
of serlcus
scholars,
and its
adherents
merit
being
dealt
with
as adults,
not as children
who must be fed on milk.
NCTES
1. Robert
Graves,
THE WHITE GOPDESS (London:
Faber
& Faber,
194E; 3d,
rev.
ed.,
1961).
This
proposal
of female
monotheism
is a variart
of the
classic
theory
of llmatriarchy*'
proposed
by Bachofen,
Lewis
Henry
Mcrgan,
Brlffault,
etc.
Also,
neither
the obvious
general
importance
of
goddesses
at all
times
and places
In the ancient
world,
nor henothelstic
worship
offered
to a particular
goddess,
is at issue
here.
2. E.g.,
In such popular
works
as Stat-hawk's
THE SPIRAL DANCE: A
REBIRTH OF THE ANCIENT RELIGION
OF THE GREAT GODDESS (Harper
& Row,
19791,
Merlin
Stone's
WHEN GOD WAS A WOMAN (Dial,
19761,
Naomi
Goldenberg's
CHANGING OF THE GODS (Beacon,
19791,
or Charlene
Spretnak's
LOST GODDESSES OF EARLY GREECE (Moon Books,
1978).
All these
works
simply
assume
the -truth
of Graves'
hypothesis,
and offer
no analysis,
proof,
or defense
of it.
I find
it even mwe
disturbing
that
essentially
s works
intended
to be scholarly,
the same unexamined
assumption
underlie
such as Christine
Downing's
THE GODDESS (Crossroad,
19811,
and m&ny
articles
and cortrlbutions
to ar,thologles
(see further
in note 41.
3. A sober
history
of this
pericd
arises
out of such works
as Jcsepb
Fontenrose's
PYTHON (University
of California
Press,
19591,
Michael
Astour's
HELLENOSEMITICA
(Brll
I, 19671,
Gor-don's
COMKIN BACKGROUND OF
GREEK AND HEBREW CIVILIZATION
(Norton,
2d ed.,
19651,
and, in general,
the articles
in Voume I, Part
II,
and Volume
II,
Part
I, of the Third
Edition
of the CAFBRILZE
ANCIENT HISTORY
(in cortrast
to those
lr the
second
edition,
which
still
left
the question
open).
4. This
also was one of Graves'
contentions,
adopted
uncritically
by
many current
feminists.
Geoffrey
Ashe' s THE VIRGIh
(Pcutledge
and Kegan
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1976)
is most
useful
for
its
eIesjat:t
scriptural
defense
of the
Paul,
doctrine
of the perpetual
virginity
of Mary and for
showing
that
the
hypothesis
that
there
was a pre-Christian
Great
Goddess
religion
of any
sort
must
lead inexorably
to historical
conclusions
that
contradict
most
of the major
premises of Chrf stiani-f-y.
5. E.g.,
Lucius
Apuleius
f WETAM@RPHOSIS dates
from ca. 155,
in the
midst
of the Gnostic
effloresence.
Plutarch's
essay
on Isis
and Osiris
probably
dates
from llO+/-10,
and so could
be contemporary
wJth
Luke;
however,
J. G. Griffiths,
PLUTARCH,
DE ISIDE ET OSIRIDE
(University
of
Wales
Press,
1970),
points
out (citing
the work
of Tcrhoudt,
1942)
slm1larltles
between
De Is.
19 and Hlppoi.
Refut.
6.30.1
(on p.
3541,
and between
De Is. 54 and Hlppol.
Refut.
6.30.6-31.6
(on pp. 49, 504).
These
indicate
that
PIutarch*s
conceptof Isis
is already
very
close i-0
the Gnostic
Sophi 8 speculations
cf,
e.g.,
the Valentinien
Gospel
of Truth
9.14-17.
Given
the overall
thrust
of the massive
scholarship
of Charles
Talbert
and of Raymond Brown,
one must currently
assume
that
any
influence
by Gnosticism
creates
a presumption
of dependence
on
Christianity.
6. Continuity
with
an ancient
ferrlale
monotheism
has been claimed
in
virtually
every
popular
book advocating
modern
witchcraft
since
the
1950s.
The claims
by radical
feminists
only
began in the mid-197Cs,
when
the women's
rights
mcvement
and the Gardnerian
mcvement
began to
interpenetrate,
with
the resulting
invention
of "Dianlctl
(women-cnly)
witchcraft.
P. E. 1.
Bonewits,
REAL MAGIC (Creative
Arts,
2d ed.,
1979)
gives
a witty
account
of how this
happened
on p. 11G.
7. This
MS., originally
written
in 1976 for
Llewellyn
Publications,
was accepted
in partial
satisfaction
of my comprehensive
examinations
in
It is
theology
at the Graduate
Theolo9icaI
Union,
Berkeley,
in 1977.
essentially
the same MS. referred
to by Adler,
Russell,
and Bonewlts
(set
notes
6 and 8) under
the title
"The Rebirth
of Witchcraft."
This
change
The MS.
of title
does reflect
a change
in my interpretation
of the data.
has been accepted
for
publication
by the
Institute
for
the Study
of
American
Religion,
Evanston,
Ill.
8, The major
study
is Mar-got
Adler,
DRAWING DOWN THE MOON (Vikfng,
1979).
J. B. RusselJ,
A HISTORY OF WITCHCRAFT:
SORCERERS,
HERETICS,
AND
PAGANS (Thames
and Hudson,
1980)
is important
as the first
serious
study
of witchcraft
as a whole
that
deals
with
the Gardner-fen
movement
sympathettcally
but accurately.
See also
the articles
by Marcello
Truzti
in Edward
A. Tiryakian,
ed.,
UN THE MARGIN OF THE VISIBLE:
SOCIC'LaY,
J?74),
and in I. J. Zaretsky
and M.
THE ESOTERIC,
ANG THE OCCULT (Wiley,
P. Leone,
eds.,
RELIGIOUS
FK)VEMENTS IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICA (Prirceton
University
Press,
1974);
the latter
gives
an excellent
survay
of the
literature
to that
date.
See also
Susan Roberts,
WITCHES USA (Phoenix
House,
2d ed.,
1974)
for
a well-written
popular
survey.
9. E.g.,
none of the books
listed
in note 2 discuss
Gardner.
Two of
J-,Js books
appear
in Starhawk's
bibliography,
but she never
mentions
him
in her text.
Even mcxe disturbing
is,Emlly
Culpepper's
"The Spiritual
Movement
of Radical
Feminist
Consciousness,"
in J. Needleman
and G.
Baker,
eds.,
UNDERSTANDING
THE NEW RELIGIONS
(Seabury,
19781,
pp.
she
discusses
Feminist
Witchcraft
specifically,
220-234.
On pp. 222-224,
CJuoting
with
approval
a statement
that
its
trac'ition
goes back to the
?nJddle
ages and . . . anclert
religions
and rituals
focused
on the
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worship
of a Goddess
who was a Divine
Mother.”
She never
mentions
Gardner,
and recommends
Z, Budapest’s
FEMINIST
BOOK OF L IGHTS AND SHADOWS
(Luna Books,
1976)
without
mentionf
ng the fact
(and It is no secret)
that
this
is merely
a rewrltfng
of Gardner’s
BoS to eliminate
all mentions
of
males
both mortal
and immortal.
I do not- object
to advccacy
as such;
I
object
when advocacy
is passed
off
as scholarship.
10. Gardner’s
mentions
of -i-h is story
are fragmentary
and scattered,
and the description
in GERALD GARDNER: WITCH (Octagon
House,
19601,
publ lshed
under
the name of Jack Brace1 in (see note 171,
is brfef
and
vague.
The most detailed
version
Is given
by Doreen
Val iente,
in the
entry
for
Marti n’s,
“Gerald
Gardner”
in her ABC OF WITCHCRAFT
(St.
she is anything
but an independent
witness.
19731,
but,
as we wi I I see,
The only
scholar
before
new who has considered
the Gardneritn
cl aim to
historicity
is El llott
Rose,
A RAZOR FOR A GOAT (University
of Toronto
Press,
19621.
Al though
Rose supposes
the Gardner
Ian cl al m to be
i nherent
iy fraudul
ent,
he makes the strategic
error
of bel fevf ng
Gardner’s
cl al m that
there
had been an earl fer coven,
and so becomes
I ost
In speculations
about
what
sort
of person
might
have perpetrated
such a
fraud
around
the turn
of the century,
a point
on which
there
can,
of
tour se, be no evi dence.
11. I did wrfte
an essay
applying
some basic
techniques
of New
Testament
textual
crftf~ism
to the two versions
of the “Craft
Laws”
that
appeared
1 n June Johns’
KlkG OF THE WITCHES (Coward
McCann,
1969)
and f n
THE GRIMGIRE
OF LADY SHEBA (Llewel
iyn,
19721.
Isaac
Bonewits,
just
before
he left
for
his year
as Editor
of Lfewel
lyn’s
GNOSTICA,
had asked
me to submit
this
essay,
which
was subsequently
publ f shed as “Textual
Criticism
and the Craft
Laws”
(GNOSTICA,
July
1974).
The arrival
of this
essay
in St. Paul remf nded Carl
Weschcke
of the Gardnerian
documents
he
had f I led away,
and Isaac,
recognizing
that
the documents
were
probably
very
important,
sent
me copies
of them.
12. Gardner’s
books,
which
have gone through
many reprf ntf ngs,
were
orfgf
nal ly publ fshed
as follows:
HIGH MAGICfS AID (London,
Michael
Houghton,
19471;
W I TCHCRAFT TODAY f London : Rider,
1954);
THE MEANING OF
WITCHCRAFT
(London:
Aquarian
Press,
1959).
The pamphlet
WITCH,
by “Rex
Nemot-ensfsfl
(Charles
Cardell),
published
privately
in 1964,
and in which
the pot cal I c the kettle
black,
f s al so useful
for
datfng
some of the BoS
documents.
13. Stewart
Farrar’s
WHAT WITCHES DO (Coward,
McCann,
1971)
cont2i
ns
the ful I text
(EXCEPT for
the **Craft
Laws”)
of the copy of the Gardner-fan
BoS that
Alex Sanders
obtained
when he was initiated
by Patricia
Crowther
in 1963.
THE GRIMOIRE
CF LADY SHf?BA (Llewel
lyn,
1972)
is slightly
less
camp I ete,
sf rice she apparently
never
received
the Third-Degree
of uninspired
initiation,
but she makes up for
tha t by a burst
inventiveness.
14. By “1 iterary”
I mean only
“ex isting
in a published
book.”
The
Crow I ey’s
MAG I CK IN THEORY AND
major
sources
used fncl ude: Al el ster
PRACTICE
(Cast1 e, 1934);
S. 1..
MacGregor
Mathers’
edition
of THE GREATER
KEY OF SOLOMON (apparently
f n a Brf t-1 sh versior
that
differed
in some
detai I s from the DeLaurence
edition
of 1914);
Chat-l es Godfrey
Lel and’s
ARADIA,
THE GOSPEL OF THE WITCHES (Scrfbner’s,
1897);
and apparently
some
from those
transmitted
fn
Masonic
and/or
Gol den Dawn rf tual s (aside
Crow1 ey’s
wri tf rigs).
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ir; note 11.
1 5. For texts
of the "Craft
Law+.cl' see the works
16. In Johns
(see note 11).
17. "FI oy d, " my British
toici me the book had actually
been
visitor,
who
then
decided
he
would
prefer
not
to
have
his
written
by ldries
Shah,
name on it,
and asked
Bracelin
to tcke
responsibility.
Since
Eracelln's
spelling,
punctuation,
etc.,
were
as poor as Gardner's,
this
story
makes
at least
prima
facie
sense.
18. E.g.,
compare
the passage
that
is supposed
to go on the first
page
of a "witch
book"
in its
first
appearance
in WT (about
p. 53, In most
book in your
own hand of write,"
editions),
where
it begins
"Keep this
Since
this
with
the archaicized
versions
of it in Johns
and Sheba.
passage
appears
on the first
page of PAM, we must conclude
that
Gardner
considered
BAM to be the earliest
version
of the BoS.
19. SOME effects
must be detectable,
since
it is not parsimonious
to
hypothesize
the existence
of a particle
that
cannot
affect
the rest
of
the universe
in any way.
20. Hence Francis
King's
assertion
in RITUAL
MAGIC IN ENGLAND
"the
reader
responsible
for
its
(London:
Spearman,
19701,
p. 180, that
acceptance,
himself
an occult
scholar
of distinction,
managed to
blue-pencil
most of the more rubbishy
passages"
seems baseless.
I might
also
comment that
I have managed to date every
document
in the BoS, and
thus
discovered
that
the* assertion
by Crowley's
friends
(reported
by
King,
lot.
cit.)
that
Gardner
commissioned
Crowley
to write
the BoS is
utterly
groundless,
since
ONLY the rituals
published
in HMA exis,ted
while
Crowley
was still
alive.
21. Doreen
Valiente,
WITCHCRAFT
FOR TOMORROW (St.
Martin's
Press,
she coauthored
"Darksome
night
and
19781,
p. 14.
On p. 21 she say+ = that
used in the Gardnerian
BoS In
shining
moon" and other
materiels
1954-1955.
22. One reason
I knew Floyd's
stalements
were
accurate
was that
he
knew the names (which
I knew from reading
the letters
in Toronto)
of the
It was a
totally
obscure
persons
who were members
of the coven
in 1957.
great
pleasure
to ask,
"Who was Ned?"
and be told,
"Oh, he was someone
in
the Cl-t-y,"
which,
of course,
Is British
for
"rich
and well-connected."
23. On p. 21 of her 1978 book,
Vallente
says that
she mns
"Gardner's
Since
she
original
Book of Shadows,
which
he gave to me."
I doubt
that.
wrote
it,
she simply
took
it wlth
her when the original
coven
dlvlded
in
half
In 1957.
then Vice President
for Research
and
24. Derek
Copperthwaite,
told
me that
he had personally
Development
of Ripley's
International,
discovered
the BAM MS. in the back of a cabinet
while
supervising
the
packing
up of the museum holdings
for
transport
to the New World.
There
were
no working
copies
of the CoS in the collection
when It was bought,
but the Wilsons
(Gardner's
heirs)
apparently
had not known
of the
existence
of this
MS.
book,
since
it had been retired
before
their
Mr. Copperthwsite
was the
arrival
at the Witches'
Mill
in Castle-fcswn.
first
person
to recognize
that
BAM must be important
for
reconstructing
the history
of the Gardnerian
movement.
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THE LOCH NESS MONSTER:
A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
Supplement

1

HENRY H. BAUER
Since
publication
of the annotated
bibliography
'n 1980 (Z.S.
no.
7), the following
hooks have been drawn to my attention.
They are
numbered
so as to fit
into
the seqltence
used earlier.
David
C. Cooke and Yvonnc Cooke,
The Great
Monster
Hunt,
W. W
-6A.
-~
Norton,
1969.
Story
of the Cooke's
visit
to Loch
Photos
IrI,
VIII,
IX, XI.
Ness, meeting
a number of the monster-hunters
and eyewitnesses;
gives
a good feel
for the place
and the mystery.
No references
or citations,
but the accuracy
is commendable
(I noted
on1.y two
that
the Mountain
expedition
was in 1935 (actually,
errors:
1934);
that
the 1954 sonar
showed a 50-foot
long object
(no
estimate
of size was possible)).
For children
(grades
4 to 8).
15A.

Warren
Smith,
Strange
Secrets
of the Loch Ness Monster,
Zebra
---Books,
Kensington
Puhl.
Corp.,
1576.
The cover
of
this
paperSac!<
promises
sensationalism
and
unreliability:
"Now that
sonar photographs
have proven
that
the
monster
does indeed
exist....Is
there
a connection...
with
The
Hollow
Earth
Theory....Bermuda
Triangle....UFOs..."
contents
are considerably
better,
and quite
sober;
but there
are
manv errors
(mostly
on minor
matters),
numerous
misspellings,
no
Photo
III
on the cover.
bibliography,
ver,y few references.
Another
potboiler.

19A.

Is There a Loch Ness Monster?,
Julian
Mersner,
Gerald
S. Snyder,
---__1977.
A laudable
attempt
to present
pros and cons
For older
children.
rather
than one side only of the matter;
but the presentation
is
badly
organized,
and quite
a number of inaccuracies
have crept
in despite
the
author's
ohviously
wide
knowledge
of the
is photo XI, correctly
literature:
for instance,
on p. 83 there
labeled
as taken
in 1960,
with
no indication
that
some doubts
(from Burton)
that
have heen expressed;
on p. 161 is the claim
O'Connor
photographed
a stick
and inflated
bag -- but we are not
told
that
it is the photo on p. 83 that
is under discussion,
in
fact
we are shielded
from sue': realization
by the wrong date of
1959 used on p. 161!
Photos
III,
V, XV as well as XI.

19B.

Ian Thorne,
The Loch Ness Monster,
Crestwood
House,
1978.
For childrenxrades
4-5).
Some sill!,
errors
-- that
Dinsdale
spent
several
months
on his first
expedition
in 1960,
for
example.
Photos
III
(labeled
1961 instead
of 1934! !), VIII,
XV,
XVI (in two versions,
as though
different
shots!),
XVII.
Why is
it apparent1.y
so difficult
to keep +.he simple
facts
straight??
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UFOS, FIREBALLS AND METEORITES
HARVEY

H. NININGER

PREFACE

Mister
X said
"I was standing
right
here.
It was 5 o'clock
in the
morning.
You see,
I haul trash
for
people
and I get out early,
and that
big ball
of fire
went
right
over
that
telephone
pole - not ten feet
above
it.
Some people
are saying
it was a meteor
or something.
I know better.
I seen it with
my own eyes;
it was within
100 yards
of me.
I was so
scared
I couldn't
talk.
I tried
to call
my wife.
She was right
inside
that
kitchen
door
(about
30 ft.
from where
we were
standing),
but I couldn't
say a word.
I was shakin'
like
a leaf.
That was one of them spudniks
and
I knew that
the guy in it could
just
evaporate
me.
No, they can't
tell
me
it was a meteor.
I seen it so plain
it scared
the wits
out of me."
We
were
in north
Denver,
and he was pointing
in a westerly
direction.
At the same moment that
Mr. X was undergoing
this
awful
fright,
a
driver
200 miles
west
of him stopped
his truck
to watch
a sight
the like
of which
he had never
before
seen;
when we interviewed
him, he pointed
to
a spot
about
a half
mile
east
of him where
he thought
the fireball
struck.
Bear in mind,
these
men were
200 miles
apart
- the man in Denver
looked
westnorthwest
and the truck
driver
in Utah looked
east.
And, at this
same
moment,
the workmen
at an oilfield
encampment
in Wyoming
200 miles
northnorthwest
stbdd
breathlessly
watching
to see if that
ball
of fire
was going
to blast
their
nearby
oil
tanks.
They didn't
have to hold their
breath
long,
for
in a few seconds
it was ending
in a swarm of sparks
some 200 miles
south
of their
camp;
but they
thought
it hit only
a short
distance
beyond
their
tanks.
I was busy with
my meteorites
here in Sedona when the telephone
rang,
from the Denver
Post asking
for
and I heard
the City
Editor's
voice
coming
help.
He said
they
had been receiving
a host
of reports
concerning
sightThey would
like
to know if what
ings
on that
day which
had them puzzled.
people
were
reporting
was a meteorite,
a flying
saucer,
a sputnik
- (this
was only
a short
time after
the first
Russian
Sputnik
was put in orbit)
or some kind of space
craft
that
they
knew nothing
about.
They said
reports
had been coming
in from many locations
in several
states
and that
one had come from a Lt.
Commander
in the Air
Force
which
made it seem
pretty
serious.
I asked
him to read what
teletype
they
had on it,
and he read for
about
20 minutes,
reports
from newspapers
and radio
stations
scattered
over
Colorado,
Wyoming,
Utah,
Kansas,
Nebraska
and P!ew %xico.
I asked
him to give me an hour to digest
what
he had read,
and I would
call
him
back.
He said
O.K.
In

an hour

I called

to

tell

him

tha t the

reports

all

had

to

do with
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a meteorite
that
had come in from the north
and had ended up somewhere
over central
Colorado
and nowhere near where the Lt. Commander thought
I further
told
the Editor
that
I thought
something
should
he dodged it.
be done to clear
up the matter
because
such mistakes
might
lead to serious
consequences.
He wanted my advice.
(The Denver Post had been calling
on
me for information
on meteors,
etc for 15 years.)
I said "If you will
pay
our expenses,
Mrs. N. and I will
start
out tomorrow
making
a survey
that
will
tell
us where this
thing
landed
and may, hopefully,
lead to a better
understanding
of how to interpret
such incidents.
Knowing how to distinguish
between meteorites
and missiles
just
might
prevent
a war,"
I estimated
that
the survey would take about 10 days of driving
and interviewing
and that a
few hundred
dollars
might
cover the expense.
An hour later
he called
authorizing
the survey.
l,Je started
out the next day.
It was a bit surprising
how many people
had been out at 5 o'clock
in the morning;
but all of those who were out were treated
to a sight
never
to be forgotten.
For some it was a frightening
experience;
for others
it
was a sobering
puzzle.
To all
the fireball
seemed to be very near to them,
just
over the first
hill,
whether
in Colorado,
Wyoming,
Nebraska,
Kansas
or New Mexico;
except
in the little
village
of Eagle,
Colorado,
there
they
all
thouqht
it failed
to reach the earth
- "died
out high up above the
village
1 just
burned out."
It made a terrible
noise
though
and shook
the
earth,
"pretty
frightening."
One elderly
couple,
living
a few miles
south of
town, were awakened
by the no ise and then heard the thudding
of heavey
objects
hitting
nearby.
L
in several
states
that
We had determined
by the sightings
ishing
point
of the fireball
was at a height
of about
12 miles.
What

constitutes

dependable

(usable)

the

van-

reports?

We were perfectly
aware of the fact
that
none of the people
we interAll of the
viewed were able to give us precisely
accurate
information.
estimates
of size,
distance
and height
were ignored;
but,
if we had a
person take us to the spot where he or she was standing
or sitting
when the
sighting
was made and point
for us, we could
be certain
as to the direction
the meteor
was from the witness.
When we heard from 2 persons
200 miles
apart,
each sure of the approximate
spot a half mile
away where the meteorite
hit,
sure1 y both were mistaken;
but if we had each take us to the
spot from where the sighting
was made and point
to the place
in the field
"where it hit,"
then we could
record
that
sighting
by a line
on our map
and do the same with other
witnesses
in other
locations,
then we had useful information.
I!here
the lines
crossed
would be the general
area where
the fall
occurred.
Such witnesses
need not be highly
educated
- it was a
simple
common sense proposition.
l3ut if either
an expert
scientist,
or a
plow-boy,
stated
that
he saw the meteor
or fireball
and points
to "the
spot where it hit,"
his testimony
might
be very misleading
if taken
literally.
A reputable
astronomer
was alerted
to the great
meteor
of March
24, 1933.
Seeing
the large
dust cloud
that
it had left
in its
wake, he
started
driving
toward
it thinking
it was not far away.
After
driving
40 miles
and the cloud
appearing
no nearer,
he turned
toward home, which
was just
as well since
the cloud
was 150 miles
from him when he started
and
was drifting
faster
than he drove.
Another
respected
scientist,
hoping
to recover
a meteorite
that
he saw, he thought
nearby,
went 10 miles
and
inquired
of those who had seen it.
They indicated
that
it landed
about
ten
miles
farther
on.
Another
10 miles
yielded
similar
information,
and he
turned
back.
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Idany such examples
could
be cited,
but these
are sufficient.
These
people
were
not stupid.
They simply
acted
on insufficient
information.
Years
ago I learned
that
the question
of meteorites
was not discussed
in
courses
in geology
and astronomy
in any college
or university
where
I
inquired.
I hope the situation
has improved,
but during
those
years
after
I lectured
before
the piew England
Geological
Society,
a Professor
came tomy
hotel
room and said
he had taught
Geology
in Harvard
for
25 years,
and he
never
thought
there
was as much to be learned
about
meteorites
as he had
learned
that
evening.
The fact
that
nothing
had been taught
about
tracing
fireballs
to
their
landings
was and is no doubt,
a principal
reason
why the excitement about
UFOs is such a lively
subject
today.
I've
investigated
a lot
of UFOs, and they always
turned
out to have been meteors,
fireballs,
weather
ballons,
birds
or even high flying
insects,
aeronautic
spiders,
thistle
tufts
or dandylion
seeds,
etc.,
in addition
to various
types
of
aircraft
in peculiar
light-reflecting
situations.
The
There
was the case of a formation
of UFOs flying
over
a city,
item received
worldwide
publicity
for
the reason
that
the sighting
was
by 2 college
professors,
(geologists),
who estimated
that
the !jFOs were
flying
at perhaps
icS,X=t
ft.
altitude
and at miies
per second.
The fact
that
the professors
estimated
height
and speed
should
have given
the
incident
a zero
rating
because
no person
without
special
instrumentation
can make a dependab?e
estimate
of distance,
size
or speed of any object
in
the open sky.
It so happened
that
a young man, with
no special
training
other
than what
had been obtained
when duck-hunting,
saw this
interesting
bevy of ducks
go over
the city
several
successive
evenings.
They were
white-bellied
ducks,
and this
reflected
the city
lights
rendering
them
had been made by important
people,
quite
visible;
but because
the sighting
I saw the incident
publicized
the news media
gave it worldwide
coverage.
2 or 3 years
later
in some widely
respected
news media.
Confusion
on the part
of a newsman
is understandable.
Reports
come
from puzzled
or frightened
individuals
hundreds
of miles
apart,
each of
them insisting
that
a fearfully
bright
object
was seen only a few yards
To the newsman,
for whom a scoop
is of
or perhaps
half
a mile
from
him.
high priority,
there
is not time to travel
hundreds
of miles
to check
By telephone
he can check
the reputations
of each source,
these
reports.
The paper
by which
he is employed
is
and so the reports
are publicized.
a respected
news source,
and the report
is quoted
far and wide.
The facts
were
that
honest,
but his estimate
respected
citizens
gave

each of the
of distance
false
reports

distributed
witnesses
was
wi dely
was greatly
in error
so that
honest,
which
were
broadcast
as truth.

During
much of th- 0 Second
World
l*Jar, I was doing
geological
work
in New Mexico.
One evening
after
working
hours,
as I drove
to my quarters,
to a huge flock
of Starlings,
evidently
enjoying
a
my attention
was drawn
I must say that
starlings
are
recreative
flight
before
going
to roost.
I pulled
to
expert
flyers,
capable
of maintaining
perfect
flock
formation.
the side
of the road and watched.
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The flock,
which I estimated
at 20(1,000
birds,
confined
its maneuvers
to the air above a field
of about
SO acres adjacent
to the road from which
I had pulled
off to watch and, as it turned,
dipped
and rose;
swung from
right
to left
and back again,
apparently
keeping
the volume
of the flock
about
constant
but its dimensions
changing
constantly.
I watched
in
amazement,
The distance
between
birds
never seemed to vary even though
they were so close
together
that
collisions
or at least
wing-touching
seemed
envitable;
yet I failed
to see even one such contact.
The general
appearance
of the flock
was very dark gray;
but often
it
appeared
black,
and osmetimes,
as its orientation
relative
to the low afternoon sun was just
right,
it shone like
silver;
and with another
turn
the
flock
almost
disappeared.
I wondered
if there
was a recognized
leader
or
general
who gave orders
when the form of the flock
changed
form a spindle
shape to a nearly
round ball
or again
lengthened
into
a cigar
shape.
UP
and down, round and round with the grace of a Viennese
Waltz
it went,
then
suddenly
came to rest on the dark soil
and seemed to vanish.
I described
this
performance
in a letter
to Addie*as
I sat there
in
my car, and I said "Please
file
this
letter
because the performance
I am
watching
is so unusual
I might
some day find reason
to refer
to it.
And
it is well she did.
Year later
the U.S.'Air
Force made an extensive
survey
of flying
saucer
reports
which was published
in Life
Magazine.
In their
report
it
was stated
that
they had been able to explain
in terms of known natural
phenomena
all
of the several
thousand
sightings
with the exception
of 12,
and these 12 were briefly
reviewed.
One of them was a perfect
description
of what I had witnessed
that
afternoon,
only the witness
had viewed it from
a distance
such that
individual
birds
were not distinguishable.
When driving
along
the Gunnison
River
in Colorado,
I saw on a mountain
slope on the opposite
side of the river
a gray serpentine
apparition
of
great
length.
I stopped
and reached
for my binoculars,
and the object
resolved
into
a large
flock
of sheep strung
along
a crooked
narrow mountain
trail
being
led and driven,
no doubt,
to better
pasture.
The hundreds
of flying
saucers
or UFO sightings
that
have been
reported
to me since
1947 were always witnessed
from a single
location.
Often the sightings
were multiple
and this
fact
was emphasized
as proof
of r ality.
-But multiplicity
is not so important
as two or more sightings
from different
locations.
The most confusing
aspect
of the UFO problem
is
that
judgements
are made on the basis of sightings
from a single
location.
A case in point:
Two welders
in Artesia,
New Mexico,
came to my
trai
They
er house one night
just
as I was starting
to get ready for bed.
said they heard me give a talk
to the Chamber of Commerce a while
back and
they wondered
if I could
hilp
them out.
They said they had been working
on a construction
in the central
part of the village
when just
about
5
o'clock
they saw a small
plane
fall
burning
right
in the southern
part of
the village.
They had gone to look for it and had gone on foot and by
jeep,
but could
find nothing.
They wondered
if what they saw could
have
been a meteor.
I looked
at the clock
and said "Let's
hurry over to the
theater.
It will
close
in a few minutes."
I handed the projection
* Dr.
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wife.

- Ed.

operator
a note requesting
that
any person from Maljamar,
a village
40
miles
east of Artesia,
who may have seen a strange
light
in the southwestern
shy about 5 o'clock
please
see me at the door.
Two people
stopped
to tell
me they saw it,
and they pointed
in the same direction
as did the welders
even though
they were 40 miles
east of where the two
welders
were.
El Paso was 120 miles
west, and I said "Let's
go to my
office."
There I telephoned
to the principal
newspaper
in that
city
asking
if it had received
any calls
regarding
a burning
plane
or other
fire
in the sky about
5 o'clock.
Yes, they had been flooded
with calls.
"The plane
came down right
across
the river
south of the city,"
but they
had not yet had time to go and investigate.
I said they needn't
go and
explained
who I was and what had happened.
I asked them to run a note
in their
morning
paper asking
that
others
who saw the phenomenon
report
They did and reports
came from many parts
of Arizona,
New Mexico
to me.
and Texas and also one from Chihuahua
City Mexico
which said that west
of that
city
some 40 miles
windows rattled
and noise
like
thunder
was
heard over a wide area.
Regardless
of how convincing
a report
sounds,
it is always a good
thing
to get several
reports
from widely
different
areas before
placing
much reliance
on any report
such as "I saw right
where it hit."
For
example,
in 1931 I had been working
on a fireball
for several
days and
had pretty
well pinned
it down to a certain
county
in Kansas when the
Museum Director
where I worked called
me in to show me a letter.
AS he
handed it to me, he said "There
were two meteorites
that
day.
This fellow can't
be referring
to the one you've
been working
on, for he is 200
miles
away from your location,
and he saw his meteorite
hit and kick
up
dust within
1 l/2 miles
of him."
I read the letter,
and after
a moment's
hesitation,
said,
"Director,
I think
he is talking
about
the same one
I've
been working
on."
Somewhat irritated,
he replied,
"You can't
ignore
a letter
like
that;
the man saw it hit.
If you ignore
him he'll
bring
in a meteorite
and make a fool of you, and of the Fluseum too."
I said
"I'm
not going to ignore
the man; but when I 30 to see him I expect
him
to take me to where he was standing
when he saw that
thing,
and he will
point
in the direction
of the area that
I have zeroed
in on."
The Director
was not in a very good mood when I left
his office.
I drove to the town where the letter
had been posted,
namely
Holly,
Colorado,
and called
the man's telephone
number.
Now his letter
gave
the impression
that
the meteorite
had landed
southeast
of the town of
Holly,
and my meteorite
location
was 200 miles
north,
northeast
of
Holly,
so it is not difficult
to see why the Director
was a bit
impatient
with me.
blhen the man came to the phone,
I said,
"I came in answer to
your letter
to the Museum; where do you live?"
He said he lived
14 miles
southeast
of town and told
me how to reach his place.
When I arrived
I asked him to take me to the spot where he stood
when he saw the big meteor
hit.
He led me out to the yard gate and said
he was just
opening
the gate when he saw this
thing
and "it
hit right
The trees
were north
up there
beyond that
clump of Cottonwood
trees."
and a little
east,
about
1 l/2 miles
from us.
I took a compass bearing
and the spot lined
up perfectly
with my location
200 miles
away.
I
explained
to this
man that
the dust he saw kicked
up was actually
the
meteoritic
dust cloud
left
in the wake of the meteorite
and not soil
dust,
and that
the meteorite
had ceased to burn while
still
10 or 12
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miles
high;
and due
the Cottonwood
trees
he saw it hit.

to the
were,

curvature
of
the meteorite

the earth
and a slight
was actually
over his

ridge
where
horizon
when

Soon after
Mr. Glenn Huss began working
at the Meteorite
Museum in
Sedona,
Arizona,
he returned
from a drive
to Cottonwood
one day and reported
that
he had seen what he believed
was a meteorite
fall
ahead of him just
as he was approaching
the Spring
Creek bridge.
This would place
it a little
west of south.
l?re packed bags and started
to Phoenix,
a little
more than
100 miles,
Arriving
there
we went to the control
tower on the Sky Harbor
Airport,
got permission
to interview
th e man in charge
and told
him our
mission,
He had seen the big meteor,
and he thought
it landed;
but he,
wtith
some others
of the force,
searched
the southwest
part of the landing
field
and found nothing.
(It
is hardly
needful
to point
out that
40 years
ago Sky Harbor
was not the busy place
it is today.)
Well,
Glenn and I
didn't
want to embarrass
an important
employee
by telling
him that we were
sure the object
he saw was far beyond Phoenix,
and we went on to Tucson.
There,
Mr, Pothrock,
a high school
teacher
of science
- and a one time
student
of mine - told
us that
several
of his students
saw the big fireball,
and he put us in touch with 2 or 3 of them.
After
taking
a bearing
from
Tucson it looked
like
our meteorite
probably
landed
in Old Mexico;
but we
drove over to Ajo to get a cross
bearing
and did get some very good lines
on it and, sure enough,
i-t had ended up over some of the most rugged uninhabited
mountainous
country
in Mexico.
Needless
to say we did no searching.
!*ihat constitutes
dependable
reports
of sightings?
Dr. Geo. P. Merrill
one time wrote that
human testimony
cannot
be used in the identification
of meteorites,
This,
of course,
is not exactly
correct.
Iflithout
human
testimony
science
would never have learned
that meteorites
exist.
What he
was trying
to warn against
was the acceptance
of human judgement
concerning
matters
such as distance,
size,
velocity,
heat,
chemical
or mineralogical
content.
a superintendent
of schools,
after
hearing
one of my
For example,
lectures,
spoke to the effect
that
since
I had convinced
him that
I had
he would gladly
point
out just
where
great
interest
in securing
meteorites,
he had seen one fall.
He then went to a window and pointed
to a spot on a
slight
ridge,
perhaps
800 yards away, saying
"a gerat
fireball
struck
just
to the east of the Cottonwood
tree".
It was early
one morning
just
before
daylight.
The time of day and the direction
that
he pointed
rang a bell.
I said,
"Just
when was this?"
He couldn't
give the exact date,
but his
wife spoke up, "I know; it was on my sister's
birthday,
and we were up
early
in preparation
to go and celebrate.
It was March 24 of last year."
He agreed,
I said,
"klould
you believe
me if I told
you that
I picked
tip
several
pieces
of that meteorite
more than 300 miles
from here,
but in exactly
the direction
you have
pointed?"
I explained
that
the fireball
vanished
at a height
of 17 miles
leaving
a cloud of dust just
such as he
described.
When the daylight
meteor
or fireball
was seen on August 8, 1933, north
northeast
of Denver,
Addie and I, with packed
suitcase,
started
north
toward Cheyenne,
L!yoming.
Me stopped
in Greeley,
about
50 miles
from Denver,
to inquire
at the newspaper
office
for names of people
who had reported
the
incident.
The Editor
said there
were many and that
Mr. X saw it hit
in his
field
northeast
of town,
but he didn't
want anybody
going
out there,
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tramping
over his crop.
I said we wouldn't
bu:: would like
to talk
to
some of the townspeople
right
where they stood when they saw it.
He
gave us names, and we went, took their
bearings
and then headed for
Cheyenne,
50 miles
farther
north.
There we took bearings
again
and went
on another
85 miles.
Then we turned
east because
now our witnesses
pointed
slightly
south of east.
All of the people
we had interviewed
gave us useful
information,
but
we never went to search
in the locations
any of them had suggested.
After
traveling
east,
until
those we interviewed
pointed
south,
we turned
south,
and when witnesses
told
us it burned
up high in the sky we knew we were
in the general
area of the fall.
We got 30 meteorites
from an elliptical
area 10 miles
in length.
What the general
public
does not seem to realize
is
to reliably
estimate
the distance
to objects
in the air.
a number of people
witnessed
the flight
of grasshoppers
overhead.
Excitement
was running
high regarding
flying
time,
and soon estimates
were being made concerning
the
A Wellsian
invasion
from Mars was about
to
those
UFOs.
old man came by who had lived
through
the 1919 Grasshopper
he soon told
the folks
what they were seeing.
Several
broad daylight
Venus!

times
I've
only to

been called
to see a "silvery
find
a weather
balloon
or, in

that
no one is able
Several
years ago
a few hundred
feet
saucers
at that
size and speed of
cause panic when an
Plague
in Kansas;

disk"
in the sky in
some cases,
the planet

In June of 1941 my son, Robert
(Bob),
Geologist
Harvey
Markman and
I were headed north on Highway 85, about 50 miles
south of Denver,
when
we were treated
to the sight
of a large
fireball
on our left
traveling
in
a northerly
direction.
Bob immediately
pulled
out and stopped
in time
to
see the fireball
break into‘3
red sparks
and disappear
about
3" above the
horizon.
One ranch lady,
who was milking
a cow, said the cow leaped
kicking
the bucket
of milk,
and the lady looked
up to see what appeared
like
"a million
sparks
coming
down."
This was in the extreme
northwestern
corner
of Colorado.
About the time I had finished
my survey
a call
came from a pilot
in
Cheyenne,
Wyoming,
saying
he had been sent out by the C.A.P.
in Kansas
City to rescue
a pilot
who had been seen to fall
in a burning
plane
north
of Casper,
Wyoming,
and that
he had been searching
for 3 days and had found
nothing.
He had seen by the paper that
I had been working
on a meteor,
I asked about
the
and he wondered
if he had been "given
a bum steer."
exact
time,
the location
of the sighting
and of the man who made it.
As
it turned
out,
the man who said he had seen the burning
plance
come down
had been driving
toward
Casper,
Wyoming,
from the north,
and the plane
came down just
off the highway ahead of him a short
distance
west of the
The time was the same as when we had seen the big fireball!
highway.

CONCLUSION: The driver
who was sure he had seen a burning
plane
fall
near him was 270 miles
northeast
of where the fireball
ended.
Out of
hoping
he might
render
help to a pilot
sympathy
he stopped
and searched,
in distress
within
what he judged
was a half mile
from him. Failing
to
find
any plane,
he was still
so certain
that
the plance
had fallen
in the
area that
he reported
it as a fact,
and a search
and rescue
pilot
was sent
out from a base 675 miles
distant.
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From my 40 years of hunting
meteorites,
I could
cite
scores
of
similar
mistakes
made by all
sorts
of intelligent
citizens,
including
college
professors,
air-force
personnel,
and scientists
trained
in their
particular
profession;
but apparently
no discipline
includes
a training
in the very important
procedure
of determining
where an observed
meteorite
falls.
There was the instance
when the pilot
flying
from Los Angeles
to
El Paso reported
a plane crash right
across
the Mexican
border
when what
he saw was a meteorite
which landed
200 miles
south of the border,
west
of Chihuahua
City.
And there
was a pilot
who said he dipped
the wing of
his plane
to save his passengers
from the meteor
he saw "coming
at him."
A survey
proved
that
the meteor,
a large
one, passed about
60 miles
north
of him; and another
pilot
said he dived
into
a canyon in California
to
Then
avoid
a collision
when the fireball
was actually
many miles
distant.
there
was the pilot
who boasted
that
he had watched a spectacular
fireball
from a "ringside
seat"
where he had the unique
privilege
of "looking
down" on the great
meteor
of March 24, 1933.
I began a survey of that
one immediately
after
it was reported
and had the good luck to collect
quite
a number of meteorites
that
it dropped.
The fireball
quit
burning
at an altitude
of 17 miles,
and the pilot
was flying
at only a height
of
a few thousand
feet!
If pilots
and other
intelligent
people
were taught
the facts
about
meteors
and fireballs,
there
would not be all
the fuss about
"flying
saucers
and UFOs." -There
lack of knowledge
about meteorites
and fireballs
could
cause serious
consequences,
as consider
the case of the Lt. Commander
in 1957 who said he saw a fiery
object
coming
in what he considered
a collision course,
so he banked and turned
to avoid
it and saw it disintegrate
under him, starting
some forest
fires.
He reported
all
this
to the North
American
Defense command at Colorado
Springs,
Colorado,
NORAD.
NORAD sent an investigative
delegation
to investigate
but these men
NORAD has the tremendous
responsibility
of
returned
utterly
confused.
protecting
our nation
from possible
missiles
from Russia.
But,
if a
great
meteor
such as that
just
described
can confuse
them, what protection
do they provide?
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The Sponsors of the Committee for the Scientific
Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal
R.A. MCCONNELL & T.K.

CLARK

Uncle Remus' tale of sTARBABY has been told (Rawlins,
1981a) and pretold (Curry, 1982a) and discussed (Abel1 & Kurtz, 1981; CSICOPCouncil,
1981;
Curry, 1982b; De Mar&, 1982; Dommanget, 1982; Eysenck, 1982; Gauquelin,
1982; Good, 1982; Hoebens, 1982; Kreps, 1982;;Rawlins,
1981b; Truzzi, 1982)
until one might think there was little
left to be said.
And yet, our
feeling
has been from the beginning
that emphasis has been misplaced.
Who are the important
characters
in this story?
Tarbaby?
Brer
Rabbit?
Uncle Remus? Nonsense!
Their tale is as old as time itself,
and nothing will be gained by lamenting animal frailty.
What is new in
this instance is a supporting
cast without which there could be no children's bedtime story.
We refer,
of course, to the Fellows and Consultants
of the Committee for the Scientific
Investigation
of Claims of the Paranormal.
It is their prestigious
support that makes The Skeptical
Inquirer an economically
successful
venture,
and it is to %TiZrnwe should look
;FTir the moral to this tale.
With this in mind, RAM sent the following
to the sponsors of CSICOP.

* *

letter

in September,

1981,

* * *

Dear
Because you are listed
as a public supporter
in the Skeptical
Inquirer, the journal
of the "Corrrmittee for the Scientific
Investlgatlon
of
I am writing
to you for assistance
in undermaims of the Paranormal,"
standing that organization.
Perhaps you have already seen the enclosed
Fate magazine for October, 1981, in which Dennis
experiences
as a member of the Executive Council
you have not yet read it, may I suggest that it
tion....
[This was followed
by a three-paragraph
sTARBABY from Rawlin's
point of view.]

paper "sTARBABY" from
Rawlins describes
his
of the Committee.
If
is worthy of your atten-

characterization

of

On the basis of personal knowledge gained directly
from present and
past members of the Executive Council of the Committee, I am convinced
that the Rawlins report is certainly
true in broad outline
and'probably
true in every detail....
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The dispute
in which Raw1 :.s :~as involved
concerns
astrology.
From
my publications
on the sociology
of scientific
controversy,
you already
know that
I have no more sympathy
for asti-ology
than I do for the Scientific
Creationists'
denial
of Darwin.
What draws my interest
to the
present
case is that
the Committee's
actions
in opposing
astrology
parallel
those of the Creationists
in opposing
evolution.
Both the Committee
and
the Creationists
attempt
by semanti-magical
methods
to resolve
a scientific
controversy.
The parallel
is not exact,
however,
because
the Creationists
are honorable
men who do not violate
their
religious
principles;
while
the
Committee,
by deceiving
the public,
defiles
the cause it defends....
I would like
to explore
the psychological
mechanisms
by which a professional
philosopher,
almost
singlehandedly,
managed to deceive
so many
scientists
and scholars
into
publicly
supporting
an intellectually
dishonest
enterprise.
I hope you will
take time to write
to me your opinion
of the
Rawlins
report
and that you will
answer the following
question
for me:
In the light
of Rawlins'
revelations,
do you intend
to continue
your public
association
with the Comittee
for the Scientific
Investigation
of Claims
of the Paranormal?...
Sincerely
yours,
*

*

*

*

*

Out of 89 sponsors
(Fellow~,Consultants,
etc.)
listed
by name in The
Ske tical
Inquirer,
Vol.
5, No. 3 (Spring,
1981),
RAM's above-shown
letter
z-i--- nqulry
was sent (and not returned
as undeliverable)
to 75 sponsors
(84%).
From the latter,
replies
were received
from 39 (52%).
In the table,
sponsors
are grouped
as writers,
psychologists,
philosophers,
astronomers,
and miscellaneous.
The "miscellaneous"
category
includes
other
scientists,
educators,
engineers,
medical
doctors,
a few
magicians,
and several
sponsors
whose profession
or training
could
not be
determined.
The 39 replies
were categorized
in three ways: according
to criticism
expressed,
judgmental
action
underway,
and substantive
action
planned
in
response
to sTARBABY.
The subheading
"Will
reserve
judgment"
was used for
cases where there
was no indicated
intention
to pursue
Rawlins'
charges.
The classification
"Satisfied
with CSICOP" contains
those sponsors
who
indicated
that
they were satisfied
as to the falsity,
irrelevance,
or
triviality
of Rawlins'
charges.
Two replies,
not listed
in the table,
came
from sponsors
currently
listed
in The Skeptical
Inquirer
who said they had
previously
resigned
their
associat?Giwith
the Committee.
The only entries
worthy
of special
mention
are the 12 who said they
were satisfied
with CSICOP and the 17 who made it plain
that
they planned
to continue
their
sponsorship
of that organization.
Their
combined
total
was 15 after
deleting
four "defendants."
This group presumably
offers
the
hard core of support
for CSICOP.
What these numbers
do not reveal
is the heterogeneity
of
sponsors.
From their
letters
we could
sense,
but not measure,
personality
and belief
that
we think
would be incompatible
in
ation
that operated
through
democratic
assembly.
RAM's
communication

reaction
mailed

to this
potpourri
of
to CSICOP's
sponsors
*
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*

*

*

CSICOP's
gamuts of
an organiz-

letters
was the following
in December,
1981,
*

Dear
to each of the Fellows
It had been my in tention to reply individually
and Consultants
of CSICOP who were kind enough to respond to my September
letter
asking about their interest
in the Rawlins sTARBABY report published
in Fate, October, 1981.
I regret that, to save time, I must send this same
reply0
all of you.
Those of you who know me may have noticed that my inquiry
letter
was
not in my customary, reserved style.
The purpose of that letter
was to
encourage a thorough ventilation
of the Rawlins affair
and to learn a little
about the people who lend their names to the CSICOP enterprise.
I assumed
that busy persons would not likely
respond to an inquiry
from a stranger
about a matter peripheral
to their daily activities
unless they felt chaly
lenged. I tried to phrase my letter
to interest
the widest possible spectrum
of CSICOP sponsors....

I am not moved by sympathy for Rawlins as a former Council member of
CSICOP. He describes himself as "unsuspicious."
Given the history of the
leadership
of that organization,
he might have expected what he got.
(See
"Marcello
Truzzi Talks about the Crusade Against the Paranormal.
Parts 1 and
2" : Fate, 1979, September,70-76;
October, 87-94.)
I accept Rawlins'
articles
an honest expression
of his perception
of a series of psychologically
complex situations.
f am sure that some others who were involved
must have perceived
matters differently.
Several of you expressed indignation
that I should have relayed
Rawlins'
accusations
to you and given my opinion without waiting
for the
Executive Council of the Committee to present their side of the story in
The Skeptical
In uirer
Such indignation
seems to me unwarranted.
The
Their
reputations
are
at
risk
sponsors of CST-?-FC are not outsiders.
through CSICOP. They are judge, jury, and defendants
in this case. The
Fellows and Consultants
have a right to become acquainted with every point
of view as quickly as possible.
Only in this way will they know where and
how far to press for evidence while action is still
possible.
Some of you expressed regret because you thought I had made up my
Nothing
mind about this case solely on the basis of Rawlins'
indictment.
could be further
from the truth.
In a controversy
of this kind one begins
by examining the public,
printed
statements.
The heart of Rawlins'
accusations
lies in that section of his paper in Fate (October, 1981)
starting
at the middle of the second column on pas76
("In the report,...")
and ending at the bottom of the first
column of page 78 ("...were
statistically significant.")
and deals with a paper by M. Zelen, P. Kurtz, and G.
which appeared in The Humanist
Abell, titled
"Is There a Mars Effect?"
(November/December,
1977, pp. 36-39).
The latter
should be read in conjunction
with the paper that immediately
preceded it:
"The Zelen Test
By
M.
and
F.
Gauquelin
(pp.30-35)
and
an editorial
of the Mars Effect"
The
rest
of
the
Rawlins
paper
might
be regarded as
introduction
(p. 29).
(Page
numbers
in
Rawlins
reprints
= Fate
mere supporting
background.
numbers minus 66.)
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In view of the fact that, as described
in The Humanist, the so-called
Mars effect
in the Zelen subsample (303 champiofithlmatched
in
strength
(22%) the effect
in Gauquelin's
entire data sample (2088 champions),
whereas the newly gathered control
sample (16,756 ,nonathletes)
showed only
the theoretically
expected effect
(17%), the subdivision
and criticism
by
Zelen, Kurtz, and Abel1 of the 303-champion subsample was certain
to confuse the unsophisticated
or casual reader.
For this reason, in my judgment, this Humanist article
is intellectually
dishonest.
It is good
magicianshipbutd
science, and it is especially
reprehensible
because
of the antecedent relationship
of these authors to the so-called
"Zelen
test."
To make matters worse, after two years in which to reconsider
their misrepresentation,
the same authors reviewed their 1977 Humanist
article
and repeated the same inappropriate
criticism
in the Ske
In uirer
(Kurtz, Zelen, and Abell, Vol. 4, No. 2 [Winter, 197 *i3e
Sk-If, as some of you have written,
Rawlins' accusations are trivial,
this is true only in the sense that they relate to a scientifically
trivial
topic--a
topic blown out of proportion
to make it of interest
to the
subscribers
of The Humanist and The Skeptical
Inquirer.
One of the most valuable
aspects of Rawlins' paper as a sociohistorical document is the way in which he reveals the personal nastiness that
often accompanies
the inner dealings of an organization
that works for
the destruction
of beliefs--be
they true or false.
I suppose this reflects
the kind of persons who are attracted
to an essentially
negative activity
when they have no redeeming devotion
to truth.
We should condemn Rawlins'
errors and distortions,
if such there be, but if we want to know reality,
I do not see how we can object merely because he speaks with the charming
candor of a small child.
I have received
assurances from several of you that the Rawlins paper
is fallacious.
Others have said only that it ma contain errors and that
I should have waited.
Despite my inquiries,
I -8 ave learned of no serious
factual
discrepancies.
Several of you relayed the criticism
that Rawlins
thought he was an Associate Editor of The Skeptical
Inquirer,
when, in fact,
he was only a member of the Editorial
fird.
From others I have learned
that the distinction
was never clear.
In any case, the matter is hardly
worth mentioning.
I have no reason to change what I believed when I wrote
my letter
of inquiry
to you, namely, that Rawlins'
letter
reveals how
CSICOP operates.
Since then, unsolicited
documents sent to me by concerned
persons have privately
confirmed what was proved by the published papers.
It is evident
that CSICOP is interested
in saleable advocacy and
not in scientific
truth per se. In our society,
there is nothing wrong
with journalism
for personal aggrandizement.
In the case of CSICOP, what
is intellectually
dishonest
is not only, specifically,
the articles
previously
cited,
but more generally,
CSICOP’s pretence to scientific
authority
and the tacit endorsement of its advocacy by sponsors who have
no control
over CSICOP and who, for the most part, have not taken the
time to inform themselves as to the nature of its management.
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In Toynbean terms, our civilization
has suffered
which anti-rationalism
by the masses and intellectual
ruling
elite are complementary symptoms. The people
scientists.
Could it be that scientists
are "part of

"breakdown,"
in
dishonesty
by the
no longer trust
the problem"?

Having said the foregoing
in all seriousness,
I must add in all
honesty that, like Martin Gardner, I[ have found this to be an "incredibly
hilarious"
affair.
My feeling
is one of gratitude
toward Rawlins and the
others who have provided
comic relief
in a time of tragedy.
Moreover,
I
am grateful
to all the valiant
protagonists
(whether amusing or not) who
have provided me a reason to become acquainted with the Fellows and Consultants
of the Committee, among whom I have discovered
some admirable
persons whom I would be pleased to have as friends.
For the several who asked, my credentials
may be found in American
You will find listed
there my interest
in
Men and Women of Science.
parapsycmy--whichcounts
for my contacts with present and past
members of CSICOP's Executive Council.
I welcomed the present controversy as a means to explore the nature of CSICOP in circumstances
where
parapsychology
was not involved.
Several of you referred
to my interest
in parapsychology--in
some
cases evidently
without knowledge of that interest.
I am enclosing
a
paper [McConnell,
19781 showing that I have nothesitated
to attack some
of the leaders of that field
when I thought they had lost sight of their
scientific
goal.
For skeptics who would like
psychology,
I suggest
the three

to know the best and worst
books listed
below.
Sincerely

*

*

t

*

about para-

yours,

*

While any final
conclusions
concerning
the impact of the sTARBABY
affair
must await a count of disappearing
sponsoring names from The
Ske tical
In uirer,
it would appear from the evidence presented here
%lisxly*
the scientists
and scholars involved
have a deep
concern for the honesty of CSICOP and its journal.
This may reflect
the zeitgeist.
One is reminded of the competent
and respected scientists
at Yale, Cornell;
and Harvard who have recently
allowed their reputations
to be tarnished
by lack of vigilance
for
fraud among those for whom they had assumed scientific
responsibility
(Broad, 1980; 1981; 1982; Kolata, 1981).
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THE TRUE DISBELIEVERS:
Mars Effect Drives Skeptics to Irrationality
(Part I>
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In recent
years
psychologists
have become increasingly
fascinated
by the versatility
of the true believer
in finding
reasons
to go on
believing
in spite
of clear
evidence
to the contrary.
These beliefpreserving
maneuvers
are most readily
seen in everyday
aberrations
like
racial
prejudice,
superstition,
reliqion,
and the slogans
of politicians,
but it is now recognized
that
they aiso occur in the very halls
of
science
from which "truth"
is supposed
to be broadcast
with dispassionate,
value-free
objectivity.
Kuhn has written
about the "paradigms"
that
organize
scientific
thought
in each field
of study at each point
in time,
while
psychologist
Michael
Mahoney
(The Scientist
as Subject)
has documented a number of signs of fallible
logic
and irratioX2iT7Vnviction
among scientists,
especially
social
scientists.
This article
is a case stud,y in which a small
group of antipseudoscience
skeptics
fall
back on a remarkable
line
of illogic
and defensiveness when confronted
with intractible
data suggesting
that
the position
of Mars in the sky when one is born has an effect
on the likelihood
of
becoming
a sports
champion.
In the July
1982 issue of ----.----------..~'
Psychology
Today
UCLA astronomer
George Abel1 reviews
the data on the Mars effect,
a quasiastrological
claim
by French scientists
Michel
and Francoise
Gauquelin
and presents
his reasons
for disbelieving
the claim.
Again in the August
30, 1982, Newsweek, Abel1 says,
"The Gauquelins
have no w:y of proving
they did not cheat."
Of course,
such a statement
can be made against
any
scientific
claim.
Such a slur may only be raised
properly
where there
are
positive
reasons
for suspicion
as there
is in this
case --not
by the
Gauquelins,but
by Abel1 and his collaborators!

Abell's
ultimate
line
of attack
against
the Mars correlation
is his
argument
that
the Gauquelins'
data may not be trustworthy.
To support
this
case, Abel1 points
to data produced
by the Gauquelins
in response
to
a control
group challenge
issued
by Abell's
collaborator
Marvin
Zelen in
The Humanist
(Jan./Feb.
1976).
The essence of the challenge
was for Michel
Gauquelin
to produce
the Mars data on ordinary
people
for comparison
with
the Mars effect
on sports
champions.
Incidental
to this
test,
the Gauquelins
extracted
a subsample
of 303 of their
original
2088 European
champions.
According
to Abell,
these champion
data have two anomalies
in them.
First,
there
were "disparities"
among the three
regional
samples
from Paris,
the
rest of France,
and Belgium.
Second,
the fact that
the size of the F?ars
effect
in this
303 subsample
happens
to match almost
perfectly
the size of
the effect
in the original
sample
of 2088 champions
is seen by Abel1 as
"improbably
good,"
meaning
that
it was too good to have plausibly
occurred
by chance alone.
It is incredible
that Abel1 should
have produced
these erroneous
arguments
for the 4th time
in spite
of repeated
warnings
by many critics
over four years
that
they are incorrect.
Nevertheless,
having
entered
them (once again)
into
the public
record,
he says "Although
we suspect
that
the Gauquelins'
sample was not random, we can imagine ways that bias
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He then provides
an
could
have entered
without
intentional
cheating."
analogy
that makes the Gauquelins
look grossly
incompetent
if they are not
to be accused
of cheating.
Not satisfied
with
the damage done by this
innuendo,
Abel1 adds the thought,
"I find
it hard to believe
that
they
[the Gauquelins]
would intentionally
falsify
the data,
but of course
personal
feelings
are irrelevant
in the scientific
evaluation
of a claim,"
Following
Abell's
dictum,
I here put aside
my personal
loyalties
to
him, to the Committee
for the Scientific
Investigation
of Claims
of the
Paranormal
(CSICOP)
which he represents
as a member of its Council,
and to
those other
Councilors
of CSICOP whose talents
and purposes
I have always
admired.
In Part 1 of this two-part
paper I shall
show that Abell,
along
with
Professor
Paul Kurtz,
the Chairman
of CSICOP and former
editor
of
The Humanist,
and Professor
Marvin
Zelen,
statistician
at Harvard
Universlty
andmlow
of CSICOP, have persisted
in offering
to the public
a set
of demonstrably
false
statistical
arguments
against
the Mars effect
in
spite
of four years of continuous
and steadily
mounting
criticism
of their
illogic.
Also in this
Part,
I report
a hypothesis
that
I worked out to explain
and even their
unsinkability,
as non-malicious
away some of these errors,
acts of blind
prejudice,
and will
explain
why I was unable
to extend
that
scenario
to cover all
the errors
committed.
Many of these errors
were
initially
exposed
by Dennis
Rawlins
in a smashing
attack
on CSICOP in
the October
1981: issue of Fate magazine.
Readers who are not aware of
this
whole controversy,
and the vehement
behind-the-scenes
controversy
it has created
for CSICOP, can refer
to the Chart for the cast of
characters
and the chronology
of main events.
The

Zelen

Challenge

Readers
who have followed
the Mars feud already
know that Michel
and Francoise
Gauquelin
found that
European
sports
champions
were born
in Mars sectors
1 and 4 at a rate of 223 instead
of the 17% expected
by
chance.
However,
the definition
of "chance"
requires
making
assumptions,
for example,
about
the times
of day that
people
are born which are not
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truly
random.
While
one can try to take all
such factors
into
account
to calculate
a chance baseline,
Marvin
Zelen proposed
a shortcut
in 1976
by looking
at the Mars sectors
of ordinary
people
to see how often
they
are born in sectors
1 and 4.
As a method of finding
the right
baseline,
the Zelen challenge
is a definitive
test.
The first
error
by the skeptics
occurs
in the funny way Zelen designed
this
challenge.
Quite
logically
he said that
the control
group should
be
born at the same times
and places
as the champions.
He suggested
using
100 or 200 of the original
champions
to locate
the matched
control
group.
Practically
nobody noticed
in the fine
print
of Zelen's
statistical
design
that
he planned
to see if the Mars effect
in these 100 or 200 champions
was above the baseline
effect
in their
birth
mates.
The catch-22
is the small
sample
size Zelen suggested.
If there
really
is a Mars effect
of 22% above 17%, a sample
of 100 champions
is
far too small
to detect
the effect
reliably.
The Gauquelins
not only
spotted
the error,
but presented
Zelen with a mathematical
proof of it.
As far as I know, Zelen has never admitted
the point.
Taking
up a corrected
version
of the Zelen challenge,
the Gauquelins
deleted
a part of their
champions
group because
it would be too difficult
to get their
control
data,
and used as many of the remaining
champions
as
they could.
Since
the local
French birth
records
offices
would not always
supply
the data,
the champions
group dwindled
to 303, but through
them, a
large
control
group of 16,756
non-athletes
was located.
When Zelen
analyzed
the data,
the control
group baseline
came in almost
perfectly,
at
16.4%, and the 303 champions
incidentally
came in with a Mars effect
of
21.8%,
both as Michel
Gauquelin
had predicted.
Even the observed
Mars effect
in the 303 champions
subsample
was
significant
at the .02 level.
This says that
if there
really
is no Mars
effect,
and we ran the experiment
100 times,
always using
303 champions,
we should
only observe
a value as high as 21.8% in a mere 2 experiments.
By a scientific
rule
of thumb,
the investigator
is allowed
to claim
a real
effect
whenever
the "chance
probability"
of the observed
result
falls
below 5 in 100 experiments.
(This
arbitrary
.05 threshold
will
appear
over and over again here as the "litmus
test of truth.")
The Skeptics'

Reply

to

the

Gauquelins

Let us be clear
about
the Gauquelins
unquestionable
victory
for the
Mars effect--among
16,756
ordinary
people,
Mars was in sectors
1 and 4
for 16.4% of their
births,
just
as expected,
while
for 2,088 European
sports
champions
it was in these sectors
for 21,6% of their
births,
a
difference
that
is totally
outside
the realm of mere chance.
The control
group result
also eliminates
a number of statistical
doubts
raised
by
the skeptical
Belgian
Para Committee
in their
attempt
to dis-own
their
own positive
verification
of the Mars claim.
Nevertheless,
this
strong
evidence
in favor
of planetary
influences
de-materialised
after
Zelen,
Kurtz and Abel1 performed
their
statistical
numerology
on the data in the November/December
1977 issue of The Humanist
To accomplish
this,
alongside
the "good news" report
from the Gauquelins.
the trio
completely
ignored
the original
sample of 2,088 champions
and
proceeded
to bludgeon
the subsample
of 303 champions
that had merely
been
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used

to

locate

the

matched

control

group

of

non-athletes.

Their
first
method was sample-splitting.
They divided
the 303
champions
data into
three
geographical
regions,
or alternatively
split
them into
two parts
according
to sources
of the data.
The Mars-positive
percentages
were:
32% (Paris),
21% (France-minus-Paris},
15% (Belgium)
and again,
21% (Gauquelin
data),
and 22% (Para Committee
data).
Out of
these five
small
sub-sub-samples,
only the 32% for Paris
was statistically
"significant,"
that
is, reliably
above the baseline
level
of 16.4%.
This
was good news for the skeptical
trio
since
a private
line
from Mars to
Paris
should
seem absurd
to the most starry-eyed
believer.
They failed
to mention,
however,
that
non-significance
in the subsub-groups
should
occur automaticam
by the reduction
in the size of
the samples.
(Small
samples
have large
fluctuation
zones or standard
errors;
to achieve
the -05 level,
the observed
Mars effect
needs to be
only 20.3% among five
hundred
people,
but must climb
to 26.7% among fifty
people.)
The absurdity
of all
this
sample-splitting
was clearly
demonstrated
six months prior
to the trio's
article
by Michel
Gauquelin
who
pointedly
showed Zemow
to break the Paris
data into
seven smaller
samples
to get rid of the Mars effect
altogether!
A here-and-there
Mars effect,
however,
led the skeptics
to hint
darkly
about possible
flaws
in the data collection.
With a Mars effect
they referred
to "possible
irregularities,"
occurring
only in Paris,
"striking
differences,"
or now to "disparities"
in the subsets
of data.
In his first
private
analysis
of the data,
Zelen concluded
his memo with
the bald statement,
"There
is not enough information
to verify
how the
sample was drawn,"
in spite
of the fact
that Niche1
Gauquelin
had long
before
sent him three
detailed
descriptions
of the sampling
procedures
which were entirely
straightforward
and barred
Gauquelin
himself
from
influencing
the data.
The claim
of disparities
among the sub-sub-groups
is simply
incorrect statistics.
The correct
method
for such a claim
is not to compare
but to compare
them directly
with
each group with the 16.4% baseline,
Although
the trio
each other,
as any statistics
professor
can tell
you.
never did this,
Eric Tarkington
and Dennis
Rawlins
both did it independTherefore
ently
and reported
NO significant
differences
among the groups.
there
is no basis whatsoever
to say that
there
is a bigger
Mars effect
in
one place
(not even Paris)
than there
is in another
place
(not even
Belgium),
The different
sub-sub-group
percentages
could all
result
norThere are no
mally
from a constant
Mars effect
of 22% in all categories.
There is nothing
special
about
anomalies.
There are no disparities.
Paris.
There is no evidence
that
the Gauquelins'
data are in any way
unusual,
except
for the Mars effect
itself.
When more criticisms
mounted
after
the trio
published
the 1977 paper,
They said it is only proper
to explore
the
they persisted
doggedly,
of the data (such as that well-known
effect
in "recognizable
subsets"
place
"France-minus-Paris
'I???).
After
all,
they said,
the Gauquelins
themselves
had looked
at sub-sub-groups.
This was technically
true,
but
breakdowns
were scientifically
with a major
difference.
The Gauquelins'
more rational,
such as the one between larger
and smaller
localities.
More importantly,
the Gauquelins
did not try to run statistical
tests
on
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these
least

small
samples.
a sign of the

Their
purpose
Mars effect
in

was only to
the different

show that
categories.

there

was at

The next error,
removal
of the females,
requires
a background
fact
first.
In Zelen"s
first
and private
analysis
of the 303 champions,
Paris
was highly
significant,
France-minus-Paris
was "marginally
significant"
at the .06 level,
and Belgium
was not significant.
Coming into
print,
the
trio
noted that
there
were too few female
champions
for a proper
analysis
and dropped
all
9 of them from the calculations,
along
with the controlgroup women.
A small
side-effect
was that
the significance
level
in Franceminus-Paris
happened
to slip
from .06 to .09, now called
"not significant,"
while
the whole sample slipped
from .02 to -04.
(The number 303 should
actually
read 294 in the preceding
paragraphs.)
Of course,
the "04 results
was also doomed,
In the bizarrest
maneuver of all,
the trio
argued
that
the overall
Mars effect
now depended
merely
on the results
of a single
champion
since,
if only one more champion
all
results
would fade into
nonhad been born outside
a key sector,
significance:
Even Randi the magician
could
hardly
match such a comprehensive
vanishing
trick!
This reasoning
violates
the basic
principles
of statistical
analysis.
A significance
test only*makes
sense when applied
to the actual
data,
not
the data upped or downed a few notches
to suit
the researcher's
personal
prejudices.
The main result
did not depend on a single
champion,
but on
all
63 of the key-sector
athletes
needed to beat the chance prediction
of
about
51.
The trio's
illogic
invites
any number of games with the data,
The Gauquelins
could
ask, but what if there
was one more champion
born
or for that matter,
ten more?
And does the result
inside
a key sector,
-depend
on one champion
considering
that
three
out of the nine deleted
females
were also Mars-positive?
Meanwhile,
everybody
but Dennis
Rawlins
had forgotten
about
the
In a letter
to Paul Kurtz
in
original
hugh sample of 2,088 champions.
1978,
Rawlins
roughly
estimated
the significance
level
in that
group,
that
is, the odds against
there
being
no real effect
behind
the 22% result,
at
It was fully
four years later
in the Winter
1981-82
1 in 10 million.
issue of The Skeptical
Inquirer
before
Abel1 and Kurtz
(saris Zelen)
acknowledged
that
the data from the full
2,088-champions
sample
"would
seem to be statistically
significant"
and went on to say, "It was not a
conscious
omission.
Indeed,
the point
was made very clearly
in the
Gauquelins'
companion
paper published
in the same issue of -The Humanist
(Nov/Dec
1977)."
That sounds better--until
you read the Gauquelins'
paper and discover
that
the alleged
point
isn't
there!
The striking
feature
of all
these fallacies
was not just
their
unmooring
from the anchors
of logic
but their
unsinkability
in four years
of competent
statistical
bombardment
by Michel
Gauquelin,
Elizabeth
Scott,
Indeed,
the trio's
reply
to Rawlins'
Dennis
Rawlins
and Ray Hyman.
"sTarbaby"
bomb, where the errors
were laid
out in blunt
English,
was to
refurbish
and re-circulate
the whole lot in a paper sent privately
by
Abel1 and Kurtz to the Fellows
of CSICOP,
presumably
to ward off a possible stampede
of resignations,
Remarkably
enough--it
even worked.
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A Scenario

for

Innocence?

After
seven months of investigation
which included
extensive
correspondence
with members of CSICOP's
Executive
Council,
I developed
a theory
which classified
the errors
-- even their
indestructability
in
face of criticism--out
of the arena of deliberate
distortion,
and into
the theatre
of blind
prejudice.
After
receiving
a thought-provoking
letter
from CSICOP Councilor
Ray Hyman,
I re-studied
the documents
from
the point
of view of innocent
errors,
in which case Rawlins'
suggestion
of cynical
manipulation
might
go away.
This interpretation
is, I still
believe,
correct--as
far as it goes.

the

With the extra
help of unpublished
background
papers and letters,
here is what I imagine
took place.
When the control
group data unexpectedly
came in at 172, an exasperated
Marvin
Zelen immediately
turned
a skeptical
eye back on the 303 subsample
of champions
and quickly
made
two erroneous
discoveries.
Analyzing
the champions
data a page at a
time-e
did)
the results
bounced around--in
the Belgium
pages
there
was no Mars effect
at all,
while
in the Paris
pages it was highly
significant.
(A third
set of pages created
the arbitrary
region
"Franceminus-Paris."
) Without
thinking
twice about what he was doing,
he incorrectly
ran significance
tests
on these subsets
against
the baseline
to confirm
his suspicion
of "disparities
'
Another
thing
he happened
across
at this
stage was a "striking
similarity"
between the Mars effect
of 21.8% in the sample of 303 champions,
and the 21.6% level
in the parent
group of 2,088 champions.
These
were obviously
too close
to be an accident,
he thought,
and with the
versatility
of a professional
statistician
he demonstrated
a significant
non-difference(!)
at the .049 level.
This appears
in his original
memorsum,
but was not published
in the 1977 paper.
It only surfaced
in the
private
1981 memorandum
to CSICOP's
Fellows,
and of course,
as Abe?l's
"improbably
good" argument
in the July
1982 issue of Psychology
Toda.
In spite
of its professional
flourish,
this
analysis
was faulty
because
Zelen did not take into account
the different
pairs
of data points
There were probably
several
ways in which an
in the whole set of results.
unusually
large
or small
difference
could
occur among the Mars sector
any one of which would seem suspicious
when looked
percentages
by chance,
Only
if
such
possible
pairs
were
listed
in
advance
could
at by itself.
Zelen make a correct
test,
in which case his "finding"
would have
disappeared.
The illusion
sub-samples
had
Gauquelins
had
suspicious
that
On the lack of

have
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At this
outlined

that the Mars effect
occurs
only in Paris
and that two
convinced
Zelen that
the
a "striking
similarity"
somehow produced
a biased
sample..
He was immediately
so
he closed
his memorandum
with
his unjustified
complaint
sampling
information
from the Gauquelins.

point
a process
of
in The Psychology

subjective
validation
of the Psychic
(Marks

took over which I
and Kammann,
1980)

to account
for the persistence
c;f false
beliefs
‘it1 the face of contrary
evidence.
The model says that once a belief
or expectation
is found,
especially
one that
resolves
uncomfortable
uncertainty,
it biases
the
observor
to notice
new information
that confirms
the belief,
and to
discount
evidence
to the contrary.
This self-perpetuating
mechanism
consolidates
the original
error
and builds
up an overconfidence
in which
the arguments
of opponents
are seen as too fragmentary
to undo the
adopted
belief.
As soon as Zelen's
suspicion
about a biased
sample was shared among
the trio,
it was quickly
noted that
the Belgium
data,
where there was no
Mars result,
was the only subset
not collected
by the Gauquelins;
furthermore,
Paul Kurtz
then remembered
some anomalies
that
he had
glossed
over as unimportant
when he had previously
spot-checked
the
Gauquelins'
records
in France.
With all of such factors
pointing
so
"clearly"
to untrustworthy
data,
the answer was apparently
in hand, even
if not provable
or fully
publishable.
Partly
because
the minor
pieces
of this
argument
were not published,
including
the "striking
similarity"
effect,
critics
like
Dennis
Rawlins,
Elizabeth
Scott
and Ray Hyman were seen as nit picking
and lacking
of the
big picture.
(They were also not offering
any good alternatives
to
demolish
the so-called
Mars effect.)
For example,
when it was later
shown that
the differences
among the three
regions
were not significant,
the trio
would not be impressed--such
a test
cannot
prove that
there
are
NO differences
either,
and the (imagined)
negative
result
from Belgium
was felt
to be too "revealing"
to be given uo.
But

It

Doesn't

Cover

the

Territory

Although
the evidence
seems strong
to me that
the preceding
scenario
correctly
describes
how the trio
jumped
into
the stew, it does not cover
several
other
errors.
For these
I had to construct
a separate
miniAlthough
I was not at all
confident
a,bout these,
scenario
for each case.
it seemed worthwhile
to pursue
an emerging
innocence
theory
as far as it
would go.
In this
direction,
the trio's
removal
of the females
might
have been,
as they eventually
claimed,
the simplest
way to balance
the sexes between
the control
group and the 303 champions
group..
(This
also required
them
to drop the female
half
of the control
group,
but it was already
so large
that
this
had no effect,)
The nonsensical
one-single-champion
device
to explain
to nonstatistical
for a Mars effect
conveyed
by a .04

argument
was possibly
readers
how really
weak is
significance
level,

a didactic
the evidence

The reason
that
the trio
overlooked
the massive
significance
in the
full
2,088 champions
sample was the result
of Zelenjs
pre-occupation
with a perfect
statistical
design--in
a technical
sense,
only the 303
champions
subsample
was precisely
matched
with the non-champions
control
group.
Why then did
had been separately

Abel1 and Kurtz later
claim
covered
by the Gauquelins

that
this
"2,088
when it had not

error"
been?
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Perhaps
they were under so much pressure
from "sTarbaby"
they rushed
into
print
with a statement
based on memory rather
than re-reading.
But this
seems odd because
that
argument
is the centerpiece
of their
entire
onepage public
defense
against
"sTarbaby."
How viable,
then,
is a comprehensive
innocence
theory?
While
each
mini-scenario
is plausible
enough in isolation,
their
summation
with the
main scenario
is hardly
reassuring
and to be accepted
requires
a conclusion of pervasive
ineptitude.
Unfortunately,
the trio
have never
bothered
to comment one way or the other.
But perhaps
the only important
scientific
point
is that
the errors
exist
and are still
being
repeated.
What

About

the

Mars

Effect?

The bottom
line
is that
an apology
is owed the Gauquelins
for the
mis-treatment
of their
data,
and the aspersions
cast on their
authenticity,
I don't
wish to convey that
I'm a believer,
because
I also have skeptical
reservations
about
the Mars effect.
What makes this
claim
suspect
is the
scientific
perversity
of the proposition
that
the location
of Mars in the
sky at the time a person
is born has some effect
on that
person's
athletic
performance
30 or 40 years
later.
It has been repeatedly
noted that
the
natural
forces
that emanate
from Mars,
such things
as gravitational
pull,
electromagnetic
radiation,
and so on, are infinitesimally
tiny
and must
be effectively
zero when compared
with such familiar
earth-bound
objects
as hills,
buildings
and even furniture.
The sector
locations
of Mars do not even reflect
its distance
from
earth,
nor are the key sectors
simply
above and below the horizon
in some
sensible
way that
could
produce
an earth-shadow
effect.
Even worse,
the
Gauquelins
believe
the effect
does not appear
in merely
good athletes,
but only shows up in top-top
champions.
There is no precedent
in biology
such as motivation
or temperament,
or psychology
for a performance
factor,
to become suddenly
operative
when skill
reaches
an extraordinary
level.
Nevertheless,
the Mars effect
has been once replicated
by the skeptics
of the Belgian
Para Committee
(whose gyrations
in disclaiming
it
would make another
interesting
case study)
and once not replicated
on
U.S. champions
by Rawlins,
Kurtz,
Abel1 and Zelen.
It has, therefore,
a
residual
prima
facie
case as a valid
scientific
anomaly.
But let us be
clear--nobody
has produced
more massive
evidence
AGAINST the claims
of
traditional
astrology
than Michel
Gauguelin,
himself(e.g.,
in --The Skeptical
Inquirer,
Spring
1982, pp. 57-65.
In the long-run,
the skeptics'
worthy
battle
against
superstition
and pseudoscience
must rely on trustworthy
evidence,
rational
selfcorrecting
debate,
and their
ability
to supply
normal
explanations
for
paranormal
claims.
It is not the belief
in astrology,
ESP, UFOs or
mythical
monsters
that
is the real
problem
of our times,
but the possibility
that
rationality
itself
will
be submerged
under social
dis-locations
arising
from the economic
and technological
pressures
that
interfere
with
our collective
will
to live
out our human potential
in peace and without
poverty.
Thus,
I believe
that
the method
of debate
is more important
to
~-
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the advancement
of rationality
than the specific
debunking
of popul ar
fantasies.
I object
to Abell's
interpretation
of the Mars effect,
not
because
we differ
widely
in the conclusion,
but rather
in the mode of
argument.
None of which is to retract
my general
agreement
with the goal s of
CSICOP or my admiration
for the many enlightening
articles
that
regularly
appear
in its journal,
The Skeptical
Inquirer.
Knowing as I do how unpopular the skeptic
can be in a society
of believers,
I appreciate
the skeptics'
need for social
support
by like-minded
thinkers,
and the urge to
produce
a definitive
rebuttal
to every paranormal
claim.
Over simplifications
and errors
are inevitable
not only
in debunking,
but in all
exercises
in rationality
and science,
and no harm is done as long as they are
amenable
to open debate
and correction.
Unfortunately,
CSICOP, as the
refuses
to admit
publicly
that
self-avowed
champion
of rationality,
the errors
occurred
and refuses
to take any action
to stop their
endless
his public
attack
on the Gauquelins'
reputations.
repetition
by Abel1 in
FOOTNOTE
1.

The sources
for this
paper are available
in the unpublished
manuscript
"Statistical
Numerolbgy
in the Skeptics'
Response
to the Mars Effect"
by R. Kammann,
available
from CSICOP,
1203 Kensington
Ave.,
Buffalo,
N.Y. 14215.
An excellent
review
of the larger
controversy
which also
considers
the disputes
arising
from the later
Mars test
on U.S.
champions
is found in Patrick
Curry's
"Research
on the Mars Effect,"
Zetetic
Scholar,
1982, #9, 34-53,
along
with 9 additional
commentaries
on pages 54-83.
The author's
subjective
validation
concept
is
presented
in chapters
11-13 of The Psycholo
h
gy of the Psychic
by D.
Marks and R. Kammann (Buffalo:
Promet
eus Books,
1980rThanks
are
due to Philip
Klass,
Paul Kurtz,
George Abel1 and Ray Hyman for their
patience
in responding
to my correspondence
and to Dennis
Rawlins,
Marcello
Truzzi,
Piet
Hein Hoebens,
and Michel
Gauquelin
for supplying
background
documents,
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"Our society
has opted
for a complete
free-for-all
of conflicting
theories,
But if it is this
chaotic,
who will
ensure
that
there
is law
and order?
Who will
guard the truth?
The answer is:
CSICOP will!"
With
these words,
Douglas
R. Hofstadter
began his glowing
account
of the
Committee
for the Scientific
Investigation
of Claims
of the Paranormal
in
the February
1982 issue of Scientific --_I_ American.
In Hofstadter's
account,
CSICOP is a small and heroic
band of nonsense
fiqhters
providina J a steadv .d
buoy of rationality
in a vast sea of public
superstition.

It is remarkable
that Hofstadter's
piece
appeared
four months after
Denn s Rawlins
published
"sTarbaby"
in the October
issue of Fate.
In
Rawli ns' detailed
account,
the Council
of CSICOP had covered
up a scandaof irrationality
by three
of their
most prominent
lous demonstration
membe rs, including
the Chairman,
Paul Kurtz.
If Hofstadter
did not know
about
"sTarbaby"
then--proof
of the pudding--CSICOP
hadn't
told
him, but
it is more likely
he accepted
the CSICOP party
line
that
Rawlins
was just
a raving
malcontent.
On the surface,
this
is plausible.
The trouble
with
"sTarbaby"
on
first
reading
is that
the case is too strong,
and the cover-up
too deep
Like the other
Fellows
of CSICOP,
I couldn"t
to be entirely
believable.
accept
that
Dennis
Rawlins
was the single
honest
and correct
person on a
nine-man
Council
consisting
of men of such stature
and reputation
as
Martin
Gardner
(whose mathematical
games column
in Scientific
American
had just
been taken
over by Hofstatdter),
Professor
Ray Hyman, the Amazing
In fact,
Rawlins
seemed to grasp at straws
to
Randi and Kendrick
Frazier.
It seemed more likely
include
these bystanders
in the conspiracy
plot.
that
Rawlins
had let his anger get out of control
and was seeing
conniThis attitude
might
then explain
why
vance in the most innocent
remarks.
his analysis
of the Mars effect
had been ignored,
and why he was eventually
voted off the Council
and out of CSICOP. Undoubtedly
Rawlins
was
making
a mountain
out of a molehill.
I have come to the opposite
concluseven months of research,
sion.
CSICOP has no good defense of the trio's
Mars fiasco
and has
degree
by irreversible
degree,
into
an antiprogressively
trapped
itself,
into
suppression
of his evidence,
and into
Rawlins
propanganda
campaign,
In short,
progressively
stuck on the
stonewalling
against
other
critics.
After
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trio's
It
far off
leading
present
following.

tarbaby.
is now vital
to understand
where CSICOP lost
its bearings
and how
course
it has drifted.
I shall
briefly
review
the essential
events
up to "sTarbaby"
as I have confirmed
them since,
after
which I
my personal
experience
of Council's
modus operandi
in the months

How Did

the

Trio

Go Wrong?

Michel
Gauquelin
had already
run into
one group of irrational
skeptics
in the Belgian
Para Committee
who, upon unexpectedly
confirming
the Mars
effect,
dismissed
their
results.
They fastened
on the fact
that
babies
are
not born equally
often
during
the 24 hours of the day and supposed
that
this
could
produce
a spurious
Mars effect.
In effect,
they suggested
that
everybody,
not just
sports
champions,
has a Mars effect.
Dennis
Rawlins,
then on the Council
of CSICOP and its astrology
subcommittee,
checked
this
argument
out mathematically
and found it to be
irrelevant.
Nevertheless,
Zelen,
Kurtz
and Abel1 grabbed
the Belgian
theory
and publicly
challenged
Gauquelin
to produce
a control
group of nonchampions.
Michel
and Francoise
Gauquelin
promptly
accepted
this
"definitive
test"
as
the trio
called
it and, as Rawlins
predicted,
won hands down.
There was no
Mars effect
for ordinary
people.
George Abel1 sensibly
wrote
Paul Kurtz
saying
the Gauquelins
had won
that
round,
and he suggested
getting
on with the new test
on American
athletes.
Rawlins
used this
"smoking
gun" letter
as proof
that
the trio
knew the true situation
right
from the start,
but the case is not strong.
Abel1 specifically
asks in the letter
what Zelen saw in the data.
Meanwhile,
as I described
in Part 1, Zelen
fancied
he found two anomalies
in the data
that
suggested
a biased
sample.
In my "subjective
validation"
scenario,
Zelen's
erroneous
statistics
became the starting
point
for the trio's
private belief
that
the Gauquelins
had probably
cheated.
By the time the
paper got to print,
Zelen's
skeptical
approach
had replaced
Abell's;
although
the trio
did not openly
accuse the Gauquelins
of fraud,
they
smothered
the victory
under a blanket
of bogus side issues,
partly
achieved
by deleting
the favorable
Mars results
for female
champions.

theory,
the trio
was warned before
Against
an "innocent
goofs"
Gauquelin
lishing
that
their
statistics
were wrong, once by Michel
by Elizabeth
Scott,
Professor
of Statistics
at Stanford
University.
(Rawlins
was not consulted,)
Even worse,
after
the paper came out,
Scott
nor Gauquelin
could
get space in The Humanist
for a reply.
How Did

CSICOP

puband once
neither

Go Wrong?

After
Rawlins
read the trio's
1977 paper,
he set out with documented
good will
to educate
Chairman
Kurtz
in statistical
reasoning.
This seemed
to go well during
1978, especially
when Kurtz called
upon Rawlins
to
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analyze
reason

the data
to believe

for the American
sports
that
the Zelen-Kurtz-Abel1

champions.
errors

Rawlins
had every
would fade into
history.

He was in for a shock.
After
Rawlins
completed
all
the computer
runs
on the U.S. data (no Mars effect),
Kurtz
announced
the trio
would present
Rawlins'
results
in a major
CSICOP press conference
in December
1978.
When
Kurtz
refused
to budge on this,
Rawlins
appealed
to the other
Councilors
for help.
It was at this
crucial
point
that
Council
took its first
and
fatal
wrong turn and embarked
on a course
they could
not subsequently
reverse.
They ignored
Rawlins'
complaints.
To avoid
an embarrassing
public
split,
Rawlins
was promised
a debate
with Zelen and Abel1 in front
of
Council,
After
Rawlins
did not blow the whistle
with the press,
this
debate
evaporated.
When he finally
got the floor
in Council
meeting,
he met a wall
of resistance.
We can only guess the thoughts
of the Councilors.
If the idea had
been planted
that
Rawlins
was jealous
over getting
a back seat at the press
conference,
his anger was explained,
but only if Councilors
missed
the
merits
of his case.
Alternatively,
perhaps
Paul Kurtz was so indispensable
("sTarbaby"
as the group's
leader
that
a reprimand
was unthinkable.
focuses
on Council's
obsession
with
its public
relations
image.)
After
all
this
flak,
it is only reasonable
that
Council
would at least
stop any repetition
of the trio's
past errors,
but just
the opposite
occurred.
The Zelen-Kurtz-Abel1
analysis
was re-published
a year later
in
CSICOP's
own journal,
The Skeptical
In-luJrer,
overriding
severe
criticisms
by
statistic-rid
CounciTor
RzrHyman,
which confirmed
Rawlins.
one referee,
Rawlins
was to cover only the technical
aspects
of the U.S. test,
and
claimed
in "sTarbaby"
that editor
Ken Frazier
censored
his full
protest
of
the trio's
errors.
Meanwhile,
he sent a memorandum
out to most of the
Fellows
but to no useful
effect.

quietly

A year later,
Rawlins
was voted off
dropped
from the list
of Fellows.
Council's

Response

the

to

Council
"sTarbaby"

and soon
was his

after
reply.

was

"sTarbaby"

After
reading
the Rawlins
expose in Fate magazine,
one thing-if any part of his story
were true,
I could
Hyman, Randi and Frazier
to set the record
straight.
time before
I gave up that
belief.

I was only sure of
count on Gardner,
It was a very long

CSICOP's
first
reply
was to circulate
some photocopied
old letters
Two months
show (ad hominem)
that Rawlins
was a habitual
troublemaker.
later,
CSICOP mailed
out two privately
authored
white
papers,
without
taking
an official
stance.

to

In "The Status
of the Mars Effect"
Abell,
Kurtz and Zelen simply
re-hashed
all
the statistical
errors
that
Rawlins
(Gauquelin,
Scott,
Hyman,
I did not see this,
however,
until
I had spent
Tarkington)
had protested.
hours analyzing
four years of published
statistics--the
errors
were even
worse than Rawlins
had stated,
but most Fellows
would never learn
this.

to
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"Crybaby"
refute
the

was written
by Councilor
Philip
Klass.
it ignored
practically
cover-up
charge,

Although
it
every specific

offered
point

that
Rawlins
had made.
Instead
Rawlins'
motives
and personality,
including
crude mis-quotation.

it

offered
bolstered

a blatant
ad hominem attack
with
rhetorical
ploys--

on

Believing
that
a full
understanding
would still
get this
fiasco
straightened
out,
I sent in a 28-page
report
called
"Personal
Assessment
of the Mars Controversy."
I came to three
conclusions:
(a) the scientific
errors
were gross,
(b) Paul Kurtz was not guilty
of a cover-up
on grounds
of lack of statistical
understanding,
(c) CSICOP was guilty
of a cover-up
by not taking
Rawlins
seriously,
while
"Crybaby"
was a disgrace.
This report
went to Council
in December
1981, underlined
by my
resignation
as a Fellow,
and my request
that
it be circulated
to all
the
Fellows.
This was not done.
Two months
later
it was casually
described
a "lengthy
letter"
from me along
with other
routine
news in a general
CSICOP bulletin.
The ho-hum context
was so effective
I yawned myself.

as

As my report
was going
in, the next issue of The Skeptical
Inquirer
(Winter
1981-82)
was coming
out with one good move and two bad ones.
The
good move was to give Rawlins
space for a completely
uncensored
final
article,
which Rawlins
unfortunately
wasted on an unreadable
script.
The first
bad move was a boxed one-page
Statement
signed
by the nine
members of Council,
with-George
Abel1 now in Rawlins'
vacant
seat.
It
Without
asserted
starkly
that
there was nothing
to hide and no cover-up.
giving
any useful
evidence,
it declared
that
Rawlins'
entire
jam-packed
article
in the same issue
"contains
many demonstrably
false
and defamatory
claims."
(Name them!)
It referred
to all
of Rawlins'
"assertions
and
(The scientific
innuendoes"
as being
based on "half-truth
and distortion."
errors
alone
disprove
this
claim.)
Worst of all,
Council
offered
for sale
the hopeless
"Status"
and "Crybaby"
papers,
now officially
endorsed
by
CSICOP.
In a flurry
of group-think,
the whole Council
lunged
at the tarbaby
On the facing
page, George Abel1 and Paul Kurtz
(sans Zelen)
acknowledged only one of the major
science
errors
(while
repeating
another
one).
They now claimed
their
failure
to analyze
the full
sample of 2088 champions,
rather
than the small
sub-sample
of 303 champions,
was merely
an oversight
and blandly
understated
that
the total
Mars effect
"would seem to be
statistically
significant."
With unconscionable
bravado
they falsely
declared
that
the Gauquelins
had already
covered
this
point
in their
1977
companion
paper,
I still
doggedly
believed
that
as soon as "Personal
Assessment"
had
I
several
months was dead silence.
was my analysis
wrong,
had I spoken
understand?

the Trustworthy
Four would come forth
been digested,
but the response
over
racked
my brain
for an explanation-too harshly,
did they still
not

Meanwhile,
Paul Kurtz and Councilor
Philip
Klass each sent me a long
letter
which I naively
took to be personal
correspondence.
(Kurtz'
letter
was marked
CONFIDENTIAL.)
Although
I eventually
disputed
both letters,
I only learned
much later
that
both
especially
the nonsense
by Klass,
letters
had been distributed
to counter
"Personal
Assessment"
for the few
members who had asked to see it (my "lengthy
letter").
Kurtz also refused
my request
to send his letter
to Rawlins.
The control
on information
was
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pervasive.
The Klass letter
started
a long and exasperating
exchange
in which he
talked
about everything
but the statistical
errors
and the real cover-up.
He kept me busy for a while
answering
irrelevant
questions,
while
periodically
attacking
my objectivity,
intelligence
or integrity.
From time to
time,
he threatened
to expose MY cover-up
of scientific
evidence
he imagined
he had uncovered.
After
he regularly
ignored
all my serious
answers
and
questions,
I nicknamed
him T.B. Diago -- the best defense
is a good offense.
He eventually
fell
back on the traditional
Council
stance
-- he didn't
understand
statistics.
Around March,
Zetetic
Scholar
featured
a review of Mars and CSICOP
with a lead article
by Patrick
Curry who not only agreed with Rawlins
and
me about
the Zelen test
fiasco,
but presented
a good case for more bungling
But Council
had already
adopted
the line
that
in the U.S. champions
test.
ZS
editor
Marcello
Truzzi
was
on
a
"vendetta"
kick.
Ad
hominem
be
thy
name.
Fleeting

Rays of

Sunshine

Still
getting
no response
from the 4 stony faces on CSICOP's
Mt.
Rushmore,
I submitted
a completely
new paper fully
documenting
all
the
scientific
errors
with sources
and omitting
all
charges
of a cover-up
by
Council.
Called
"Statistical
Numerology
in the Skeptics'
Response
to the
Mars Effect,"
and strictly
limited
to a small
circle
of addressees,
this
paper finally
got some results.
6eorge Abel1 produced
71 pages of explanations
and apologies,
accepting
"Numerology"
with two minor
disclaimers
(both
wrong).
Ray Hyman
concurred
on the errors
but saw them as ordinary
slip-ups
in the process
of science.
Many scientists,
he argued,
try to publish
nonsense
but are
blocked
by a strong
system of peer reviews
and editorial
control.
Of course.
there
were no such-controls
for The Humanist
or The Skeptical
Inquirer,
es-pecially
since
Paul Kurtz
had ultimate
control
on both,
Ken Frazier
agreed
that a shorter
and softer
version
of "Numerology"
could
be published
in -.The
Skeptical
Inquirer
but emphasized
that nobody was interested
in this
dull
old topic.
My faith
in the goodness
of CSICOP now flowering,
I set to work on a
readable
third
version
of the paper.
With Hyman's
case for ordinary
human
errors
humming
in my head, I hit upon the subjective
validation
scenario
for
some of the errors
(see Part 1) and even convinced
myself
that
the whole
cover-up
was merely
selective
perception
by Rawlins,
The happy ending
was
in full
sight.
The glow didn't
last
long.
Frazier
cabled
that the editorial
board was
split
and to shorten
it severely.
Meanwhile,
my innocence
theary
was cracking
under the strain
to cover all
the errors,
and I sensed that
no version
I
could write
would be acceptable,
Strong
letters
from Martin
Gardner apd
Philip
Klass now defined
the situation
as "resolved"
by the Abel1 and Hyman
letters.
I was now exhausted
and feeling
the pressure
to pronounce
the benediction.
A reply
What we are
specialty--and
his name in
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to Hyman from parapsychologist
R.A. McConnell
said,
"Nonsense.
talking
about
is elementary
statistics--Abel1
and Zelen's
a third
professor
who is enhancing
his status
by lending
a field
in which he presumably
has no competence
whatsoever.

Of course,
it a chance
I don't
see
professional
pline."
I
dishonesty"
grasp.

I'll
buy your claim
of no conscious
dishonesty.
Neither
was
Unexamined
dishonesty
is rampant
in this world.
occurrence.
how you can excuse scientists'publicly
trading
upon their
reputations
when they are not willing
to exert
self-discitried
to ignore
McConnell,
but that
phrase
"unexamined
The happy ending
was slipping
from my
kept haunting
me.

My new revision
made a desperate
attempt--to
the point
of bias--to
But
now
the trio
classify
the whole fiasco
as a set of silly
mistakes.
looked
so pathetically
inept
that
I foresaw
another
wall of resistance
and
Just as I sent it in, I learned
that Abel1 was working
on his
resentment,
own version,
a confessional
piece
to be cosigned
by Paul Kurtz
if not by
Aha, this
is an even better
ending-the now hibernating
Marvin
Zelen.
1 withdrew
my paper from The Skeptical
Inquirer.
But this
happy ending
didn't
occur either.
Abel1 now echoed Frazier
that
nobody was interested
in this
topic
any more.
(Given
the massive
and
malicious
attack
on Rawlins
and the massive
information
control
afterwards,
this
was obnoxiously
true.)
He now hinted
that a short
note in Marcello
Truzzi's
Zetetic
Scholar
might
be sufficient.
Next,
his first
draft
of
the piece
actually
repeated
more errors
than it corrected
and continued
the innuendoes
about
the Gauquelins'
honesty.
There was no more talk
of
Abel1 said he was too busy with
even Kurtz co-signing;
and, soon after,
Numbly
I urged him not to
other
work to get to the Mars paper very soon.
let
it fade away.
I did not know, of course,
that Abel1 was at the same moment hitting
the streets
with a new round of the old arguments
in the July 1982 issue
of Psychology
Today.
He even worked in a new red-herring
-- that
only Gauquelin's
own data showed the Mars Effect,
thus dropping
the Para Committee's
replication.
Still
fixated
on the final
chorus of joy,
I desperately
tried
to dismiss
this
new folly
as a hapless
hold-over
from the bad old days. At
least
some errors
had disappeared.
But this
denial
mechanism
couldn't
hold.
Abel1
had now launched
the trio's
fourth
round of slurs
against
Gauquelin's
integrity
in five years,
in spite
of a relentless
barrage
of strong
criticism against
the statistical
nonsense
being
used. This censure
now included
"sTarbaby"
in October,
"Personal
Assessment"
in December,
Patrick
Curry's
paper in March,
and "Numerology"
in April,
none of which deflected
Abel1 in
July. Thus CSICOP had chosen for its inner circle
a habitually
erroneous
skeptic
to replace
Dennis
Rawlins
whose competence
and integrity
had proved
to be exemplary
in the Mars debate.
When the whole record
is examined
over five years,
there
is almost
no
instance
in which merit
wins out over self-serving
bias.
The one clear
exception
was providing
Rawlins
a carte
blanche
space in The Skeptical
Inquirer,
and even this
was undermined
by a flurry
of simultaneous
misstatements.
Not only is the trio,
in spite
of all
private
admissions,
publicly
unstoppable,
but Council
backs them every inch of the way and gives
Paul
Kurtz almost
total
control
over CSICOP’s information
flow.
If the Fellows
and Scientific
Consultants
of CSICOP do not put a stop to this,
who do they
think
will?
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MARSEFFECT RP
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A LASTANSWER
TO M, GAUQUELIN 4.

COMITE?BELGE
POUR L’INVESTIGATION
SCIENTIFIQUES
DES PHl?NOM$NES
Rl?PUT&
PARANORMAUX
The answer of M. M. GAUQUELIN to the recent
statement
of the
Belgian
Committee
PARA about the so-called
Mars-effect
has been
carefully
examined
at the last
meetings
of the Committee.
Its
reactions
are expressed
hereunder:
Everyday,
among the numerous
scientific
papers
that are published
in the world,
one may find
some new theories
or results
at
the frontier
of knowledge,
that deny many others
previously
proposed.
They sometimes
lead to hard controversy
for the greatest
benefit
of
Science.
But it is very rare that
such situations
evolve
into
personal
antiscientific
attacks
as the ones already
observed
in the case of .the
Mars-effect
claimed
by M. GAUQUELIN.
This never elevates
the protagonists
and does not lead to any scientific
progress
which finally
is
the only useful
interest
of such debates.
Therefore,
once again,
the Committee
repeats
that
it will
not
follow
M. GAUQUELIN in the way he has engaged
himself
since the publication
of issue
n 43 of the Committee's
Nouvelles
Breves
in Septembre
1976 and that
consists
in mixing
up arguments
based on hi-s own views
of the problem
and personal
attacks.
This does not help for a better
mutual
understanding,
seems not willing
To the contrary
of M. GAUQUELIN - who apparently
to accept
a fair
discussion
that could
not lead toan approval
of his
views - the Committee
is only interested
in seeing
Science
progressing
the
on a firm,
stable
and rocky basis,
whoever could
be right:
The life
of the Committee
as well as the
Committee
or M, GAUQUELIN,
national
or international
good fame of its members are in no way
related
to the existence
or the non-existence
of a so-called
Marseffect.
They are only related
to the quality
of the scientific
investigations
that
the Committee
wants to conduct
as perfectly
as
possible.
Therefore,
the Committee
has always been willing
to answer
to any question
regarding
the Mars-effect
problem
but - in order
to
avoid
any misunderstandinq
and to clarify
the debate
- on the very
fundamental
condition
that
the discussion
be conducted
on the basis
of a common adopted
methodology.
May we recall
that the controversy
lies
in the mathematical
formula
used by M. GAUQUELIN for computing
the theoretical
diagramme
and the one proposed
by the Committee
on the
basis
of a full
analysis
that
has never been scientifically
denied
by
anyone on any specific
point?
What make M. GAUQUELIN so reluctant
Such an
since 1976 for any clear
answer on such a simple
point?
answer would certainly
open the way for a new clear
dialogue!
The Committee
wishes
to take this
opportunity
to state
again
no other
such full
analysis
(leading
that to its present
knowledge,
to a mathematical
"model"
of the problem)
has been done by any other
scientist.
This of course
does not mean that
no other
interesting
comments,
researches
and computations
have been made in that field
by
eminent
scientists:
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MICHEL

GAUQUELIN

RESPONDS THE STATEMENT

OF THE COMMITTEE

PARA:

"A last
answer to M. Gauquelin"
is a remarkably
vague one.
The
Committee
Para and its president,
astronomer
Dommanget,
refuse
to comply
with the four requests
I made at the end of my comments
on the last
Committee
Para's
statement
(see ZETETIC SCHOLAR, No. 9, page 77). My
requests
are called
"personal
antiscientific
attacks,"
and I am described
as "not willing
to accept
a fair
discussion."
"Personal
antiscientific
attacks"
indeed
to ask Dommanget:
(1) to publish
his own theoretical
(expected)
distribution
of Mars in
sectors
at the birth
of athletes;
(2) to publish
the outcomes
of the
counter-experiments
he undertook;
(3) to demonstrate
on which precise
point
Rawlins'
analysis
and Abell's
analysis
of the problem--both
of which
are in agreement
with my analysis--are
"erroneous";
(4) to explain
why the
results
of the Helen test
also vindicate
my computations
if I am wrong on
this
point!
Here are four perfectly
decen t and scientifically
crucial
requests,
I think.
I am sure that
ZETETIC SCHOLAR readers
would have been
curious,
like
myself,
to-know
Dommanget's
answers.
But there
is no answer
at all
in "A LAST ANSWER TO M. GAUQUELIN"!
Actually,
and despite
its
vagueness,
this
"last
answer"
is highly
misleading.
I would like
to raise
some points
for the information
of ZETETIC SCHOLAR readers.
The

"common

adopted

methodology"

Dommanget
says:
"'The Committee
has always
been willing
to answer to
any question
regarding
the Mars-effect
problem...at
the very fundamental
condition
that
the discussion
be conducted
on the basis of a common adopted
Note in passing
how comical
such a
methodology"
(Dommanget's
emphasis).
"If you are not in agreement
with me, I refuse
claim
is.
It simply
means:
to answer your question."
A very childish
rationale!
Actually,
the control
and replication
of the Mars effect
was conducted
on the basis
of a common adopted
methodology
between the Committee
Para and
Definitive
evidence
is provided
by the letter
of
me from the beginning.
January
28, 1962 sent to me by Prof.
Jean Dath,
former
president
of the
"made the fundamental
statistiCommittee
Para,
who, according
to Dommanget
cal research
on the problem."
And what does this
letter
say? Here is the
translation
into
English
(please
write
me if you want a photocopy
of the
original
in French):
"I personally
verified
some of your results
and I did not find
from the statistical
point
of
anything
which could
b,e criticized
view.
Of course,
this
verification
supposes
a priori
that
the
data,
i.e.
your dates and hours of birth,
are accurately
gathered.
What we hoped to do was, unfortunately,
impossible:
to replicate
your work on a new sample of 500 Belgian
athletes
and the Mars
positions.
In spite
of our efforts,
we have not yet succeeded
in
Please
be sure that,
as soon as M.
gathering
the necessary
data.
Dommanget
and myself
have the data,
tHe work will
be done in
Hoping
to give you our results
soon...sincerely."
minimum
time.
Never mind that
the results
were given
to me only six years later.
This
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document
is very important.
It shows that
the analysis
of my methodology,
published
in 1957 in our book METHODES POUR ETUDIER LA REPARTITION
DES
ASTRES DANS LE MOUVEMENT DIURNE,
was done as early
as 1962 by Dath and
Dommanget
and that
it received
their
complete
agreement.
It is also
clearly
stated,
in Dath's
letter,
that
he and Dommanget
were ready to
gather
a new sample
of data and that
the results
of this
sample will
have
full
valuesince
neither
Dath nor Dommanget
questioned
my methodology.
Therefore
, the above letter-statement
written
by Dath in 1962 shows without any doubt that
the test
on a new sample
of 535 athletes
carried
out in
1967-1968
by the Committee
Para was conducted
"on the basis
of a common
adopted
methodology"
(It would have been bizarre,
by the way, to see the
Committee
undertaking
a painful
new test on athletes
before
being
sure that
I was using
an accurate
methodology!).
Then,
the awful thing
happened:
MM.
Dath 8 Dommanget
replicated
the Mars effect...
The

"full

analysis

leading

to

a mathematical

model"

Domrnanget also says:
"The Committee
wishes
to take this
opportunity
to state
again
that at its present
knowledge,
no other
such full
analysis
(leading
to a mathematical
model of the problem)
has been done by any
other
scientist.
This of course does not mean that
no other
interesting
comments,
researches
and computations
have been made in that
field
by emare called
"eminent"
and their
Abell.,
Rawlins,
etc.,
inent
scientists!"
They found the same theoretical
(expected)
computations
"interesting."
di,s$ri:bution
of Mars in sectors
that
I found.
But my computations
are
and I am accused
of "personal
antisciencalled
"erroneous"
by Dommanget,
The dialectic
of Dommanget
is rather
surprising.
tific
attacks."
analysis
problem

Far more surprising
(Dommanget's
has been done

is Dommanget's
claim
that
"no
emphasis)
leading
to a mathematical
by any other
scientist.

other
such full
model of the

And now, dear ZETETIC SCHOLAR reader,
what do you think
about a
"mathematical
model"
built
up after
a "full
analysis"
which does not allow
Dommanget
to publish
any theoretical
(expected)
frequencies
of Mars???
What kind of sick science
is that?
What kind of trick,
I should
say?
Come on M. Dommanget!
In your sample of 535 athletes,
and according
to
your calculations,
Mars is found 68 times
in the key sector
No1 (rising
sector).
Since there
are 12 sectors,
the average
frequency
for sector
No1
is 535/12
= 44.58.
The actual
excess of Mars in sector
No1 is +23.42;
that
is an excess of 52 percent
above the average
frequency
(52 percent!).
M.
Dommanget,
please,
help us with your "mathematical
model."
Did you find
an expected
value of 70 for sector
Nol,
or, maybe, only 65?
It should
have been something
very much like
that
to show that
the Mars effect
you
found is an artifact
and my analysis
"erroneous."
Actually,
Rawlins,
Abel1
and I, all
independently,
found almost
the same expected
value
for sector
N'l:
around 48; and the Zelen test
gave a very similar
value.
Why did Dommanget
never published
his own expected
Mars frequencies?
I asked him several
times
through
the years.
Many people
asked him, too.
We all
invariably
got the same incredible
answer:
"such calculations
cannot
be published
because
they never were done..it
is impossible"(!!)
The beautiful
"mathematical
model"
of Dath & Dommanget
is very helpful
indeed!
It only means:
"we refuse
to believe
in what we found."
Their
so-called
"mathematical
model"
is a fine
example
of pseudo-science
created
to hide the Mars effect
and to mislead
the general
reader.
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The counter-experiments

which

vanished

But,
if the beautiful
"mathematical
model"
cannot
help even the Committee
Para itself,
we are not in a desperate
situation.
There are several
indirect
procedures
which allow
us to see if the Mars effect
replicated by the Committee
Para is an artifact
or not.
The best solution
is
to conduct
some counter-experiments
with control
groups.
The Zelen test
for instance,
was one of these possible
counter-experiments.*
To its credit,
the Committee
did carry
out a series
of crucial
counterexperiments
all
of which vindicated
our methodology.
To its discredit,
it
did not publish
its results.
The 1976 Committee
report
is completely
mute
on this
important
point,
and, for his part,
president
Dommanget
suffers
a
strange
loss of memory about
it in all
his public
and private
correspondance.
For the benefit
of Dommanget's
memory and, more likely,
for the information
of ZETETIC SCHOLAR readers,
I would like
to describe
the most effective
counter-experiment
carried
out by Dommanget
in 1970 (I briefly
presented
an account
of this
experiment
in the International
Journal
of Interdisciplinary
Cycle Research,
1972, pp.
381-389,
but I think
it worthwhile
to
give full
information
here about
the test.)
Design

of

the

counter-experiment:

A crucial
test
for judging
any hypothetical
demographic
or astronomical
bias is to use the same distribution
as that of the champions'
births
same year,
month,
day, place
and time of birth),
but to shuffle
the
('
h&F;
of birth:
each champion
keeps his real
birth
date and place,
but is
given
the birth
hour of the preceding
champion
according
to the alphabetical order.
Thus the new group has exactly
the same demographic
and astronomical
conditions
as the champions'
group with real
birth
hours.
The Committee
Para repeated
this
test
nine times,
each time shifting
the birth
hour from one champion
to the next one.
For example,
in the
first
control
test,
the champion
number 4 keeps his birth
date and place,
but receives
the birth
hour of champion
number 3; champion
number 3 receives
the birth
hour of champion
number 2, and so on.
In the second
control
test,
champion
number 4 receives
the birth
hour of champion
number
*

It is worth
recalling
that
the Zelen
test was designed
to judge
the
accuracy
of the Committee
Para objections
against
my methodology
(THE
HUMANIST,
Jan/Feb
1976).
In private
correspondance,
Dommanget
has said
that
the Zelen test may contain
"some error
of the same type as the one
made by Gauquelin."
What kind of error?
Why did Dommanget
neglect
to
publicly
point
out this
"error"
in due time to all
interested
parties?
Kurtz would have been more than happy to publish
Dommanget's
reservations
in THE HUMANIST in 1976.
In fact,
the Committee
Para rightly
estimated
that
the results
of the Zelen
test would kill
its alibi
(see above and
again
its admirable
"mathematical
model").
Today,
Dommanget
is going
to
be more isolated
among his colleagues.
Even the highly
skeptical
French
Committee
for the study of paranormal
phenomena
(CFEPP) considers
tests
of the same kind as Zelen's
the best procedure
to provide
empirically
expected
frequencies
of Mars in sectors.
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2, champion
on.
In the
of champion
pion number
Results

of

number 3 receives
the birth
hour of
third
control
test,
champion
number
number 1, champion
number 3 receives
535, and so on.
the

champion
number 1, and so
4 receives
the birth
hour
the birth
hour of cham-

counter-experiment:

They are given
in Table
1 below,
taken from an unpublished
preliminary report
written
by Dath & Dommanget
in 1970.
The Committee
Para suppressed
these results
from its published
final
report
(NOUVELLES BREVES,
N043, 1976) without
warning
me and without
any justification
at all:
the
counter-experiment
was simply
ignored.
Classement

alphabetique

t

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

i 68
j 47
1 36
51
36
: 30
L 36
51
53
53

;6"

X2

I
/

55
43
47
44
42
35
48
34
51
45
48
43

12

34;

33,0

24,9

36,l

32,2

P

I

-

0,8%

-

-

1
:
i
1
1
1
;
I
i

Explanations

45
50
46
58
35
38
31
36
48
48

44
38
52
ii
50 I
34
40
52
48
34
53

44
46
46
45
42
41
37
52
48
38
49
47

56
37
43
54
31
41
44
46
51
40
46
46

38
52
45
49
54
31
33
40
46
53
49
45

47
49
51
32
44
43
50
44
38
53
42
42

21,6

40,8
-

of

and comments

"Classement

alphabetique"

From
cl
fo
fl
fl,

left

to

right,

3%

on the

columns

50
45
45
53
t::
37
50
42
40
37
49

40
56
42
42
50
46
36
39
40
39
41
64

46,6
46,2
46,3
47,4
42,4
40,9
38,9
42,3
46,2
44,9
44,4
48,3

43,l

25,8

60,4

25,4

-

0,6%

-

0,7%

Table

means

"alphabetical

order."

mean:

= sectors
of Mars;
= actual
distribution
of Mars at the birth
of the champions;
to f9 = distributions
of Mars for the nine counter-experimnts;
9 = the nine counter-experiments
taken
together
(each value
is
the average
of the nine frequencies
obtained
for each of
the 12 sectors).

At the bottom
of the table,
the two lines
marked X2 and P
The values
are obtained
by comparing
refer
to chi square
and probability.
the actual
distribution
fo with each counter-experiment
distribution
fl,
f2,...
f9.
The differences
are all
significant.
Those between fo and fl,
f3, f4, f6, f7, and f9 are significant
at the .OOl level.
The comparison
between fo and f1,9
(last
column)
is significant
at .007.

sidered
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So the Mars effect,
replicated
by the Committee
as an artifact
or a demographic
error.

Para,

cannot

be con-

Moreover,
the values
the theoretical
(expected)
received
Rawlins's
& Abell's
of the Zelen
test).

found here i n the column
f1,9 are ver
close
values
I cal culated
by my methodology --F--- which
agreement
and were vindicated
by the.results

to

In the "key sector"
No1 (rising
s ector)
for instance,
the Belgian,
Committee
Para found -68 champions
born with Mars in it (column
fo).
The
combined
value
of the control-experiments
gives
46.6 for this
sector
(column
fl,9).
I estimated,
according
to my analysis
of the problem,
the
most probable
value
to be 47.6.
In each case, the difference
between -68
and -46.6 or -47.6 is highlysignificant.
Conclusion
It is fully
demonstrated,
I think,
using
Committee
Para's
own evidence,
that
(1) it successfully
replicated
the Mars effect
on a new sample
of athletes;
(2) it found theoretically
(1962)
and by using
counter-experiments (1970)
that my methodology
is accurate
and the Mars effect
is not due
to an artifact.
The so-called
"mathematical
a useful
trick,
since
it allows
"good conscience,"
as Kurtz did
been replicated
independently
of
February
7982).
A useful
trick,
havior
ofttie
Belgian
Committee
manget,
is a perfect
example
of

model"
of the Committee
Para is a trick,
skeptical
people
to publicly
claim
with
recently,
that
"the Mars effect
has not
Gauqualin's
ovn data” (NEW SCIENTIST, 11
but also a very bad one.
The bemaybe,
Para and its president,
astronomer
Dompathological
science.

i
POSTSCRIPT

BY THE

EDITOR

The above reply
by Mr. Gauquelin
was sent to Dr. J, Donnnanget of the
Belgian
Para Committee
indicating
that
ZS would publish
any response
that
Committee
might
wish to make. A letter
to ZS was received
dated September
20, 1982 in which Dr. Domnanget
stated
that
the Para Committee
had taken
note of Gauquelin's
paper and had decided
(1) not to answer any more papers
by Mr. Gauquelin
since
it believes
that Gauquelin
"refuses"
("since
1976")
to show where the Committee
has made any error
in its full
analysis
of the
so-called
Mars-effect,
and (2) to propose
that a full
and correct
translation
into
English
be made of both Gauquelin's
and the Committee's
methodologies so that the fundamental
points
of difference
might
be clarified.
(ZS
is now pursuing
the possibilities
for obtaining
such translations
--and
their
approvals
by their
authors-and welcomes
suggestions
or offers
of help
from our readers.)
In addition
to the above,
I proposed
a possibly
constructive
meeting
between Dr. Dommanget
(for
the Para Committee)
and Mr. Gauquelin
with mediation
by Mr. Piet
Hein Hoebens
(the Dutch contact
for the Committee
for the
Scientific
Investigation
of Claims
of the Paranormal),that
could
take place
in
Brussells.
It was hoped that such a meeting might help clarify
the methodology
used by the Para Committee
for those of us who stilf
fail
to understand
exactly
why Gauquelin's
objections
might
be inappropriate.
Both the Para Committee
and
Dr. Dommanget
rejected
the proposed meeting
on the grounds
that
it would
prove useless
in light
of past discussions.
A second letter
was sent asking
for reconsideration
of this
negative
decision.
A letter
from Dr. Dommanget
dated November
4, 1982, again
declined
the proposed
meeting
on the grounds
that
he felt
it would be unlikely
to lead to any scientific
and fair
discussion.
He cited
the above reply
by Mr. Gauquelin
as evidence
of Gauquelin's
improper
"attitude."
:- M.TRUZZI
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A PROPOSAL BY MICHEL GAUQUELIN.
After
my reply
to Lawrence
Jerome's
attack
on my work in The
Humanist
(Sept/Oct
1975),
Paul Kurtz wrote me a letter
on October
13,
9/5.
The letter
said:
"A group of scientists
in the USA led by
Professor
George Abel1 would like
to review
your research
findings.
Could you Pease send us the following
by air mail"
(followed
by a list
of six volumes
of data published
by my laboratory,
all
of which I immediately
sent to Paul Kurtz
and to George Abell).
Seven yearshave
passed,
and the "group
of scientists"
(CSICOP members)
have failed
to
properly
check my work.
Several
authors
rightly
consider
that
unjustice
was done to me.
This feeling
is well expressed
by Marcello
Truzzi
in
his open letter
on May 7, 1982, to George Abel1 who apparently
has not
yet publicly
answered
that
letter.

Ideally,
the proper
way for this
"group
of scientists
led by
Professor
George Abell"
to restore
the situation
would simply
be to
keep its promise
and to check the accuracy
and the objectivity
of my
samples
with the help qf,the
volumes
of data I sent it on its request.
Unfortunately
these scientists
do not intend
to do so,
George Abel1
discovered
that
I was able to handle the technical
problems
of the research with accuracy
(statistical
treatment,
actual
and expected
calculations,
etc.),
but he remains
skeptical.
He says that my findings
will
very probably
turn out to be spurious
because several
biases
could
have entered
into my samples.
What can I do against
such vague insinuations?
Granted,
this
attitude
is not shared
by all
the scientists
who
know my work well.
For instance,
Prof.
H. Eysenck and Dr. D. Nias,
both from London University,
write
in their
recent
book Astrolo
*as
Science
or Superstition?
(1982,
page 209):
"Because
Gauque
in,
?il
along,
published
full
details
of his research
in a series
of do&ments,
it is possible
to evaluate
independently
the design
and methods
used in the research.
This we have done, and we have been unable
to
find anything
seriously
wrong.
On the contrary
we have beenimpressed
by the meticulous
care with which the data have been set out and analysed."*
however,
the scientific
community,
because
For a large
part,
of its strong
prejudice
against
my findings,
retains
the impression
that
there
is something
fishy
in my samples
of birth
data.
I would
like
to give to all
interested
parties
full
opportunity
to discover
the
truth
on this
crucial
point.

I am eager
way I collected

to submit
to a thorough
"cross
examination"
about
my samples.
All the data which support
my findings

the
are

*

"Meticulous
care":
exactly
the same expression
which was used by Paul
Kurtz
himself
in The Humanist
(Nov/Dec
1977) when he stated
that
he
"inspected
the Gauquelin's
archives
and was impressed
by the meticulous
care which the data had been collected."
Why did Kurtz change his
mind since?
A mystery.
ZPtPtis
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open to inspection
from A to 2.
I have in my laboratory
the reference
books (directories,etc,)
I used in the research.
I also keep all
the
birth
information
which I obtained
through
the years by writing
directly
to the birth
registries
of the cities
listed
as birth
places
of the subjects
of my samples.
Accordingly,
here is my offer.
I am willing
to
pay for all
the expenses
needed by any scientifically
trained
people
(preferably
representatives
from some scientific
group)
who agree to
perform
this
"cross
examination."
If this
examination
is made by mail,
I offer
to pay for the postage,
photocopies
of documents
and the time
consumed.
If the examination
is conducted
in my laboratory,
I will
pay
for all
accomodations
in Paris
for so long as the investigation
may last.
My investigators
may also want to write
personnally
to some birth
registries
in order
to directly
control
the accuracy
of some times
of birth.
I would also cover those
expenses.
My only condition
is that
these
investigators
agree to publish
their
conclusions
in an appropriate
medium,
Zetetic
Scholar
for instance,
or any other
journal
of similar
kind.
I take the opportunity
of this
offer
to
parties
that
our work on the Mars effect
and
a very tiny
part of all
the investigations
I
In fact,
there
are threelarge
thirty
years.
could
be easily
checked.
Studies
on:

remind
all
interested
sports
champions
occupies
have carried
out over
series
of experiments
which

(1)

successful
proiessionals
(15,000
birth
data from several
countries,
distributed
in ten different
professions
and published
in full
by my laboratory
(Series
A, Volumes
1 to 6, 1970-1971);

(2)

Experiment
on heredity
(60,000
birth
data of ordinary
- parents
and their
children
- published
by my laboratory
(Series
B, Volumes
1 to 6, 1970-1971);

(3)

character-traits
(the full
catalogue
of 50,000
systematically
compiled
from the biographies
of
cessful
people
is published
by my laboratory
in
Series
C, 1973-1977).
volumes
with full
details:

people

trait-units
2,000 sucfive
large

There are plenty
of opportunities
to investigate
my findings.
I
really
do hope that
some trained
scientists,
CSAR members or others,
will
Michel
Gauquelin,
Please
contact:
seriously
consider
my present
proposal.
Laboratoire
d'Etude
des Relations
entre
Rythmes Cosmiques
et Psychophysiologiques,
8, rue Amyot,
75005 Paris,
France (phone:
535-17-20).
Thank you!

*

Please
note that
the "top
does not apply
for either
contrary.

top" professional
the (2) or (3)

argument
against
my findings
series
of investigations.
On the
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PERSONAL REFLECTIONS ON
THE MARS EFFECT CONTROVERSY

v
M

FIARCELLO TRUZZI
The editorial
position
of ZETETIC SCHOLAR (ZS) remains
open and seeks
to be fair-minded
towards
all
parties
in the Mars Effect
Controversy.
And
as the editor
of ZS, I have tried
to avoid
direct
involvement.
But because
of my past association
with the Committee
for the Scientific
Investigation
of Claims
of the Paranormal
(CSICOP), because I have published
two major
critiques
of the CSICOP involvement
\in this
controversy
(Patrick
Curry's
article
in ZS#9 and Richard
Kammann's
article
in this
issue),
and because
of my heavy involvement
with the extensive
correspondences
that
have
privately
taken
place among most of the parties
involved,
many now perceive me as an advocate
rather
than a mere mediator
(the role
I prefer)
in this
controversy.
It should prove useful,
therefore,
for me to put
forward
some of my opinions
(perhaps
biases)
into
the public
record
so
that ZS readers
can recognize
them clearly.
Whatever
my own views,
of
course,
these should
not be confused
with the position
of ZS. I speak
only for myself
and not for others
on the editorial
staff
of ZS. This
journal
will
continue
to urge and encourage
public
dialogue
between all
viewpoints
on these matters.
The Mars Effect
Controversy
really
has two separate
elements
to it
which are unfortunately
often
confused.
The first
element
is the question
of whether
the claimed
Mars Effect
is scientifically
valid.
The second,
perhaps
the more important
element,
concerns
the way in which this
extraordinary
claim
has been challenged
by its critics,
especially
the Belgian
Comite' Para (CP) &theU.S.-based
CsICOp. Flany, including
myself,
believe
the Mars Effect
is invalid
while we also believe
that the critical
(socalled
"skeptical")
reaction
to the claim
has been scientificall;/
erroneous and sometimes
even reprehensible.
I will
examine
each of these elements
in turn.
THE "MARS EFFECT" CLAIM
Mistaken
Escalation
The very name "Mars Effect"
is a misnomer.
The controversy
centrally
surrounds
data purporting
to show evidence
for a statistically
significant
and non-chance
correlation
between persons
emerging
as sports
champions
and having
Mars in certain
positions
at the time of birth.
But,
alas,
both the Gauquelins
and their
critics
have treated
this
correlation
as though
it demonstrated
a causal
relationship.
Such a causal
relationship
would indeed
be highly
extraordinary
and at least
to some degree
lend support
to the notion
of planetary
"influence"
as found in astrology.
Thus, such a causal
claim
is
not merely
implausible
to most scientists,
it represents
a kind of aid and
comfort
to what most scientists
consider
to be a pseudoscience
that was
supposedly
discredited
by astronomy.
Gauquelin
in effect
reopened
an old
wound from an old battle
which the astronomers
thought
they won long ago.
Yet, in falct,
this
greatly
exaggerates
the evidence
Gauquelin
has actually
put forward.
It is fundamental
that a correlation
may be valid
while
due
to any number of third
factors;
and Gauquelin
has merely
demonstrated
(at
best)
the existence
of a Mars Correlation
(rather
than Effect).
Seen in
this
light,
his evidence
is really
not that
extraordinary
at all.
It does,
of course,
remain
an anomaly,
and it may be worthwhile
to pursue
its causes;
but the evidence
claimed
really
generates
great
excitement
and passion
if
we prematurely
leap to the conclusion
that
its validity
demonstrates
a causal
connection
supportive
of astrology.

.

Why, then,
has this
anomalous
correlation
been persistently
presented
as though
it necessarily
was linked
to astrology?
In large
part,
of course,
it is due to Gauquelin's
work having
originally
centered
around
his empirical investigations
into 'the claims
of traditional
astrology.
The Gauquelins
themselves
do think
that
they are dealing
with some sort of mysterinlls
causal
connection
and the possible
birth
of a new science
they term neoastrology.
However,
Gauquelin
has consistently
acknowledged
the he might
be
quite
wrong,
that
the correlations
he finds
may be due to some mysterious
third
factor
ue have not yet been able to isolate
and establish.
But,
perhaps more significantly,
some (but by no means all)
astrologers
have greeted Gauquelin's
claim
of a Mars Effect
with great
joy and have offered
him
support
for his research
(e.g.,
the use of computers),
while
his fellow
"normal"
scientists
have met his claims
with either
indifference
or severe
antagonism
(far
beyond what one normally
obtains
from critical
peers in
science).
So, Gauquelin's
alliancewith
some astrologers
is understandable
and largely
the result
of his having
to find
support
for his work where he
can. But the great
irony
in all
this
is that
the vast majority
of Gauquelin's
work is severely
damaging
to traditional
astrology,
and he has always made
this
quite
clear.
If Gauquelin
had not had the "misfortune"
to stumble
on a few anomalous
correlations
during
his research
imnto the claims
of
the astrologers,
he would today
be hailed
by his critics
as the greatest
debunker
of astrology
science
has so far produced.
Even his critics
today
must admit
that his empirical
research
constitutes
the best body of
evidence
against
traditional
astrology
to be found anywhere.
(.And,of
course,
Gauquelin's
vast evidence
against
astroloq.y
has not received
anything
like
the criticismlevelled
against
the similarly
derivedevidence
for the Mars Effect.).
Although
we can readily
understand
Gauquelin's
framing
his anomalous
finding
in the context
of astrology,
the more interesting
question
for
the sociologist
of science
is: Why have the critics
inflated
this
"mere
correlation"
into
an "effect"
which thereby
increases
the extraordinariness of the claim
rather
than diminishes
it?
Certainly,
two functions
emerge from such an escalation.
(1) By increasing
the extraordinariness
of the claim,
one can call
for stronger
evidence
for it than Gauquelin
has to offer;
if degree of proof must be commensurate
with
the extraordinariness
of the claim,
this
places
a greater
burden of proof on Gauquelin.
(2) The importance
of the critics'
challenge
is increased
if the object
being
attacked
is more important.
This has two components.
(a) There is
little
point
in attacking
a mere correlation
which results
only
in discrediting
a minor
anomaly.
The Mars Correlation
is only significant
as an
issue when it is tied
to the claims
of the astrologers,
the real
targets
of the critics
who have rallied
to "fight
pseudoscience."
And lib) by
attacking
astrology
and tapping
the hostility
against
that
"irrational
superstition,"
the critics
make themselves
newsworthy
and will'be
viewed
as "heroes"
by those want to see such "nonsense"
crushed
and the public
"educated."
But such escalation
of the basic
claim
is really
inexcusable
for scientific
critics,
whose first
order
of business
in dealing
with an
extraordinary
claim
should
be to seekto
minimize
its extraordinary
characA proponent
of an anomaly
may
ter wherever
that
can reasonably
be done.
have good reasons
(both
practical
and theoretical)
for interpreting
his
anomaly
as of maximum significance;
but the critics
of an anomaly
have an
obligation
to "cut it down to size"
so as not to exaggerate
its importance.
Here the opposite
seems to have happened,
and this
has resulted
in charges that
the data must be spurious
because
the claim
was painted
as incredible.
BJ: inflating
the claim,
it becomes all
the more important,
too,
to
discredit
it.
This seems to have resulted
in irresponsible
attempts
to
debunk the claim.
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The Status

of

the

Claim

The current
evidence
strongly
indicates
that
(a) a Mars Correlation
(b) a correlation
was found in
was validly
found by the Gauquelins,
several
replications
by the Gauquelins
using
different
samples,
(c) a
similar
correlation
was found in re lications
by the CP and the first
study
conducted
by Kurtz-Zelen-Abel1
(KZA r *, In regard
to (a) and (b),
the key
question
concerns
the validity
of the Gauquelins'
data.
It has repeatedly
been incorrectly
stated
that
there
is no way to check this
data.
Not
only have the Gauquelins
published
all
their
data (so computations
can
easily
be checked),
they have kept all
original
records
from the birth
registries,
and these have been made available
to any serious
researchers.
In fact,
the Gauquelins
have urged critics
to check this
data
(see Gauquelin's
proposal
in this
issue of ZS). It should
also be noted
that checking
the data would not necessitate
checking
every single
case;
one needs to look only at the sports
champions
for whom there was
a Mars Correlation
(only
about
23% of the sports
champions).
However,
this
is largely
a false
issue.
Based only on Gauquelin's
work, a critic
can properly
say that
the evidence
is simply
not strong
enough until
there
are independent
replications,
and this
does not necessitate
calling the Gauquelins'
data into
question.
In science,
we can take an
agnostic,
wait-and-see
position
and speak of evidence
as "unconvincing"
rather
than leap to the conclusion
tha t something
spurious
is present.
If you don't
believe
that what someone tells
you
he saw actually
happened, you may think
him mistaken
and insist
on further
witnesses
without
calling
the original
narrator
a liar.
Once a critic
claims
Gauquelin's
work is spurious,
then that
critic
has the burden of proof on him to show
how it is spurious.
That simply
has not yet been done successfully,
so we
must proceed
on the presumption
that
the Gauquelins'
data is legitimate.
The claims
put forward
by the Gauquelins
are falsifiable,
but some critics'
vague and unsupported
accusations
of spurious
data are not. All statements
claiming
scientific
status
must be falsiflable,
whether
mad&-by
proponents
or critics.
Although
the CP and KZA may wish to reanalyze
their
data in a way that
questions
the existence
of a Mars Correlation,
the fact
remains
that
both
their
studies
replicated
Gauquelin's
own work.
That is,
if the analysis
applied
to Gauquelin's
studies
is applied
to the data used by the CP and
by KZA, those results
support
the claim
of a Mars Correlation.
In the case
of the CP, they questioned
the theoretical
chance expectation
level
used by
Gauquelin
in his own work and concluded
that
their
study did not therefore
show evidence
for a Mars Effect.
But it is apparent
that
this
is post hoc
reasoning
on their
part since
the same reasoning
could
have been applied
to Gauquelin's
own work in the first
place.
If they had originally
reasoned
this
way, they would never have felt
it necessary
to replicate
Gauquelin's
work
at all.
They could
have explained
his results
away the same way they
explained
away their
own.
(Of course,
this
does not prove that
the CP
criticism
of the chance level
used is incorrect;
but it does demonstrate
that
it was a criticism
that must have been "realized"
only after
they got
results
that
otherwise
would force
them to admit
support
for the Mars Effect.)
In the first
KZA test,
it is clear
that the total
sample
th JI used
did show the Mars Effect.
Only through
reanalysis
of that
data e sample
splitting,eta,)
can that
data be made to fall
short
of a demonstration
of
the claimed
correlation
( a reanalysis
that
Kammann,
Dennis
Rawlins,
and
others
have criticized).
Though KZA reach different
conclusions
from
Gauquelin
(as did the CP), their
data results
unequivocally
constitute
a replication
of Gauquelin's
own finding.
They did not replicate
his
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analysis,
but they certainly
should
not confuse
replication
results,
and we should
not
replication
of the analysis

did

replicate
his
of a study with
confuse
replication
of such data.)

own data pattern.
(We
replication
of the data
of data results
with

So, whether
or not such replications
have faults
similar
to those that
might
be present
in Gauquelin's
early
studies,
they do indeed
constitute
replications
of his work.
All these replications
may be flawed
just
as
Gauquelin's
work may be flawed,
but the critics
who have repeatedly
asserted
that
Gaujuelih's
work has not been replicated
by others
simply
misstate
the facts.
And the fact
that Supposed
"flaws"
found during
these replications
--resulting
in new analyses
to discount
the Mars Correlation
-follow
rather
than precede
the data these critics
have produced
but which
support
the Mars Correlation,
suggests
strongly
that the critics
are
really
rationalizing
away embarrassing
findings.
Clearly
these replications
were initiated
by the critics
with the expectation
that no significant
Mars Correlation
would emerge in their
studies;
for until
the
results
came in which supported
Gauquelin,
these
"flaws"
had gone unnoticed.
What,
then,can
we conclude
from all
this?
First,
that
the Mars Effect
is really
a claimed
correlation,
an anomaly
far less extraordinary
-- and
thus requiring
far less evidence
-- than a claim
for an incredible
causal
relationship.
Second,
what evidence
exists
for the Mars Correlation
does
persistently
show up if we accept
the basic methodology
proposed
by Gauquelin.
Third,
if there
is something
fundamentally
wrong with Gauquelin's
methodology,
that
error
has not been clearly
stated
or demonstrated
in
such a way as to convince
skeptics
toward such a claimed
error
(e.g.,
even critics
of the Mars Effect
like
George Abell,
Dennis Rawlins,
and
Richard
Kammann have said that
they do not understand
the reasoning
put
forward
by the CP, and Ray Hyman has raised
criticisms
of the KZA study
rather
similar
to those put forward
by Richard
Kammann).
Those independent
investigations
that
have been conducted
into
Gauquelin's
data (e.g.,
by Hans J. Eysenck,
but we should
recall
that
checks were also conducted
by the CP and by Paul Kurtz)
indicate
that
no irregularities
are present
there.
(It might also be mentioned
that
privately
circulated
"critiques"
of Gauquelin's
analyses
have been seen by many of us, but such critiques
--e.g.,
those by Lawrence
Jerome and Colin James -- have not been endorsed
by their
fellow
critics
who have found them unconvincing
or in error.)
Fourth,
Gauquelin's
own work has withstood
critical
appraisal
thus far
levied
against
it by responsible
critics.
And, fifth,
following
the normal
procedures
of science,
we should
accept
the evidence
for the Mars Correlation
while
recognizing
that
this
evidence
may yet be superseded
by new
research
and data analysis
that may establish
it is invalid.
But the
burden
for such replications
and reanalyses
must now fall
upon the critics
of the Mars Correlation.
The Mars Correlation
may or may not really
be
present,
but the case ultimately
must rest on the reasons
given
for any
conclusion.
So far,
the case against
the Mars Effect
rests
largely
on
spurious
reasoning.
The burden
of proof
is on the claimant,
and Gauquelin
has accepted
that
burden
by conducting
his studies.
And if extraordinary
claims
require
extraordinary
proof,
Gauquelin's
meticulous
research
(which
goes well beyond the scientific
norm of openness
since all
his data
is publicly
available),
plus the replications
by his critics,
surely
constitutes
such extraordinary
evidence
(especially
when we recognize
that
the claim
of a correlation
rather
than a causality
is simply
not that
extraordinary).
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THE CP,
The

CP's

CSICOP,ANDTHE

MARS EFFECT

Study

The Belgian
CP, as I have noted
above,
replicated
Gauquelin's
experiment
and his results
but have argued
that
these
do not support
his conclusions
because
the CP questions
the validity
of the theoretical
chance
expectation
level
that
Gauquelin
used to compare
with
his (and
their)
group
of sports
champions.
It is essential
to note
that,first
of all,
the CP unequivocally
hati accepted
the data base of athletes
they
used.
It has been pointed
out that
Gauquelin
was asked
to gather
the
data for
them on these
sports
champions.,
and this
has been brought
up
to question
the authenticity
of the sample.
Eut (1) the CP chose
the
athletes,
(2)
Gauquelin
merely
acted
in a secretarial
capacity,
at
their
request,
in writing
to the birth
registries,
(3) the data from the
registries
was directly
transmitted
to the CP, (4) these
documents
remain
available
for checks,
and (5) the CP almost
certainly
checked
this
documentation
since
they
flatly
endorse
the data and explicitly
have exonerated
Gauquelin
of any charges
related
to error
on his part
regarding
that
data.
Thus,
questions
raised
about
this
data
by Paul
Kurtz
and George
Abel1
are clearly
irrelevant
unless
they are really
challenging
the claims
of the CP which
sides
with
Gauquelin
on this
specific
issue.
The main reason
the CF! has given
for
discounting
the pro-Vars
Effect
interpretation
of their
own study
concerns
the matter
of the
theoretical
chance
expectation
level
that
Gauquelin
has used with
which
to compare
the sports
champion
sample.
This
explanation
is at this
point
still
unclear
to almost
all
critics
of the Stars Cffect
outside
of those
connected
with
the CP. This may be due to problems
of translation.
and1
this
will
eventually
be clarified
once an authorized
translation
hecones
available
(ZS is now seeking
to obtain
such a translation
in ITnglish).
However,
in principal,
the original
CP argument
had merit
since
we had
no empirical
basis*for
knowing
what
the chance
rate
for
non-athletes
(the
general
population)
should
really
be.
l/hat
has been largely
overlooked
is that
the Zelen
test
(the
KZA study)
was constructed
to avoid
this
very
problem
since
the Zelen approach
used an empirical
(rather
than theoretical)
control
group
of non-champions.
In the KZA test,
the
non-champions
empirically
demonstrated
a Hars
Effect
of about
17%, the
very
level
that
Cauquelin
and others
had theoretically
expected.
Thus,
the KZA test
would
seem --if
nothing
else-to demonstrate
that
the CP
test
rea?ly
did show evidence
for
the r?ars Effect
and that
the CP interpretation
isprobably
wrong.
In light
of the KZA test,
the CP test
clearly
corroborates
Gauquelin's
interpretation.
In this
sense,
the CP
test
and the I<ZA test
are contradictory.
Kurtz
and Abel1
have chosen
to
remain
silent
about
this
fact
and have misled
their
readers
into
thinking
the CP test
conclusions
are congruent
with
their
own negative
conclusions about
the tlars
EfSect.
(For
details
about
the TP test.
I refer
you to the exchanges
between
Gauouelin
and ,I. Dommanget
in ZS#9 and this
issue.)
The

CSICOP

Connection

KZA conducted
two separate
studies,
the first
was published
in Tlf?
HUMANIST (the KZA or Zelen
test),
the second
was published
in THE SKEPTICAL
INQUIRER
(the
U.S. test).
When Dennis
Rawlins
first
brought
charges
against
these
studies
in his
FATE article
("sTarbaby"),
the initial
reac* independent
theoretical
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of

Gauquelin's

exbectation,

own

data

on non-athletes

which

Supported

his

tion
of CSICOP's
Councilors
was that these simply
were not CSICOP studies
at all,
merely
studies
conducted
by three
members of CSICOP, one of whom
happened
to be its chairman
and one other
a Councilor.
It was quickly
pointed
out that
this
defense
was completely
wrong as far as the second
test was concerned
for CSICOP clearly
sponsored
the U.S. test,
paid 'or
it,
and took credit
for it via public
statements
at the time it was
released.
No one has claimed
that all
the members of CSICOP should
be
held responsible
for the CSICOP related
tests.
The charges
have been
made against
the CSICOP leadership,
its Executive
Council,
and mainly
by ex-Fellows
of the CSICOP who wished to bring
these faults
to the attenThe CSICOP leadership
has consistenttion
of the CSICOP
general
membership.
ly tried
to make it appear
that
the critics
were attacking
CSICOP rather
than them.
They have tried
to make it appear
that we critics
have been
out to destroy
rather
than reform
CSICOP, a thoroughly
untrue
picture
o=
the motives
of the critics.
Unfortunately,
this
picture
of the critics
has apparently
been accepted
by most of the CSICOP Fellows
since
they
thus far have been remarkably
indifferent
to the whole affair.
(And
this
indifference
has actually
been cited
by Paul Kurtz and Hendrick
Frazier
as good reason
for why further
material
on this
controversy
should
not appear
in THE SKEPTICAL INQUIRER. CSICOP is interested
in the
education
of the general
public
but perhaps
less interested
in the education
of its members.)
The fact
that
the CSICOP Council
recently
placed
an announcement
in THE SKEPTICAL
INQUIRER
(following
Rawlins'
public
critique)
that
CSICOP would no longer
conduct
or endorse
research,
is
in fact,
that they had sponsored
the second
easily
read as an admission,
KZA study
(the U.S. test),
and that
this mistake
would not be made again.
(An unfortu::ate
way of handling
this
embarrassment
since one of the original
reasons
for forming
CSICOP was so that
thev could
conduct
research
and not merely
encourage
its being done by others.)
If the connection
between the CSICOP and the U.S. test
is clear,
the
connection
between it and the first
KZA study is far less so. It has been
repeatedly
pointed
out by the Councilors
that
this
first
study was not even
sponsored
by CSICOP. That defense
is not congruent
with the facts.
It is
certainly
true that
the KZA study was published
in THE HlJWIST
and not
'
even in THE SKEPTICAL INQUIRER.
But what is overlooked
is that
in those
early
days of CSICOP (when in fact
I was co-chairman
of CSICOP and on the
Council)
there
was no clear
distinction
at all
between the American
Humanist
Association
and CSICOP. The AHA was the sponsor
and creator
of
CSICOP (funding
to initiate
CSICOP came from the AHA). Paul Kurtz was
the editor
of THE HWVIIST
as well as chairman
of the CSICOP.
Funding
seems to have been totally
intertwined.
CSICOP only became a separate
organization
after
the first
test was initiated,
mainly
because
Paul
Kurtz
left
his
position
as editor
of THE HUMAt4IST.
This blending
of
the AUA and CSICOP matters
was well known and a major
reason
for my own
early
problems
with CSICOP since
I had from the start
disapproved
what
I saw as the authoritarian
manifesto
published
by Kurtz against
astrology
in THE HUflAI4IST,
publicity
for which actually
promoted
the initiation
of CSICOP. Certainly,
to now claim
no serious
connection
existed
between
CSICOP and the original
KZA test
is remarkable
post hoc reasoning
that
is
more convenient
than accurate.
But whatever
the exact relationship
between CSICOP and these antithe clear
fact remains
that
the Council
of
Effect
experiments,
CSICOP has generally
allowed
the public
to believe
these studies
are
;evell.ed
by Rawlins
and others
have
competent
and that
the criticisms
been met. Their
silence
has generally
been interpreted
as consent,
and
that
has been intentional.
In other words, in my view, the CSICOP leader-
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ship has engaged
in stonewalling
their
critics'
charges
while
also
resorting
to ad honinem
attacks
(especially
against
Pawlins)
and
CSICOP "mission"
and not their
own
seeking
to make it appear
the
This
is a tragedy
since the major
criticism
bungling
is under attack.
against
the CSICOP's
handling
of this
affair
has come not from allies
of Gauquelin
but from fellow
rationalists
who are in fact
skeptical
about
the validity
of the Mars Effect.
In short,
the CSICOP has been
--in
my view -- guilty
of the very pathological
science
that they were
set up to attack.
Instead
of exemplifying
a rational
approach
to an
anomalous
claim,CSICOPhas
descended
into
protecting
orthodoxy
and
its
own reputation
as a goal more important
than finding
the truth.
The inquirers
have indeed
become the Inquisitors
that
some feared
they might.
This is a great
loss since the world
truly
needs a responsible
group of critics
to challenge
the real
nonsense
and pseudoscience
that
competes
with
science.
All of this
is not to say that
the CSICOP has not otherwise
done
some valuable
work.
Nor do I suggest
that most of the errors
committed
by its Council
have been intentional.
The sad part of all
this
is that
honorable
men could make such mistakes,
often
probably
with good intentions
and perhaps
short-sighted
high motives.
Seeing
their
efforts
as
a Great Crusade Against
the Irrational.
I think
they just
got carried
away, found themselves
or-r the defensive,
and then mistakenly
tried
to
rationalize
or ignore
the errors
-- all
in the name of the Good Fight
and for the Just Cause. Alas,
as Coya put it
.sa well:
"The s?eep of
reason
produces
monsters."
Finally,
on this
issue,
it should
be noted that a number of Fellows
of CSICOP were outraged
by the behavior
of the Council,
and these Fellows
resigned.
A few others
have expressed
their
concern.
A few of the
Technical
Consultants
to the CSICOP also resigned.
But the vast majority
of the Fellows
remain
apathetic
or support
the CSICOP (on this,
see the
early
poll
by l?obert
McConnell,
whose results
are published
in this
issue).
So far there
is little
sign of reform
demands from the CSICOP membership.
WHAT'S

NEXT?

The CSICOP has recently
altered
the membership
of its Executive
rouncil.
Perhaps
that
will
produce
changes.
George Abel1 has circulated
a private
memo in which he acknowledges
many of the errors
charged
by Eannann.
Perhaps
that may yet take the form of a public
document.
as I have urged,
PerhaPs,
such a public
admission
of errors
may be jointly
signed
h\/ Abell,
Kurtz,
and
Helen.
That would do much to clear
the air.
A new test of the flars Correlation
has been initiate!,
this
time to be
conducted
by his French critics.
They will
gather
all
data an? will,
we are
told,
follow
the guidelines
for inclusion
put forward
by Gauquclin.
If they
get positive
results,
none should
be able to blame Gauquelin.
Eut i" tfieir
results
are negative,
I trust
they will
make all
their
records
available
to skeptics
towahds their
work in the same way that Gauquelin
has done for
his critics.
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To a degree,
the sloppiness
of
has led to Gauquelin's
being

the critics
considered

in handling
the l!ars Effect
somewhat of a martyr
5~1 some.

A similar
counter-reaction
followed
the vigilante-like
response
of scientists
Vefikovsky.
Science
does not need
to the extraordinary
claims
o f Immanuel
either
martyrs
or knights.
The best antidote
to bad
these
sorts
of heroes,
science,
an eminent
CSICOP Fellow
has said,
is good science.
If in fact
Gauif we seek to invalidate
the Mars
quelin
represents
a case of bad science,
Effect,
let us tackle
the problem
using
good science.
And if we somehow
let us rejoice
rather
than weep; for we
find
that
the Mars Effect
is real,
will
have found something
new and challenging
in nature,
something
that
might
help us better
reshape
our incomplete
map of it.
Isn't
that
what good
science
is really
all
about?

.

The Mars Effect
controversy
remains
unresolved.
Though this
essay has
tried
to bring
some clarification
into
matters,
it may fail
to do so. But
I retain
my faith
in science
as a self-correcting
system,
and I urge and
invite
advocates
on all
sides
to present
their
arguments
and evidence
in
public
forums.
Much of the controversy
has taken
place
in the form of
semi-private
letters
and memoranda
circulated
in selective
fashion.
Science
demands openness , so I hope we shall
soon see full
exchange
of opinions
in public
forums.
I have urged the CSICOP leadership
to reply
to the
charges
that
have been made and have offered
them space in ZS for that
$urpose.
Similarly,
I have urged all
the Fellows
to participate
in the
dialogue
and have informed
them about
it.
Perhaps
the next issue of ZS
will
containtheirreplies.
Whatever
my own views,
I believe
that
the
readers
of ZS (many of who staunchly
support
the CSICOP otherwise)
can
fairly
reach their
own conclusions.
Even those of us critical
of the
CSICOP do not entirely
agree about all
the issues
that
have been raised.
Similarly,
I do not believe
all
the defenders
(or even all
the Councilors)
of CSICOP are of one mind.
But it is only through
rational
and public
dialogue
that we can approximate
a true picture
of what has been happening.
Whether
we be "zetetics"
or "skeptical
inquirers,"
can we not cooperate
tiS
true scientists
and emphasize
the norms of openness
and disinterestedness?
& must at least
try to do so.
A POSTSCRIPT

(11/28,'82)

I see that
little
mention
has been made of
In re-examining
the above,
the second CSICOP-associated
study,
the U.S. test.
It must be clearly
noted
that
this
U.S. test,
if accepted
at face value,
does not demonstrate
the Mars
Effect.
However,
as Patrick
Curry has argued
in ZS#9,this
study has serious
methodological
problems
because of controversy
over its data sources
and
the selection
processes
used. At the date of this
writing,
KZA have not
replied
to Curry's
(and Gauquelin's)
criticisms.
Until
such responses
are
forthcoming,
or no response
appears
certain,
I simply
refer
readergs
to
Curry's
article
for independent
evaluation.
For myself,
I found Curry's
general
criticisms
reasonable
and convincing.
Throughout
been preparing
soon.
I hope
welcome.

this
whole affair,
information
has reached
me that
KZA have
a possible
reply
to their
critics
which may be published
this
information
proves
correct,
and such a reply
remains
most

RANDOM
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CRYPT0SCIENCE

AND SOCIAL

ABOUT ANOMALIES

INTELLIGENCE
1

RON WESTRUM
The subject
of this
paper is the nature
of research
in what have
been called
the "cryptosciences."l
Some years ago Irving
Langmuir
delivered a aper on "pathological
science,
the science
of things
that
aren't
!i What I propose
there."
to treat
here is a related
topic,
the science
of
"things
that
might
be there."
The cryptosciences
deal with those objects
and events
whose existence
is so far not acknowledged
by science,
but for
which there
is nonetheless
other
evidence,
such as human testimony.
UFOs,
ghosts,
bigfoot,
the Loch Ness monsters,
spontaneous
human combustion,
and
numerous
other
hypothetical
anomalies
would fall
within
the domain of the
cryptosciences.
The aim of cryptoscience
is to collect
and analyze
information.about
such anomalies
so that
(1) if they exist,
they may be brought
within
the domain
of science
or (2) if they turn out not to exist,
to explain
why there
nonetheless
appears
to be evidence
for them.

c

The value
of such activities
seems obvious,
yet those who engage
in
cryptoscience
are hardly
well received
by the scientific
community.
That
macroscopic
anomalies
unknown to science
exist,
most scientists
would acknowledge;
That cryptoscientists
can aid in discovering
them is another
matter
entirely.
The zoologist
interested
in the existence
of "bigfoot"
is lumped
together
with astrologers
and psychics
under the label
"pseudoscientist."3
The UFO researcher
(UFOlogist)
is often
considered
to be a
contemporary
flat-earther
and UFOlogy
is generally
ignored
by scientists
interested
in exobiology
and interstellar
communication.4
Indeed,
the
scientific
community's
general
feeling
about
such "pseudoscience"
is
something
like
this:

n

“If science
science
is

.

Or,

more

is
the

the competent
study of what is real,
then
incompetent
study of what is not real,"

pseudo-

simply:

"Pseudo-science

is

the

study

of

the

non-existent

by the

incompetent."

Some critics
have gone even further
and suggested
that cryptoscientists
are
delusional
.5 While
a good deal of thoughtful
and elegant
writing
has been
devoted
to what pseudo-science
really
means,6
I think
it is important
to
The issues
of
confront
this
cruder
(but operational)
definition
head-on.
"competence"
and "reality"
and
they
need
serious
discusfrequently
arise,
sion.
As a UFO field
investigator
and consultant
to several
UFO research
organizations,
I feel
that
I am in a particularly
strategic
position
to
and
I
would
like
to
share
some
of
assess certain
aspects
of cryptoscience,
my insights
with the reader.

*

I would like
to clarify
what I mean by "competence"
and
First,
though,
by "reality."
I
mean
proper
use
of
that
system
of
inquiry,
By "competence"
experiment,
and reasoning
which best reflects
the state
of the art of science.
In school
most of us were taught
that
there
is a single
"scientific
Working
scientists,
howmethod"
used in resolving
scientific
questions.
ever,
understand,and
ethnographic
studies
of research
have confirmed,that
"scientific
method"
is a flexible
matter
depending
exactly
what constitutes
on the problem
at hand and the resources
which can be brought
to bear on it.
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There appears
to be a whole
entists
todevelop
and test
operations
and some of the
than others.8
The highest
art."
It is this
socially
which defines
what is really

spectrum
of procedures
which are used by sciideas about
the way things
are.7
Some of the
practitioners
are perceived
as being
"better"
level
of practice
is called
the "state
of the
constructed
standard
of competence
in research
"scientific"
and what is not.9

By "reality"
I mean that
state
of affairs
which a given social
group
agrees
is the case.
!Jhat is "real,"
then,
is something
agreed upon by a
given group and therefore
may be different
for different
groups.
This
reality
is constructed
through
mutual
interaction,
and more advanced
societies
tend to have highly
specialized
roles
(such as that
of "scientist")
whose incumbents
are given
special
duties
in the construction
process.10
The maintenance
of this
reality
is just
as important
as its construction,
and a number of social
institutions
are likely
to take part in it.
Every
such reality
necessarily
brings
with
it a set of events
which do not fit
within
the framework,
and therefore
are "unreal."
How experiences
with
such "unreal"
events
are handled
is obviously
critical
for the maintenance of the reality
for that
society.11
Nith
these basic
definitions
out of the way, I would like
to address
my main subject,
which is how cryptoscientific
work is actually
carried
out,
and in what ways it differs
from ordinary
scientific
research.
To
make this
discussion
concrete,
I would like
to share some of my own experiences
from UFO research,
and then suggest
some of the wider
ramifications
of these observations.
A Day in

the

life

of

a LJFOlogist

It is Tuesday,
a day on which (fortunately)
I have no teaching
responsibilities,
The reason
and therefore
I can look for a hypnotist.
that
I am looking
fer a hypnotist
is that
I suspect that a UFO case I am
investigating
is an "abduction"
case.
To understand
the full
complexity
of abduction
cases one has to be a UFOlogist!
But, briefly,
an abduction
case is one in which someone "remembers"
under hypnosis
that
he or she
How would one know that such perwas kidnapped
by beings
from a IIFO.
sons should
be placed
under hypnosis
in the first
place?
Basically,
UFOlogists
have learned
from experience
that when "missing
time"---say
a
period
of two hours--is associated
with a UFO experience,
what the subjects
will
usually
"recall"
underhypnosis
is that
they had been abducted
by UFO beings.
Actually
the case I am investigating
does not have any
missing
time associated
with
it.
But there
are some other
puzzling
aspects
which my UFOlogical
intuition
tells
me might
well be due to an
abduction
experience
which has been repressed.

If this sounds bizarre,
imagine
how difficult
it is to try to interest a clinical
hypnotist,
who already
has professional
credibility
problems,
in working
on this
case, perhaps
for free.
In this
case I talk
to
two people,
one a department
head, the other
a social
worker,
both of
While
I speak with the
whom turn me down but suggest
other
names to try.
social
worker,
he mentions
in passing
that
"we would probably
have to get
medical
clearance
on some of these cases.
After
all,
we are probably
dealing
with psychotic
or near-psychotic
people."
I am not sure exactly
what he means by this
statement,
but since
I am eager to get his cooperation,
I do not challenge
it.
But I get the names he suggests
that
I
call,
and I leave.
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There are several
observations
to make about
this
kind of encounter
which,
as a UFOlogist,
I am likely
to have.
I need the cooperation
of
other
specialists.
tdhile
I could
carry
out the hypnosis
myself,
I would
prefer,
and it is much more sensible,
to have the job done by a professional;
someone,
in other
words,
who is competent
at the state
of the
art ievel.
Yet I lack a basic resolIrce---legitimacy---in
securing
such
cooperation.
i
will
not
be
able
to
test
my
If I do not find a hynotist,
intuitions
about
this
case and will
thus have tosubstitutesupposition
for experiment.
Hence I am keenly
aware that while
from my point
of view
the experiment
is important,
from the point
of view of established
psychology,
I am dealing
with a species
of psychopathology.
Intellectually,
it may be reassurring
to know that
resistance
to new concept-systems
is
a routine
process
in science,
'2 and that
I share similar
problems
with
Galileo
and Semmelweiss,
but I would prefer
to know the result
of the
proposed
experiment.
In considering
such UFO abduction
cases in general,
the question
of
the researcher's
competence
is inescapable.
I know several
other
UFOlogists
who have investigated
such cases,
and I am aware of the problems that
surround
the use of hypnosis
as a research
instrument.13
In
some cases I think
the investigation
has been competent;
in other
cases
I have strong
reason
to believe
that
it has not.
F?y opinions
about
the
competence
and incompetence
of my fellow
investigators
are gained
in ways
not dissimilar
from the ways in which ordinary
physical
and biological
scientists
form assessments
of each others'
coMpetence.14
I do
know,
however,
that
in most cases the investigator
is not a hypnotist,
and I
hence must seek outside
help.
Again,
however,
this
is no different
than
in ordinary
science,
in which persons
from different
specialties
work
together
in research.
So am I, as a UFOlogist,
doing
science?
In a strict
sense, yes.
The logic
of what I am doing
is(1 would argue)
within
the basic logic
of
science.
But in a practical
sense,
I am not doing
science,
since
the
resources
which would Make my research
competent
are simply
not present.
Good research
takes
proper
training,
it takes time,
and it takes money.
I am trained
as a sociologist,
and yet the nature
of my work frequently
requires
judgments
that
a psychologist
should
make, or in other
cases,
a
physicist
or chemist.
And then there
is the matter
of time.
Investigation
of cases is extremely
time-consuming,
to say nothing
of writing
the
cases up.
The relevant
time-frame
for investigation
of an interesting
UFO case is probably
about the same as that
for a honicide
case.
Such
investigations
should
be pursued
on a full-time
basis;
yet ordinarily
they are pursued
after-hours,
on nights,
weekends,
and vacations.
And
finally
there
is the problem
of money.
A good physical
trace
case
(and there
are many) should
probably
cost about
$25,000
to investigate.
In actual
practice,
it is rare that over $100 is spent on such a case.
Because cryptoscience
is not perceived
as a legitimate
scientific
acThis makes a large
impact
tivity,
it is not properly
staffed
and funded.
on the value of the results
obtained.
There are other
concerns.
I am a social
scientist,
with a career
hardly
likely
to be advanced
by my interest
in UFOs.
The time spent
UFOlogy
Must compete
with time given
to other
projects,
many of which
More respectable
and therefore
more beneficial
to my reputation
than
UFO work.
I ask Myself
if I am not wasting
my time chasing
phantoms.
What if,
as is certainly
possible,
there
are no "real"
UFOs, and all
ports
are the result
of Misidentification
and fraud?
i think
wistfully

on
are
my
re-

of what my career
plex orgainizations.

might

be if

I had devoted

it

to,

say,

research

on com-

Yet at the same time,
I feel
pangs of guilt.
Perhaps
I should
be
What if there
really
are manifesspending
more time on UFO research.
tations
of alien
technology
in our atmosphere?
Perhaps
someone will
come
to me some day and say "Westrum
how could
you have let all
this
be ignored?
You knew something
was going on; why didn't
you make a fuss about
it?"15
No one likes
to be considered
a coward.
So I am torn between
spending
more time on UFO research
and spending
less.
I think
of the average
UFO investigator,
who is not a professor,
and
I know time,
money,
who cannot
command even the modest
resources
I have.
and marital
peace are often
sacrificed
by the serious
investigator,
the
same investigator
who may get chopped
up on the local
radio
talk
show the
next week by an astronomer
from the university;
or whom professionals
like
the social
worker
I mentioned
are not required
to treat
with the
Being a UFOlogist
is not good
same courtesy
with which they treat
me.
for family
life,
it is not go d for careers,
and it is definitely
not
good for one's
piece of mind. ?6
Why must UFO research
be a spare-time,
avocational
activity,
and
therefore,
ina practical
sense,
scientifically
incompetent?
Fundamentally,
the nature
of such work is determined
by society's
attitude
(and especially
that of science)
that
UFOs do not exist,
and therefore
time spent
Scientists
who would otherwise
be interested
in
on them is time wasted.
doing
research
on UFOs are discouraged
by the aura of ridicule
which sur17 Even if such interest
should
become overt,
the
rounds
the subject.
"borrowed"
from
other
projects,
funds for doing
research
m y have to be
to note which scientists
a risky
business
at best. 18 It is interesting
Generally
they
are
those whose careers
become active
in UFO research.
have already
peaked or those who are willing
to risk
a "long
shot"
beThe ambitious
"comers"
avoid
cause they have less to lose if it fails.
If interested
in extraterrestrial
intelUFO research
like
the plague.
ligence,
they will
safely
pursue
their
interest
in the manner approved
by the tribe:
by building
or operating
radio-telescopes
to detect
signals from distant
galaxies.
The lack of interest
in UFOs by exobiologists
and CETI-oriented
astronomers
is a fascinating
example
of the social
factors
directing
scientific
research.
So the nature
of the conditions
under which cryptoscientific
work is
done tends to work against
it being
done at the state
of the art level
in
science.
Perhaps,
given
the nature
of science,
we should
expect
cryptoscientific
work to have a low priority
and therefore
be given few resources.
Yet it is not a question
of science
simply
ignoring
cryptoscientific
work.
On the contrary,
the label
"pseudo-science"
should
attract
our attention
to the facts
that
such work is actually
taboo and that those who practice
it are viewed as pariahs
by the scientific
community.
What is it about
the anomalous
event which makes its study a taboo activity?
To answer
this
we must understand
how our society
constructs
and protects
its sense
of reality.
Anomalies

and the

In most
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Social

societies

Sense
there

of
is

Reality

some

kind

of

official

consensus

about

what

is real
and what is not.
This official
consensus
is a basis
for the
and intellectual
activities
and also plays
a
society's
administrative
certain
role
in the individual's
sense of security.lg
Often there
is a
scientists,
philosophers,
or priests,
whose duty
special
corps of people,
it is to construct
and maintain
this
reality.
In our society,
of course,
The consenthis
duty is largely
in the hands o f the scientific
community.
to our own society's
sense
sus of the scientific
community
is very important
of reality,
although
it is not decisive
on all matters.
This consensus
has a strong
tendenc
toward closure,
in what John
ti While
Dewey called
"the quest for certainty."*
current
knowledge
is the
basis
for further
research,
and for scientific
progress,
it can also be
the basis
for dogma; and progress
must constantly
fight
against
a premature
Present
knowclosure
of the system against
new and discrepant
principles.
ledge,
particularly
knowledge
sanctified
by constant
usage---and
therefore
familiarity--can thus be a major
barrier
to acquisition
of new knowledge.
It is difficult
to improve
on the formulation
of this
problem
by Ludwik
of ideas about syphillis,
Fleck many years ago.
Discussing
th- e development
he noted that
any accepted
system of ideas
tends to display
certain
features:
0)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

a contradiction
to the system
appears
unthinkable.
what does not fit
into
the system remains
unseen.
alternatively,
if it is noticed,
either
it is kept secret,
or
laborious
efforts
are made to explain
an exception
in terms that
do not contradict
the system.
despite
the legitimate
claims
of contradictory
views,
one tends
to see, describe,
or even illustrate
those circumstances
wgjch
corroborate
current
views and thereby
give them substance.

The sociology
of anomalous
events
gives
ample testimony
to the existence
of
all
these
inteilectual
and social
phenomena.
I did not come across
Fleck's
writings
until
quite
recently,
but it is astonishing
how accurate
this
formulation
is in relation
events
as diverse
as meteorites,
UFOs, and the
battered
child
syndrome. $3 A more judicious
and balanced
assessment
of
Fleck's
view must await
further
comparative
study,
but certainly
finding
examples
to illustrate
his arguments
is not difficult.
The point,
then,
is that
any strong
sense of reality
shared
by a social
group is likely
to demonstrate
an equally
strong
resistance
to discrepant
inPersons
who take an interest
in developing
or studying
these disformation.
crepant
phenomena
will
then be seen by the larger
group as misguided
or inThis means
sane, no matter
how "scientifically"
this
interest
is pursued.
that,
in some sense,
whether
one studies
"pseudo-scientific"
topics
with
state-of-the-art
methods
or not,
one cannot
be doing
"science,"
since,
as by
the earlier
definition
I noted,
science
is the study of real
things.
What
is not there
cannot
be studied,
much less scientifically.

It is this definition
of science
as the study of the "real"
which is
and often
questionable
attacks
on
responsible
for many of the intolerant
"pseudoscience."
The methods
used to undermine
the public
credibility
of
but such methods
(as in the Velikovsky
pseudo-science
are often
extreme,
that
pseudo-science
poses
affair)
are felt
to be justified
by the threat
to the current
public
consensus
on what is real.
Anything
that
poses the
danger
of erasing
the boundary
between standard,
formally
recognized
"realresisted,
not so much because
it
ity"
and other
possibilities
is violently
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is dangerous
in itself,
but because
of its subversive
implications.
In some
cases the "nonsense"
is lampooned
by skillful
wits;
in others,
solemn
and
even collective
pronouncements
may be used to banish
the offending
ideas.*3
Frequently
such tasks
are undertaken
not by scientists
themselves,
but by
popular
science
writers
who act as the publicists
and "secular
arm" of the
scientific
community.
anything
The effect,
however,
is usually
the same:
not within
the pale is treated
not with amused tolerance
or critical
reasoning but with hatred
and ridicule.24
In this
way, some ideas become seen as intrinsically
"wrong"
or "crazy."
Experiences
or even experiments
which evoke them are accordingly
suppressed,
not only by sggiety
in general,
but also by those who make the anomalous
observations.
These observations
may then become "hidden
events"
in terms
of social
intelligence.
I have devoted
several
papers
to studies
of such
events,
and I have found that
not only will
society
fail
to hear of these
events
through
ordinary
social
intelligence
processes,
but special
efforts
to find o
about them may prove futile
unless
such efforts
are carefully
at
designed.
If seemingly
indisputable
evidence
does surface,
it may cause
intense
psychological
problems
for the discoverer.
J.L.6. Smith,
who first
discovered
and described
a recently
living
Coelacanth,
found he had difficulty
believing
in his own experiences.
in his book Old Fourlegs,
he relates:

I was quite
irrationally
was completely
satisfied
seen, completely
satisfied
it seemed too impossible,
pened.
A coelacanth.
ing that
I had found a
some because
I realized
ponder
on this
curious
it wasn't
a dream,
but
nights
in the years that
for I would dream I had
a long time to sort
it
Smith was courageous,
dence of his claims.
if he had only observed
back him up.
Actually
friends
avoided
him on

still
fearful,
because although
my intellect
with the irrefutable
evidence
my eyes had
that
the fish was indeed
a true
Coelacanth,
too fantastic,
that
this
could
have hapAlive!
Every night
I had a nightmare,
dreamCoelacanth,
and it was confused
and troubleit was impossible.
Then I would wake and
dream until
suddenly
I would realize
that
true.
I had that happen to me hundreds
of
followed.
Sometimes
it got all mixed up,
dreamt
it,
and when I did wake up it took
all
out.
This sounds fantastic,
and it was.27

and he was lucky
I leave you to
the fish,
and
he was fairly
the street
and

because
imagine
had not
roughly
several

he did have irrefutable
evihis fate as an ichthyologist
had an actual
specimen
to
treated
as it was; long-time
people
questioned
his sanity.28

If we switch from the individual
level
to that
of the community,
even
Since anomalous
events
(or
more interesting
phenomena
present
themselves.
stimuli
which give rise to the impression
that
such events
have occurred)
may be relatively
circumscribed
in time and space,
it is possible
that only
Observations
of events
of an
a small
group of people
may perceive
them.
"unacceptable"
nature
can then pose a problem,
not only to the individual
but for the community
as a whole.
Consider,
for instance,
the following
remarks
which greeted
a legally
certified
observation
of a meteorite
fall
witnessed
by an entire
community
in 1790:
If the readers
have already
had occasion
to deplore
the error
of
some individuals,
how much more will
they be appalled
today seeing
a whole municipality
attest
to, consecrate,
by a legal
protocol
in
good form,
these same popular
sensations,
which can only excite
the
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pity,
not only of physicists,
but of all
reasonable
people...What
can we add here to such a affadavit?
All the reflections
which it
suggests
will
present
themselves
to the philosophical
reader
in
reading
this
authentic
attestation
f an obviously
wrong fact,
of
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a phenomenon
physically
impossible.
I wish to draw attention
to
this
point
many 20th century
century
ones.

the phrase
attitudes

"obviously
wrong
are not very far

fact,"
since
removed
from

on
18th

It is worth observing
that
the features
of an observation
that make it
"impossible"
and therefore
unreal
are often
implicit
rather
than spelled
out
in detail.
Very frequently
the assertion
that
something
is "impossible"
3.
rests
either
upon the unfamiliarity
of the event
in question
or upon a
rather
hastily
put-together
proof which will
not stand detailed
scrutiny.
Often
also the reaction
to an event as "just
crazy"
is more emotional
than
intellectual,
and suggestions
to discuss
the event's
possibility
will
be
rejected
as a waste of time.
Use of the phrase
"nonsense"
also suggests
that
the reality
of the alleged
event is undiscussable
due to its violeflt
contradiction
of the ordinary
criteria
of reality.
Such refusals
can sometimes
be amusingly
juxtaposed
with later
recognition
that
some of the events
so treated
were, after
all,
real
enough.
But let me return
to the community
and the possibility
that
its own
lived
reality
may be different
from that
of the society
as a whole.
As a
contemporary
case study,
let us take thg, observation
of UFOs on the Yakima
Indian
Reservation
in Washington
State.
Although
published
accounts
of
these observations
are only beginning
to appear,
they have some sociological
features
which are extremely
interesting.
This reservation
is located
in
the south-central
area of Washington
and is several
hundred
square milas
in
size.
A large
variety
of airborne
and other
anomalous
events
have been observed
in this
area by fire
lookouts,
who evidently
are quite
familiar
with
The extent
most of the usual
phenomena
in it,
and by the Yakima
Indians.
of the phenomena
which were taking
place
in the area only became known, however,
when the senior
Fire Control
Officer
hotographed
one of the events
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which was visible
for at least
ten minutes.
Previous
to this
officer's
own experience,
he took those
reports
which
When it
came in "with
the proverbial
grain
of salt
and some question."
became known that
his attitude
had changed,
however,
"observation
and
reporting
of UFO activity
became a part of almost
everyone's
daily
work
pattern."
From 1972-1980,
furthermore,
all
reports
which were made rece ved
at least
a cursory
investigation,
the results
of which have now reached
the Center
for UFO Studies
in Evanston,
Illinois.
But in spite
of the
voluminous
documentation
of these events
(which
fills
a three-inch-thick
looseleaf
binder),
at least
in one sense,
they are not "real";
they simp 1 Y
d
cannot
be acceptable
to society
at large
unless
they can all
be explaine
as being
frauds,
optical
illusions,
or whatever.
Furthermore,
if these
events,
which involve
an entire
community,
have such difficulty
in coming
to
light
(the documentation
would probably
not have been done had the Center
for UFO Studies
not suggested
that
records
be kept),
what of the experiences
of isolated
individuals
or small
groups?
I am reminded
of a prudent
cleric
in the 18th century
who received
an affidavit
of a meteorite
fall,
as well
as one of the stones.
He stated,
some thirty-nine
years after
finding
out
about
the event:
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Since that
time,
the Prince
of San Sever0 and the Marquis
Mauri
often
tried
to persuade
me to publish
all
the details;
but other
friends
dissuaded
me.
They warned me that the savants
and the half-savants
(even more to be feared)
would attack
me on this
subject
or pretend
to be gracious
to me while
treating
me only with incredulity.
These
reasons
decided
me in favor
of silence.33
What we learn
from the study of social
is, as Fleck
noted,
that
the anomalous,
remains
secret
precisely
because there

intelligence
if noticed,
are so many

about anomalous
is kept secret.
barriers
to its

events
And it
emergence.

In practice,
this
means that
the deviant
reality
does not get to confront
the standard
reality.
This means not only that our standard
reality
may be incomplete
but also that
the deviant
reality
may appear more deviant
than it is.
For instance,
in the course
of UFO investigation,
I have come
across
cases that
would seem to violate
standard
reality
and also cases
which could
be easily
included
in it.
But the reporting
of the genuinely
deviant
and the spuriously
deviant
cases alike
seldom
takes
place.
Hence
the standard
reality
is not forced
to grapple
with contradictory
evidence,
but also
(in other
cases)
people
may inaccurately
believe
that
they have
had a deviant
experience.
(I will
never forget
the housewife
whose "UFO"
was the constellation
Orion!)
The deviant
experience
is thus forced
into
a separate
world,
where for the most part
it can neither
change nor be
changed
by standard
reality.
This se aration
impoverishes
both perspectives
and makes each less than it could
be. E;4 Hence what is not "real"
according
to standard
reality
remains
foreign
territory,
and those who explore
it
can be treated
as pariahs.
Conclusion

paper

These observations
to a close,
let

.

call
for an extended
discussion,
me make only two observations.

but

to

bring

this

The first
is that
one can hardly
expect
marginal
areas in science
to
be pursued
in the same way and by the same persons
as main-stream
areas.
The enormous
pressure
on scientists
to pick projects
wh e success
is
9% Hence the science
assured
means that
long shots will
seldom
be attempted.
done in "fringe"
areas will
usually
be done with sub-standard
resources
and
by sub-standard
practitioners.
If competent
individuals
enter
these areas,
they will
be tarred
with the same brush as the incompetent,
and their
careers
may suffer.
Second,
observations
of a cryptoscientific
nature
will
be extremely
difficult
to get since making
such observations
or even taking
an interest
in them is stigmatized;
This means that
one should
not infer
that
infrequent reports
mean infrequent
observations.
If social
intelligence
about
then conscious
and well-conceived
efforts
such events
is to be improved,
This has happened
for some
must be made to improve
reporting
channels.
kinds
of anomalous
events
(meteorites)
but usually
only after
they had
begun to seem less anomalous.
Society
seems to be able to find out only
about what it is willing
to accept.
Let me close with a speculation.
I suspect
that
a society
and a scientific
community
with a greater
openness
and tolerance
would find
less use
for the epithet
"pseudo-science."
If the ordinary
citizen
were encouraged
to understand
and to participate
in the process
of science,
much of what is

now called
"pseudo-science"
would be replaced
by the term "amateur
science."
The crypto-sciences,
because
of their
great
need for non-scientist
observers,
could
be an excellent
place
to begin.
The efforts
of H.H. Nininger
to edueople
regarding
meteorites
is a worthy
example
and has
cate the American
3 6 I cannot
help but feel
that the issue here is larger
been amply repaid.
than just
what is to be included
under the heading
"science."
The issue
is fundamentally
one of democracy
as well.
Wallace
Stevens
once wrote that
"A very great
order
is a disorder."
I wonder whether
this
pithy
observation
might
not be advantageously
applied
to the understanding
of the science/
pseudo-science
demarcation
problem.
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Nobile

and

34.

Cf. Michel
Foucault,
Library,
1967),
pp.

Madness
ix-xi.

and

Civilization

(New York:

New American

35.

Richard
A. Muller.
cited
in Footnote
18: consider
also the concept
of
"normal
science"
of Thomas Kuhn, in his'The
Structure
of Scientific
Revolutions
(Chicago:
University
of Chicago
Press,
2nd Edition
1970),
Cf., John Ziman's
observation
that:
pp. 23-34.
"The average
Apollonian
Scientist
tries
to make a modest
living
by solving
a succession
of puzzles
within
a specialized disciplinary
matrix.
The questions
to be answered
are
not necessarily
trivial,
but they are chosen because
they
are expected
to give publishable
answers within
a reasonably
short
time . ..The majority
of scientific
careers
give the
impression
that
'minimal
risk'
is their
underlying
policy."
(in "What Are the Options:
Social
Determinants
of Personal
Research
Plans,"
presented
at the Conference
on Scientific
Establishments
and
Hierarchies,
5 July 1980, Oxford,
England,
p. 15) Cf. also his observations
in Chapter
1 of his forthcoming
Puzzles,
Problems,
and Enigmas,
on "enigmas."

36.

The story
of these efforts
is chronicled
Falling
Star (New York:
Paul S. Eriksson,
cited
in Footnote
#22.
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COMMENTARIES:

COMMENTS BY ROY P, MACKAL:
I read
the
article
"Crypto-Science
and Social
Intelligence
About
Anomalies"
by Ron Westrum
with
great
interest,
The reason
for
rereading
and then
reread
it
several
times.
the
article
was not
that
it
was unclear,
or that
I had not
I went over
the
followed
the
arguments
and implications.
paper
a number
of times
in an attempt
to find
something
with
However,
I was unable
to
which
I might
disagree
or amplify.
do so,
and find
myself
in agreement
with
Westrum
on practically
every
point.
Having
served
as the
Scientific
Director
of the
Loch
Ness Investigation
Bureau (1965-1975),
and being
the
co-founder
of the
International
Society
of Cryptozoology,
I can attest
from
personal
experience,
to the
validity
of
and to his
perceptive
understanding
of
Westrum's
analysis,
the
more
subtle
aspects.
I could
the
situations
few healthy
article
and
ily
positive,
lous
events.

provide
concrete
so well
presented,
open-minded
skeptics
as a result,
take
position
regarding

personal
examples
and discussed.
of good
will
a more
objective,
the
investigation

to

illustate
Perhaps
a
will
read
this
not
necessarof anoma-

-

COMMENTS BY ROBERT ROSENTHAL:
"COntrOVerSial

Science,

Crypt0

Science,

and

Taboo

Science

II

Ron Westrum's
wonderfully
candid
article
was most informative
and
most stimulating.
It was informative
in the insight
it gave into
the
life
of the cryptoscientist.
It was stimulating
in that
it suggested
certain
parallels
between cryptoscience
and taboo science.
Thus, while
the scientific
study of religion
is not especially
"crypto"
(i.e.,
no one
doubts
that religion
exists)
it -is to some degree
taboo
(Douglas,
1963).
Some 20 years ago Norman Farberow
(1963)
edited
a volume on taboo
science
in which the topics
described
as taboo were relatively
noncrypto.
Nevertheless,
investigators
working
in these areas had many
experiences
similar
to those encountered
by cryptoscientists.
It
would seem to be a useful
step to disentangle
the reactions
experienced
by cryptoscientists
because
they (1) study things
that may not exist
(cryptoness)
or because
(2) they study things
they "should
not study"
It should
aid social
scientists
of science
in
(tabooness),
or both.
defining
their
independent
variables
if these two dimensions
can be
This separation
is not easy because
crypt0
topics
tend also
separated.
to be taboo.
The table
below shows nine research
areas arranged
into
three
levels
of tabooness
and three
levels
of cryptoness.
Levels
Cryptoness
High
Medium
Low

Low

of

Tabooness
Medium

High

Psychokinesis

UFO Abductions

Telepathy

Precognition

Reincarnation

Self-Fulfilling
Prophecy

Hypnosis

Language

in

Apes

It should
be noted that
all of the entries
ial
topics
but that they neverthe
are controvers
cryptoness
and degree of tabooness.

Religion

of the table
less vary in

above
degree

of

The particular
placement
of the topics
above into
their
row and
column
is very provisional,
designed
to be illustrative
rather
than
definitive.
The placement
was made on the basis of rankings
of degree
of cryptoness
and degree of tabooness
of 20 research
topics
by three
informants.
These informants
were well-educated
(beyond
the AB degree)
but were not trained
as scientists.
The three
reliabilities
of rankings
of cryptoness
were .40,
.54, and .68; for tabooness
they were .44,
.58,
and .73.
The table
below shows the 20 research
areas arranged
from
most to least
crypto,
i.e.,
most to least
unlikely
to exist.
After
each topic
the rank of tabooness
is given where 1 means it is most
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taboo
taboo

for
for

a scientist
a scientist

to study
to study.

that

area

Abduction
by Spacecraft
Psychokinesis
Astrology
Ghosts
Loch Ness Monster
Bigfoot
Language
inApes
Reincarnation
Precognition
*+JFO's
Racial
Differences
in IQ
Mental
Telepathy
Graphology
Hypnosis
*( Homosexuality
Self-Fulfilling
Prophecy
Religion
Suicide
Heterosexual
Behavior
Death

Note:
Topics
to exist.

it

is

least

Rank of
Tabooness

Topic

*Tied

and 20 means

2.5
:
1
2.5
1:
1:
8
11
15
:"3
18
16
1;
20
19

ranks
are

ranked

from

most

to

least

"crypto"

i.e.,

unlikely

For the 20 topics
listed
the rank correlation
between cryptoness
and tabooness
was quite
substantial
(.78).
Investigators
of the social
science
of science
would,
therefore,
have to work hard to find
high
cryptolow taboo and low crypt0 - high taboo
topics,
but the tables
above suggest
that such combinations
may exist.
Careful
study of the
lives
and experiences
of investigators
working
in those two types of
areas would illuminate
the antecedents
and consequences
of working
in
areas that
are crypt0
vs those that are taboo.
In addition,
of course,
we would want to apply-&r
methods
of inquiry
to the two types of
combinations
studied
more typically:
the high cryptohigh taboo
and the low cryptolow taboo.

.

1Ok

Douglas,
W.
Atherton,

Religion.
1963.

Farberow,

L.

N.

(Ed.)

In

Taboo

References
N. L.

topics.

Farberow

(Ed.),

New York:

Taboo

Atherton,

topics,

1963.

New York:

COMMENTS BY

H.J.

EYSENCK:

The article
by Ron Westrum on crypto-science
presents
a very true-tolife
picture
of what the researcher
in these areas
(or the writer
about
these areas)
has to expect:
From my own experience
I can testify
to the
accuracy
of his observations,
and the truth
of his statements.
The premature
crystallization
of spurious
orthodoxies,
which is so typical
of the
scientific
establisbent,
particularly
in the social
sciences,
threatens
and tends
to overwhelm
the potential
rebel
who dares to investigate,
with
however much scientific
care,
such areas as astrology,
the paranormal,
etc.
A secure
position,
and a reputation
for rigorous
research,
may save the
investigator
from the worst kind of attack,
but he will
always
find
his
work and his words misrepresented,
ridiculed,
and abused;
the only alternative
to this
is complete
neglect.
However,
I think Westrum is wrong in imagining
that
this
fate
is reserved
entirely
for advocates
of what he calls
the "crypto-sciences."
Orthodoxy
is far more far-reaching,
and embraces
areas which no one would
consider
to be "crypto-sciences"
in any sense of the term.
I think what
Westrum
has to say applies
to a much broader
spectrum
of research
investigations
and beliefs,
and might
be generalised
to apply
to anything
which
goes counter
to the Zeitgeist.
I first
came across
this
term in Boring's
famous book on the History
of Experimental
Psychology,
where he attributed
a considerable
degree of influence
to this
rather
mysterious
concept,
which
seemed to float
above the doings
and writings
of experimentalists
and theoretici‘ans,
and at first
I was rather
sceptical
about
its reality.
A long
life
spent in battling
against
the Zeitgeist
has taught
me better.
P

As an example
of the influence
of the Zeitgeist,
consider
the conviction,
apparent
in American
psychological,
anthropological
and sociological
writings
over the past 50 years,
that
individual
differences
in behavior,
are due entirely
to environmental
causes.
intelligence,
personality,
etc.
This
belief
goes counter
to all
the scientific
investigations
that
have
been done on the genetics
of intelligence
and personality,
and of such beneurotic
and psychotic;
yet the belief
persists,
is
haviours
as criminal,
and has led to the branding
of
advocated
with a great
show of emotion,
those not sharing
it as being unscientific,
racist,
anti-feminist,
etc.
Research
findings
showing a correlation
between parental
and filial
behaviour
are unblushingly
interpreted
i'n environmental
terms,
and the passibflity
or even probability
that
the observed
correlations
may be due to
genetic
factors
is completely
neglected.
That such opposition
to genetic
views is an ideological
child
of the
Zeitgeist,
and not due to rational,
scientific
observation,
is clearly
shown by the fact that
practically
none of the people
arguing
in this
fashion have any expert
knowledge
in the field,
that
psychologists
are not
normally
taught
anything
about
polygenic
genetics,
and that
the arguments
and debates
found even in prestigious
journals
are of a scientific
standard so low as to be laughable.
Thus here we have the odd situation
where
environmentalist
crypto-science
constitutes
the orthodoxy,
and real
science,
i.e.
behavioural
genetics,
is cast in the role of the villain,
and treated
tn precisely
the way so well described
by Westrum.

Thus

Genetics
is of
when I pointed

course only
out in 1952

one example;
many others
could
be given,
that
there
was no acceptable
evidence
to
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support
the view that
psychoanalytic
treatment
in fact cured neurotic
patients,
and that when compared
with spontaneous
remission
there
was no advantage
for psychotherapy,
there
was a very furious
response
on the part
of orthodoxy,
characteristically
attacking
not what I said,
but what the
critics
imagined
I might
have said,
producing
argumenta
ad hominem,
and
generally
showing an utter
disregard
for the most elementary
traditions
of
scientific
debate.
Even now, after
30 years,
orthodoxy
is still
putting
forward
completely
discredited
arguments
and data,
and refuses
to look at
the evidence
in a calm,
unimpassioned
and objective
way.
If "pseudoscience
is a study of the non-existent
by the incompetent,"
then surely
the theory
and practice
of psychotherapy
must qualify;
yet it is the opponents
of psychotherapy
who are treated
in the way described
by Westrum!
I have criticised,
in my book on ,The
To give just
one more example,
Causes and Effects
of Smoking
the well-known
belief
that
smoking
cigarettes
causes lung cancer
and cardiovascular
disease,
showing
reasons
why the
alleged
evidence
in favour
of these beliefs
is in fact very weak, and subject
to many very serious
criticisms.
I have also suggested
an alternative
hypothesis
(or possibly
a complementary
one) which takes
into
account
many
facts
disregarded
by orthodoxy.
As a result
my contribution
has
treated
very much in the way that according
to Westrum crypto-science
is
treated,
although
there
is nothing
"crypto"
about the arguments,
all of
which are derived
from evidence
published
in the most prestigious
medical,
genetic
and psychological
journals.
The Zeitgeist
simply
insists
on gross
"smoking
over-simplifications
of the kind embodied
in the statement
that:
cigarettes
causes cancer
and cardiovascular
disease,"
and any opposition
to such statements,
however scientifically
justified,
is treated
aggressively
and with contempt,
even by people
who have not read the original
literature,
and would not understand
most of it if they were to read it,
I think
one might
say that
by contrast
with defending
views which are
entirely
in line
with all
the available
scientific
evidence,
but which go
against
the ideology
of the Zeitgeist,
doing
research
in crypto-science,
I do not reand advocating
its beliefs,
may be the lesser
of two evils.
call
people
who believe
in the existence
of UFOs, or in astrology,
or in
paranormal
psychology,
being
personally
attacked
and beaten
up, as I was
by students
who objected
to a lecture
I gave on the psychophysiological
Similarly
Arthur
Jensen
has been threatened,
measurement
of intelligence.
by over-enthusiastic
environmentalists
who seemed ready
as has his family,
to shoot
him, burn down his house, and kill
his family.
Both he and I had
to seek police
protection,
all
for advocating
facts
which are universally
I conagreed
to be in line
with the best available
scientific
evidence.
clude
that Westrum
is correct
in his description
of what happens
to advocates
of crypto-science,
but would like
to suggest
that
what is important
is not the crypto-science
part,
but the opposition
to the Zeitgeist,
Any
beli'ef,
any research,
and any theory
which opposes
the Zeitgeist
is liable
to be treated
in much the same fashion,
whether
we are dealing
with true
crypto-science,
or with what is universally
regarded
by the experts
as true,
mainstream
science.
Thus Westrum's
article
requires
to be extended
to areas
and
it
would
be
very
interesting
to
discover
other
than crypto-science,
why it acts in the fashion
it does, and
just
how the Zeitgeist
is created,
why scientists
are so easily
detached
from the objectivity
that ought
to
characterise
their
work, and become ideologists
subservient
to the Zeitgeist,
on which Westrum,
perhaps
wisely,
But this
clearly
is a much wider
topic,
It
would
nevertheless
be
a
worthwhile
topic
for
a
sociologist
says nothing,
to investigate.
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COMMENTS BY PATRICK
The following
many a piece
like

GRIM:
line
it:

of

argument

is

evident

in

Westrum's

piece

and in

Let us suppose
that we are in fact
being
visited
by extraterrestrials.
Then there
is a clearsociological
explanation
for why claims
of
extraterrestrial
visitation
are nonetheless
so widely
considered
dubious
within
established
scientific
circles:
"Anything
that
poses the danger of
erasing
the boundary
between standard,
formally
recognized
'reality'
and
other
possibilities
is violently
resisted
. . . because
of its subversive
implications,"
etc.
etc.
Therefore
we ought
to be more tolerant
and
supportive
of the work of UFOlogists
and others
like
them.
My first
difficulty
with appeals
of this
familiar
type is that
I am
not sure how good the sociological
explanation
offered
really
is.
Here,
at least,
it comes dangerously
close to the banal
observation
that
areas
of investigation
which are considered
marginal
will
be treated
that way.
That difficulty
aside,
however,
I am still
at a loss as to what to
make of the crucial
"therefore."
Let us grant
that,
given genuine
extraterrestrial
visitation,
their
neglect
within
establishment
circles
could
be sociologically
explained.
By what means does it follow,
without
assuming
the reality
of such visitations,
that standard
treatment
of UFOs
and UFOlogists
ought
to be anything
other
than what it now is?
As far

as I can see, any conclusion
of this
sort
is a simple
non
we are being
visited,
we will
be able to give a socixgivca explanation
frthe
fact
that
that
supposition
is nonetheless
generally
rejected
within
certain
circles.
But if we are not being
visited,
we will
also be able to give an equally
compelling
so?%logical
or social
psychological
explanation
for the fact
that such a supposition
is nonetheless
acce ted within
certain
circles
(see for example
Leon Festinger,
Henry W. -T-f;Riec en , and Stanley
Schachter's
When Prophecy
Fails
and Alan C.
Kerckhoff
and Kurt W. Back's
The June b).ichever
sidef
the dispute
turns
out to be right,
then,
asociological
explanation
will
be available
for the error
of that
side which happens
to be in error.
But it no more
follows
that establishment
science
ought
to be softer
on UFOlogists,
in
light
of one possible
explanation
for possible
error
on one side,
than
that
it ought to be harder
on UFOlogists,
given
the other
possible
explanation
for possible
error
on the other
side.
From the possibility
of
such sociological
explanations
for error
it does not follow
that
those on
one side of the dispute
are in error,
that
they are likely
to be in
error,
or that
they oughtto
be more open to or more tolerant
of the
opposition.
If

Let me try to avoid
a misunderstanding
at this
point.
Westrum may be absolutely
right
in thinking
that UFOlogists
'cryptoscientists'
are unjustifiably
snubbed,
slighted,
and
their
work by the core scientific
community.
But I also th
only legitimate
argument
for such a claim
would be a direct
edly normative
argument
concerning
justifiable
and unjustif

I think
and other
hampered
in
ink that
the
and unabashiable
scien-
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tific
procedure.
General
sociological
jealously
guarding
its supposed
truths,
dotes of genius
neglected
or evidence

scenarios
of an establishment
elite
like
suggestive
historical
anecignored,
are simply
not enough.

There is in all
this
a quite
general
lesson
regarding
the limits
of
sociology
of science.
Despite
its crucial
importance,
sociology
of
science
cannot
replace
the science
of which it is the sociology,
and cannot generally
even serve as a satisfactory
basis
for argument
within
that
science.
The existence
of quarks,
for example,
is a question
for physics,
and no sociology--even
a sociology
of physics--can
offer
much that
is of
relevance
to that
question.
Nor can sociology
of science
supplant
philosophy of science,
conceived
of as addressing
normative
issues
of proper
scientific
procedure-an enterprise
evident
in the work of both working
scientists
and idle
philosophers.
How physics
ought
to proceed
is as much
beyond the reach of a mere sociology
of physics
as are questions
of
quarks.
Let me finally
add a note concerning
what I regard
and important
contribution
of Westrum's
paper:
the initial
discussion
of "cryptosciences,"
the sciences
of "things
there."

as a substantial
outline
and
that might
be

"The aim of cryptoscience,"
Westrum says,
"is to collect
and analyze
information
about such anomalies
UFOs, ghosts,
bigfoot,
etc.
so that
1) if they exist,
they may be brought
within
the domain of science,
or
to explain
why there
nonetheless
t 2) if they turn out not to exist,
appears
to be evidence
for them."
What I want to point
out is simply
that the attempt
to pursue
any
such "cryptoscience"
will
face an immediate
and quite
fundamental
difficulty,
at once both theoretical
and practical.
The difficulty
is this:
precisely
what kind of investigation
is called
for,
and even what form of
'collection
and analysis'
is called
for,
will
crucially
depend on whether
the thing
at issue
in fact exists
or not.
If extraterrestrials
do visit
regularly,
the scientific
work to be done is the work of biologyand
astronomy.
If they do not,
the work to be done is the quite
different
work of sociology
and psychology.
And what if extraterrestrials
might
be visiting
or might
not?
All
that we can say in that
case, I think,
is that
it might
be astronomy,
or
on the other
hand it might
be psychology,
that is called
for--we
don't
yet know which.
But these are radically
different
disciplines,
in terms
Because of such
of tools,
training,
forms of expertise,
and methodology.
radical
differences,
Westrum's
notion
of a single
unified
and coherent
discipline
which will
in the meantime
somehow straddle
the two and might
be.astronomy,
or might
be psychology,
but is not yet either,
is simply
Until
we have some justifiable
guess as to what certain
boggling.
we will
not know how to study
them,
apparent
anomalies
really
are, then,
For that reasonany
genuine
or analyze
them,
or even classify
them.
science
of UFOs, or ghosts , or spontaneous
human combustion,
I'm afraid,
will
prove precisely
as elusive
as the things
themselves.
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COMMENTS BY HENRY H, BAUER:
Westrum's
case studies
are valuable;
he detects
and elucidates
important
themes,
which must be considered
by those who wish to study
anomalies
or hidden
events.
But I shall
not take space to detail
the
many virtues
in Westrum's
work:
it is more productive
to argue than
to agree.
Though my disagreements
with his paper are more of nuance
than substance,
I think
the nuances are important.
In detailing
societal
barriers
to crypto-scientific
work, Westrum
sounds rather
pessimistic;
and comes close
to implying
that
those
barriers
might
not exist
in a more ideal
society
(more open,
tolerant,
democratic).
I shall
argue,
however,
that
1.

The difficulties
facing
crypto-science
imposed
by society,
but stem inevitably
natures
of science
and of crypto-science.

are not arbitrarily
from the different

2.

The difficulties
in crypto-science

are not so serious
since excellent
can be done and has been done.

3.

The difficulties
ested intellectual

present
a welcome
endeavor.

opportunity

for

work

disinter-

1.
I do not share Westrum's
hope that understanding
of, and participation
in, science
by the ordinary
citizen
would lead to healthy
'amateur
science."
Science
is not arbitrarily
closed
to the ordinary
citizen
-- it is closed
because,
as Westrum
himself
says, good research
takes
proper
training
as well as time and money.
So the established
disciplines
are by definition
closed,
except
in such specialized
areas
as some types of observational
astronomy,
field
biology,
or archaeology;
and if we consider
other
than established
disciplines,
we arrive
back
at crypto-science.
But further,
science
or crypto-science
or any form of intellectual
activity
is inevitably
elitist
rather
than democratic.
In the search
for new knowledge,
there
is a premium
on intelligence
and on knowledge
and depth of education
and understanding.
The larger
the number of
participants,
the greater
the noise and the mediocrity
-- as evidenced
by the so-called
"information
explosion"
of the last couple
of decades,
which has been more an inflation
in the amount of published
material
than an increase
of gained
understanding.
Westrum
says, "The value
of such [crypto-scientific]
activities
seems obvious".
I would say, by and large
only to those of intellectual
bent,
who form a very small
minority
in our society.
The Loch Ness
question
may be relevant
here:
before
the early
193Os, Loch Ness was
rather
isolated,
and the locals
could
have kept watch for the creatures
without
knowing
or caring
that
the scientific
community
might
be critical.
It seems, though,
that the natives
were simply
not very interested:
some believed
that Nessies
are real,
natural
animals,
and no occasion
for making
a fuss;
others
mixed them with various
mythical
attributes
and legends,
and warned children
not to go near the water,
but were no
more concerned
about that
than about
fairies
or spirits;
others
again
regarded
the whole affair
as nonsense.
Even now, after
50 years of
world-wide
publicity,
many of the local
residents
display
no obvious
interest
in the existence
or nature
of Nessie.
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So
carried
from one
existing

science
and crypto-science
will
on by minorities
within
society,
another
because
they are based
knowledge.

always be specialized
pursuits,
and significantly
different
in different
ways on pre-

2.
The difficulties
in pursuing
crypto-science
are real
but by no means
insurmountable.
That some (even many) scientists
and science
writers
and others
are quick
to label
implausible
quests
as pseudo-science
does
But I think
it is important
to
not make the quests
impossible.
two quite
different
objectives:
distinguish,
and then to keep separate,
second,
to convince
others
that
the
first,
to carry
on investigations;
investigation
is worthwhile.
Westrum focuses
on the second,
I believe;
and therefore
emphasizes
difficulties,
which I agree may well be
insurmountable.
I would agree that
the first
objective,
however,
is
attainable,
and independent
of the second.
Heuvelmans
has surely
accomplished
much in cryptozoology:
at the
very least,
his writings
make available
for all
time a rational
basis
for many quests.
Constance
Whyte,
in "More Than A Legend"
(1957),
gave
the stimulus
for the last
25 years of increasing
successes
at Loch Ness.
And here one of Westrum's
generalizations
does not hold,
that cryptoscience
will
be left
to sub-standard
practioners
with sub-standard
resources:
Tim Dinsdale
and the team assembled
by Robert
Rines have
done splendid
work, with state-of-the-art
(and even pioneering)
equipment.
Of course more could
have been done if....
But most every scientist
would say the same about
his pet sub-specialty.
Let me suggest
that
Westrum's
pessimistic
emphasis
may stem in part from his taking
ufology
as an exemplar
rather
than Loch Ness, or acupuncture,
or biological
effects
of electromagnetism,
or hypnotism
-- areas in which amateurs
and maverick
scientists
have brought
erstwhile
pseudo-science
or cryptoscience
or proto-science
to acceptance,
or close
to acceptance,
by the
scientific
community.
We surely
cannot
ask for acceptance
until
enough
facts
are in; but even before
that,
one finds
some scientists
willing
to help in a quiet
way, as at Loch Ness.
There is of course
important
truth
in Westrum's
generalization
that
society
is able to find out only about what it is willing
to accept.
But there
are no two fixed
categories
of acceptable
and unacceptable;
subjects
move from one to the other
over various
periods
of time,
and
some of them lie
between those two extremes.
And a saving
grace is that
American
society,
for one, is pluralist
in important
practical
ways:
crypto-science
may not be publicly
funded,
but is is not outlawed
either.
Rhine found support
for work on ESP over decades,
The personal
dilemma
of the ufologist
-- to spend more time on it,
to spend less time on it -- is not just
society's
doing:
it stems from
the present
and real
uncertainty
of the matter.
Were the data incontrovertibly
convincing
to enough individuals,
then those individuals
would find a way to carry
on.
They would,
in the future
and by hindsight,
be classed
as cranks
or as geniuses,
depending
on the eventual
outcome;
but history
makes clear
that
sufficiently
convinced
people
carry
on the quest regardless
-- and Dinsdale
is a living
exemplar;
Heuvelmans
another;
and Mackal,
Rines,
and so forth.
So it is not a
question
of cowardice
as inhibiting
factor,
I suggest:
it is that
it
would at present
be too unreasonable
not to hedge one's
bets about
UFOs.

It is important
not to overgeneralize.
Indeed,
I see danger
in
lumping
all
unexplained
matters
together:
that,
after
all,
is what the
confirmed
debunkers
do, asserting
Loch Ness and the Bermuda Triangle
and
When Westrum
lumps
UFOs -- for example
-- all
guilty
by association.
together
UFOs, ghosts,
bigfoot,
Loch Ness, SHC, etc. as subjects
worthy
of substantive
objective
study,
he may play into
the hands of such as
CSICOP.
We must be clear
that
some subjects
are a priori
more
implausible
than others,
some currently
more intractable
than others;
and above all
we must be clear
that
some of these things
will
turn out
to be genuinely
without
other
substance
than misreporting
and the like.
Let me re-emphasize
that
I am responding
to nuances
in Westrum's
Certainly
the prevailing
consensus
makes the
paper,
not contradicting.
quests
quite
difficult
for the investigators.
But let us recognize
that
the questing
is feasible;
not feasible
is the trying
to convince
society
that
it should
look with favor
on the quest.
Moreover,
when we try so
to convince
others,
we may do the quests
a disservice:
in attempting
to
make the case, we readily
slide
into maintaining
that
the evidence
is
stronger
than it actually
is.
Instead
of saying,
"This
phenomenon
interests
me, and is worth pursuing
even if the cause turns
out to be
misperception",
we tend to say, "There
is so much testimony
that something
must be there"
-- as unsupportable
a stance
as the opposing
one
taken
by the perpetual
debunkers.
3.
So let me press optimism,
and point
to the intellectual
pleasure
that
is ours for the taking
if we make the quests
primary,
and forget
about
trying
to make the quest seem respectable
to the society
or to
the scientific
community.
Here again,
Dinsdale
is an exemplar:
in
1960 he filmed
a Loch Ness monster,
made the film
available
to scientists,
and found that
incontrovertible
piece
of evidence
to be insufficient
to
carry
the day.
Very quickly
he realized
that
public
arguing
and berating
of scientists'
conservatism
was pointless;
for more than two decades
he
has carried
on the search,
scrupulously
avoiding
controversy
under even
severe provocation.
He can testify
-- has in his writings
-- to the
personal
satisfaction
he has gained,
the widening
of his perspectives,
the gaining
of new knowledge,
the making
of great
friendships;
and I
believe
the history
books of the future
will
add objective
vindication.
This
"third
way", it seems to me, is the one to press and proselytize.
ZS represents
one realization
of this;
the Center
for Scientific
Anomalies
Research
another.
The new Society
for Scientific
Exploration
offers
opportunity,
as does the International
Society
of Cryptozoology.
The third
way is to build
a community
dedicated
to fostering
opportunities
for reporting
on quests,
for constructive
analysis
and criticism,
for enlisting
the like-minded,
for setting
an example
of unaggressive
but determined
pursuit
of oddities
and enigmas,
for satisfying
our
human curiosity.
Rather
than deploring
that
science
is closed,
let us
consciously
enjoy
the advantages
that amateur
pursuits
offer:
for one,
that the motives
of curiosity
and interest
need not conflict
with careerbuilding
and money-making
quite
as they do in science
(or any other
profession).
Of
and the
correct
thinking
Westrum
important

course,
there
is also room and need to educate
the wider society
media,
to expose the misdeeds
of the extremist
debunkers,
to
misconceptions
about
science
and its role
in society.
But
primarily
of opportunities
for crypto-science,
I conclude
that
expressed
himself
too pessimistically;
and neglected
the
distinction
between doing
it and justifying
it.
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COMMENTS BY SUSAN SMITH-CUNNIEN

AND GARY ALAN FINE:

Just as the examination
of purported
deviance
allows
us to realize
behavior,
so too does the examinathe often
unseen contours
of "normal"
tion
of "deviant
science"
permit
us to recognize
the outlines
of "normal
science."
Deviance
and normative
behavior
are much closer
in form and
process
than their
contradictory
stereotypes
suggest.
Likewise,
science
and cryptoscience
frequently
do not differ
in terms of aims and methods.
As Westrum
suggests,
issues
such as work conditions,
resources
and professional
legitimacy
may be of greater
relevance
to the difision
between
these two forms of knowledge
production.
Westrum makes an interesting
discussion
of cryptoscience:

comment

in

the

first

paragraph

of

his

The cryptosciences
deal with those objects
and events
whose
existence
is so far not acknowledged
by science,
but for
which there
is nonetheless
other
evidence,
such as human
testimony
(emphasis
added).
First,
we note the reification
of the "scientific
establishment"
(itself
a term with some measure
of reification)
as "science."
The use
of the term science
-- implying
a body of knowledge
-- suggests
that
the body of knowledge
rejects
crytoscience.
This contrasts
with
the
saying
that
cryptoscience
is rejected
by the consensus
of a set of
"political"
actors
(using
the word political
broadly
to refer
to individuals
who wish to control
resources
and to use power (see Cohen,
1977)),
which is basically
Westrum's
argument.
Second,
we find
it
interesting
that
"other
evidence"
is contrasted
with scientific
acknowledgement.
This implies
that
evidence
for a phenomenon
is the attitude
of scientists.
We don't
intend
to critique
Westrum's
article
on the basis
of specific
words which he used.
Surely
it was not his
intent
to write
with a primary
concern
for the nuances of language.
But we do find
it intriguing
that
it is difficult
to prevent
oneself
from "buying
into"
the rhetoric
of scientific
objectivity,
even though
that may be the topic
of the paper.
Careful
readers
may note that,
despite
our best efforts,
we may do the same ourselves.
We see Westrum's
particular
contribution
to the literature
on the
sociology
of s_cience as his raising
of several
key issues
in the
sociology
of work and occupations.
Although
he phrases
his concerns
somewhat differently,
we see Westrum's
discussion
as revolving
around
how the structure
of an occupation
relates
to its position
in the
stratification
hierarchy
of occupations.
As Westrum demonstrates
for
UFOlogists,
the organization
and practice
of work depends
in part on
the resources
that workers
can muster.
Although
Westrum
adds to our knowledge
of the boundaries
of the
scientific
enterprise,
he focuses
almost
exclusively
on the status
quo.
We wish to expand his analysis
by addressing
the related
concepts
of
diversity
and change.
We hope to add a dynamic
dimension
to his analysis
by following
certain
theoretical
directions
suggested
by literature
in the sociology
of occupations
(especially
that
of emerging
professions)
and social
movements.
In referring
to this
literature
we
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do not mean to imply
that
science
or cryptoscience
is an emerging
profession
or a social
movement.
We merely
wish to suggest
some analogous
ways in which diversity
and dynamism
can be incorporated
in the analysis
of the relationship
between cryptoscience
and orthodox
science.
Diversity
.

l

*
.

Within

The

Scientific

Community

We agree with Westrum
that
at any point
in time there
exists
a
dominant
normative
system in the community
of scientists
regarding
acceptable
scientific
questions
and acceptable
methods
for obtaining
answers
to those questions.
However,
within
the scientific
community
there
is by no means total
consensus.
Often the view of science
as a
monolithic
enterprise
is more apparent
than real.
Westrum
himself
notes
the diversity
of methods
that
comprise
the "scientific
method."
A diversity
of substantive
and political
interests
exist
as well.
Within
the gross division
of labor
among scientists
-- such as biology,
physics,
and chemistry
-- there
are those who are working
on the fringes
of their
specialty
area.
Some of those on these frontiers
may ask questions
and obtain
answers
that
eventually
result
in paradigm
shifts
and
a new perspective
on scientific
investigation.
This diversity
within
the scientific
community
(or subcommunities)
is not a phenomenon
which simply
occurs
prior
to a paradigmatic
shift.
Diversity
is much more ubiquitous.
For example,
Bucher and Strauss
(1961)
note that
definite
"segments"
develop
within
existing
professions
(and even within
specialty
areas of a profession).
These segments
have
organized
identities,
values,
"missions"
and, as a result,
different
work activities.
Moreover,
they may be in conflict
with one another
for resources,
including
status
and legitimacy.
Bucher and Strauss
suggest
a process-oriented
model
in which these segments
-- and the relationship
among the segments
-- are in a constant
As an
state
of flux.
illustration,
these authors
point
to:
the progenitors
of the clinical
pathologists,
who today
are a threat
to the institutional
position
of researchoriented
pathologists
but who were considered
the failures,
or poor cousins,
of the specialty
thirty
years ago (p. 333).
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They recommend
that sociologists
examine
these segments
as social
movements,
looking
at the recruitment
strategies,
the development
of ideology,
and the development
of an organizational
structure,
which will
in turn affect
the success
of the segment
in establishing
legitimacy
and/or
dominance.
Scientific
and professional
enterprises
are not
identical,
but the Bucher and Strauss
model of professions
in process
may nonetheless
be fruitfully
applied
to an analysis
of diversity,
conflict,
and change in the scientific
community.
Specifically,
if we see cryptoscientists
as part of the knowledgegenerating
industry,
it becomes clear
that
they are in competition
with
those who are working
on other
("acceptable")
problems.
These researchers
are threatening
to dislocate
the balance
of power and resources
in the
profession.
If there
is not undeniable
and insistent
evidence
of a
"new" phenomenon,
scientists
rely
on the political
balance
of the status
quo.
This may be particularly
true during
periods
in which resources
for
the field
are not expanding
or are diminishing.
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The

Effects

Of External

Changes

Changes that occur in the relationship
between orthodox
scientists
and cryptosefentistsmay
also be related
to changes
that
take place
in
other
parts
of society.
McCarthy
and Zald (1977)
outline
an approach
that
they (and others
such as Oberschall
(1973))
have labelled
the resource mobilization
perspective.
From this
view the growth and decline
of a social
movement
are not due primarily
to preexisting
strain
or discontent,
but to the group's
mobilization
of resources
to create
(or
prevent)
change.
The ability
of the leaders
of a social
movement
to
mobilize
resources
successfully
depends
on several
factors,
including
the environmental
context
and the enlistment
of outsiders
in support
of the movement.
These two features
of the resource
mobilization
perspective
-- the
attention
to environmental
conditions
surrounding
the movement
organization
and the enlistment
of outsiders
in support
of the movement
-- provide some direction
for thinking
about
the relationship
between orthodox
science
and cryptoscience.
We can think
about cryptoscience
as analogous
to a social
movement:
"a set of opinions
and beliefs
in a population
which represents
preferences
for changing
some elements
of the social
structure
and/or
reward distribution
of a society"
(McCarthy
and Zald,
1977: 1217-18).
Orthodox
science
may be likened
to a countermovement:
"a set of opinions
and beliefs
in a population
opposed
to a social
movement"
(McCarthy
and Zald,
1977: 1218).
Each is supported
by social
movement
organizations,
such as The Center
for UFO Studies
or the Committee
for the Scientific
Investigation
of Claims
of the Paranormal.
Environmental
conditions,
such as the increased
availability
of discretionary
resources
among a larger
segment
of the general
population
increases
the possibility
that
competitive
scientific
social
movements
will
arise.
This availability
of resources
may explain
the increase
in
organizations
devoted
to studying
paranormal
phenomena.
Another
feature
of the resource
mobilization
perspective
of relevance to the relationship
between orthodox
science
and cryptoscience
is
the role
that
outsiders
play in the success or failure
of a movement
or
countermovement.
In this regard we refer to outsiders
as those not directly
engaged
in the work of science
or cryptoscience
(and, hence,
not
directly
affected
by the dominance
of either
science
or cryptoscience),
but who nonetheless
may have preference
for and provided
support
for
one enterprise
or the other.
McCarthy
and Zald (1977)
refer
to these
as conscience
adherents
or conscience
constituents.
Westrum
(1976)
provides
an example
of how outsiders
can support
a movement
in his discussion
of how scientists
provide
"expert
testimony"
regarding
phenomena
about which they have no special
expertise.
In this article.
his discussion
of the implicit
division
of labor
in UFOlogy,
whereby
adequate
research
requires
the aid of trained
hypnotists
to examine
potential
abduction
cases,
also illustrates
the impact
of outsiders.

In a somewhat similar
vein,
some research
in the area of emerging
occupations
indicates
that
the role
of the client
may be quite
influential
in determining
the success
or failure
of attempts
by occupational
groupings
to maintain
or enlarge
occupational
task boundaries.
In her
study of the relationship
between physicians
and pharmacists,
Kronus
concludes
that:
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when the occupation
was able to demonstrate
trolled
a sizeable
portion
of the market
-the size,
wealth,
and loyalty
of its clientele
boundary
efforts
succeeded.
(Kronus,
1976:

that
it conas indicated
by
-- its task
35)

Clearly
a "client"
is not identical
to an "adherent."
But we can nonetheless
extend
Kronus'
findings
to the relationship
between science
and
cryptoscience
for the purpose
of generating
ideas.
Perhaps
the lay audience of science
-- in addition
to the collegial
audience
-- may play a
large
role
in determining
the relationship
between cryptoscience
and
orthodox
science.
In extreme
form this
is "science
by democracytk;
a less
extreme
view recognizes
that
the knowledge-consumer
can influence
the
sort of knowledge
that will
be produced.
An example
of this
process
is
in the area of the racial
basis
of intelligence.
Without
wishing
to
judge
the substance
of the debate,
we note that most opinion-leaders
believe
in racial
equality.
Researchers
who find
small
inherited
racial
differences
in intelligence
are thus accorded
more respect
than those
who claim
that
there
are substantial
racial
differences
in intelligence
-- even though
there
are flaws and ambiguities
in both bodies
of data.
One wonders whether
we would know anything
if all
scientific
or social
scientific
research
was subject
to the same scrutiny
to which research
on cryptoscientific
topics
(e.g.,
extra-sensory
perception)
is subjected.
The legitimacy
of scientists
as reality-constructors
may be questioned
by their
various
publics:
Because of the choices
that are made in all
scientific
research,
every study can be questioned
by those with a mind
to do so.
This
Sussman's
consistent
tices
such
consumers
tories
of
medicine.

view of the power of clients
is consistent
with Haug and
(1969)
analysis
of the "revolution
of the client."
It is also
with developments
in the legal
legitimation
of medical
pracas chiropractic,
where grass roots
politiking
on the part of
appears
to be at least
in part responsible
for the legal
vicchiropractic
in the face of organized
opposition
by orthodox

Conclusions
Westrum
suggests
that
the definition
of cryptoscientific
events
as real
or unreal
is the key factor
in the position
of cryptoscience
in the occupational
hierarchy
and the resultant
organization
of cryptoscientific
research.
While
this
is a significant
advance
over previous
analyses
which find
the differences
in the logic
and rigor
of inquiry
or in personal
characteristics
of the investigator,
we believe
that
it
is necessary
to add a dynamic
component
to the analysis
which incorporates the diversity
and conflict
within
the scientific
community
as well
The relationship
beas between cryptoscience
and orthodox
science.
tween orthodox
science
and any type of cryptoscience
is not static.
Further,
the similarities
between these two "different"
approaches
are
much greater
than their
differences.
Although
the resources
and prestige
differ,
the goals,
methods,
reliance
on others
outside
the field,
and even the audiences
are quite
similar.
There are scientists
of all
stripes
who turn out to be wrong (even grossly
in error),
but often
it
is impossible
to know this
until
much later.
We do know that orthodox
scientists
have more "idiosyncrasy
credits"
than do their
colleagues
in
cryptoscience,
which means that
their
surprising
statements
are more
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likely

to

be given

credence.

By the formal
definition
much the same; what differs
known coming
to be known.
then no one would go broke

cryptoscience
and orthodox
science
are
is the oddsmaker's
evaluations
of the unYet, if oddsmakers
could
predict
the future,
at the races or in the stock market.
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COMMENTS BY ANDREW NEHER:
Ron Westrum's
article
too conservative"
literature,
I discuss
his major
thesis,
lesser
points.

is

a stimulating
addition
to the "Science
is
which by now is quite
voluminous.
Before
I'll
comment on several
of Westrum's
however,

Westrum
complains
that
"Being
a UFO logist
[or,
by implication,
a cryptoscientist
of any kind]
is not good for family
life,
it is not
good for careers,
and it is definitely
not good for one's
piece
[peace?]
of mind,"
that
"making
[cryptoscientific]
observations
or even taking
an
interest
in them is stigmatized,"
and that
"the reporting
of.,,deviant
What he fails
to stress
is that
this
is
cases . . . seldom
takes
place."
true only within
the scientific
community.
In the "pop-science"
and
cryptoscience
often
outdraws
science;
witness
non-scientific
communities,
the popularity
of crypto-writers
and lecturers
such as C. Norman Shealy,
is itself
an anomaly
This,
of course,
Fritjof
Capra,
and J. Allen
Hynek.
if it is true,
as Westrum maintains,
that the duty of establishing
"official
consensus
about what is real and 'what is .not ,.. in our socieCy
. . . is largely
in the hands of the scientific
community."
Westrum
also states
that
"I am a social
scientist,
with a career
hardly
likely
to be advanced
by my interest
in UFOs."
My guess is that
If Westrum,
as
that would depend on how his interest
is directed.
sociologist,
produces
valuable
studies
of the sociology
of UFO groups
and
If,
however,
that
certainly
will
enhance
his career.
belief
systems,
Westrum
goes outside
his area of professional
competence
-- to concern
with the question
of whether
or not UFOs are "real"
himself,
for example,

-- his
taken,

views
are likely
as dilettantism

the wa;~ Shnckley's
to be taken
at best
and misleading
at worst.

views

on race

are

that
mainstream
scientists
"if
Finally,
Westrum
bemoans
the fact
interested
in extraterrestrial
intelligence
. . . will
safely
pursue
their
by building
or operating
interest
in the manner
approved
by the tribe:
radio-telescopes
to detect
signals
from distant
galaxies."
Perhaps
Westrum
hasn't
considered
that
radio-telescopes
-- in their
promise
of
yielding
a definitive
answer,
free
from a thick
overlay
of psychological
interpretation
-- may be the more sensible
approach
to the study
of
extraterrestrial
intelligence.
Now let's
return
to the central
question
that
Westrum
raises:
Is
science
too conservative
in its
attitude
towards
research
on anomalistic
experience?
This
is at least
a two-part
question,
in that
it applies
both
to 1. funding
and other
support
for cryptoscience,
and 2. acceptance
of extraordinary
claims.
Let's
discuss
these
in turn.
Westrum
objects
to the low level
of support
provided
for cryptoscientific
research,
but he is well
aware
of the reason;
as he says,
"I
ask myself
if I am not wasting
my time chasing
phantoms."
How many
resources
should
we devote
to chasing
phantoms?
My answer
is,
probably
some (the
few phantoms
we track
down might
be valuable
indeed!)
but
probably
not a lot.
Whether
our current
backing
of "long
shots"
is
adequate,
however,
is a difficult
question;
I don't
pretend
to know the
answer.
Westrum
also
feels
that
mainstream
science
is unjustifiably
resistant
to accepting
extraordinary
claims.
The instances
he cites
-- e.g.,
of
scientific
skepticism
regarding
the existence
of meteorites
-- certainly
strengthen
his position.
However,
let's
take
a step
back
for a minute
and view
this
issue
in larger
perspective.
Let's

begin
by admitting
that
we never
know anything
"for
sure".
Our
beliefs
about
the world
are just
that,
with
probabilities
we assign
to
them ranging
from infinitesimal
to almost
a sure
thing.
Let's
grant
further
that
there
is a certain
level
of proof
we demand to back up our
beliefs
(obviously
this
doesn't
apply
in matters
of faith).
Now let's
acknowledge
that
if we are satisfied
with
too little
proof,
we will
end up accepting
many claims
that
eventually
prove
to be false;
statisticians
call
this
a Type I error.
Let's
also
recognize
that
if we demand
we will
fail
to accept.some
claims
that
are,
in fact,
true,
--too much proof,
making
what
is called
a Type II error.
Now here's
the difficulty.
Although
our threshold
of acceptance
varies
somewhat
according
to our
personal
preferences,
in the long
run there
is no way to avoid
these
errors.
-------z- And,
a moment's
thought
will
show that
trying
toe%i%te
sty
of
error
only
increases
the number of errors
of the other
variety!
The best
that
can be hoped for is some kind
of balance
between
the two varieties.
When Westrum
says
that
science
is too conservative
in its
acceptance
of extraordinary
claims,
he means that
science
commits
too many Type II
errors.
But,
of course,
if this
is so, and science
becomes
more liberal,
then
it will
end up committing
more Type I errors.
Furthermore,
if Westrum
is right
(and he undoubtedly
is)
that
certain
accepted,
but faulty,
beliefs
in science
serve
as barriers
to extraordinary
but valid
claims,
then
these
faulty
beliefs
are the direct
consequence
of Type I errors
-i.e.,
obviously
they
were
accepted
Ematurely
and
without
sufficient
proof.
I_~
-%-other
words,
Westrum
seems to be saying
that
science
is committinq
too
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many of both kinds
of errors.
But, of course,
you can't
And, although
we can empathize
with Westrum's
frustrations,
acknowledge
that
the Eastern
sage is correct,
that
error
Of course,
that
is little
consolation
to one who is the
errors.

have it both ways.
we must
is necessary.
"victim"
of such

the question
is not simply
“Is science
too conservative
in its
towards
extraordinary
claims?"
but rather
"Has current
scientific
struck
a proper
balance
between two unavoidable
sources
of error?"
although
I hope I have helped clarify
the question,
I unfortunately
claim
the wisdom to know the answer.

Thus,
attitude
practice
Again,
do not

COMMENTS BY DANIEL

COHEN:

I agree with a good deal of
point
about
the self-fulfilling
vestigation
charge
is very well
can become more involved
in the
it is clearly
subversive,
and I

what Dr. Ron Westrum
has to say.
His
prophecy
nature
of the incompetent
intaken.
His hope that ordinary
citizens
process
of science
is so democratic
that
love it.

However,
as a popular
science
writer,
and sometime
member of the
"secular
arm,“1 must take exception
to some of his comments.
Dr.
Westrum
gives
the impression
that
there
is pressure
on us poor inkstained
wretches
to uphold
orthodoxy
and ridicule
offending
ideas.
That
may be true for a few publications
(though
I have no certain,
first
hand
knowledge
that
it is).
But for the vast,
vast majority
of popular
publications
the pressure
comes from the other
direction.
The same is true
for most local
television
news, and television
feature
shows.
As a result,a
great
deal of
absolute
crap is presented
as authentic
cryptoscience
to the general
public.
It should,
therefore,
come as no surprise
that many orthodox
scientists
whose primary
interests
lie
elsewhere,
don't
take the time to tell
the difference.
Those who claim
to investigate cryptoscience
forfeit
this
excuse.
I submit
that cryptoscience
has
suffered
more harm at the hands of friendly
(though
self-serving)
publicists
than at the hands of the "secular
arm" (a strange
image.
Can
an arm have more than one hand?)
Anyway, Charles
Berlitz
is a much
greater
threat
to competent
cryptoscientific
investigation
than Philip
Klass.

It also seems to me that Dr. Westrum shows insufficient
understanding
of and/or
sympathy
for the plight
of the orthodox
scientist
or thinker
who
is faced with an anomalous
claim
that
he does not have the time or interest to look
into.
The natural,
inevitable
and correct
first
response
is
FRAUD.
Yes, correct,
because there
has been an enormous
amount of fraud
in cryptoscience.
There has been plenty
of fraud
in orthodox
science
as
well,
but by any measure
cryptoscience
has compiled
an even less enviable
record,
So the problem
is not entirely,
or even primarily,
orthodox
blindness
to anomalous
events.
It is not the main business
of those involved
in cryptoscience
to
spend their
limited
time and resources
trying
to curry
favor
with the
orthodox,
or explosing
and expelling
the fakers
and true incompetents
from their
own ranks.
Their
primary
task is the study of anomalous
events.
But I do wish that cryptoscientists
would show a greater
recognition
of the nonsense
in their
field,
and try to be a little
less
defensive,
even in the face of hostility.
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Damnit,it
does sound funny for a grown man to spend his spare time
looking
for UFOs or Bigfoot.
It isn't
wrong,
just
funny,
and cryptoscientists
must deal more effectively
with that
perception
than they
have in the past.
The must not answer criticism
with a psychoanalysis
of their
critics
as Velekovsky,
Eisenbud
and others
have done.
And they
should,
from this
day forward,drop
all
references
to meteors.
That is
an example
that
I have been hearing
forever,
and it does not justify
everything.
Yet, as I said at the start,
I do happen to agree with a
great
deal of what Westrum
has to say,
Anomalous
events
should
be
treated
more seriously,
and the more seriously
they are treated
the
better
the investigations
will
be.
How is
"That,"
question."

this

hoped

as they

for
used

end to
to

say

be accomplished?
in

the

days

of

my youth,

"is

the

$64

COMMENTS BY SONJA GROVER:

I agree with Ron Westrum's
assertion
that:
"Anything
that
poses
the danger
of erasing
the boundary
between standard,
formally
recognized
'reality'
and other
possibilities
is violently
resisted..."
(initially
at least).
I also concur
that
definitions
of science
as the study of
"the real"
are inadequate;
for such a view tends to block
modification
of various
knowledge
claims
and data interpretations.
Westrum
further
suggests
that
"much of what is now called
pseudo-science"
might
better
be viewed as "amateur
science"
were the scientific
community
to be more
"open,"
"tolerant"
and "democratic."
I do accept
that
sometimes
- perhaps
more frequently
than most
would care to admit
- anomalous
events
are at first
discounted
as
pseudoscientic
data (e.g.
Lord Kelvin's
rejectionof
the x-ray).
The
magnificent
aspect
of science
is, however,
that
such data is eventually
incorporated
if it can make a theoretical
contribution
(e.g.
neutrino
events).
We must be wary, however,
of classifying
nonscience
as protoscience
and it is with the latter
possibility
that Westrum
does not
adequately
come to terms
in my opinion.
Contrary
to Westrum,
I do
not think
that
generally
most pseudosciences
are so classified
because
they involve
anomalous
data;
though
I agree this
may happen on occasion
"The
(nonscience
is a term I prefer
as I explain
elsewhere
in a paper
Masquerade
of Nonscience
as Protoscience,"but
I will
use the term
Most pseudosciences
are so
"pseudoscience"
for the present
purposes).
termed
I believe
because,
for example,
their
theoretical
assumptions
are not explicit
enough to be open to revision,
no theoretical
implications
of the alleged
data are clear
or thought
to be fruitful,
the
reliability
of the finding(s)
is questioned
given
the inadequacies
in
methodologies
used,etc.
Pseudosciences,1
suggest,do
not generate
anomalous
data within
their
own conceptual
context.
Thus theoretical
assumptions
underlying
the field
tend to be static
and vague,for
there
is no data base
with which to refine
or modify
views within
the field.
Pseudosciences
are thus in significant
ways unable
to generate
data which conflict
to any degree with
the basic
assumptions
underlyinq
their
self-defined
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areas.
Consequently,
the same today as it

astrological
was hundreds

theory,
of years

for instance,
previous.

remains

much

I do not agree with Westrum that
the anomalous,
if noticed,
is
generally
kept secret:
not by scientists
at least.
Deviant
reality,
ESP, for example,
"does not get to confront
standard
reality"
usually
not because
it is suppressed
but because
its useful
research
implications
are not evident
given
the definition
of the phenomenon
in question.
When a concept
has clear
theoretical
and research
value,then
the undetermined
"reality"
status
of the event to which the concept
refers
is generally
no great
barrier
to the notion's
acceptance.
The
history
of science,1
think,bears
this
out.

It is not the study of the anomalous
or inquiry
into
events
far undetermined
reality
which is to be labelled
pseudoscientific.
Rather,
it is the study of theoretically
bankrupt
notions
defined
as to be resistant
to any possible
falsification
or modification
are most frequently
at risk
to be labelled
pseudoscientific,and
ifiably
so.
Whether
the study of UFO's rightly
falls
into
this
gory,1 cannot judge having not studied
the area in depth.

of

so

so
which
justcate-

COMMENTS BY WILLIAM R, CORLISS:
Ron Westrum
has nicely
mapped the roadblocks
that
an established
social
system erects
to preserve
itself.
In Westrum's
discussion,
Like any other
social
system,
science
science
is the social
system.
is created
and maintained
by people,
and people
generally
don't
like
boat-rocking.
The difference,
of course,
is that
science
maintains
vigorously
that
it is always open to new thoughts
and has in fact an
established
mechanism
for incorporating
change.
Westrum's
paper demonstrates
that
this
mechanism
functions
very poorly
in some cases -- the
the crankier
the mechanism
becomes.
more revolutionary
the subject,
One is tempted
to advise
frustrated
individuals
with bold new
theories
and/or
data not to worry;
that
their
ideas and information
will
be recognized
eventually
if they have merit.
After
all,
meteorites
were
and continental
drift
was ultimately
admitfinally
admitted
to be real;
ted to the fold.
If we wait long enough surely
UFOs, ESP, scientific
von Dainiken's
ideas,
evidence
for
creationism,
Velikovsky's
theories,
a young earth,
and data supporting
planetary
influences
on terrestrial
life
will
all
be taken
seriously!!
Don't
count on it.
The scientific
establistnnent
not only condemns
these data and theories,
but the proponents
of each set of theories
or anomalies
are usually
extremely
intolerant
of other
sets of theories
and anomalies.
My point
is that
it
is not really
the scientific
community
that
is at fault,
it is man's
Let's
face it,
scientists
are intolerant
of facts
and theories
nature.
that
challenge
their
worldview,
and so are anomalists.
Not too many
UFO researchers
would objectively
review
evidence
for a 6,000-year-oldFacts or no facts;
a young
earth
-- the very thought
is ridiculous!
earth
is impossible.
But, then,
so are UFOs.
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One solution
to this
dilemma
is the formation
of a real
two-party,
adversary
system
in science.
The "loyal"
opposition
would continually
apply
pressure
on establislnnent
science
(the "party"
in power) to examine
ideas and data.
The newly formed
Society
for Scientific
Exploration
and, of course,
the Center
for Scientific
Anomalies
Research,
are steps
in this
direction.
Can such societies
have an important
impact?
Maybe,
but there
are two facts
weighingagainst
such a development:
(1)
Such
groups
are made up of people
who inevitably
have "residual"
intolerance
toward some types of anomalies;
and (2) The real cosmos may be incomprehensible
to man (or woman) as he is now constituted.
The anomalies
"out there"
are so profuse
and so great
as to be beyond our present
ken,
Either
our brains
are not wired
right,
or our social
milieu
prevents
us
from thinking
right.
The thought
that man cannot
comprehend
the real
cosmos,
much less manipulate
it,
is a great
heresy.
Undoubtedly
I will
now be excommunicated
by all
anomalists!
Since
humans are imperfect
(Where have I heard that
before?),
mayhap
the computer
will
rescue
science.
Silicon
chips
are value-free;
and we
can just
pump computer
memories
full
of data (no theories)
and tell
the
computer
to predict
any future
situation
for us based upon past experience.
No theory
need be espoused.
Experience
would be the sole guide.
Want to know tomorrow's
weather
or an electron's
trajectory?
Give the
computer
the initial
conditions
and it will
employ
statistics
or a Monte
Carlo approach
to sketch
out the future.
I call
this
"computerized
scientific
nihilism,"
better
known as CSN.
Unfortunately,
value-free
though
silicon
chips
may be, the computer's
programs
are based upon
human logic,
human expectations,
and human intolerance
for the "wild
point."
There are no non-Aristotelian
computers
around;
there
are none
that
can cope with a Martian's
logic;
and if,
in some remote
corner
of
the universe,
2 and 2 do not make 4, the computer
will
blow a fuse.
Is there
no hope then for
Of course
there
is.
I am just
else.

crypto-science,
as intolerant

or
and

even regular
science?
prejudiced
as anyone

COMMENTS BY NORMAN DIXON:

what

The background
to Westrum's
discussion
have been called
the "crypt0-sciences"

of the nature
of
may be summarised

research
in
as follows:

1.

There are a number of anomalous
phenomena*such
as UFOs, ghosts,
sponwhich,
over the ages have been retaneous
human combustion,
etc.,
ported
on, written
about and discussed
by a sizeable
minority
of
people.
The common denominator
of these
phenomena
is that
they are
inconsistent
with our generally
accepted
model of reality.

2.

Despite
this,
there
are many
such phenomena,
accept
(i.e.,
in question.

*Reported

sensory

experiences.

people
believe

who,
in)

taking
on trust
the reality
of

reports
of
the events
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3.

There is yet another
group of people,
many of them scientists
(in
the normal
sense of this
term),
who, whether
or not they believe
in the existence
of these anomalous
phenomena
regard
the reports
of
their
existence
as sufficiently
important
to warrant
study.
Members
of this
group,
whether
credulous
or incredulous,
are presumably
sufficiently
curious
and open minded
to try and find out,
using
the
normal
methods
of science
(a) whether
these,
or some of these,
phenomena
really
do exist,
(b) their
true nature
and (c) if they do
not exist,
their
social
and psychological
origins.

4.

Finally
there
are two further
groups
of people,
the most outspoken
being
from the community
of scientists,
who, whether
or not they
secretly
believe
in the reality
of anomalous
phenomena,
publicly
espouse
the view that
they are not real.
do not exist,
and are not
(therefore)
proper
subject
matter
for scientific
study.
It is the
stated
opinion
of at least
some of these
people
that
those who study
anomalous
phenomena
are "pseudo-scientists."
Pseudo-science
being
"the study of the non-existent
by the incompetent."

So much for the general
writer
the most interesting
"crypto-scientists,"
nor the
it sheds on what appears
to
the community
of scientists)
rational
and hard headed of
less reason
and a great
deal
castigate.
This conclusion

context
of Westrum's
paper.
To the present
feature
of his analysis
is not the ways of
phenomena
they study,
but rather
the light
be a strange
paradox,
namely
that
those
(of
who pride
themselves
on being
the most
mortals
are,
it seems, behaving
with rather
more emotion
than the pseudo-scientists
they
is based on four considerations.

1.
It is surely
the case that,
in the
anomaiies
may well turn out to be tomorrows
the anomalous,
seriously
reduces
our chances

history
of science,
today's
facts.
Therefore,
to ignore
of discovering
something
new.

2.

It is part of the business
of science
to investigate,
understand
and explain
natural
events.
But the report
(i.e.,
human testimony)
of an
apparently,
at the time,
inexplicable
phenomenon
is itself
a natural
event and therefore
worthy
of study.
Indeed
whether
this
event is located
in external
reality
or only in the mind of the percipient
is itself
a
question
worthy
of scientific
inquiry.
3. The proposition
that
"Crypto-scientists
are not only deluded
but
alsoincompetent"
besides
being abusive
is either
tautologous
or probably
untrue:
i.e.,if
we define
cryptoscientists
as mad,then
obviously
they
may well be deluded
because
this
is frequently
a feature
of some sorts
of madness.
Similarly,if
we know for certain
that
the object
of study
is non-existent,
then obviously
and by definition
a belief
in the existence
of the non-existent
is delusional.
However,
if that
is all
such propositions
are saying
then they are so trivial
and meaningless
as to cast doubts
on the sanity
of those who put them forward!
We must assume therefore
that
they are based on something
rather
more positive
and profound,i.e.,
that
anomalous
phenomena
are indeed, and have been proven,
non-existent.
But this
is the very question
which the good, as opposed
to deranged,
Crypto-Scientist
is trying
to answer.
To castigate
him for trying
to
answer a question
to which he does not yet know the answer,
would be as
ridiculous
as praising
him for wasting
his time on a question
to which he
already
does know the answer!

half
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Similar
of the

arguments
proposition

can be advanced
which attempts

in connection
with
to link
non-existence

the

second
with in-

competence.
Whether
or not the phenomena
being
studied
exist
in reality
or only
in the minds
of those who report
them (and neither
eventuality,
as we recall,
make them unworthy
of study)
is surely
immaterial
to
whether
or not the person who studies
them is or is not incompetent.
To
aver that
a pseudo-scientist
is necessarily
incompetent
is as absurd
as
suggesting
that
a "real"
scientist
is necessarily
competent.
In fact
the relationship,if
any,between
what a person
studies
and how he studies
it may well be the very opposite
of what these propositions
imply.
Because of the wall of scepticism,
prejudice,
and downright
hostility
with which he is confronted,
the crypto-scientist
has, if anything,
to
be more rather
than less competent
than his more respectable
counterparmn
the scientificcommunity.
In this connection,
however,
Westrum
does touch upon a very real
problem
for the "pseudo-scientist,"
namely
that
owing to the prejudice
of the scientific
community,
he is afforded
less
money,
less time and fewer facilities
than the "real"
scientist.
To this
extent
he may certainly
e rendered
less competent
than he would wish and
less competent
than those who do not suffer
these deprivations.
4.
From the examples
which Westrum
gives of the hostile
responses
to crypto-scientists,
two conclusions
may be drawn.
First,
to the enemies
of crypto-science
the means of science
seem to appear
far more important
than the ends.
Secondly,
to many of the same people,
the real
purpose
of
science
is evidently
not to discover
more about nature,
but,
as Westrum
points
out,
to confirm
a cherished
if inaccurate
"reality."
One cannot
help feeling
it is better
to preserve
an unreal,
incomplete,
and dated
"reality"
than run the risk
of having
to modify
it because of some hitherto undiscovered,
unthought
of, and certainly
unwished
for truth!
That
these attitudes
are rooted
in emotion
rather
than reason
is suggested
by
the fact
that
closed
minded
bigotry
is not reserved
solely
for
cryptoscientists
engaged
in crypto
science
but may erupt
when a real
scientist
discovers
something
so new and unexpected
that
it conflicts
with previously
held beliefs
about
the nature
of reality.
Thus we have the extraordinary
behavior
meted out to J.L.B. Smith
when he discovered
the Coelacanth.
As
Westrum
points
out,
even though
he had irrefutable
evidence,
in the shape
of a fish with four legs,
"long-time
friends
avoided
him on the street
and several
people
questioned
his sanity."
So, what conclusions
might
be drawn from all
this?
First,
it seems
pretty
clear
that
the vociferous
minority
in the community
of scientists
reveal
by their
hostility,
intolerance,
and general
irrationality
that
they are driven
to such undignified
extremes
by something
quite
other
than
a pure search
for truth.
From studies
of such things
as conformity
behaviour,
the resolution
of cognitive
dissonance,
and the psychopathology
of conservatism
and authoritarianism,
it might
be surmised
that
the "something
quite
other"
might
include
a neurotic
fear of failure,
a relatively
weak grip
on their
sense of reality,
a compulsive
desire
to order
and
simplify
their
world view and, in one case at least,
a quite
virulent
jealousy
towards
those who, unbridled
by feelings
of inadequacy
and fear
of loss of social
disapproval
can successfully
give vent to rational
curiosity
about anomalous
events.
(There
is of course
a much briefer,
psychoanalytic,
"explanation"
of their
aberrant
behaviour,
namely
that
it is a reaction
against
voyeurism!).
Secondly,
the picture
which Westrum
paints
does not at first
sight
bode well for progress
in science.
However,
judging
from the many eminent
scientists
who spoke at the recent
IBM sponsored London Synposium
"Science
and the Unexpected,"
we may well be right
in supposing
that
it tends to
be only the more third-rate,
unproductive,
and uncreative
members of the
scientific
community
who are concerned
to denigrate
the so called
cryptoscientists.
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COMMENTS
BY PIET HEIN HOEBENS:
In his thoughtful
and interesting
paper,
Dr. westrum
what amounts
to a sophisticated
version
of the stock-in-trade
the occultist:
there
is more in Heaven & Earth etc.,
but
ficial
Science
refuses
to even look.
I do not deny that there
is some truth
occasionally
noticed
signs of irrationality
odox response
to deviant
claims.
Like
Dr.
much that
passes for scientific
skepticism.

in this
if not
Westrum,

complaint.
I too
"pathology"
in the
I am dissatisfied

I feel,
however,
that
Dr. Westrum
is largely
mistaken
of the problem.
In these comments,
I will
restrict
myself
where my disagreements
with him seem rather
fundamental.
The central
theme
Anomalies"
is that
the
covers-up
observations
presents
some anecdotical
know, such things
may
statement
to claim
that

regales
us with
argument
of
pig-headed
Of-

have
orthwith

in his analysis
to a few points

of "Crypto-science
and Social
Intelligence
about
scientific
establishment
declares
"unreal"
and
that contradict
orthodox
assumptions.
Dr. Westrum
evidence
to support
this
allegation.
For all
I
occasionally
happen.
However,
it is a gross overit is the rule.

I only need to remind
Dr. Westrum of Mr. Corliss'
encyclopaedic
collection
of anomalous
reports,
culled
from Nature,
Science
and other
impeccably
orthodox
sources.
The establishmmterature
swarms with anomalies.
Why then does Dr. Westrum
insist
that
"the anomalous,
if noticed,
is kept secret"?
Take the example
of the Coelacanth.
Sensibly,
Smith
initially
questioned
the testimony
of his own eyes.
("Are there
halluncinations
in the
shape of Coelacanths?"
"Am I the victim
of a Piitdown-like
hoax?")
After
repeatedly
having
checked
his suspicions,he
was left
with the conclusion
that
the specimen
was, indeed,
a recently
living
Coelacanth.
Perhaps
some
"long-time
friends"
have shunned
Smith as a result,
Tc me, it seems more
relevant
that
the offensive
creature
is now completely
accepted
by the
establishment.
It was anomalous;
it was noticed;
it was not kept secret.
Obviously,
Dr. Westrum's
line
of reasoning
must
at some point.
I suspect
that
this
happened
right
in
"science"
and
the author
presents
the idee recue that
and so "may
"something
agreed
upon by a given
group"
ferent
groups."
I do not say that
this
view is wrong.
is too limited.

have led him astray
the paragraph
where
even "reality"
are
be different
for difI only say that
it

It disregards
the qualitative
differences
between competing
models
of
It also fails,
adequately
to account
for these-aspects
science
and reality.
The law of gravof reality
that cut right
across
paradigmatic
boundaries.
itation
may be the outcome
of a social
negotiation
process,
but if you jump
from the topofthe
Empire
State
Building
you will
drop dead regardless
of
No Skeptical
Inquirer
is needed to proyour metaphysical
predilections.
tect
that
part of reality
from cryptoscientific
subversion.
Of course,
this
is a crude example,
but it is relevant
to the issues
Dr. Westrum
discusses.
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In his paper, he makes no clear distinction
between the factual
status
of anomalies
and the evidential
value
of anomalous
reports.
That user
fish,
the Coelacanth,mn
serve as an illustration
of what I mean.
The specimen
was recogniied-as
a Coelacanth
and interpreted
as proving
the
survival
of a species
previously
thought
extinct
because Smith
evaluated
his observations
in the light
of current
paieozoological
theory.
Alternative
explanations,
however,
are easy to think
of.
Perhaps
a Deity
with
a peculiar
sense of humour specially
re-created
the Coelacanth
to tease
the scientists.
Perhaps
the creature
had arrived
in a Time Machine.
Perhaps
the Coelacanth
was a haddock
suffering
from a unique
disease
that
makes haddocks
look just
like
Coelacanths.
Perhaps
the carcass
was a paranormal
apport.
These interpretations
are all
for the surviving
species
hypothesis
"research
programme"
or "paradigm"

consistent
with the
because that
fitted
he was working
with.

data.
best

Smith
settled
into
the

Now it is important
to note that
the "paradigm"
would really
have preferred
the fish to be non-existent.
This,
however,
was an option
reality
simply
did not allow.
The "something
agreed
upon by a given
group"
was
the evidential
value of the discovery,
not its genuineness.
Here we may note a crucial
difference
between two types of anomalies:
the Coelacanth
type and the "paranormal"
type.
With type I an anomalous
corpus
delicti
(whether
in the form of a carcass
or in the form of a repeatable
experiment)
is available
for critical
examination.
With type II,
all
we have are reports
of "impossible"
occurrences.
Such reports
may contain
flaws,
perhaps
very subtle
and unusual
flaws.
We have no means of
checking
directly.
Thetrue
explanation
may be that
the alleged
phenomenon
does notexist.

I think
that,
as a rule,
the scientific
establishment
will
not "reject"
anomalies
of the first
type.
(That
such wonders may be virtually
ignored
because
nobody has the remotest
idea what to do with them is an
entirely
different
matter.)
What about
anomalies
of the second type?
What about
flying
saucers,
psychic
phenomena,
ghosts
and Abominable
snowmen?
Here,
Dr. Westrum's
scenario
applies
- to a certain
extent.
The establishment
does not actually
reject
such reports
(in the sense
of stating
apodictically
that
they are unm
What is rejected
is the
claim
that
such reports
constitute
acceptable
scientific
evidence
and are
Most
sufficiently
compelling
to warrant
science's
undivided
attention.
scientists,
I suspect,
will
be reluctant
to become actively
involved
and
accounts
invest
much time and energy
in the investigation
of anecdotal
of elusive
miracles.
Such accounts
will
be tacitly
assumed to be irrelevant to science
until
they are at least
backed up by anomalous
evidence
of the first
type.
The history
of the cryptosciences
(e.g.
parapsychology
and ufology)
hardly
justifies
any optimism
about
such a breakthrough being
imminent.
The odds are that
the scientists
would be wasting
their
time
It is hardly
studying
psychics
and questioning
flying
saucer witnesses.
surprising
that
they wili
not want to encourage
each other
to join
in the

hunt for what may very well
Unlike
Dr.
urge to protect
the White
House

be chimaeras.

Westrum
I do not believe
that
this
society
against
subversive
realities.
lawn would be far more subversive

has much to do with an
A UFO crashing
on
than a strange
nocturnal
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light
claimed
to have been observed
over Montana.
Yet the crashed
saucer
would be accepted
as an anomalous
corpus
delicti,
whereas the nocturnal
light
would not.
Just like
the carcass
of the Coelacanth
was accepted,
whereas a mere reported
sighting
of the fish would have gone the way of the
poltergeist
and the little
green men.

by the
bility

Against
Dr. Westrum,
I contend
scientific
establishment
are
with orthodox
prejudices
but

that
the "facts"
that are "rejected"
characterised
not by their
incompatiby their
ambiguity
and elusiveness.

Now Dr. Westrum may agree that anomalous
anecdotes
are not enough for
overthrowing
paradigms.
If I understand
him correctly,
his principal
demand is that
the cryptosciences
be given a fair
chance to explore
the
possibilities
of alternative
research
programmes
without
fear of ridicule
or ostracism.
More specifically,
he demands that
the cryptosciences
be
adequately
staffed
and funded.
On this
point,
I sympathize
with Dr. Westrum.
However,
I find it
surprisingly
difficult
to justify
my sympathy
except
by referring
to my
liberal
prejudices.
The dilemma
I am faced with is that,
while
I realize
that
anomalous
anecdotes
studies
by the cryptosciences
may contain
the
key to scientific
revolutions,
I also realize
that
only a tiny
fraction
of the myriad
"claims
of,the
paranormal"
can be reasonably
expected
to be
important
in this
respect.
To put it plainly
and bluntly:
for every
Coelacanth
there
are a million
red herrings.
Funding
cryptosciences
may
well be the least
economical
way to promote
the growth of knowledge.

COMMENTS BY C.L.

HARDIN:
"Tales

ELLIOT:
FRIEND:
ELLIOT:

from

We have to help him
Why< don't
they just
(Disgustedly):
This

the

Crypto"

(the Extra-Terrestrial)
beam him up?
is reality!
Dialogue
between
film,"E.T."

get

two young

home.

boys

from

the

"And only one for birthday
presents,
you know.
There's
glory
for you!"
don't
know what you mean by 'glory,'
Alice
said.
Humpty Dumpty smiled
contemptuously.
"Of course you don't--till
I tell
you.
I meant
'there's
a nice knockdown
argument
for you!"'
"But
'glory'
doesn't
mean 'a nice knockdown
argument,"'
Alice
objected.
"Why I use a word,"
Humpty Dumpty said,
in rather
a scornful
tone,
"it
means-just
what I choose it to mean-- neither
more nor less."
"whether
you can make words mean so many
"The question
is,"
said Alice,
different
things."
"which
is to be master--that's
"The question
is,"
said Humpty Dumpty,
all."
Dialogue
between philosopher
and sociologist
from the book,
"Through
the Looking-Glass."

“I

"that
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No matter
state
of

how explicitly
affairs
which

you announce
a given
social

it,
"reality"
group agrees

doesn't
mean
is the case."

It does mean, simply,
that which is the case.
Is this
piece
of linguistic
deviance
willful,
or is it the result
of innocence
about
the appropriate
use of the mother
tongue?
With some social
scientists
I would be uncertain,
but Dr. Westrum obviously
writes
intelligently
and felicitously.
I
conclude
that
this
use of language
is deliberate.
What's
behind
it?
And what's
the harm in it?
The harm in it is that
it blurs
the important
distinction
between
fact
and belief,
in much the same way as "true
for"
does.
"It's
true
for Smith
that God exists,
but not true for Jones."
"It was true for
the Babylonians
that
the earth
is flat,
but it's
not true for us."
Did
the earth
change its shape sometime
during
a two thousand
year period?
Does God both exist
and not exist?
Clarity
demands that we forego
peculiar
locutions
that generate
gratuitous
questions.
The existence
of God
(given
a clear
job-description
for the word "God")
does not depend upon
the intensity
of Jones'
or Smith's
belief
nor upon the evidence
or arguments
that
either
may bring
to the question.
The fact
of God's existence
(or
non-existence)
is,
rather,
that which makes Smith's
belief
true
(or false).
What's
often
behind
the "true
for"
locution
and the deviant
use
Of "reality"
is either
(1) the tacit
epistemological
claim
that we are
incapable
of knowing
the truth
about certain
things,
or (2) the tacit
metaphysical
claim
that
in some cases there
is no fact of the matter,
or (3) the tacit
metaphysical
claim
that what is the case is constituted
by what some person
or group asserts
to be the case.
Partly
because
they
are commonly
tacit,
these claims
are less frequently
argued
for than
their
radical
character
would seem to require.
If we restrict
ourselves
to domains
in which science
can claim
competence--excluding,
say, ethics
and theology,
but including,
say, astronomy,
lJFOlogy,
microbiology
and
I would assert,
any persuasive
arguments
crypt0 zoology--there
are not,
I am prepared
to defend
this
view
for either
of the metaphysical
claims.
in detail,
but will
forego
doing
it here.
What about the first
thesis,
that
in the questions
at issue we
Although
some practitioners
of the
are incapable
of knowing
the truth?
of the sociology
of science
seem to hold this
so-called
"strong
program"
view,
I do not think
that
Dr. Westrum wishes
to endorse
it wholeheartedly.
Rather
than find fault
with the epistemological
efficacy
of the methods
and precepts
of the natural
sciences,
he complains
about
the social
His quarrel,
then,
attitudes
which sometimes
pervert
their
application.
seems to be with a certain
representingof
reality
that
is held by the
orthodox
practioners
of natural
sciencerather
than with the assertion
that we haveobjective
criteria
for assessing
such representations
If this
is a fair
statement
of his position,
for accuracy
and adequacy.
I call
upon him to abjure
and detest
his misleading
semantical
practice
'representation
of reality"
and replace
his deviant
use of "reality"
with
throughout.
On the other
hand, we ought not to allow
Westrum's
opponents
to characterize
science
as "the competent
study of what is real,"
if
this
is taken
to mean that competent
scientists,
practicing
science
in
a respectable
manner never advocate
the existence
of objects,
properties
or processes
which are not included
in the furniture
of the world.
Many
a mechanical
ether
and tachyons
cannot be
proponents
of caloric,
If there
responsibly
judged
to have thereby
engaged
in pseudoscience.
is to be any useful
employment
of the term “pseudoscience"
at all,
it
must turn on such factors
as the manner of investigation
and the quality
of available
evidence
rather
than merely
upon whether
the inquiry
resulted
For present
purposes,
and
in true assertions
or a correct
ontology.
for the sorts
of cases that
Dr. Westrum
is talking
about,
we might
do
better
to employ
a somewhat less judqemental
term,
"deviant
science."
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I think
that anyone who is inclined
to read The Zetetic
Scholar
at all
will
deplore
savage zeal and ignorant
passionin
the supposed
service
of scientific
orthodoxy.
But an attitude
which dismisses
Uri
Geller,
Erich
vonD;niken-,and
orthodox
astrology
can't
be all
bad.
Let's
see what can be said in favor
of the resistance
to deviant
Science.
First,
it represents
an efficient
use of resources.
The garbage
density
in much stock
academic
research
may often
be high,
but in deviant
If the payoff
in, say, psychical
science
it is typically
much higher.
the probability
of its paying
off is
research
is potentially
large,
especially
given
the standard
of research
which has charquite
small,
acterized
most of its history,
so the expectation
value
is correspondingly
low.
Second,
the history
of marvelous
claims
makes one understandably
wary of another
bunch that
looks
for all
the world
like
what has gone
We feel
retrospectively
embarassed
by the eighteenth
century
before.
but how similar
this
was to other
claims
of
rejection
of meteorites,
Think
of all
those swords and severed
wonderous
occurrences
in the skies!
heads to be seen in csmets or, in our own century,
the acrobatics
of the
Such public
testimony,
sun over Lourdes,
attested
to by thousands
of people.
whether
tricked
up in legal
dress or not,
is far more likely
to yield
fruit
for psychology
or sociology
than for astronomy
or meterology.
Third,
a very great
deal of what goes into
the accepted
scientific
picture
of the world
has been carefully
cross-checked
by relatively
independent
procedures.
If an anomaly
is to challenge
such a fixture
successfully
it must either
have such an evidentiary
weight
as to overbalance
these contrary
observations,
or it must be accompanied
by a
powerful
and persuasive
theoretical
account
which will
show that
these
other
observations
are only apparently
contrary
to it.
Either
of these
conditions
is typically
very difficult
to realize
in practice,
and if
they are not realized
the rational
response
to an anomaly
is either
to
explain
it away or to put it on a back shelf
until
the conditions
can
be met.
For all
of that,
the beauty
of scientific
institutions
as they
have been up, until
now is that
they are resistant
rather
than impervious
to change.
Their
overall
rationality
has a corporate
character
and
depends
as vitally
upon having
a minority
of dissidents
as it does on
having
a majority
of standard
practitioners.
The minority
must be
tolerated,
and must have access to forums where their
views can be
heard with some semblance
of objectivity.
But it does not follow
that
dissident
views requir e equal
time,
attention,
or financing
from the
public
purse.
As a good sociologist
like
Dr. Westrum well knows, institutions
most effectively
stifle
dissidence
by
coopting
it.
Would
official
dollars
for UFO research
have any other
outcome
than a Son of
Condon Report?
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COMMENTS BY STANLEY
"Science

KRIPPNER:

as a Beauty

Contest:

Some Remarks

on the

'Cryptosciences'"

Ron Westrum's
article
contains
so many insights
and provocative
ideas
that
it is difficult
to limit
one's
discussion.
For example,
he
makes the observation
that
the "cryptosciences"
are not adequately
staffed
or funded.
True,
the "cryptosciences"
are usually
poverty
sciences.
I have seen parapsychological
experimentation
carried
out
with second-hand
equipment
by investigators
who do psi research
in their
spare time.
This situation
can not be a defense
of shoddy research.
However,
an awareness
of it can be useful
in determining
what improvements need to be made in future
replications
and extensions
of the work.
Long-range
planning
in psi research,
for example,
is hampered
by the
simple
fact
that
none of the major
American
parapsychological
laboratorIn addition,
highies are assured
of funding
past the next few years.
level
conceptualization
by researchers
is difficult
when one has other
professional
duties
which take priority
over the time which can be devoted to the study of psi phenomena.
Westrum makes an excellent
point
when he calls
for the use of the
term "amateur
science."
This sobriquet
would fit many efforts
in the
field
of psi research
by novices
as well as those by some outstanding
professionals
in different
vocations
who simply
enjoy
"studying
psi"
on evenings,
weekends,
or vacations
but without
the background
needed
to do exemplary
research.
Further,
an "amateur
scientist"
can always,
given
time,
become competent.
A "pseudoscientist,"
however,
typically
reaches
a cul-de-sac
from which there
is no exit.
Westrum operates
from a sociological
perspective,
one which is
badly
needed in parapsychology.
Thus, he is able to make cogent
comments
on the way in which the "reality"
that
a science
investigates
is typically
created
by the scientific
community.
This
"reality"
resembles
the winner
of a beauty
contest;
just
as fads and fashions
in
beauty
change over the years and vary in different
locations,
so does
the "reality"
which can be legitimately
investigated
by science
vary.
Losers of the beauty
contest,
or of "reality"
popularity
polls,
are
considered
second-place
at best,
or unfit
for serious
consideration
at worst.
In the 1700s people who saw meteorites
would often
remain
silent
because
the discussion
of falling
objects
was ridiculed
and
derided
by establishment
science.
Psychology,
as a science,
is considered
second-rate
by some representatives
of the "hard sciences."
And in psychology
itself,
some members of the Psychonomic
Society
regard
the rest of psychology
in a manner comparable
to the way that most astronomers
treat
astrology.

If the "cryptosciences"
study
"things
left
with the conclusion
that meteorites
by "cryptoscientists"
until
their
reality
Thus,
the term "cryptosciences"
needs to
ally
adopted
to determine
whether
it may
discipline
that studies
anti-matter,
black
sidered
a "cryptoscience"
even though
the
been demonstrated.
It is apparent
to me

that might
be there,"
we are
and coelacanths
were studied
was convincingly
demonstrated.
be examined
before
it is generbe prejudicial.
Indeed, the
holes,
and quarks
is not conreality
of these items
has not
that
the distinction
between
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is not one of research
methodology
or
"science"
and "cryptoscience"
competence
of the workers
in the field
but one based on what a society's
scientific
establishment
considers
to be proper
topics
of study.
Therefore,
the real
difference
between the "cryptosciences"
and the approved
the former
investigates
the exist"sciences'"
is sociological
in nature;
ence of phenomena
against
which there
is a bias among significant
numbers of powerful
scientists
in the society.

COMMENTS BY TREVOR PINCH:
The view that
the acceptance
and rejection
of knowledge
claims
(including
those
labelled
deviant)
in science
can be understood
with
little
or no reference
to the natural
world
is by now well elaborated
within
the sociology
of scientific
knowledge.
From within
that tradition
the most exciting
aspect
of Westrum's
paper is to be found in his
unravelling
of some. of the mechanisms
whereby different
"world
views"
or 'realities"
can be maintained
such that
"The deviant
experience
is thus forced
into
a separate
world,
where for the most part
it can
neither
change or be changed
by standard
reality."
It seems that
even the most carefully-researched
reports
of the crypto-scientists
will
not sway the opinions
of their
more conventional
colleagues.
Westrum
is particularly
illuminating
on the subject
of experimental
competence.
He shows that
a scientist,
who is otherwise
highly
competent,
quickly
becomes defined
as incompetent
when he/she
enters
the world of crypto-science.
Hence it would make little
difference
if the best talent
and the most resources
were devoted
to cryptosciences.
The failed
excursions
of respectable
institutions
and
scientists
of orthodox
pedigree
into
ESP research
(SRI and Hal Puthoff
perhaps
being
the latest)
testifies
further
to this
point.
What this
indicates
is that
prior
belief
or dominant
conceptions
of scientific
reality
tend to shape attitudes
towards
the phenomena
claimed
by cryptoscience
(or for that matter
para-science)
- scientific
evidence,
no
matter
how good, will
not change matters
substantially.
As Westrum
puts it:
"Society
seems to be able to find
out only about what it is
willing
to accept."
Although
I have no quarrel
with Westrum concerning
the thrust
of his
sociological
analysis
I am a little
puzzled
as to the basis
of his
speculation
at the end of his paper that
the open-mindedness
of the
scientific
community
might
be enhanced
by more public
participation
in crypto-scientific
activity.
This might
be true if crypto-scientific
activity
were to have any impact
on mainstream
science.
However,
if
Westrum's
sociological
analysis
is correct
it seems that
the future
of
crypto-sciences
cannot
but be bleak.
The fate of institutional
rejection,
with little
or no prospects
of convincing
orthodoxy,
does not seem to me
to be a happy recipe
for public
involvement.
Indeed
such public
involvement might
take away the little
legitimacy
crypto-science
has.
After
all,
popularising
is widely
detested
and is a cause of suspicion
within
mainstream
science.
Public
oarticipation
without
any scientific
successes
seems to be the fate of parapsychology
today.
Perhaps
parapsycholoqv
should
properly
be called
andamateur
science"
rather
than a dpseudo
science,lt
but it is still
a rejected
science.
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COMMENTS BY GERD H. Ht)VELMANN:
"Reality,

Relevance,

and Responsibility"

Most of Dr. Westrum's
arguments
are quite
suitable
to adequately
describe
the various
problems
confronting
the "cryptosciences,"
and
I find myself
agreeing
with many of them.
Nevertheless,
I will
comment
on some particular
points
he makes as well as on one further
point
he
fails
to make:
(1)
Dr. Westrum's
insight
that
"reality"
means "that
state
of
affairs
which a given
social
group agrees
is the case"
(italics
added)
is of considerable
importance.
I would even move a step further
and
It can
hold that
this
is the only way to make sense of that
term.
easily
be shown that
the conception
o "reality"
as it is held by LoRationalism
of
gical
Empiricism
of the Vienna
Circle f and by Critical
the Popperian
school
of philosophy
of science,2
viz.
the claim
(or
more accurate:
the assurance)
that
there
exists
such a thing
as an
idependent
of any human effort
to discern
it,
must
"objective
reality"
lead to logical
inconsistencies.
Strictly
speaking,
it is not even possible
to avoid
circular
argumentation
when trying
to substantiate
that
In short,
Dr. Westrum's
understanding
of "reality"
(although
claim.
later
in his paper he justly
criticizes
this
understanding
for being
"responsible
for many of the intolerant
and often
questionable
attacks
is the only reasonable
one in a rational
discourse.
on 'pseudoscience"')
This does imply,
moreover,
that
what is "real"
for a given
social
group
is not a mysterious
property
of the "outer"
world
but always a lingually
held to be valid
by that
very social
constructed
system of-sentences
As Dr. Westrum
correctly
states,
it is a
group for the time
being.
common experience
that
these different
social
groups always
tend to
maintain
their
respective
conception
of "reality"3
since
it "plays
a
certain
role
in the individual's
sense of security."4
(2)

Dr.,Westrum

writes:

"My dpinions
about
the competence
and incom etence
of my fellow
investigators
[in UFOlogy;
GHH '; are
gained
in ways not dissimilar
from the ways in which
ordinary
physical
and biological
scientists
form
assessments
of each others'
comptence."
Here,
I believe,
Dr. Westrum
is guilty
of over-simplification.
I doubt
that
there
is a WESTRUM I forming
assessments
of his fellow
sociologists'
competence
as an academic
sociologist
at Eastern
Michigan
University
(i.e.
as a "normal
scientist")
and a WESTRUM II forming
assessments
of his fellow
UFOlogists'
competence
as a UFOlogists
(i.e.
as a
"cryptoscientist").
I am rather
convinced
that,
in the latter
case,
Dr. Westrum judges
the competence
of his fellow
UFOlogists
as a
"normal
scientist"
doing
"cryptoscientific"
research.
It is impossible,
I think,
to leave
one's
scientific
attitude
at the gate-house
when doing
"cryptoscientific"
research
and to pick it up again
when turning
back
to "normal
scientific"
research
at the Department
of Sociology.
And
Dr. Westrum
himself
seems to share my opinion
when he says that
"The logic
basic logic

of what I am doing
of science."

is

(I

would

argue)

within

the
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(3)
Dr. Westrum
lays special
stress
on the suppressive
role
social
intelligence
processes
are frequently
playing
in view of anomalous
observations
(and I fully
agree with everything
he says in this
respect)
as
well as on the fact
that
those who make such anomalous
observations
are
often
left
with great
psychoJogica1
problems.
Many instructive
examples
illustrating
the latter
argument
are to be found especially
in the parapsychological
literature
(Richets;
Beloff6;
Rogo7).
(4)
aging
the
process
of
marcation
do without
among the
"researchers"
ideas are

I doubt that Dr. Westrum's
concluding
speculation
that
encour"ordinary
citizen
. . . to understand
and to participate
in the
science"
might
help solving
the science/pseudo-science
deproblem
is sound.
It is true,
of course
that
UFOJogy cannot
these citizens!
observations.
But there
are some other
fields
"fringe"
scs'ences
(such as parapsychology)
where obtrusive
Jay
who frequently
hold u testable
metaphysical
and supernatural
!I
already
over-represented.

(5)
Finallyl
let me turn to one aspect
which remains
completely
disregarded
in Dr. Westrum's
paper:
Dr. Westrum
largely
complains
about the common experience
that
"present
knowledge,
particularly
knowledge
sanctified
by constant
usage -- and therefore
familiarity
-- can
thus be a major
barrier
to acquisition
of new knowledge."
This description
is quite
correct,
of course,
but I cannot
see why this
fact
should
necessarily
be branded.'
In my view, it should rather
be appreciated
that
new knowledge
is only considered
as important
if it can be shown to
be reJ,evant
for .-the actions
of human bein s.
My opinion
is that
the
relevance
0fTryptoscientifV
research---?- just
as that of "normal
scientific"
research)
has always to be justifmwnhxax
to the vital
So, if society
(and science)
believe
that
interests
of human beings.
the UFOJogist
is obliged
to demontime spent on UFOs is time wasted,
strate
why it is not (this
aspect
has been overlooked
even by Fleck
and Kuhn, and neglected by Feyerabend).
Here is the point,
then,
where
the unpleasant
suppressive
power of social
intelligence
processes
sets
in again.
,

If some "cryptoscientific"
investigations
cannot
be shown to be
relevant
in one way or the other
to the solution
of human problems,
why,
then,
should
we continue
to conduct
such investigations?
Remember that
The purpose
of
we are responsible
for what we are doing
as scientists!
science
is not to find out what kind of world we are living
in, or what
the destination
of man or of the universe
is, but rather
to help us to
meet our vital
interests
and the requirements
of our everyday
lives
(that
is why I have called parapsychologists'
participation
in survival
I'n this
respect
consider
Charles
S. Peirce's
research
into
quest40ng).
pragmatic
maxim JD which is not at all
antiquated.
Among other
things,
Peirce
demands that one should
always
"begin
by asking
what is the
So, I cannot
immediate
use of thinking
about"11
a thing
or a fact.
agree with Dr. Westrum's
opinion
that "the value of such ['cryptoGHH] activities
seems obvious."
I rather
believe
that
this
scientific';
value
has to be demonstrated.
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COMMENTS BY BRIAN INGLIS:
"Cryptoscience"
Why not

types

"parascience?"

I would suggest
that
a distinction
of phenomena
with which parascience

needs to be made between
is currently
identified.

three

First

-- to take Ron Westrum's
examples
-- the Lock Ness Monster,
bigfeet,
and such.
They fall
into
the same category
as the coelacanth,
in that
although
they may now be classed
as occult,
were they to be
found they could be fitted
into
the orthodox
scheme of things
with
little
difficulty
(and,
incidentally,
no apology
for the derision
with
which reports
about
them have been greeted
so far).
Second:
UFOs.
Like meteorites
(I am grateful
for his quotes
from
two centuries
ago),
they may yet be brought
into
an orthodox
sciences
framework
(again,
with no apology).
So far,
however,
it is not possible
to say with certainty
whether
they are "real,"
in that
sense;
or -- say
--- materialisations;
or a form of hallucination.
Third:
all
forms of psi phenomena.
For some reason Westrum
leaves
these out of account,
except
for ghosts
(which
-- or some of which -may fall
into
the second class):
ESP, psychokinesis,
and the ways in
which they are exploited,
such as divination
by table-turning,
automatic
writing,
crystal-gazing,
and water-divining
(water-witching).
All these
have a psi component;
and it is this
which is presenting
scientists
with
a threat.
Physics
may now be almost
ready to accomadate
psi;
psychology
is not.
Psychology
would,
in fact,
take a fearful
knock if it had to
accept
extra-sensory
communication.
Its "controlled"
experiments
would
have to be consigned
to history's
dustbin.
The question
which now faces parapsychologists
is whether
they
should
abandon
the attempt
to convert
scientists,
and concentrate
their
attention
on the public.
The nearest
the public
has ever come to overruling
the scientists
was in the table-turning
era of the 185Os, when
of nature
being
broken
hundreds
and thousands
of people
saw the "laws"
in their
own homes.
Uri Geller
started
something
of the same kind,
ten
years ago.
Public
opinion
polls
now show a massive
majority
-- around
eighty
per cent -- of all
classes
ready to accept
ESP.
And then?
The father
of
scientific
scepticism,
Eusebe Salverte,
conceded
in The Occult
Sciences
a century
and a half ago that
"when the
improbability
of a fact
is the chief
objection
to the acceptance
of its
reality,
the evidence
which attests
it regains
all
its value
if the
improbability
is proved
to be only apparent."
Doubtless
he had meteorites
in mind:
they had just
been accepted.
It looks as if ESP and
PK are very close
to acceptance,
whether
scientists
like
it or not.
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COMMENTS BY ROY WALLIS:
It may well
be that
I have not entirely
drift
in this
piece.
As far as I understand
seem to be that:
(1)

Society
contrary

(2)

It therefore
stigmatises
"pseudo-scientists"
and

those who pursue
the like.
,

(3)

It

activities.

(4)

For reasons
themselves

(5)

This
(and

doesn't
want
to prevailing

refuses

to

fund

(l)-(3)
openly

to

caught
Ron Westrum's
his concern,
it would

such

in

hear about
conceptions

the best scientists
such activities.

closes
off to society
potentially
somehow subverts
democracy).

things
which
of reality.
such

do not

valuable

might

be

knowledge

as

involve

knowledge

I wonder what to make'of
this.
Anyone who has hung around
the occult
milieu
as much as Ron Westrum and I, and probably
most readers
of this
journal,
will
know that
ideas are more plentiful
than money.
Hence there
has to be a mechanism
for-the
allocation
of scarce
resources
and this
will
inevitably
- and I see no inherent
menace in this
- depend upon the
expert
opinion
of existing
established
scholarly
opinion.
So some
potentially
interesting
activities
are going
to rank low on the priority scale
in any social
order
I can conceive.
Scientists
are only human after
all
and have the same problem
of
They will,
making
a living,
a reputation,
etc as the rest of us.
therefore,
seek to pursue
their
careers
in fields
which promise
returns
in these desired
values.
For all
that,
science
- despite
what the
recent
enthusiasm
for a highly
consensualist
view of the institution
has led some to believe
- is a remarkably
liberal
world.
It permits
a substantial
amount of "moonlighting"
from allocated
research
funds,
and any scholar
or scientist
with enterprise
will
early
become accomplished
at "creative
accounting".
It possesses
mechanisms
for sanctioning
deviants
undoubtedly,
but they are less rigorous
and punitive
than in almost
any institution
outside
the occult
milieu.
And the
fact
is that we do now accept
that meteorites
and coelacanths
exist.
Maybe when Westrum and his colleagues
come up - through
"moonlighting",
for UFOs and
working
weekends,
etc - with as good evidence
the like,
we'll
accept
those too.
My biggest
problem
with Westrum's
article
is that
he seems to
perpetuate
conceptually
the attitudes
and actions
he deplores
by his
distinction
between
"science"
and "crypto-science".
Those attitudes
and actions
are predicated
upon the assumption
that
science
studies
what is real,
what is actually
there,
while
other
activities,
variously
labelled
"pathological
science",
"pseudo-science"
or "crypto-science"
(depending
on how hostile
the labeller
is to the activity)
only study
things
which aren't
there,
or only might
be.
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Science
is an enterprise
identified
by pursuit
of the truth
through
logical
and empirical
critical
appraisal,
not in terms of any
characteristics
of its subject
matter
- even whether
that
subject
matter
exists
or not.
The individuals
involved
were doing
science
even though
phlogiston
and n-rays
(probably)
do not exist.
Some
science
is well endowed and respectable,
other
science
is poor and
marginal.
Stratification
in the pursuit
of knowledge
is as likely
an inescapable
fact
of life
as stratification
in the rest of society.
Now, of course,
some subject
matter
is more resistant
to logical
and empirical
critical
appraisal
than other
subject
matter.
Who would
know that
better
than sociologists
such as Westrum
and me!
And in the
absence
of other
popular
appeal,
or redeeming
features
- such as possible
relevance
to the training
of people
who are useful
rather
than
merely
decorative
such as social
workers, survey
researchers,
civil
servants
and the like(!)
- those activities
will
doubtless
be less
well-funded
than nuclear
physics.
So what?
But then,
perhaps
I have
not understood
Ron Westrum's
central
thrust.

COMMENTSBY HILLIS We HARMAN:

It seems to me that such terms as "pseudoscience,"
and perhaps
even
are less-than
helpful.
If we approach
our scientific
"cryptoscience,"
explorations
with appropriate
humility
in the first
place,
such appellations
are unnecessary
because all
exploration,
however well-meaning
and
risks
turning
out to be "pseudoscience,"
and study of
competently
done,
any unexplained
phenomena
could
be temporarily
"cryptoscience."
The Neoor origin
of species
through
random mutation
and
Darwinist
"phenomenon"
natural
selection
is perhaps
one of the better
examples
of a presumed
"cryptoscientifically"
studied
and accepted
by generations
of
phenomenon,
On
the
biologists,
which in the end turns
out to be very dubious
indeed.
other
hand,
it appears
that although
they are typically
reluctant
to disa very significant
fraction
of
cuss the matter
with a skeptical
inquirer,
educated
American
adults
have had some form of "out-of-body"
experience
clairvoyantly
which
in which they were apparently
able to "see" things
Yet
study
of
this
phenwere not possibly
visible
to their
physical
eyes.
omenon is allitooeasily
stigmatized
as "pseudoscience"
because
it appears
to violate
the contemporary
concept
of what is physically
possible.
Scientists
no less than other
mortals
are vulnerable
to the sort of
self-deception
occasioned
by the psychodynamic
defense
mechanisms
known
It is not shameful
to share these failings
as "resistance"
and "denial."
with our fellow-humahs.
When we are appropriately
humble about our truthseeking
activities,we
will
find
less occasion
for namecalling
of the
As Kierkegaard
pointed
out long ago, there
are
"pseudoscience"
variety.
something
that
isn't
so, and to refuse
two ways to be fooled
-- to believe
All of us are vulnerable
to both,
and
to believe
something
that
is so.
all can help in the correction.

EDITOR’S NOTE:
ZS readers
may find the following
paper of relevant
interest:
Willis
W.
Harman,
"Human Consciousness
Research:
Problems
and Promises
of an Emerging
Science,"
paper presented
at the annual
meetings
of the American
Psychological Association,
1981. The paper is available
through
the Institute
of
Noetic
Sciences,
2820 Union St.,
San Francisco,
CA 94123.
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COMMENTS BY J. RICHARD GREENWELL:
I found Dr. Westrum's
paper to be well thought
out and insightful.
but I would like
to relate
his observaI have no specific
criticisms,
tions
to a very interesting
psychological
phenomenon
known as conformity.
It is conformity
which keeps society's
trains
running,
so to speak,
and, of course,
it is critical
for the continued
existence
of civilization.
At a certain
level,
however,
it may begin to suffer
from diminishOne way to look at science
is to perceive
it as a multiing returns,
varied
activity
conducted
by persons
more-or-less
in the same peer group,
There
and it is in peer groups
that conformity
becomes more pronounced.
are so many sub-disciplines
in science,
however,
that
the conformity
effect
can be diluted.
Although
an invertebrate
physiologist,
for example,
would certainly
expect
a geomorphologist
to behave "like
a scientist"
-- whatever
the invertebrate
physiologist's
perception
of "science"
is -- he or she might
not be altogether
understanding
of correct
theory
or methodology
in geomorphology,
or even what geomorphology
is!
Consequently,
the invertebrate
physiologist
and the geomorphologist
share only a common understanding
of what science
is -- or should
be -beyond that
they may sound completely
illiterate
to each other.
The
invertebrate
physiologist
would certainly
be reluctant
to challenge
the
geomorphologist
on whether
some aspect
of the latter's
work is "legitimate"
science.
This interaction
could
be referred
to as an "interdisciplinary"
relationship.
The situation
changes
as one moves down the scale,
disciplinary
speaking.
One could
collect
a group of persons
within
the
field
of earth
sciences,
such as a geomorphologist,
a hydrologist,
a
seismologist,
a petrologist,
and a paleontologist.
They certainly
would have a much better
understanding
of each other's
fields
than the
They would
invertebrate
physiologist
would have of any one of them.
be more apt to critique
procedures
used by persons
in these allied
fields.
Such 'a relationship
is still
generally
called
interdisciplinary,
which is sometimes
questionable
(I am reminded
of an "interdisciplinary"
academic
workshop
once held at the University
of Arizona;
upon closer
scrutiny,
I found that the participants
were civil
engineers,
chemical
engineers,
electrical
engineers,
mechanical
engineers,
nuclear
engineers,
and systems
engineers;
as far as I was concerned,
they were just
a bunch
of engineers
sitting
around a table!)
At the next level,
the situation
changes
dramatically.
What before
was an "interdisciplinary"
relationship
is now an "intradisciplinary"
relationship.
All individuals
are in the same subdiscipline,
they will
be highly
competitive,
they will
be watchinghe
every move of others
within
the sub-discipline
, and they will
be very wary and sensitive
of
criticisms
made by others
on their
work.
They will
tend to conform
fairly
rigidly
to the norms expected
of them within
the sub-discipline.
It is never written,
and rarely
stated,
but individuals
producing
anomalous
data,
or proposing
the study of anomalous
events,
will,
in
time,
be gradually
"punished"
by other
sub-discipline
members for their
non-conforming
behavior.
(Dr. Westrum
has pointed
out one way of determining
the criteria
for deciding
what is anomalous,
based on Fleck.)
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Curiously,there
is usually
a "grace
period"
during
which it is hoped
that
the nonconforming
individual
will
reform
and come to his/her
senses
on his/her
own accord.
If that does not eventually
happen,
however,
the
nonconforming
behavior
of the renegade
is often
all
that
is judged,
the
information
generated,
whether
correct
or not,
being dismissed
without
adequate
analysis
and evaluation.
This enforced
conformity
is not just
a theoretical
model devised
by bored psychologists.
It is also very real,
as a number of scientists
who have suffered
professionally
over their
cryptoscience
involvement
can attest.
I personally
know one scientist
who was verbally
informed
that
a full
professorship
will
never be forthcoming
(at least
at that
institution)
due to his cryptoscientific
work -- dispite
the fact
that
his "legitimate"
work is considered
superior.
Another
individual
once
told
me (in confidence)
that
she would like
to pursue
research
in a
cryptoscientific
area within
her sub-discipline,
but that
she "cannot
afford
to do so."
It is also important
to understand
that
the conformity
phenomenon
operates
at greater
strength
the higher
the number of individuals
involved.
This functional
relationship
has been demonstrated
in a large
number of
experiments.
Individuals
will
thus be much more apt to "close
ranks"
and condemn a cryptoscience
at, say, a professional
meeting
or conference
than in a more private
discussion
with just
a few individuals.
Thus, the cryptosciences
(those
that
have generated
any data at all)
have to validate
themselves
with little
or no help from their
"parent"
disciplines.
While
this
validation
is sometimes
accomplished
after
decades
of battle
and debate,
imagine
the difficulty
confronting
those
cryptosciences
which have -no "parent"
discipline!
We should
also remember
that
areas of inquiry
considered
legitimate
or important
are often
so recognized
only because of historical
circumstance.
The principal
reason
why psychiatry
is more esteemed
than clinical
psychology,
for example,
is because
it "arrived"
first,
and has
been supported
all
along
by a powerful
medical
establishment.
Some cryptosciences,
one could
speculate,
are perhaps
not investigated
by professionals
today simply
because of now long-forgotten
circumstances
or
events
which occured
a century
or more ago.
It is thus probable
that
the conformity
phenomenon
is causing
a
postponment
in the acquisition
of new knowledge
in certain
areas of
scientific
inquiry.
This has certainly
happened
in the past,
and there
is little
evidence
to support
the notion
that
this
aspect
of human behavior
has suddenly
changed
in the second half of the twentieth
century.
I think
to be around
be such a bad
even if some
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we can safely
assume that
"disciplinary
conformity"
is going
for a long time to come.
Perhaps,
however,
this
will
not
thing.
We have to keep the trains
of science
running,
are late
on occasion.

COMMENTS BY MORRIS

GORAN:

At the very start,
spontaneous
human combustion,
ghosts,
Loch Ness
monsters
and Bigfoot
are identified
as the subject
matter
of "cryptosciences."
I looked
forward
to a discussion
of these
intriguing
topics
but found nothing.
Nonetheless
I did appreciate
Westrum's
candor
in confessing
to be a ufologist.
I am not all
sympathetic
to his invading
the territory
of rock hounds,
variable
star observers
and other
amateur
scientists.
This last
phrase
has always
been used for unpaid
naturalists
dealing
with traditional
science
material
and never for those dealing
with anomalies.
Changing
the title
from "cryptoscientist"
to amateur
scientist
does
not change the facts.
Pursuers
of ghosts
and the like
do so at their
own
volition
and risk.
No one propels
them into
the area.
When engrossed
they encounter
the same problems
of anyone living
extensively
with their
subject.
Other obligations
and responsibilities
suffer,
recognition
is
not always
there,
and funding
is never enough.
Artists,
philosophers,
hobbyists
and those who take up the cudgel
for unpopular
causes know this
as well as the "cryptoscientists."
The latter
erroneously
compare
themselves
to Galileo
and Semmelweis,
with the unstated
assumption
that
in due time truth
will
out and "cryptoscientists"
will
be honored
and accepted.
The similarity
in the case of
Westrum and some others
is more to Isaac Newton,
Alfred
Russel
Wallace
and Sir William
Crookes.
These were accomplishers
in their
own field
who
were enmeshed
in pseudoscience.
Richard
S. Westfall
has indicated
that
the attraction
idea in the law of universal
gravitation
may have arison
from Newton's
immersion
in alchemy.1
Westrum's
professional
work appears
to be related
to his UFO interest.

If Westrum is unhappy about UFO study being called
a pseudoscience,
he can take refuge
in the contention
that
the label
pseudoscience
"has
played
an ideologically
conservative
and morally
prescriptive
social
role
in the interests
of that order."2
Or he and others
can diligently
knock
on the door of the American
Association
for the Advancement
of Science.
Perhaps
some Margaret
Mead will
come along
and push them into
the society;
of course,
ten years after
their
supposed
"approval,"
a John Wheeler
will
come along and ask for their
dismissal.
Or why not simply
call
the subject
crypt0
matter
and avoid
the claim
to be science?
It may be pioneering
of contributing
to form a new unit
away from the discipline
being accused
to environmental
pollution,
war horrors
and inhumanity.
NOTES

1.

2.

"The Influence
of Alchemy
on Newton"
in M.P.
Richard
S. Westfall,
PseuttoHanen,
Margaret
J. Osler and Robert G. Weyant, Eds., Sc:dence.
Science
and Society
Waterloo,
Ontario,
Canada:
WilfridLaurier
Dnlversitv
Press,
1480, p. 145ff.
"Deploying'Pseudoscience
Then and Now" in Hanen --et al.,
Roger Cooter,
p. 237.
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COMMENTS BY GERALD L.

EBERLEIN:

According
to Westrum's
definition
of
pseudo-science,
inition
of "crypto-science"
could
be:
"Crypto-science
is
what is possibly
real
by the competent
and/or
the amateur
This demarcation
between science
and pseudo-science
seems
at least
three
problems.

his defa study of
scientist."
to run into

First
problem:
Understanding
crypto-science
literally
as research
in (as yet)
hidden
phenomena
or anomalies,
renders
the problem
of demarcation
between crypto-science
and science
more difficult.
Doesn't
science
seek (as yet)
hidden
facts,
anomalies,
explanations?
Following
its traditional
meaning,
the investigation
of hypothetic
anomalies
is as much the
task of normal
science
as are the testing
and explanation
of factual
anomalies.
The demarcation
between science
and pseudo-science
begins
to be
unclear
just
at this
point.
The discovery
of the Coelacanthus
or the
scientific
explanation
of meteorites
are not instances
of crypto-science,
but of successful
zoological
and astronomical
research.
Wouldn't
it be
more reasonable
to speak of "parascience"
instead
of "crypto-science"?
Demarcation
between accepted
sciencesand
"parasciences"
as "side"
sciences
(literal
meaning
of para-science)
would become clearer
and less pejorative
than the term "pseudo-science."
Second problem:
Certainly
consensus
is a necessary
criterion
for
the definition
of a scientific
situation,
but not a sufficient
criterian
for sound research
("normal
science").
Criteria
of intersubjectivity
of
the "scientific
method"
have to be added.
Only the cognitive
interaction
between Player
1 (scientist)
and Player
2 (nature,
society,
culture),
is
apt to generate
objective
information
as a result.
Westrum
seems not to consider
the difference
between normal
and
revolutionary
science.
The latter
gives
a key position
to hypothetical
or factual
anomalies
not corresponding
to the accepted
paradigm
("disciplinary
matrix").
The pursuit
of revolutionary
science
implies
that
the traditional
consensus
about
"scientific
reality"
is questioned
or
even shattered,
while
the new "reality"
has not yet been accepted.
Given this
situation,
actual,
not to mention
hypothetical
anomalies
of
a changing
science,are
not yet recognized,;
and just
this
seems to be
the problematic
situation
of the crypto-sciences
and crypto-scientists.
Third
problem:
Westrum explicitly
admits
"amateur
science"
and
"non-scientist
observers."
Thus he casts doubt on the originally
required
condition
of competence,
and comes dangerously
close
to his definition,
"pseudo-science
is a study...by
the incompetent."
A differentiation
between "scientistV
and "non-scientist
observer"
is inconceivable,
either
from a practical
or a philosophical
point
of view.
Aside
from the fact
that
theoretical
elements
are always implicit
in observations,
trained
scientific
imagination
is just
as essential
as a
trained
theoretical
background
for scientific
observation.
Only these
two conditions
protect
the observer
from subjective
fantasies,
i.e.
actually
becoming
a pseudo-scientist
himself.
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COMMENTS BY ROGER W. WESCOTT:
"Caution,

Courage,

and Temerity

in

the

World

of

Science"

Westrum
does well,
I think,
to emphasize
the fact
that
science
as we know it is not an autonomous
uroduct
of abstract
intellect
but
the fluctuating
output
of a complex
social
system.
Like all
such systems,
science--as
represented,
in this
country,
by the membership
of the
American
Association
for the Advancement
of Science
and its constituent
its
followers,
and its outcasts.
professional
groups--has
its leaders,
To be accepted
as a scientist
by most other
scientists,
one must accept
the current
intellectual
consensus
in one's
specialty,
as manifest
in
its regnant
paradigm
or paradigms.
Psychologically,
the need for such acceptance
seems to be
as strong
in the scientific
community
as in any other
social
group.
acceptance
is usually
sought
with avidity,
even when it may contradict
the glittering
generalities
of the profession,
such as personal
openmindedness,
political
disinterestedness,
and intellectual
curiosity.
If such contradiction
occurs,
as it commonly
does when new theories
advanced
or new areas of investigation
are proposed,
the typical
response
is the most familiar
one in anxiety-provoking
situations:
of denial.

just
And

are
that

Denial
itself
can take various
forms in the world
of science.
One is refusal
to accept
new data as valid.
Another
is refusal
to
accept
inferences
based on those data as reasonable.
And a third
is
refusal
to regard
the proponent
of the data or inferences
as reliable.
When these
refusals
are combined,
as not infrequentlv
happens,
thev
sometimes
take on the self-contradictory
quality
of the defense
of a man
accused
of stealing
a pocket-watch,
who reportedly
responded,
"In the
first
place,
nothing
was taken.
In the second place,
the thief
wasn't
me.
And, in the third
place,
I intended
to return
it anyhow."
Sometimes
the denial
is subtler
but more general,
as in the
cases of the two well-known
scholars
cited
in Westrum's
third
footnote.
Although
one showed more willingness
than did the other
to explore
anomalous
data,
both agreed
that
fear of ostracism
plays no part
In such cases,
it is
whatever
in a scholar's
choice
of subject-matter.
hard to avoid
the conclusion
that
denial
of fear is itself
motivated
by
fear,
even if the nature
of that
fear remains
uncertain.
When conscious,
it may be the fear that
laymen
will
discover
how ignobly
motivated
scientists
are and refuse
to continue
granting
them special
status
and
perquisites.
When unconscious,
it may be the fear that,
if the pettiness
of the scientific
community
is squarely
faced,
the scientist
who faces
it will
lose interest
in continuing
his own scientific
work.
As regards
the psychology
and sociology
of science,
there
are
There are,
apparently
no major
issues
on which
I differ
from Westrum.
however,
two concepts
to which he refers
as if they were self-defining,
One of these
is "existence,"
although
both seem to me to be problematic.
and the other
is "impossibility."
To the extent
that
existence
is a
characteristic
of obiects
rather
than of events,
I think
that
it may be
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legitimate
to deny existence
to some quite
familiar
phenomena,
such as
lightning,
as well
as to some disputed
ones,
such as spontaneous
human
combustion.
In neither
case,
of course,
does this
procedure
constitute
What it does constitute
is
a dismissal
of the phenomenon
in question.
a reclassification
of both phenomena
from the category
of entities
to
that
of occurrences.
Impossibility
is a concept
about
which I am even more dubious
than I think
Westrum
is.
For I know of no means by which it can be
demonstrated.
Possibility,
to be sure,
is a different
matter.
To prove
that
something
is possible,
one need only demonstrate
that
it has
But,
to prove it impossible,
it is
occurred
or existed
at least
once.
never enough
to demonstrate
that
no reputable
reporter
has observed
it,
(This
since
the next observation
may always
yield
a contrary
result.
principle
is one to which
I refer
as "the
improbability
of impossibility.

I concur with the admiration
that
Westrum
obviously
feels
for
those
scientists
who have the social
and political
courage
to study
But,
in addition
to
anomalies
in a scholarly
community
that
shuns them.
this
kind of courage,
I would also commend purely
intellectual
courage.
While
the distinction
between
these
kinds
of courage
is doubtless
gradient
rather
than discrete
in nature,
I think
that
it is worth
making.
Social
and political
courage
is public
courage,
requiring
the emotional
strength
needed to stand-up
against
external
dissuasive
pressure.
Intellectual
courage,
on the other
hand,
is private
courage,
requiring
the emotional
strength
needed
to stand
up against
inner
doubts
and
misgivings.
It typically
involves
the resolution
needed to pursue
a
new idea to its logical
conclusion,
even when that
conclusion
clearly
contravenes
prior
beliefs.
Of the two types of courage,
the latter
probably
plays
a more crucial
part
in increasing
knowledge
and the
former
in disseminating
it.
Yet even the nature
of courage
is not self-evident.
There is
no clear
line
that
separates
courage
from prudence
on the one hand or
rashness
on the other.
My own feeling
is that
the courage
best suited
to scientific
discovery
is the kind which verges
on temerity
but that
the courage
best suited
to scientific
verification
is the kind which
verges
on cautiousness.
Nonetheless,
variable
as courage
may be,
I concur with what I perceive
to be the
depending
on circumstances,
that, in addition
to such
implicit
value-premise
of Westrum's
article:
well
recognized
scientific
virtues
as objectivity
and respect
for
evidence,
we should
acknowledge
the equal
importance
of scholarly
courage
and zest for cognitive
adventure.
REFERENCE:
Roger

W. Wescott,
"Paranthropology"
Ecology:
Parapsychology
Scarecrow
Press,
Metuchen,

(esp.
pp. 342-343),
in Extrasensory
and Anthropology,
Joseph K. Long, ed.,
N.J.,
1977.
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ON ‘PATTERNS OF BELIEFIN RELIGIOUS, PSYCHIC
AND OTHER PARANORMAL PHENOMENA/’
CHARLES SULLIVAN
Sobal & Emmons (1982)
present
much useful
data concerning
paranormal
beliefs
in an excellent
large
sample.
However,
their
analysis
of the correlations
between beliefs
and also of the underlying
dimensions
of paranormal
belief
seems invalid
because
the correlations
between
beliefs
are dependent
on the overall
frequency
of each belief
in their
sample.
The overall
percentage
of believers
for different
phenomena
varied
widely
from 10.4% (witches)
to 65.1% (life
after
death),
respondents
having
simply
indicated
belief
or non-belief.
It seems
that
Sobal
& Emmons calculated
Pearson
product-moment
correlation
coefficients
on such dichotomous
data
(these
coefficients
are probably better
known as phi coefficients)
without
realizing
that
they
are severely
affected
by the wide variation
in the overall
frequency
of each belief.
For example,
given
that
10.4% of the sample
believed
in witches
and 65.1% believed
in life
after
death,
the maximum
possible
correlation
coefficient
between
these
two beliefs
is not the
usual
1.0,
but merely
0.25.
Table
1 shows the maximum
possible
correlations
between every pair
of beliefs
given
their
overall
frequencies
(calculations
following
Guilford,
1965, p. 336).
Essentially,
two beliefs
can only correlate
highly
when their
overall
frequencies
are similar.
As Table
1 shows, fully
one third
(23 out of
66) of the coefficients
are restricted
to values
of 0.50 or less.
Thus the correlation
their
Table
2, p. 15) are
instance,
it seems unwise
for belief
in angels
of r
life
after
death
respectively
correlation
with belief
in
is less than 0.40.

coefficients
given
by Sobal
& Ernmons (in
not really
directly
comparable.
For
to simply
empha ize the high correlations
= 0.70 and 0.43 5 with
belief
in devils
and
(p. 9), when the maximum possible
angels
for 4 of the 9 remaining
variables

Obviously
the subsequent
factor
analysis
based on such correlation
coefficients
is highly
questionable.
More specifically
the
overall
frequency
of each belief
can be seen as follows
to make an
artefactual
contribution
to the three
very plausible
factors
extracted.
Sobal
& Emmons (p.8)
demarcate
three
levels
of overall
frequency
of
belief:
“In general,
there
was a high level
of belief
in the religious phenomena
of life
after
death
(63%),'angels
(54X),
and devils
(39%),
along
with ESP (50%).
A lower
level
of belief
existed
for precognition
(37X),
astrology
(29%),
deja vu (29%)
and clairvoyance
and there
was a very small
amount
of belief
in the Loch Ness
(24x1,
Monster
(14%),
Sasquatch
(13%),
ghosts
(12%) and witches
(lo%)."
These three
groups
found by considering
the overall
frequency
of
each belief
correspond
almost
exactly
to the grouping
of beliefs
shown by the three
'factors'
extracted
(religious,
psychic,
other
beings).
This leads
one to realize
that
even if there
was really
only one general
factor
underlying
all
12 beliefs,
a factor
analysis
of the phi coefficients
could well yield
three
'factors'
similar
to
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those found by Sobal & Emmons simply because there were three groups
of beliefs
differing
in overall
frequency
i.e. because correlations
within
each of the three groups of beliefs
(thus between beliefs
of
mar
overall
frequency)
would be relatively
unrestricted
while
correlations
between groups would be more restricted.
Finally,
there is a little
other evidence that religious
beliefs
tend to be independent
of other paranormal
beliefs.
In a small unpublished
study by the author (conducted
and anlysed while unaware
of the work by Sobal & Emnons), 124 New Zealand students rated their
confidence
in 13 beliefs
on a g-point
scale.
The confounding
effects
of dichotomous variables
for subsequent analysis were thus clearly
avoided.*
A Principal
Components Analysis suggested that underlying
the beliefs
were a general superstitious
belief
factor3
and an orthogonal religious
factor.4
Table

1:

Maximum

possible

phi

cocfficicnts

hctwccn

hcl icfs

NOTES:
*

The author
‘I for their
'Using the
*Admittedly
analogous
dichotomous
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would like to thank Richard Kammann and Jack Clarkson
excellent
advice.
figures
in the correlation
matrix on p. 15 of Sobal e( Emmons.
several of the variables
were skewed, a problem somewhat
to that of differing
overall
frequencies
of belief
with
data.

3

4

High loadings
for 10 items,
concerning
ESP, spirits
fn haunted
houses,
astrology,
black
cats etc.,
UFO's,
personal
psychic
powers,
auras,
Tarot
cards,
biorhythms,
chariots
of the Gods (von Daniken's
theory).
High loadings
evolution
of

for
man,

the three
possession

remaining
by spirits

items,
concerning
or demons.

God,

the
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EMMONS REPLY:

We would like
to make several
points
about
Charles
Sullivan's
(1983)
comments
about
our paper on patterns
of paranormal
belief
(Sobal
and
He questions
the portion
of the paper examining
the relaEmmorts, 1982).
tionships
between
paranormal
beliefs
and dimensions
underlying
the beliefs.
The disaggregation
of the beliefs
by demographic
attributes
of the survey
respondents
stand
independently
of his comments.
We were highly
aware of the problems
involved
in using
dichotomous
variables
in correlational
analysis.
However,
there
are two methodological "camps"
with
respect
to this
practice,and
it appears
that
he falls
into
one and we are practitioners
of the other.
Psychologists
generally
use experimentally
based data and have a great
deal of control
over datcollection,
permitting
them to be very strict
in their
application
of
statistical
techniques
and the violation
of the assumptions
in individual
statistics.
Sociologists,
in contrast,
work in the field
more than the
laboratory
and are very limited
in the types and quality
of data they
collect.
Survey
based research,
especially
secondary
data analysis
such
as this,
often
involves
the utilization
of statistics
for a lower level
of measurement
than specified
in their
assumptions.
The use of dichotomous
"dummy"
variables
has been cormK)n in surveys
for decades
(see
Suits,
(1957)
for an-early
presentation),
and is frequently
discussed
even in elementary
presentations
of survey
analysis
(Blalock,
1979; Nie,
et al,
1975).
This utilizes
the robustness
of regression
based statistics
to generate
the maximum
ability
to make theoretical
inferences
from data
at a low level
of measurement.
There
have also been examples
of using
factor
analysis
with
dichotomous
variables
(Christoffersson,
1975; Muthen,
1978).
Thus we accept
the potential
for our analysis
to be statistically
imprecise
at the cost of moving
toward
contributions
to theory
about
paranormal
beliefs
which can be further
examined
in subsequent
investigations.
His point
about
the maximum
1983) is
table
1 (from Sullivan,
well as statistical
interpretation.
of belief
in paranormal
phenomena

possible
correlations
illustrated
in
well
taken,
and involves
theoretical
as
The difference
between
the amount
and the dimensions
of belief
under-
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lying
these
phenomena
can be made conceptually,
but in practice
the two
We stress
the interpretation
in our paper that
concepts
are related.
what is present
is a triad
of dimensions,
while
he interprets
it as
The data as they are available
cannot
be used
three
levels
of belief.
to sort out this
conceptual
distinction,
and we wait
for other
investigations
in belief
about
paranormal
phenomena
to solve
this
dilemma.
In the last
paragraph
of Sullivan
(1983)
he discusses
unpublished
data
(which we look forward
to seeing
soon in Zetetic
Scholar)
giving
support
for two factors
rather
than our three.thisgives
substantive
support
to our analysis
distinguishing
"religious"
and "psychic"
dimensions,
and does not adequately
rule out a third
dimension
involving
belief
in "other
beings."
The analysis
by Sullivan
(1983)
only considers
one "other
being"
belief
(spirits
in haunted
houses),
precluding
its
existence
as a viable
factor
in his analysis
while
still
separating
religious
and psychic
factors.
In addition,
the two factor
analyses
are
not directly
comparable
because:
1) entering
different
variables
into
factor
analyses
leads
to the emergence
of unique
factors,
and 2) Sullivan
chose orthogonal
rather
than our oblique
factor
analysis.
In summary,
we appreciate
dology
we employed;
his points
portant
issues.
However,
we
logical
tradition
in our'data
and still
support
the existence
beliefs.
We hope that
he and
this
topic,
and feel
that
the
and replications
will
lead to
normal'beliefs
in the United

c

the concern
of Sullivan
over the methoare well
taken,
and he raises
some imwere operating
from a different
methodoanalysis,
aware of the problems
involved,
of three
factors
involved
in paranormal
others
will
pursue
further
analysis
in
cumulative
process
of multiple
inquiries
a more complete
understanding
of paraStates
and other
societies.
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&iii$ LETTERS
ON OCCULTISM

@jj>

& SECULARIZATION

In the last issue of ZS (1982:#9;3)
Dr. Truzzi
remarked
that
CSICOP’s
position
that
"'irrationality'
and 'pseudoscience'...could
subvert
the
progress
of civilization"
is "naive."
Although
I like to agree with his
position,
I have found that many scholars
think
otherwise
and that
history
tends to support
their
position.
Am aware that
Truzzi
has in
the past contended
that
the flirtations
with witchcraft
and Satanism
were a progressive
aspect
of secularization
('of
the demonic')
and hence
not a threat
to civilization,
but I wonder if this
is more true of the
long run than the short.
Many scholars
take the view that
the popular
interest
in occultism
and cults
is merely
a reflection
of anomie,
but some of the CSICOP members
and others
(Kurtz:1977,
Lustig:1976)
have gone on to suggest
that
such
irrationality
has a highly
virulent
radical
potential.
An often
cited
example
is the influence
of popular
occult
beliefs
in the rise of nazism
particularly
the "Fuhrer
prinzip";
but this
facet of the growth of
nazism
has scarcely
been addressed
by responsible
scholars.
Further
support
for the CSICOP position
can be derived
from Robert
Darnton's
Mesmerism
and the ,End oi the Enlightenment
in France,
but the exact
role
that mesmerism
played
in bringing
about
the French Revolution
and especially
the Terror
remains
obscure:
Then of course
there
were the
Renaissance
occultists
and millenarians
and reactionary
witch
hunts,
which is best attested
to by the quite
controversial
later
works of Yates
(1972,1979)
and more recently
Jobe (1981).
Other
scholars,
most notably
Billington
(1980),
Tiryakian
(1970,1974)
and Webb (1974,1976)
have
examined
the influence
of occult
beliefs
on the growth of radical
social
beliefs
and movements.
Altogether,
it appears
that
CSICOP’s position
regarding
the socially
negative
potential
of the popular
belief
in various
pseudosciences
and related
forms of irrationality
is not entirely
without
foundation.
Indeed, this idea has been formalized
by Cooter
(1980),
who
has contended
that
pseudoscience
is a "label"
that
has been applied
to
areas deemed threatening
to society.
Among the few scholars
who have
contended
otherwise
is Moore (1977),
who uses the example
of spiritualism;
but he could
be criticized
for having
a marxist
('religion
is an opiate')
bias.
In sum,
his position
issue.

I am curious
as to how Dr.
and hope he will
elabordte

Truzzi

on this

would go about defending
problem
in some future
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McLean Virginia

M. TRUZZI REPLIES:
1 have never argued
that
involvement
with demonisms
was "progressive"
during
the classical
heretical
period
of history.
My argument
has pertained
to the contemporary
flirtation,
much of which is non-serious,
that
reflects
a breaking
away from the traditional
supernaturalism
associated
with the
orthodox
religions.
Thus, popular
occultism
is largely
a half-way-house
from
orthodox
supernaturalism
to eventual
full
naturalism.

I object
to Mr. Scott's
apparent
equation
of occultisms
with "irrationality'!
and “pseudoscience."
Though antisciences
and pseudosciences
certainly
do exist,
they should
not be confused
with protoscientific
research
programs
that
have grown out of them,
nor should
those orientations
necessarily
be
labelled
"irrational"
(even if they erroneous).
Superficial
correlations
such as that of nazism with some German occult
views should
not be translated
as causation;
and this
view overlooks
occultisms
elsewhere
such as the ocault
Moore (who I do not interpret
as
boom in England
during
the same period.
a marxist)
has correctly
argued
that
spiritualism
was a secularization
of
orthodox
religion
(wh-ich criticized
it for not being
spiritual),
and parapsychology
is a further
secularization
of spiritualism
(see John J. Cerullo's
The Secularization
of the Soul for similar
argument).
Scott
also overlooks
the empirical
surveys
of those
like
Robert
Wuthnow and W.S. Bainbridge
and
R. Stark
which indicate
that
cult
members are those who have left
orthodox
religions
rather
than those who have left
science.
Those who worry about
entry
into
a "bizarre
new Age of Superstition"
seem to forget
that
we are
still
leaving
an older
Age of Superstition
which they define
as approved
I think
it was Amrbose Bierce
who defined
religion
rather
than superstition.
superstition
as "the other
fellow's
religion."
The dominant
criticism
of
occultism
still
comes from orthodox
religionists
(e.g.,
Billy
Graham)
compared
to which criticism
by Humanists
and non-religionists
is small
potatoes,
This
demonstrates
that
the main threat
of occultism
is to religious
orthodoxy.
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ON THE PARA COMMITTEE
Nr.
me,

Thank you so much for sending
me a copy of the "Zetetic
g/1982,
which I read and studied
with great
interest.
that
I have nevertheless
been shocked
by some items.

Scholar"
Excuse

In his comments on Gauquelin's
answer to the recent
statement
of the Belgian
Para Comittee,
Mr. Dommanget
criticizes
the
expression
"strongly
involved,"
which both Gauquelin
and I spontaneously
used in our texts,
but it is just
the plain
truth!
If, during
more than seven years,
I attended
all
the meetings
of the comittee,
all
dedicated
to the same problem
(c.q.
the Mars
effect),
and all
taking
place
in another
city
(I live about 35 miles
from Brussels!),
I believe
the expression
"strongly
involved"
is
quite
normal.
On the other
hand, the people
of the corrrmittee
now are in flagrant
contradiction
with
themselves.
If indeed I had no knowledge,
neither
in statistics
nor in astronomy,
why did the staff
of the
connnittee
invite
me to attend
its meetings,
during
(bis)
at least
seven years?
Moreover,
I have written
proceeding
with the work.
Mr.
ments"
case,

Dommanget
complains
that should
have been
he should
be the first

intermediary

reports

of "personal
attacks"
made by Mr. Gauquelin.
example
of a contrary

while

we were

and "untrue
stateBut, in this
attitude!

Regarding
my own involvement
in the research,
Dommanget
now
(sic).
I can tell
you that
I
writes:
"What kind of a professor"
have three
different
university
degrees
(copies
of which
I can send
to yomneed
be) and that
I am still
teaching
for earning
my
living.
Moreover,
before
entering-committee,
I had been busy
for more than twenty
years with the problems
of planetary
movements
and especially-the
claims
of astrology!

what

I hope that this
has been really

new statement
of mine
the case in (and with!)

--

will
the

help to
Belgian

point
out
committee,

LUC M.J.I.
DE MARRi
Antwerp,
Belgium

ON THE BRUGMANS EXPERIMENT

I have to apologize
for an error
in my "Reply
to Beloff
and
Schouten"
concerning
the Brugmans
experiment
(Zetetic
Scholar,
No. 7).
The percentages
I have as 36% and 8% in the bottom paragraph
on page
142 should
have been 27% and 7%. The conclusions
are not affected.
More significantly,
I now believe
that
the two sentences
following
the one containing
the above figures
are too favourable
to Brugmans'
defenders.
The argument
concerns
the high proportion
of responses
ex-
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plicitly
recorded
as ambiguous,
and the fact
that
this
proportion
drops
spectacularly
among the hits,
suspiciously
suggesting
a reluctance
on
the part of the recorder
to admit
ambiguity
when a hit was in prospect.
I said that
Schouten
and Kelly,
while
not concealing
this
finding,
had
shown that
it could
not account
for more than one third
of the hits.
In reality,
they showed this
only on the assumption
that
all
ambiguous
responses
were recorded
as ambiguous,
when occurring
among the clear
misses.
This assumption
is far from obvious.
It is quite
possible
that
the degree
of ambiguity
large
enough to permit
the recorder
to express
his bias when a hit was in prospect,
was less than the degree
necessary
totriggerhis
explicitly
recording
a response
as ambiguous.
If this
were so, there
would be no way of estimating
a limit
to the bias we are
considering,
and Schouten
and Kelly's
defense
(on this
point)
thus
collapses.
This case provides
a good example
of how easily
one can overlook
a subtle
source of bias.
Schouten
and Kelly
are not the first
parapsychologists
to fail
to take account
of ambiguity
in the identification
of ambiguity.
-- CHRISTOPHER
SCOTT
London,
England
ON UFO THEORIES
Concerning
Richard
de Mille's
comments
(ZS #9) on my response
to
Abel1
(ZS #8), Dr. de Mille
states
that
"it
is not human beings
he
[Sagan]
imagines
on distant
planets,
simply
intelligentbeings."
I see
contradicts
this
statement.
I
nothing
in my response
to Dr. Abel1 that
in the galactic
proliferation
of
criticized
Dr. Sagan for his belief
intelligent
extraterrestrial
beings.
Dr. de Mille
then goes on to criticize
evolutionary
bate I do not wish to enter
at this
time,
partly
because
deviate
too far from our topic
of discussion,
and partly
already
exists
a vast amount of literature
on the subject.
that most ZS readers
have access to this
literature.

theory,
a deit would
because there
I am sure

Since writing
my original
response
to Dr. Abell,
I have come across
an interesting
little
article
by l-l. Sandon (1966),
which reinforces
even
further
the improbability
of a multitude
of galactic
supercivilizations.
Sandon puts the odds against
the evolution
of organicgsoup
to modei80man,
to
involving
100 critical
evolutionary
steps over 4 x 10 years,
at 2
1 (I).
However,
as each one of those steps would be confronted
by many
odds against
a repetition
of the
alternatives,
not just
two, "the real
even on a world
identical
to ours,
are incalculably
chain of events,
great."
In response
to Dr. Abell's
response,
it is gratifying
to learn
that
he does not,
in fact,
accept
the existence
of Sagan's
one million
supercivilizations
in the galaxy,
and that he was only
using
that
figure
for illustrative
purposes.
However,
I would still
take exception
to his newremarkconcerning
whether
or not (or how often)
we
could have been visited
by such extraterrestrial
intelligences.
I
can only repeat
the comment in my response
to Mr. Farish
(ZS#8),
top
oft page 59): "The fact
is that scientists
have not the foggiest
idea
civilizations
of the level
of technology
possible
extraterrestrial
may have attained,
nor of their
life-spans,
their
motivations,
or
their
intentions.
They cannot
even be sure that
extraterrestrial
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intelligences
visit
earth."
I thank
misinterpreted

,ex!-ist

at

all,

much

Dr. Abel1 for his
or misrepresented

less

how (or

how often)

they

would

apology,
and 1 also apologize
if,1
some of his own points,
-- J. RI CHARD GREENWELL

ON DEFINING UFOS
Much as
definition
of
that
he should

I respect
the

be

Michael
Martin
term "UFO" (23 #9),
aware of.

for

I

his
think

attempt
to produce
there
are a number

a scientific
of factors

Firstly,
whilst
he comments
that
little
effort
has been made on this
point
from within
the subject,
I must stress that this is not strictly
true.
At the 1979 International
UFO Congress,
organized
in London by BUFORA, the
then newly formed
PTCUR (Provisional
International
Committee
for UFO Research)
spent most of its time at backroom
meetings
endeavouring
to thrash
out a
mutually
agreeed
upon definition.
This committee
includes
leading
representatives
from most active
ufological
nations,
many of whom are scientists,
and
that
particular
session
was attended
by Dr. J. Allen
Hynek. This was no
doubt
one reason
why the final
agreed
upon version
differed
little
from that
adopted
by Dr. Hynek personally,
to which Mr. Martin
makes reference.

I am not actually
attempting
to defend
either
ufology
or PICUR here,
because
in many respects
the outcome
of these
lengthy
discussions
was a
failure.
It was severely
criticised
from within
the subject
by many researchers
after
it was published.
Some of these criticisms
match those made by Michael
Martin.
There were additional
problems
too.
The point
I am trying
to make
is that this
shows rather
well that
defining
the term "UFO" is a fundamental
difficulty
which I doubt can be overcome.
There are many reasons for this.
For example,
the subject of "ufology"
covers
such a broad range of sciences
(physics,
psychology,
sociology
and meteorology,
to name just
four)
that
any definition
is going
to have to be an open-ended
one in order
to take
account
of this.
And since
science
abhors
open-ended
definitions,
the goal
of a scientific
but realistic
definition
of any UFO terminology
seems to
me to be almost
unreachable.
My second point
is...does
it matter?
I am at a loss to understand,
after
all
of Mr. Martin's
semantics,
just how much further
it would get us
to have achieved
a workable
definition.
Would it bring
us any closer
to
knowing
what a "UFO" was? What worries
me is that
if it could
be argued
that
it did,
then we would have set out in advance the restrictions
we
are placing
onto our solution,
merely
by the act of defining
it.
I fear
that
in my view it is grossly
unwise to define
something
before you have
much idea about what..aspects
of science
it represents.
Hence,
I am
extremely
suspicious
of these
current
attempts
to define
terminologies
strictly.
"ufology"
scientific
is prejudging
our
If the price
of making
results,
then I for one would rather
remain
unscientific.
Mr. Martin
might
be interested
in a definition
I adopted,
for my own
in my 1981 book UFO Study
(London:
Robert
Hale).
Let me stress
that
this was never intended
as any more than a guide
for me and is certainly
not meant to be a rigid
proposal......"UFO:
A stimulus,
visual
or otherwise,
that
prov ides the percipient
with
information
about an unidentified
phenomenon
whit h appears
to him to be in, or originate
from,
the atmosphere
use,
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or beyond"
(P. 12).
I am sure there
are problems
with this
definition,
as
with any other.
Indeed
I can already
see some looming
myself.
I could
explain
why I think
certain
aspects
of it are necessary,
but I trust
the previous
explanations
will
suffice
at this
stage.
I will
add more,
if necessary,
after
Michael
Martin
has made comment.

value

However,
there
of definitions,

are other
points
that
which it is best to

I feel
illustrate

need

to be said about
by way of examples.

the

In March 1978, a most interesting
case occurred
at Risley
in Cheshire.
(It
is summarised
in my book UFO Study).
Ken Edwards,
a service
engineer,
was returning
from a union meeting
when a white
luminous
mass (which
he
interpreted
as figure-like)
came down a steep embankment
and crossed
the
road in front
of his van.
The "figure"
stopped
in the centre,
in front
of
Ken's now parked
vehicle.
A beam of light
was emitted
from it and appeared
to strike
him.
The "figure"
then proceeded
on its way, passed through
a
ten-foot
high security
fence,
and disappeared.
Subsequent
effects
on Ken
were burns on his fingers,
severe
damage to the van's
radio
transceiver
(a
power surge explosion
through
the diode
circuits
in fact),
his watch
stopping
at the time of occurrence,
loss of consciousness
and what is best
described
as a "mass of thoughts
suddenly
swimming
through
his head."
What
is more,
subsequent
to the period
of investigation
(but within
one year)
Ken developed
cancer
so severely
that
despite
intensive
treatment
he died
in March 1982.
He never connected
his illness
with his experience,
although
he insisted
about
its reality
status
right
up to the end.
There may be no
connection,
but there
are suggestions
that
there
could
be.
.on any rigid
definition
of the term
The clear
point
at issue
is this..
"UFO" , as proposed
by Hynek or Martin
for example,
this
case would not be
a UFO case.
What would one define
it as?...A
ghost?...A
sasquatch?
It is
clearly
neither.
It shares
so many parameters
with other
UFO reports
of
the same category
(where the luminous
mass is witness
interpreted
as a
"spaceship")
that
I have no doubts
whatsoever
as to how we ought to define
So, I am less
it,
if we hope to understand
the problems
it represents.
than happy about
any definition
that
serves to eliminate
cases of this
description.
For it is not unique.
It does not matter,
incidentally,
what Ken encountered.
There are indications
that
it might
have been some
form of radiating
energy
phenomenon
(he was immediately
adjacent
to a major
atomic
energy
research
reactor!).
But it may very well be that
other
reports
of the same thing
are found :within
the UFO records
(where the
interpretation
of the phenomenon
is more UFO orientated).
The crucial
analytical
point,
surely,
is the comparision
of internal
characteristics.
In closing,
I want to make another
remark
about Dr. Martin's
article.
I got the distinct
impression
that
he was trying
to formulate
a definition
on the presumption
that only reports
which remain
unidentified
(by whatever definition
of this
one chooses)
are of "scientific
interest"
(he
uses those exact words).
I would contend
that this
is a seriously
misrepresentative
viewpoint.
If he cares to study Allan
Hendry's
book (The
UFO Handbook),
and my previously
refered
to -3
UFO Stud
he should
soon
appreciate
why.
As Hendry shows, there
is lltt
e difference
between IF0
and UFO data.
And as I endeavour
to show, different
witnesses
can, and
do, interpret
the same stimulus
in terms of both categories.
In one
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particular
faithfully

instance
it was possible
to prove that
a phenomenon
reported
by one witness
as a UFO was in fact a helicopter
(proved
because I saw it! ). Yet the story of the other witness remained
unwavering,
and it was a typical
close
encounter
UFO experience.
This was the first
hint
that I ever had that the distinction
between UFO and IF0 is not as
clear
cut as we might
like
to think.
Since that
time
I have looked for,
and become disturbed
by, the remarkable
number of seemingly
strong
close
encounters
(including
at least
two cases involving
animate
entities!)
which
have been generated
by the stimulus
of the moon.
One would imagine
that
the moon, being
such a familar
object,
could
not possibly
be so significant,
and generate
such extreme
cases (quite
often
multiple
witness
events
I
would stress).
This seems to imply
(and Hendry would,
I think,
agree with
me) that
the IF0 data has an interesting
problem
within
it too.
Almost
certainly
it is one which falls
into
the category
"psychological"
(although
I can think
of some pretty
good arguments
as to why it need not necessarily
be so).
Even so, the problem
is evident.
A definition
which excludes
from
scientific
interest
any case which is identified
may be treading
on very
thin
ice.

In the light
is still
scientific

of my remarks

felt
a}
definition

desirable;
of,-the

I would be most interested
to know if
and 6) feasible,
to create
an effective
term "UFO".
-- JENPlY RANDLES
Cheshire,
England

it

I am not at all sure that the hunt for the elusive
UFO-definition
but the temptation
to comment on Michael
is a worthwhile
occupation,
He deftly
analyses
the problems,
but
Martin's
efforts
is irresistible.
while
it may satisfy
a philosopher
the definition
he ultimately
offers,
is not one that a working
ufologist
will
feel comor a metaphysician,
fortable
using.
It seems to me that,
using
his reasoning,
we could
arrive
at a more practicable
formulation.
He rightly
procedure,
that
relative,
because
things
that
have
a state
of being
These

aspects

if not in so many words then surely
in his
affirms,
any UFO-definition
must be both relative
and provisional:
unidentified
things
are by definition
contingent
on
been identified,
and provisional,
because anything
in
unidentified
may at any moment cease to be so.
must

be built

into

our

definition,

so how about:

By UFO is understood
a phenomenon
which causes a percipient
to report
what seems to be a physical
object,
flying
or capable
of flight,
but which neither
he nor anyone else has yet been
able to satisfactorily
identify,
as regards
either
its nature,
origin
or purpose,
with any known object.
-- HI LARY EVANS
London,
England
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MORE ON UFO THEORIES
I hopeMr.
Greenwell
will
forgive
my not knowing
enough,
but I believe
our disagreement
may be due to
into
Engligh
a thought
that
was conceived
in another

his language
well
having
ot transform
language.

In fact therearetwo
terms in Italian,
rather
different
in meaning,
which are translated
in English
by one word only:
"knowledge;V'
It is
therefore
necessary
to differentiate
between
"branche
de1 sapere"
(branches
of knowledge)
and "branche
de1 noto"
(branches
of what is well
known).
The former
refers
to various
cognitive
aspects
which can be
grouped
under a single
general
denominator
(i.e,,Physics,
Mathematics,
Sociology,
Religion,and
so on), while
the latter
refers
to what has already been ascertained
and interpreted
in the various
fields
(i.e.,black
body radiation
theory,etc.).
The result
is that
the field
of the "known"
is like
an oil
spot that spreads into
the field
of the "unknown,"
subdivided
into
its various
sectors
(the branches
of knowledge)
in which
attempts
are made to act according
to the proper
cognitive
method.
Whatever is on the border
of the unknown is usually
the subject
of attack
on
the part of the researcher
who tries
to bring
it back into
the realm
of
the well
known, the,known
and interpreted
within
one or more branches
of
knowledge.
I therefore
rather
wonder at Mr. Greenwell's
surprise.
No one is surprised"when
black
holes,
tachyons
or gravitons
are considered
as belonging
to the branches
of knowledge,
even though
we are
unable
to say whether
or not they "exist."
But I think
the problem
is
something
else:
up to now few scholars
exist
in the world who can claim
they are doing
research
on UFO phenomena.
In fact,
in order
to research
anything,
the following
requisites
are essential:
at least
a university
background,
the possibility
of doing
it on a full
time basis,
the necessaryinstruments,a
scientific
mentality,
an open mind and feet firmly
anchored
to the ground.
The result
is that
up to date very few researchers
(they couldcounted
on the fingers
of one hand) have been able to confront
the
problem
"per se
inserting
it (where possible)
in the framework
of
acquired
knowledge.
The UFO problem
is
who are able to do it.

very

complex

and

research

must

be done

be
the

by those

In other
fields
amateurs
have succeeded
in becoming
even more than
professional.
This is not the case with ufology,
where the individuals
involved
are rarely
up to the task.
But up to now amateurs
have dominated
the field
in ufology
(and unfortunately
not always of the best kind).
The result
is that
they have been able to do as they liked,
to let their
imaginations
run wild,
producing
a proliferation
of basically
ridiculous
theories.

It is high time that those who have the
the knowledge,
the instruments
and full
time
conscious
of the fact that
they are needed.
must come to an end.

intellectual
capacities,
at their
disposal
became
The era of "Silly
Theories"
--
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ROBERTO FARABONE
Bologna,
Italy

BOOK REVIEWS
Science

et Antiscience.
By the
Scientifiques
rno editor
1981.
197 pp. 39 francs

Reviewed

.

by Gregory

Secretariat
international
des Questions
listed).
Paris:
Editions
du Centurion,
(approximately
$6.30 U.S.).

R. McGuire

Although
rather
uneven in scope,
this
colloquium,
presented
by the
International
Movement
of Catholic
Intellectuals,
presents
several
papers
of interest
to scholars
of the "antiscientific"
enterprise.
Before
looking
at these
papers,
it is perhaps
important
to mention
that
his book is a
clear
example
of the problems
encountered
in the labeling
of non-accepted
scientific
endeavours
as antiscientific.
As Pinch
& Collins
have elsewhere pointed
out,
the term antiscience
refers
more clearly
to an attitude
than to scientific
enterprise,
and the confusion
between the two meanings
of the term is quite
apparent
in this
book wherein
political
ecology
movements
are discussed
side by side with activities
which have been better
termed
protoscientific,
pseudoscientific,
or deviant.
Still,
it must be
pointed
out that
European
scientific
activity
is politicized
to a degree
that
would probably
surprise
most North
American
researchers,
with Europeans generally
much more sensitive
to both the uses and abuses to which
their
research
is employed.
Of particular
interest
in this
vein is the
opening
discourse
of J. Ladrie're
(Courants
d'antiscience;
causes et signfications)
in which are discussed
both the motivations
and typical
characteristics
of antiscientific
movements,
with an emphasis
on the common
ground
of all
groups
fighting
against
an installed
scientific
orthodoxy.
Similary,
S.L. Jaki,
in discussing
the differences
between political
movements and unorthodox
science,
provides
an interesting
exploration
of the
historical
and philosophical
roots
of the debate
between marginal
and
orthodox
science.
But it is the presentation
of J. Courtier
(Considgrations
'a partir
de l'<pistemologie
contemporaine)
which has the greatest
potential
importance
to readers of Zetetic
Scholar,
with an explanation
of
the epistemological
base of both language
and logic
in the demarcation
of
antiscientific
research.
Of particular
note is the exploration
of the
work of the French historian
Foucault
concerning
the development
of the
relationship
between objects
and the corresponding
language
tools.
Although
Foucault
is mainly
known to North
American
audiences
for his work
in the history
of mental
asylums,
his theories
on the development
of language (notably
Les mots et les chases)
presents
one of the clearest
explanations
I've
yet run across of the manner
in which the very act of classifying
phenomena
necessarily
results
in the often
arbitrary
exclusion
of
some concepts.
Although
the explanations
of political
orientations
may
hold only marginal
interest
for the study of anomalous
research,
this
colloquium
could
possibly
be useful
for both the manner
in which these
orientations
are necessarily
entwined
with unorthodox
science
in Europe,
as well as for the indications
given
as tothe
European
conception
of
antiscientific/psuedoscientific
enterprise
and the ways in which this
conception
differs
from North
American
views on unorthodox
science.
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Loch Ness Monster.
m,-Lx,
$9.50
(original
Reviewed

by Henry

By Tim Dinsdale.
Boston,
and Henley,
paper).

4th edition,
Routledge
and
1982.
218 pp.,
20 plates.

Kegan

H. Bauer

All zetetic
scholars
should
read this
book.
Dinsdale
has been
the leading
field
investigator
at Loch Ness for more than two decades,
for those
and his writings
are invaluable
on at least
two levels:
interested
in the Loch Ness phenomenon,
of course;
but also for those
who are concerned
with
the investigation
of any anomalous
phenomenon.
And this
fourth
edition
contains
a great
deal of new material
(50 pages
and 7 plates)
that
is significant
on both levels.
Of the most general
interest
are the descriptions
of how Dinsdale's
interest
was first
aroused,
how he prepared
himself
to investigate
the subject,
and the continuing
struggle
to have the scientific
establishment
take note of empirical
data whose soundness
is little,
if at all,
short
of indisputable.
on the last day of his first
Dinsdale
had extraordinary
luck:
expedition
to Loch Ness in 1960, he obtained
16mm film
of a large,
rapidly
moving
hump in the water -- 20 years later,
still
the most
incontrovertible
evidence
that
large,
unidentified
animals
inhabit
Loch Ness.
But the value
of that evidence
stems not from Dinsdale's
luck,
but from the careful
prior
thought
he had given
to the problem,
and his understanding
of what is needed to establish
data as sound:
he
filmed
a control
sequence
featuring
a motor boat moving
over the same
course
as the hump; he had independent
people
certify
to the sealing
of his camera;
he had Kodak uhseal
the camera and develop
the film;
he gave all
details
of camera,
lens,
filming
point,
etc.;
he made the
film
available
to technical
experts.
Investigators
of other
anomalies
have much to learn
from the meticulousness
of Dinsdale's
approach
in
this.
and in his later
expeditions
(described
more fullv
in his
other
books:
notably
Project
Water'Horse,
Routledge
and Kegan Paul,
1975).
Instructive
and exemplar-y
also has been Dinsdale's
eschewing
of public
controversy
and polemic.
He is quite
clear
that only the
amassing
of overwhelmingly
sound and unambiguous
evidence
will
carry
the day, and he concentrates
on that task:
and that
is a refreshing
(and productive)
difference
from those many proponents
of the reality
of various
anomalies
who complain
endlessly
of the conservatism
of
science
and find
themselves
tempted
to describe
evidence
as more
compelling
than it actually
is.
Dinsdale
was sufficiently
convinced
that
the quest is worthwhile
that
he relinquished
a career
in
aeronautics
to make possible
more frequent
expeditions
to Loch Ness;
in his late
thirties,
with a family
of four,
he found ways to make
a living
that
also *gave him time to hunt down the truth
at Loch Ness.
When a would-be
investigator
of anomalies
tells
me that
he is inhibited
by lack of time or lack of money,
I think
of Dinsdale,
and wonder
whether
the would-be
investigators
are not actually
inhibited
by lack
of conviction
than by those other
lacks.
Perhaps
of particular
interest
on the general
level
is Appendix
D
of the book;
here,
Dinsdale
gives
a reappraisal
of some of the classic
evidence.
Clearly
his conviction
is now so secure
that he is able to
examine
individual
pieces
of data quite
critically:
the possible
discrediting
of this
photo or that
is not,
for him, a threat
to the case
as a whole.
Again,
this
is a fine example
for other
investigators,
who
so often
cling
to every possible
though
farfetched
support
for their
views that
they actually
argue counterproductively.
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Insofar
as the Loch Ness phenomenon
is concerned,
this
book is
indispensable.
Appendix
A gives
highlights
of field
work up to early
1981.
Appendix
B gives
an important
summary of sonar results.
And
Appendix
C has the only full,
puMished
details
of the Smith movie of
1977 and the Shiels
stills
of the same year.
Those latter
are reproduced
in plates
19 and 20, and one of them also is shown in color
on the cover
of the book.
Other plates
new to this
edition
show the remarkably
high
resolution
achieved
by sonar,
in the image of a sunken Wellington
bomber;
and the intriguing
multiple-echo
sonar-trace
that
seems to often
characterize
the Nessies
-- perhaps
because
of a particular
orientation
in the
sonar beam of an animal
with distinctly
different
regions
of the body
and appendages.
Of course,
no single
book can now cover all
the significant
material
dealing
with
Loch Ness (see --Z.S. no. 7, December
1980,
pp. 30-42),
but this
book is classic
and indispensable.

Ball

and Bead Lightning.
Press,
1980.
288

Reviewed

by W.N.

By James
pp.

Dale

Barry.

London

and New York:

Plenum

Charman

Ball
and bead lightning
are atmospheric
phenomena
which have excited
curiosity
and speculation
over a span of at least
300 years and whose naIndeed,
the very existence
of the
ture still
remains
enigmatic
today.
phenomena
is still
occasionally
challenged.
Ball
lightning
is the name
having
lifetimes
of many seconds
given
to the mobile,
luminous
spheres,
or even minutes,
which are usually
although
not exclusively,
observed
in
Bead lightning
is the long-lived
residue
the vicinity
of thunderstorms.
of a normal
cloud-to-ground
or cloud-to-cloud
lightning
stroke;
it appears
as a series
of descrete
luminous
regions,
separated
by dark spaces,
along
Barry's
book reviews
the properties
ascribed
the path taken
by the stroke.
to the two types of "lightning"
and examines
critically
the relevant
evidence for their
existence.
The author'starts
by outlining
the characteristics
of "normal"
lightThese have been extensively
studied
in recent
years,
aided
ning flashes.
by the fact that
tall
structures
may be repeatedly
struck
so that
systematic
investigation
of such features
as the charge
transfer,
temperature
and time
Perhaps
the
most
important
property
in
course
of the flash
can be made.
relation
to the long lives
claimed
for ball
and bead lightning
is that
the
total
duration
of a "normal"
flash
rarely
exceeds
0.2 sec.
After
this
introduction
Barry moves to a review
of the history
of
lightning
and
then
to
a
detailed
consideration
of
studies
of ball
and bead
Rather
surprisingly,
although
bead
lightthe evidence
for bead lightning.
ning normally
raises
less controversy
than ball
lightning,
it appears
that
"most of the photographs
reported
to be of bead lightning
are at
(~26)
least
questionable,
and should
probably
be dismissed."
Pinch effects
or
oscillations
in the lightning
channel
have been postulated
as origins
for
the beads,
but Barry concludes
that
an adequate
explanation
has not yet
been found.
The various
properties
of ball
lightning
as deduced
from eyeand
estimates
of
the
energy
density
witness
reports
are next summarized,
are made.
It is concluded
that,
contrary
to many people's
belief,
the balls
do not necessarily
have a very high energy
content
and that
a typical
there
is no evidence
from the records
energy
density
may only be ~1 Jcm-3;
that
several
distinct
classes
of object
are involved.
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An exhaustive
discussion
of the photographic
evidence
for ball
lightThis includes
almost
all
of the records
published
in
ning then follows.
the literature
and is therefore
of great
value although
the clarity
of
Barry
rightly
stresses
the problems
some reproductions
is rather
poor.
in interpreting
time-exposure
photographs
which puroorts
to show the track
of moving
lightning
balls
and points
out that many of these "tracks"
were
probably
produced
by a combination
of camera movement
and a stationary
The photographs
of natural
events
are
light
source
during
the exposure.
compared
with photographs
of luminous
structures
produced
in the laboratory during
attempts
to simulate
ball
lightning.
Rightly,
Barry devotes
his next chapter
to a discussion
Of the reality
of ball
lightning
as a phenomenon.
Are eye-witness
reports
attributable
to, for example,
the persistence
of after-image
following
observation
of
a normal
flash?
Are estimates
of ball
dimensions
and lifetime
likely
to
be accurate?
Could the photographic
records
be explained
in terms of
other,
well-accepted
phenomena?
Barry concludes
that,
while
much of the
evidence
for ball
lightning
may be questionable,
a hard core of reliable
material
remains.
The rest of the text
is devoted
to a description
of efforts
to simulate
ball
lightning
in the laboratory
using
a variety
of techniques.
It is tantalising
that while
many luminosities
with at least
some of the
characteristics
of ball
lightning
have been produced,
few have had lifetimes
exceeding
1 second and these studies
at best serve merely
to clarify
the parameters
involved
in an effective
ball
lightning
model.
The book
closes
with what is undoubtedly
the best available
bibliography
on the
subject,
with over 1600 references
to both observations
and experimental
studies.
In all,
this
is a useful
and interesting
introduction
to what,
according
to one's
viewpoint,
may either
be an area of atmospheric
physics
or of social
psychology.
Systematic
scientific
study of naturallyoccuring
ball
lightning
is unlikely
to make rapid
progress
since no sites
are known where'there
is a high probability
of observing
the phenomenon
within
a reasonable
span of time.
The quality
of eye witness
reports
can,
however,
be enhanced
by minimising
the delay
between the event and its
recording
and by ensuring
the all
relevant
information
is secured,
while
much remains
to be done in the laboratory
in investigating
the properties
This book will
undoubtedly
help
of related
discharge
and other
phenomena.
to stimulate
interest
in this
fascinating
field.
Science

and Unreason..
Wadsworth,
1982.

Reviewe

by Gordon

By Daisie
Radner and Michael
x + 110 pp.
$6.95

Radner.

Belmont,

CA:

Hammerle

The title
of this
book conveys
the bifurcation
the authors
see between science
and unreason
(i.e.,
"pseudoscience").
Included
in the
latter
category
are the beliefs
espoused
by The International
Flat
Earth
Research
Society,
Erich
von Daniken's
books,
biorhythm
theory,
creationism, Worlds
in Collision,
and parapsychology.
Later
they deal with what
they call
"borderline
cases";
continental
drift
and sociobiology
are the
examples
they use.
Yet, they take pains
to point
out that
these cases
do not undermine
their
distinction
between "science"
and "pseudoscience."
Rather,
they argue that
these are just
cases where it is hard to decide
which category.applies.
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The authors
have attempted
to describe
the classic
philosophy
of
science
and to show how "pseudoscience"
differs
from accepted
science.
Anomalous
viewpoints
are not treated
individually
except
as examples
of
how they do not conform
to orthodox
scientific
reasoning.
The heart
of the book lies
in the "marks
of pseudoscience"
that
the
authors
present.
They argue that
the presence
of any- such characteristic
(e.g.,
the use of irrefutable
hypotheses)
is sufficient
to identify
"pseudoscience."
This is undoubtedly
overstated,
in that orthodox
scientists
sometimes
lapse
into
some of the ways of "pseudoscience"
the Radners
list
(one of which is refusal
to revise
in light
of criticism).
A better
approach,
I believe,
was outlined
by Fred Gruenberger
in his article,
"A
Measure
for Crackpots"
(Science,
25 September
1964, pp. 1413-1415).
He
identified
some of the main attributes
of the scientist,
assigned
point
values
to each, and then suggested
judging
each fringe
area of science
on the extent
to which these characteristics
are present
in their
proponents,
Unlike
the Radners,
Gruenberger
argues
that
no single
test
can discriminate
the crackpot
from the legitimate
scientist.
Indeed,
this
approach
suggests
a continuum
(though
scientist
and crackpot
may
not be the best choice
of words for the endpoints).
Gruenberger's
work
is not cited
here;
indeed,
the book has relatively
few references.
One strength
of the book is the wide variety
of examples
used.
Geology,
astronomy,
medicine,
biology
and physics
are drawn upon as well
as the better-known
anomalies.
Some prior
familianty
with von D'bniken,
Velikovsky,
and content
areas such as biorhythms
is assumed or is necessary to fully
appreciate
their
discussion.
Though the authors
refer
to
the "gray area where scientific
respectability
is questionable,"
it is
clear
that
they find
the fringe
area to be populated
with
"cranks,
quacks,
and crooks"
(the title
of their
fourth
chapter).
Indeed,
in
the preface
they indicate
that
"instead
of treating
the fringe
areas
one by one, we lump them all
together,"
and thus include
some Ske tical
Inquirer
tidbits
such as "Christ
Was a NASA Pilot"
and "Dog Proc
+-----aims
Innocence by Telepathy."
The writing
is on the dry side and occasionally
gets bogged down
in explaining
terms from the writers'
own field,
philosophy.
There is
While
this
is
evidence
of a strong
effort
to avoid
sexist
language.
commendable,
they use constructions
such as "the crank goes looking
for
enigmas
and she rejoices
when she finds
them."
Such sentences
only serve
to distract
the reader.
With judicious
editing,
the book could
have been
reduced
to the length
of a journal
article.
The book succeeds
in differentiating
how the reasoning
and philosophical
assumptions
of (some) members of the scientific
fringe
differ
The book makes explicit
some of the
from that
of traditional
science.
Almost
any
reasons
why we tend to reject
some approaches
to nature.
book that
deals with the philosophy
of science
is bound to oversimplify
Yet, for man, that
philosophy
reand distort
how science
really
works.
presents
an ideal,
and the Radners
find that
the scientific
fringe
does
They conclude
that
this makes most would-be
revolunot conform
to it.
tionaries
merely
cranks.
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The Andreasson
Affair.
By Ray Fowler.
Prentice-Hall,
Englewood
Cliffs,
New Jersey,
1979.
239 pp. $8.95.
The Tujunga
Canyon Contacts.
By Ann Druffel
and D. Scott
Rogo.
PrenticeHall,
Englewood
Cliffs,
New Jersey,
1980.
264 pp. $9.95.
Missing
Time:
A Documented
Study of UFO Abductions.
By Budd Hopkins.
Richard
Marek,
New York,
1981.
258 pp.
$12.95.
Reviewed

by Ron Westrum

If psychologists
spent less time measuring
the cognitive
consistency
of undergraduate
students
and more time on pressing
human problems,
then
we might
have a better
understanding
of the abduction
experience,
one of
the phenomena
of psychology
whose importance
is evident
when its full
features
are realized.
The usual
scenario
reported
is this:
a person
driving
home from out of town has a UFO experience
on the way, not a
particularly
impressive
sighting,
but intriguing.
He/she
also notices,
upon arriving
home, that
it took longer
than it should
have, perhaps
by an
hour or two.
In the weeks or years that
follow,
the person
is bothered
by dreams or by certain
stimuli,
perhaps
an extremely
strong
negative
reaction
to certain
places
or situations.
For one reason or another,
the
person
seeks hypnosis
to,remember
what happened
during
the amnesic
period.
Under hypnosis,
the person
"remembers'"
being taken aboard
a UFO by aliens,
and may undergo
a quasi-medical
examination
in the process.
This sounds bizarre,
and it certainly
is.
But reports
of abduction
cases (known cases,
that
is),
now number in the dozens,
although
relatively
few have been written
up.
All the information
which I have been able to
gather
from persons
who have done research
into
such cases suggests
that
the amnesic
period
is associated
with a real
traumatic
experience,
and
the postabduction
syndrome
(if one can call
it that)
certainly
is consistent with a repressed
stressful
experience.
If the experience
reported
were a rape ortia car accident,
the clinical
psychologist
would be on
familiar
ground.
This is, however,
not the case.
The repressed
experience is described
as a UFO event,
or involves
aspects
that
would be
But even as a UFO investigator
extremely
familiar
to UFO investigators.
I have trouble
accepting
the literal
truth
of the witnesses'
recollections,
And the recollections
are vivid.
Under hypnosis,
the subject
can hyperventilate,
grimace,
cry, and show other
signs of violent
emotion
as he/she
"remembers"
the events
that took place.
Psychologists
who confront
such experiences
have two matters
to
explain.
The first
is the content
of the abduction
experience.
While
Alvin
Lawson and others
have suggested
that
UFO abductions
represent
such as birth
trauma
or near-death
experiences,
archetypal
experiences,
the "technical"
details
of the experiences
are surprisingly
uniform;
and
even in the case of strongly
religious
witnesses,
as described
in the
book by Fowler,
there
is relatively
little
religious
material,
compared
But the content
of the experience
is only
with what one might
expect.
half the problem.
Why was the witness,
or witnesses,
amnesic
for the
period
in question?
Sometimes
these events
involve
two or more witnesses.
And why, if there
is a simple
reason
for the amnesia
(temporary
carbon
dioxide
poisoning
for instance,
causing
unconsciousness),
does the witness
so manifestly
seem to be exhibiting
signs of repressed
trauma?
Is the
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The book by Fowler discusses
the apparent
abduction
experience
Fowler's
careful
investigaBetty
Andreasson,
a New England
housewife.
tion
of the case,
including
lie
detector
tests,
is in many respects
model of how such research
should
be carried
out,
although
there
are
certain
questions
that
remain.
The Druffel/Rogo
volume,
more freewheeling
and more complicated,
deals
with the abduction
experiences
The Hopkins
volume
several
women who knew each other
in California.
is a record
of his gradually
increasing
involvement
with research
on
abductions,
written
after
the fact to be sure,
but very interesting
terms of the development
of his thought
and the implications
of such
experiences
for the lives
of his ostensible
"abductees"
and ultimately
for the rest of us as well.

of
a

of

in

Each of these three
books relate
the authors'
search to unravel
this
mystery,
and it should
be no surprise
that all
three
assume that
a UFO abduction
experience
actually
took place
in the cases examined.
Fowler discusses
one case in detail,
Druffel/Rogo
and Hopkins
each
tackle
several.
All three
provide
interesting
insights
and details
as
to the nature
of the quasi-scientific
investigations
they carried
out
Al three
provide
important
human
in order
to get the information.
chronicles
of the abductees'
and investigators'
attempts
to come to
grips
with the experiences
involved.
Hopkins'
book is the most comprehensive
and provides
a very useful over-view
of the abduction
experience,
and also makes some disDo the aliens
abduct
people
twice,
once as
turbing
suggestions.
Are certain
wounds one has carried
youngsters
and then as adults?
since
childhood
(but whose cause one cannot
remember)
the traces
of
alien
medical
procedures?
Just how many abductions are there,
anyway?
Hopkins's
book suggests
that
they must number in at least
the hundreds
*The Druffel/Rogo
book suggests
that
abductions
may
of thousands.
is
the
experience
contagious?
occur within
the same social
network:
What is going
on here?
It is to be hoped that
the neglect
by the psychological
community
will
not
have a simple
explanation.
If so, what

The Prophecies
LeVertFirebell
Reviewed

of these
interesting
phenomena
long continue.
Perhaps
they
is it?

and Enigmas of Nostradamus.
Books, Glen Rock, N.J.,

by James

Edited
by Liberte
E.
1979. x + 257 pp. $20.

Randi

At last there is available
a proper,
careful
translation
of
the major Nostradamus
verses , prepared
by a scholar
whose knowledge of the archaic
French of that period,
plus a dedication
for
presenting
a true interpretation,
allow us to examine the claimed
"Propheties"
with greater
acuity,
The original
edition
of 1555 was
used to prepare
this present
translation,
though later
editions
are used to cover quatrains
not included
in the earlier
one.
&tetir

Brhalar

#HI (1952)
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The job, admits
the author,
is never easy, due to the strange
manner in which Michel
de Nostredame
prepared
his work, the obviand the purposeful
ambiguity
of what were
ous printers
errors,
the Centuries.
called,
Familiar
with the construction
of the 'Ivers commun" form used
by Nostradamus,
LeVert
(real name, Everett
Bleiler
- the pen-name
is an anagram,
in honor of the subject)
points
out several
places
the
where the printer
- or editor
- could very well have altered
text
and added to the confusion.
Nostradamus,
in his other writings (mostly
on culinary
arts!)
shows that he was quite
capable
of
probably
indichandling
the language
well.
Thus, breaks in style
ate
errors.

5

changes made after-theThen, too, there have been deliberate
fact in order to make the quatrains
agree with the events.
PersonI have always been struck
by the fact that different
writers
ally,
have managed to obtain
very much different
solutions
to the same
stanzas.
For example:
Century

I - verse

60:

An emperor shall
be born
Who shall
be sold to the
They shall
say, from the
That he is less a prince

near Italy
Empire at a high price;
people he associates
with,
than a butcher.

This can apply equally
well
to Napoleon,
Hitler
or Ferdinand
II,
and has been so used by "interpreters"
of the French seer, but
Bleiler
wryly
comments that it fits
any number of the Roman Emperors much better.
The expression
"near Italy"
is typical
of Nostradamus, who thus covers France,
Yugoslavia,
Austria,
Switzerland,
Greece and Albania
in one phrase.
It becomes apparent,
upon reading
this book, that much of the
mystery
of the writings
of Nostradamus
lies
in the poor and biased
translations
students
have had to work with.
With much of this
problem
done away with,
we are surprised
to see that he was, in
some cases relating
events of his own day, rather
than making prewhich is said to foretell
the
dictions.
One favored
quatrain,
Great Fire of London in 1666, almost
certainly
refers
to the year
1555, instead:
Century

II

- verse

51:

The blood of the just shall
be wanting
at London.
Burned by thunders,
at twenty
three the sixes-The foolish
woman shall
fall
from high place.
Of the same sect several/a
greater
number shall
be killed.
Zealots
assume "three
times twenty"
and add two sixes,
thus
they have "666" and they throw on a thousand
for good measure.
It
happens,
according
to my history
book, that Bloody Mary, in 1555,
sent a number of Protestants
to the stake with bags of gunpowder
between their
legs,
thus providing
the "thunders"
-- and they went
in groups of six.
The original
"antique"
is properly
translated
or "senile,"
by Bleiler,
and obviously
refers
to the
as, "foolish"
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*

crazed
queen of England who enjoyed
herself
with the spectacles.
In any case, this
is a much more probable
source of the verse,
it can hardly
be used as a prediction
of the London fire.
ors")
sheet.

and

Reproduced
from the author's
(one can hardly
accept
"editthe book is accompanied
by a correction
typed manuscript,
It is hardbound
and privately
printed.
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Marc,
HAUNTED HOUSES YOU MAY VISIT.
London:
Sphere
Books,
A mainly
nonscholarly
book for
tourists
to the United
Kingdom.
Baker,
R. Robin,
HUMAN NAVIGATION
AND THE SIXTH SENSE. N.Y.:
Simon and Schuster,
1982.
138+xx
pp. $14.50.
Highly
controversial
experiments
alleging
magnetic
ability
in human beings.
Failures
to replicate
raise
serious
questions,
but this
work
should
not be dismissed
too readily,
Fascinating
stuff.
Baran,
Michael,
INSIGHTS
INTO PREHISTORY.
Smithtown,
NY: Exposition
Press,
1982.
114~~.
$7.00.
A sequel
to the author's
ATCANTIS
RECONSIDERED,
this
essay
continues
to argue
for
the existence
of Atlantis
and Lemuria
and their
use of earth
core
gravitational
energies
which
ultimately
brought
them
Ruth Montgomery,
and widespread
cataclysms.
Works
in the writings
of M&e.
Blavatsky,
Edgar
Cayce,
folk
legends
from everywhere.
An extraordinary
linking
together
of a host
of dubious
scenarios
into
a grand
synthesis
which,
alas,
1s no more convincing
than
its
parts.
An excellent
example
of this
genre,
Barber,
Chris,
MYSTERIOUS
WALES. North
Pomfret,
VT: David
& Charles,
1982.
243 pp. $22.50.
An excellent
volume
in the series
of books on similar
regfonal
lore
by this
publisher.
Very
guod tourfst
fare,
Barnouw,
Erik,
THE MAGICIAN
AND THE CINEMA,
N.Y.:
Oxford
University
Press,
1981.
128~~.
$12.95.
A fascinatfng
study
of the role
of conjurors
in movies
and moviemaking.
The chapter
on "Fantasms"
should
be of special
interest
to ZS readers
for fts
accounts
of early
projection
illusfons
including
those
adopted
by some spirftualists.
Partfcularly
valuable,
too,
for
its
discussions
of magicians'
cloaking their
presentations
with
the mantle
of the occult
and the fuzzy
line
between'conjuring
as science
and conjuring
as magic.
Beautifully
illustrated
with
rare
reproductions.
Recormfended.
Blackmore,
Susan J.,BEYOND
THE BODY: AN INVESTIGATION
OF OUT-OF-THE
BODY EXPERImtS
London:
Heinemann,
An exceptional
and highly
critical
work
in cons&uctfve
skepticism.
1982.
27ltxv
pp. 8.50
pounds.
An outstanding
survey
and analysis
of the OOBE experience.
Highly
recommended.
Bard.
Janet
and Colin,
EARTH RITES.
London:
Granada,
1982.
273txiv
pp. 8.95
pounds.
A well
illustrated
survey
of fertility
rites
and customs.
Much excellent
folklore
and hfstorical
material,
but uncrftical
discussions
of contemporary
psychokfnetfc
and related
phenomena
such as the clafms
of Uri
the survey
is encyclopedic
and constftutes
an excellent
Geller
and dowsing.
Despite
such problems,
review
of fascinating
traditional
lore,
and the heavy
annotation
should
lead the reader
into
further
and critlcal
literature,
Broad,
William,
& Nicholas
Wade, BETRAYERS OF THE TRUTH: FRAUD AMD DECEIT IN THE HALLS OF SCIENCE.
N.Y.:
Simon and Schuster,
1982.
256~~.
$14.95.
A remarkable
survey
on scientific
fraud
which
concludes
that
fraud
is endemic
in science
today
and a function
of institutional
factors
within
science
-that
ft fs not a Case of bad apples
but that
the problem
is with
the barrel,
Hi hl
recommended
Brady,
Howard,
PLACEBOS AND THE PHILOSOPHY
OF MEDICINE:
CLINICAL,
CONCEPTUAL AND ETHIC
--+T+- L SSUES.---* Chicago:
Univerdity
of Chicago
Press,
1980.
164+vii
pp. $13.50.
An excellent
survey
of the research
and
the deeper
philosophical
issues,
this
study
is an excellent
complement
to Michael
Jospe's
THE
PLACEBO EFFECT IN HEALING
which
covers
much of the same territory
but is strangely
uncited
by Brody.
CaPra.
Frftjof,
THE TURNING
POINT:
SCIENCE,
SOCIETY
AND THE RPSING CULTURE,
N.Y.:
Simon and Schuster,
1982.
464~~.
$17.50,
Capra applies
the new physics
and holistfc,
systemic
approaches
to the crfses
Of our times
including
everything
from
economics
to health.
A cry for cultural
transformation,
Cerullo,
John J.,
THE SECULARIZATION
OF THE SOUL: PSYCHICAL
RESEARCH IN MODERN BRITAIN.
Philadelphia:
Instftute
for the Study
of Human Issues
(ISHI),
1982.
194+xvi
pp. $18.50.
An excellent
study
in
cultural
history
tractng
the development
and social
meanfng
of the growth
of parapsychology.
All
critics
of parapsychology,
especially,
should
read thfs
book.
%hl
Christian,
William
A., Jr.,
APPARITIONS
IN LATE MEDIEVAL
AND RENAISSANCE
SPAI--F=@+
, Prfnceton,
NJ: Princeton
UnfverSftY
Press,
1982.
349+vfi
pp. $25.00,
A'find
scholarly
study
of the accounts
of the appearances
of Mary and other
saints
fn rural
Spain
from 1399 to 1523 with
special
attention
to the
Social
signiffcance
and the reactions
of acceptance
and rejectfon.
Recommended
for
specialists,
Christfe-Murray,
Davfd,
REINCARNATION:
ANCIENT
BELIEFS
AND MODERN EVIDENCE.
North
Pomfret,
VT: David
&
Charles,
1982.
287 pp. $26.50.
A very
good survey
of the evfdence
and views
on reincarnation
which
especially
concentrates
on tReologfca1
as well
as scientific
considerations,
Recommended,
Collins,
H.M.,
and T.J.
Pfnch,
FRAMES OF MEANING:
THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION
OF EXTRAORDINARY
SCIENCE.
Boston:
Routledge
6 Kegan Paul,
1982.
2lDtvfi
pp. $27.50.
A quite
remarkable
work
of particular
imPOrtWKe
for those
interested
fn the history
of the metal-bending
research.
Written
from the
relatfvistfc
Orientation,
it reveals
the complexity
of the iSSueS
and details
USiJally
glossed
over.
A very
signfffcant
sociological
contribution.
Hi$ly
recommended.
~-_Alexander,
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compiler,
LIGHTNING,
AURORAS,
NOCTURNAL -LIGHTS,
AND RELATED LUMIrJC!US PHE~~OME~A:
A
, William
Project
(P.0,
Box 107, Glen Arm, MD
CATALOG OF'GEOPHYSICAL
ANOMALIES.
Glen Arm, MD: Sourcebook
This
remarkable
new volume
in a projected
series
of 25 volumes
21057)
l"82.
242+v
pp. S11.95.
catalogs
and evaluates
the anomalies
uncritically
presented
in the sourcebook
series.
These
volumes
are indispensible
for any serious
anomalist
and this
new series
is amazing
in its
Scope,
This
first
volume
is a must for any serious
ufologist
especially.
Highly
recommended.
Grail,
Ted, APETALK & WHALESPEAK:
THE QUEST FOR INTERSPECIES
COMIIUNICATION.
Los Angeles:
J.P.
Tarcher,
1981.
29R+xvi
pp. $14.95.
Though
biased
in favor
of the animals-have-language
camp,
this
overview
of the controversies
is a good introduction
to the issues
and personalities
(people
and animals)
involved.
Not a scholarly
work
but a good journalistic
account.
and Reuben
Hersh,
THE MATHEMATICAL
EXPERIENCE.
Boston:
Houghton
Mifflin,
1981.
44Q+
Davis,
Philip
J.,
A marvelously
lucid
presentation
of the history,
aesthetics,
pedagogy
xii
pp. $9.95
paperback.
Should
be of special
interest
and value
and personalities
of mathematics
written
for the layman.
for many ZS readers.
Recommended,
Demos,
John Putnam,
ENTERTAINING
SATAN: WITCHCRAFT
AND THE CULTURE OF EARLY NEW EHCLAHD,
N.Y.:
Oxford
University
Press,
1982.
543+xiv
pp. $25.00.
A magnificent
psycho-socio-historical
study
of great
interest
and depth.
Hiqhly
recommended.
CALLED TO HEAL: RELEASING
THE TRANSFORMING
POWER OF GOD. Garden
City,
NY: Doubleday,
Di Orio,
Ralph
A.,
1982.
260~~.
$14.95.
Roman catholic
priest
DiOrio
discusses
the meaning
and character
of his well
Basically
a book of his reflections
on what
publicized
healing
abilities
in an ecumenical
spirit.
Mainly
a philosophical-theological
essay.
he and others
see as his gift
of healing.
C&notor,
Tekla,
HUNGARIAN
FOLK-BELIEFS.
Bloomington:
Indiana
University
Press,
1982.
324 pp, $17.50.
A
fascinating
and authoritative
over-voew
of the folklore
of Hungary,
especially
that
of the 19th and
20th
centuries,
Much on the paranormal
from fairies
to werewolves.
Surprises
include
the rarity
of vampire
lore
in Hungary.
Excellent
bibliographical
section
and most interesting
photographs.
A
descriptive
rather
than analytic
survey
by subjects,
many related
to supernatural
and magic
beliefs.
Dossey,
Larry,
SPACE, TIME 8. MEDICINE.
Boulder,
CO: Shambala,
1982.
248+xv
pp. $8.95
paperback.
A physi.
cian's
argument
for a systemic
approach
to medicine
incorporating
notions
of nonlinear
time
and
quantum
physics
concepts.
A search
for new, nonmechanistic
models
for
health
and illness.
Emmons,
Charles
F.,
CHINESE GHOSTS AND ESP: A STUDY OF PARANORMAL BELIEFS
AND EXPERIENCES.
Metuchen,
NJ:
Scarecrow
Press,
1982.
307~~.
$17.50.
An extraordinary
study
using
survey
research
methods
on over
3600 subjects
in Hong Kong.
Striking
similarities
are revealed
between
this
population
and Western
studies.
Recommended
for
spefialists.
Eysenck,
H.J,,
and DXB
Nias,
ASTROLOGY:
SCIENCE
OR SUPERSTITION?
London:
Maurice
Temple
Smith,
1982.
244
+xi
pp. 7.95
pounds.
A fine
survey
of the scientific
case for astrology
generally
concluding
in the
negative
but contending
that
cosmobiological
work
(especially
that
of M. Gauquelin)
shows the possible
resence
of planetary
effects.
and Carl
Sarqent,
Eysenc
, Hans J.,
feld
and Nicolson,
1982..192pp,
9.95 pounds.
A highly
illustrated
and provocative
survey
by two
proponents
within
psychology.
Will
not convince
critics
of psi but certainly
should
be read
by them.
Too frequently,
results
are spoken
of as "found"
rather
than
"reportedly
found"
when these
studies
are disputed
by critics.
The biases
of the book,
however,
are transparent,
and it covers
a great
deal
of information
in relatively
short
length
in lucid
fashion.
Recommended.
Feyerabend,
Paul K., PHILOSOPHICAL
PAPERS, VOL. I: REALISM,
RATION~@-SCrENTIFIC
METHOD and PHILOSOPHICAL PAPERS, VOL. II:
PROBLEMS OF EMPIRICISM.
N.Y.:
Cambridge
University
Press,
1981.
353+XiV
Pp.
and 255+xii
pp.
$44.50
and $34.50.
Remarkable
and important
essays
with
new introductions
for
overview.
Feyerabend's
views
favoring
anarchism
within
science
make him especially
hospitable
to
maverick
thinking
and ideas
connected
with
anomalies
and paranormal
claims.
Though many of the essays
in these
volumes
are for the specialist
(including
a surprising
essay
on Wittgenstein),
much of
dealing
with
the mindwhat Feyerabend
has to say is relevant
for
ZS readers,
especially
his essays
body problem,
the ideas
of CBvid Bohm, Karl
Popper,
and Thomas Kuhn.
Highly
recommended.
Fideler,
David
R,, JESUS CHRIST IS THE SUN OF GOD: AN INTRODUCTION
TO THE GNOSTIC ORIGINS
OF THE CHRISTIAN
MYTHOS.
Grand
Papids,
MI: Philosophical
Book Service
(P.O.
Box 1181;
49501),
1982,
57tviii
pp. 56.00
"text"
in which
Christ
is seen as the
paperback,
An ecclectic
and creative
little
metaphysical-occult
'Isolar
logos,'
Ascientffic
mumbo-jumbo
unless
you are into
neo-Pythagorean
mysticism,
Fuller,
Robert
C., MESMERISM
AND THE AMERICAN
CURE OF SOULS.
Philadelphia:
University
of Pennsylvania
Press,
1982.
227 xvi
pp. $20.00.
An important
contribution
to intellectual
history
showing
the relations
between
mesmerism
and the Mind-Cure
and New Thought
movements.
Recommended.
Gallup,
George,
Jr,,
with
William
Proctor,
ADVENTURES
IN IMMORTALITY.
N.Y.:
McGraw
Hi11,1982.226pp.$l2.95.
A look at the several
national
polls
taken
by the Gallup
organization
on beliefs
and attitudes
toward
the afterlife
and related
ideas.
Many surprises,e.g.,
23% of the adults
polled
believe
in reincarnation
and a larger
percentaoe
of the public
than scientists
believe
in extraterrestrial
life.
A --must.
Graves,
Tom, DOWSING:
TECHNIQUES
AND APPLICATIONS,
London:
Mayflower,
Granada,
1980.
19Opp.
1.25 paperback.
A general
survey
and how-to
book on dowsing
making
no attempt
to convince
the skeptical.
Based on a
simple
"try
it and see for yourself"
basis.
Perhaps
the best
book for
those
less
interested
in validating
dowsing
than
trying
it (with
no fears
for the pitfalls
of subjective
validation).
Graves,
Tom, editor.
DOWSING AND ARCHAEOLOGY.
Wellinqborouqh.
Northamptonshire:
Turnstone
Books,
1980.
122
pp. 2.75
pounds,
paperback.
A collection
of articles-from
the Journal
of the British
Society
of DOWsers..Fasciyating
sourcebook
of field
reports
but disappointing
it you seek sclentitic
evidence
or
experimenta
arquments.
Graves,
Tom, and Janet-Hoult,
editors,
THE ESSENTIAL
T.C.
LETHBRIOGE.
London:
Granada,
1982.
267~~.
1.96
pounds,
paperback.
A good brief
introduction
to the writings
of the eccentric
archaeolonist
and
with
an informative
introduction
to his life
and work
by Colin
Wilson.
Lethbridge's
wideranging
speculations
on ghosts,
poltergeists,
terrestrial
magnetism,
healing
and even interplanetary
warfare
are represented
here along
with
his better
known work
on dowsinq
and pendulum
"experiments."
Corliss

R
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N.Y.:
Cambridqc
University
Press,
1981,
641+xi
pp. $29,95.
An imRichard
L., MIND IN SCIENCE,
pressive
history
from myth
to modernity,
ranging
from Aristotle
to Popper.
Remarkably
readable
and
learned.
A fascinating
survey
by a neurophysiologist.
Reconnnendcd.
Grim,
Patrick,
editor,
PHILOSOPHY
OF SCIENCE AND THE OCCULT.31bany:
State
University
of New York
Press,
1982.
3368~.
$30.50
clothboundr
$9.95
paperback.
An excellent
introductory
text
to the complicated
problems
surveyed,
consisting
of both reprinted
and original
papers
(the
latter
being
of special
interest
to ZS readers
likelv
to be familiar
with
the former).
The "occult"
of the title
is somewhat misleading
since
that
term is not analytically
defined
except
by opposition
to "science."
The
book is really
about
the demarcation
problem
between
science
and pseudoscience
using
the examples
of astrology,
parapsychology,
ufology,
and the ancient
astronaut
hypothesis.
Recommended.
-- ~.‘
Hahnemann,
Samuel,
ORGANON OF MEDICINE.
Los Angeles:
J.P.
Tarcher,
1982.
269pp.
$7.95
paperback.
A
translation
of the 1810 classic
work
on homeopathy
into
contemporary
language.
Hibbard,
Whitney
S., and Raymond
W. Worring,
PSYCHIC
CRIMINOLOGY.
Springfield,
IL:
Charles
C. Thomas,
1982.
108tviii
pp. $16.75.
A very
disappointing
work
given
the large
mass of literature
on this
subject.
Credulous
and uncritical
of the earlier
work
examined
and methodologically
so undetailed
as to be nearly
worthless
as a survey
of the law enforcements
purportedly
interviewed.
Hirst,
Paul,
and Penny Woolley,
SOCIAL
RELATIONS
AND HUMAN ATTRIBUTES.
N.Y.:
Tavistock
Publications,
Relevant
for ZS readers
for its
third
sec1982,
297+xi,
pp. $24.95
hardbound;
$8,95
paperback,
tion
dealing
with
witchcraft
and rationality,
Hitching,
Francis,
THE NECK OF THE GIRAFFE:
WHERE DARWIN WENT WRONG. New Haven and N.Y.:
Ticknor
&
Fields,
1982.
288~~.
$13.95,
An exceptionally
lucid
book presenting
the problems
with
natural
selection
and Darwinist
evolutionary
theory.
Not to be confused
with
a Creationist
book (though
it commends
the Creationists
for oten asking
the right'
questions
but providing
unscientific
answers),
tRis
volume
is an excellent
survey
and introduction
to the debates w involvin9
all
quarters
from
Velikovsky
to S.J.
Gould,
Recommended.
Hodson,
Geoffrey,
FAIRIES
AT WORK AND AT PLAY. Wheaton,
IL:
Theosophical
Publishing
House,
1982.
126pp,
$4.75
paperback.
A charming
little
book but serious
only
for the believer
in fairies,
Houston,
Jean,
THE POSSIBLE, HUMAN: A COURSE IN EXTENDING
YOUR PHYSICAL,
MENTAL AND CREATIVE
ABILITIES.
Lets of creative
exercises
which
Las Angeles:
JIP.
Tarcher,
1982,
229txxv
pp. $9.95
paperuack.
I found
a lot
of it silly,
but I don't
claim
to be in touch
with
apparently
are endorsed
by many,
myself.
One man's
meat may be another
man's
broccoli,
Hoyle,
Fred,
EVOLUTION
FROM SPACE (THE OMNI LECTURE)
AND OTHER PAPERS ON THE ORIGIN
OF LIFE,
IHillside,
NJ: Enslow,
1982.
Perhaps
Hoyle's
most controversial
writings.
Fascinating
stuff.
Kelly,
Edward
F., and Ralph
G, Locke,
ALTERED STATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS
AND PSI: AN HISTORICAL
SURVEY AN@
RESEARCH PROSPECTUS (Parapsychology
Monograph
No. 18).
N.Y.:
Parapsychology
Foundation,
1981.
94
pp. $6.00
paperback.
A review
and call
for new research
according
to a model
developed.
Well
done.
Kendon,
Adam, editor,
NONVERBAL
COMMIINICATION,
INTERACTION,
AND GESTURE;
SELECTIONS
FROM SEMIOTICA.
N.Y.:
$17.00
paperback.
An important
collection
of semiotics
Mouton,
1981,
549tviii
pp, $40,00
clothbound;
of special
interest
for
ZS readers
re such matters
as cueing
behavior
in cold
readings,
Clever
Hans
readings
on the subtleties
and multichannel
character
of communication.
phenomena,
etc.
Fascinating
Kitcher,
Philip,
ABUSING SCIENCE:
THE CASE AGAINST CREATIONISM.
Camrbidge,
MA: MIT Press,
1982,
213+x
PP.
$15.00,
A "manual"
for defense
by evolutionists
against
creationists,
Kitcher
has taken
the trouble
to read
the arguments
of the creationists
and generally
does an excellent
job of reply.
Klarner,
David
A., editor,
THE MATHEMATICAL
GARDNER, Belmont,
CA: Wadsworth
International,
1981.
382+viii
pp. $24.95.
Thirty
original
articles
for Martin
Gardner
on his 65th
birthday,
Though
best
known to
he is primarily
renown
for
his work
in
most ZS reader%
for his critical
writings
on the paranormal,
recreational
mathematics,
Delightful
essays
and I particularly
enjoyed
"Supernatural
Numbers"
and
"In
Praise
of Amateurs."
Knorr-Cetinq,
Karin
D,, THE MANUFACTURE
OF KNOWLEDGE:
AN ESSAY ON THE CONSTRUCTIVIST
AND CONTEXTUAL
189+xiv
pp. $30.00,
An important
work
in the sociNATURE OF SCIENCE,
Elmsford,
NY: Pergamon,
1981.
Recommended
for
the specialist,
ology
of science
with
special
sianificance
for
the protoscfences.
Lind,
Tom, compiler,
THE CATALOGUE OF UFO PERIODICALS:
A SAID OF SAUCERS PUBLICATION,
July
1982.
(Availpaperback.
A reable
from
Tom Lind,
P.O. Box 711; Hobe Sound,
FL 33455-0711,)
281+iv
pp. f
markable
compilation
on UFO publications
information
for about
1500 going
and defunct
sources.
Periodical
supplements
will
be issued
for this
computerized
inventory,
Highly
recommended.
Gregory,

c

Cundahl,

Craig
R., editor,
A COLLECTION
OF NEAR-DEATH
RESEARCH READINGS.
Chicago:
Nelson-Hall,
1982.
24O+xv
pp. $19.95,
A nice
collection
of reprinted
and oriqinal
essavs
with
an excellent
essay
by Michael
Gross0
reviewing
the explanations
that
have been offered
for
this
phenomenon.
McAdams,
Elizabeth
E., and Raymond
Bayless,
THE CASE FOR LIFE AFTER DEATH: PARAPSYCHOLOGISTS
LOOK AT
THE EVIDENCE.
Chicago:
Nelson-Hall,
1981,
157+vii
pp. $15.95.
Clearly
written
and covers
a wide
area
but
hardly
a truly
critical
work
or a serious
parapsychological
effort.
MOSS, Peter,
with
Joe Keeton,
ENCOUNTERS WITH THE PAST: HOW MAN CAN EXPERIENCE
AND RELIVE HISTORY.
Harmonsworth,
Middlesex:
Penguin
Books,
1981.
233~~.
1.51, pounds.
A popular
audience
book on
past-life
regression
via hypnosis.
Interesting
case histories
but neither
scholarly
nor science.
Mullin,
Raymond,
MIRACLES
AND MAGIC:
THE MIRACLES
OF SPELLS OF SAINTS AND WITCHES.
London:
Mowbray,
1978.
3OOpp,
No price
given.
A survey
of miracle
literature
concentrating
on the medieval
but
ranging
over
immense
territory.
An excellent
scholarly
but entertaining
survey.
Neiser,
Ulric,
editor,
MEMORY OBSERVED:
REMEFBIERING
IN NATURAL CONTEXTS.
San Francisco:
W.H. Freeman,
1982.
433+xiii
pp. $12.50
paperback.
An excellent
scholarly
collection
emphasizing
the need to
study
memory
as it works
in nonlaboratory
setttings.
Highly
relevant
to anomalies
research
since
human testimony
needs to be examined
light
of what we know of the fallible
character
of memory.
Newton-Smith,
W.H.,
THE RATIONALITY
OF SCIENCE.
Boston:
Routlege
& Kegan Paul,
1981.
294+xxii
pp.
$19.50.
A defense
of the rational
character
of science
against
the recent
criticisms
of science
by Kuhn,
Lakatos,
Feyerabend
and Popper.
Proposal
of a "temperate
rationalism."
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OlKeefe,

Daniel
L,twrence,
STOLEN LIGHTNING:
THE SOCIAL
THEORY OF MAGIC.
N.Y.:
Continuum,
1982.
58lpP.
of magic
evidenc$24.50.
A quite
remarkable
and encyclopedic
survey
of the sociology-anthropology
Should
he read
by all
sociologists
with
a concern
for
ing erudition
and first-class
scholarship.
in social
life.
Hi hly recommended.
belief
systems
and a better
understanding
of the role
of magic
Parise,
Frank,
editor,
THE BOOK OF CALENDARS,
N.Y.:
Facts-on-File,
1982.
387pp.
$29.9 ul-. Ahuge-compendium
of the world's
many calendars
and calendar
systems.
A basic
reference
work.
CT: Greenwood
Press,
1982.
.?.09tXVi
pp. $27.50.
An excelTHE CULT EXPERIENCE,
Wesport,
Pavlos,
Andrew
J.,
lent
and balanced
book on the social
psychology
of religious
cults
by a psychologist.
A good
introduction
to a growing
literature
in this
area
but needs to be supplemented
by the recent
sociological
studies
(e.g.,
that
of Shupe and Bromley)
for a fuller
picture.
Planer,
F.E..
SUPERSTITION.
London:
Cassell,
1980.
376~~.
9.95 pounds.
A highly
critical
overview
of
prediction
of the future,
the world
of spirits,
and magical
practices.
Not without
some interesting observations
but the sort
of criticism
of the paranormal
that
infuriates
it proponents
and
with
much cause.
Simply
a superficial
and highly
opinionated
analysis
of things
the author
really
does not know very
much about.
Playfair,
Guy Lyon,
THIS HOUSE IS HAUNTED:
THE INVESTIGATION
OF THE ENFIELD
POLTERGEIST,
London:
Sphere
Books,
1981.
275txi
pp. 1.50 pounds,
paperback.
An interesting
but unconvincing
account
of an
alleged
poltergeist.
Randi,
James,
FL119 FLAM: PSYCHICS,
ESP, UNICORNS AND OTHER DELUSIONS.
Buffalo,
NY: Prometheus,
19R2.
342
pp. $9.95
paperback.
A new edition
with
minor
changes
from
the earlier
hardbook.
The book's
reprinting is heralded
as necessitated
by publishers
' bias
towards
paranormal
books,
ignoring
the great
many anti-occult
books
including
ones published
by this
book's
original
publisher.
Unfortunately,
Randi
has not been adequately
responsive
to the critics
of his earlier
edition
since
the corrections
in this
edition
are inadequate.
Nonetheless,
the virtues
of the book certainly
warrant
its
remaining
in print
and the new edition
is therefore
welcome.
1982.
235+vii
pp. $4.95
paperback.
A
Randi,
James,
THE TRUTH ABOUT URI GELLER.
Buffalo,
NY: Prometheus,
revised
and enlarged
edition
of the 1975 THE MAGIC OF URI GELLER.
A welcome
edition
of Randi's
best book which
contains
important
updating
materials
that
should
be of interest
to anyone
re the
rise
and eclipse
of Uri Gelter.
I hope a future
edition
might
add an index.
Recommended.
editor,
3.8.
RHINE:
ON THE FRONTIERS
OF SCIENCE.
Jefferson,
NC: McFarland,
1982.
Rao, K. Ramakrishna,
incorporating
both papers
presented
at
263+vii
pp. $19.95.
A festschrift
for
the late
Dr. Rhine
his memorial
conference
and several
new papers
prepared
especially
for
this
volume.
Includes
not only
appreciations
for
his'irork
but some important
critical
statements.
Recommended.
__
Reiser,
Martin,
POLICE PSYCHOLOGY:
COLLECTED
PAPERS. Los Angeles:
LEHI Publishing
-1982.
355+xvii
pp. $24.95.
. Of special
interest
for
ZS readers
because
two papers
in this
collection
deal with
the use of psychics
by police
agencies.
Both experiments
used control
groups
and showed
negative
but revealing
results.
Richards,
John Thomas,
SDRRAT: A HISTORY OF THE NEIHARDT
PSYCHOKINESIS
EXPERIMENTS,
1961-1981.
Metuchen,
NJ: Scarecrow
Press,
1982.
356~~.
$17.50.
A description
of the macro-PK
claims
of the Society
for
Research
on Rapport
and Telekinesis
in Missouri.
These
claims
have made little
positive
impression
on either
parapsychologists
or critics.
Scientifically
just
about
worthless
and I
felt
after
getting
into
the book like
the "spirit"
who at one point
answers:
"Who cares?
This
is
the sort
of book that
critics
of parapsychology
laugh
aloud
at while
reading
it.
Robinson,
Diaqa,
TO STRETCH A PLANK: A SURVEY OF PSYCHOKINESIS.
Chicago:
Nelson-Hall,
1981.
277~~.
$17.95.
A general
review
of the psychokinesis
literature
which
is thoroughly
uncritical
but
entertainingly
written
and good for
introducing
the novice
to a wide
literature.
Ruse,
Michael,
DARWINISM
DEFENDED:
A GUIE TO THE EVOLUTION
CONTROVERSIES.
Reading,
MA: Addison-Wesley,
1982.
356+xvii
pp. $12.50
paperback.
A vigorous
defense
of Darwinist
thought
including
a
perhaps
too strong
attack
on the Creationists.in
that
he would
totally
exclude
such ideas
from
the science
curriculum,
Surely
if their
ideas
are as stupid
as &?e
claims,
teaching
science
students
to see through
them would
produce
more critical
scientists
and the ideas
should
have
little
negative
impact,
Creationist
answers
may be foolish
but their
questions
may be useful.
Sebeok,
Thomas A., THE PLAY OF MUSEWENT. Bloomington:
Indiana
University
Press,
1981.
312+vi
pp.
$35.00.
A marvelous
collection
of essays
showing
remarkable
erudition
while
entertaining
and
teaching.
Sebeok
covers
everything
from "Star
Wars"
to Zoosemiotics
as he speculates
upon
the associations
within
the universe
of signs.
From Sherlock
Holmes
and C.S.
Peirce
to the
aesthetic
impulse
in animals
to Clever
Hans.
Scholarship,
humor and imagination;
a pleasure.
Sheldrake,
Rupert,
A NEW SCIENCE OF.LIFE:
THE HYPOTHESIS
OF FORMATIVE
CAUSATION.
Los Angeles:
J.P.
Tarcher,
1981.
229pp.
$12.95.
A controversial
theory
of "morphogenic
fields"
which
shape
the shapes
and instincts'
of living
organisms
through
"morphic
resonance"
--direct
connections
across
both
space and time,
An unorthodox
approach
to evolution
which
is currently
undergoing
empirical
testing
and which
could
prove
revolutionary
if substantiated.
A wild
but sober
theory.
Shepard,
Leslie,
editor,
ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF OCCULTISM
& PARAPSYCHOLOGY
SUPPLEMENT.
Detroit:
Gale Research,
1982.
231~~.
$70.00.
A hardbound
volume
integrating
the supplemental
information
formerly
available
in the Occultism
Update
volumes
issued
to supplement
this
encyclopedia.
Full
indexing
and
cross-referencing
is included.
Particularly
valuable
for its
many address
to minor
publications
and specialized
journals.
RecommenE.
Smullyan,
Raymond,
THE LADY OR T-TIGER?
AND OTHER LOGIC PUZZLES INCLUDING
A MATHEMATICAL
NOVEL THAT
FEATURES GODEL'S
GREAT DISCOVERY,
N.Y,:
Alfred
A. Knopf,
1982.
226tix
pp. $13.95.
A wonderful
new
collection
of puzzles
for
those
interested
in logic
and seeming
anomalies.
Many of the problems
involve
strange
creatures
with
unusual
characteristics,
Thought
provoking
recreations.
Solomon,
Jack and Olivia,
compilers,
GHOSTS AND GOOSEGUMPS:
GHOST STORIES,
TALL TALES, AND SUPERSTITIONS
FROM ALABAMA.
University:
University
of Alabama
Press,
1981.
202txii
pp. $18.95.
A splendid
folklore
collection
of regional
materials.
Entertaining
lore.
Sontag,
Frederick,
and M. Darrol
Bryant,
editors,
GOD: THE CONTEMPORARY
DISCUSSION.
N.Y.:
Rose of Sharon
Press,
1982.
419+vi
pp. $12.95.
The Unification
Theological
Seminary
sponsors
seminars
as part
of its
New Ecumenical
Research
Association
and this
is a collection
of the papers
from
its
large
1981 conference
in Hawaii.
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Northamptonshire:
Aquarian
Press,
1981.
206+ix
pp.
Spence,Lewis,
BRITISH
FAIRY ORIGINS.
Wellingborough,
No price
listed,
paperback.
A welcome
reissue
of this
1946 work
by Spence,
the author
of many
works
dealing
with
British
mysteries
including
other
books
on faeries.
Summers,
Montague,
editor,
THE SUPERNATURAL
OMNIBIIS.
North
Pomfret,
VT: Victor
Gollancz,
1982.
622~~.
reprinting
the classic
1931 collection
by the late
Montague
Summers,
perhaps
the
A new edition,
Thirty-six
stories
and an introduction
by
greatest
"Catholic"
scholar
on "works
of the devil."
Summers.
The subtitle
says it all:
"Being
a collection
of stories
of apparitions,
witchcraft,
werewolves,
diabolism,
necromancy,
satanism,
divination,
sorcery,
goety,
voodoo,
possession,
occult
doom and destiny."
Perhaps
the best
single
collection
of such stories,
Thompson,
Clive,
editor,
SITE AND SURVEY DCMSING. Clellinqborough,
Northamptonshire:
Turnstone
Press,
An anthology
of articles
from the Journal
of the British
1980.
118+x
pp. 2.75 pounds,
paperback.
Society
of Dowsers.
I found
D.M. Lewis's
"Why the Scientist
Doubts
the Dowser"
of special
3-lxCTct
Whitlock,
Ralph,
WATER DIVIPlING AND OTHER DOWSING: A PRACTICAL
GUIDE.
North
Pomfret:
David
& Charles,
1982.
144oD.
$14.95.
A "practical"
rather
than scientific
ouide
to dowsino
in which
suite
extravagant
claims
are made for dowsing's
use in health
and-disease
diagnosis,
archaeology,
and with maps and photographs
rather
than actual
sites.
Basically
a "how-to"
book.
Wilber,
Ken, editor,
THE HOLOGRAPHIC
PARADIGM AND OTHER PARADOXES:
EXPLORING
THE LEADING EDGE OF
SCIENCE,
Boulder,
CO: Shambala,
1982.
300~~.
$8.95
paperback.
An outgrowth
of the papers
in
Revision
Journal
around
the attempts
to integrate
religion
and science
around
the works
of
Karl
Pifiram
and David
Bohm,
Fascinating
speculation
linking
East/West
and mystical
thought
with
quantum
physics.
The book unfortunately
frequently
states
things
like
"the
theory
demonstrates"
as though
these
matters
have been empirically
validated
rather
than
conjectured.
Nonetheless,
stimulating
stuff
and a good introduction
to the emerging
dialogue
around
these
ideas.
THE SOCIAL IMPACT OF NEW RELIGIOUS
MOVEMENTS.
Barrytown,
NY: Unification
Wilson,
Bryan,
editor,
Theological
Seminary
(distributed
by Rose of Sharon
Press),
1981.
236+xix
pp. $10.95.
A very
interesting
collection
with
some excellent
papers.
I found
"The
Rise and Decline
of Transcendental Meditiation"
by Bainbridce
and Jackson
of special
interest.
Wilson,
Colin,
FRANKENSTEIN'S
CASTLE: THE RIGHT BRAIN:
DOOR TO WISDOM.
Sevenoaks,
Kent,
England:
Ashgrove
Press,
1980,
128~~.
2.95
pounds.
A somewhat
rambling
discourse
on harnassing
the forces
of
the right
side
of the brain.
Wilson
seems unaware
of the critical
work
in this
area.
Nonetheless,
Wilson
brings
in all
sorts
of interesting
literary
and philosophical
material
as well
as much
personal
anecdote.that
recommends
the book despite
what
I thought
wasalack
of focus
in it.
Wilson.
Colin,
POLTERGEIST:
A STUDY IN DESTRUCTIVE
HAUNTING.
N.Y.:
G.P.
Putnam's
Sons,
1982.
382~~.
$14.95.
Perhaps
the wildest
book on poltergeists
in recent
years
since
Wilson
believes
that
the macro-PK
theories
are wrong
and that
we really
are dealing
with
disembodied
spirits
in these
cases.
In addition
to its
"reactionary"
viewpoint,
Wilson
also
makes a number
of factual
errors.
Essentially
a supernaturalistic
rather
than
parapsychological
approach
to the phenomena.
Wilson,
Colin,
and John Grant,
editors,
THE DIRECTORY
OF POSSIBILITIES.
London:
Corgi
Books,
1981.
303~~.
A quite
useful
compendium
of short
encyclopedic
articles
about
all
sorts
2.50 pounds,
paperback.
and sites
of anomalous
and improbable
character,
written
by l3 contributors.
of topics,
personages,
Much fascinating
stuff,
generally
well
handled.
Wilson,
Ian, ALL IN THE MIND. Garden City,
NY: Doubleday,
1982.
268+xix
pp. $15.95.
Perhaps
one of the
A careful
look
at past-life
regression
best critical
works
on reincarnation
ever
produced.
cases
in relation
to the literature
on multiple
personalities,
Essentially
a constructively
skeptical
approach
which
recognizes
mysteries
of the human mind while
discrediting
reincarnation
claims
based on regression
materials..
Recowended.
Ziman,

Zohar,

Zusne,

John,
PUZZLES,'PROBLEMS
AND ENIGMAS:
OCCASIONAL
PIECES ON THE HUMAN PSPECTS OF SCIENCE.
N.Y.:
Cambridge
University
Press,
1981.
373+0x
pp. $14.95.
A collection
of essays,
many of them radio
talks
on many aspects
of the sociology
of science.
Many of the essays
should
be of great
interest to ZS readers,
Among these
would
be "Some Pathologies
of the Scientific
Life,"
"Some Manifestations
of Scientism,"
but my own favorite
is the most amusing
"Whistle-blowing."
Danah,
THROUGH THE TIME BARRIER:
A STUDY OF PRECOGNITION
AND MODERN PHYSICS.
London:
William
Heinemann,
1982.
l78+xii
pp. 8.50
pounds.
I found this pro-precognition
book quite
impressive.
The author
recognizes
that
the evidence
she marshal1
would
not convince
an independent
panel
of
disinterested
scientists
for
the "controlled
production
of precognitive
data
under
repeatable
experimental
conditions"
has so far not been gathered.
Nonetheless,
she presents
us with
a fine
array,
usually
but not always
critically
examined,
of the existing
evidence
and discusses
this
in the light
of contemporary
ideas
in physics.
Since
the author
is cognizant
of the limitations
of her evidence
and arguments
, and does not normally
overstate
her case,
the book is to be
respected
even by those
of us who might
evaluate
the evidence
differently.
Recommended.
Leonard,
and Warren
H. Jones,
ANOMALISTIC
PSYCHOLOGY:
A STUDY OF EXTRAORDINARY
PHENOMENA OF
BEHAVIOR
AND EXPERIENCE.
Hillsdale,
NJ: Lawrence
Erlbaum,
1982.
498+xiii
pp. $29.95.
A very
important
new textbook
which
generally
takes
a critical
but fair-minded
and open approach
to
claims
of the paranormal.
To be reviewed
extensively
in a forthcoming
issue
of ZS.
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, A CSAR REPORT
Announcements
of the formation
of CSAR appeared
in ZS#8 and ZS#9.
ested in details
about
its functions
should
see those announcements
to CSAR (address
below)
for information.

Readers
interor can write

The CSAR DIRECTORY OF CONSULTANTS is now underway,
About 100 experts
on various
phases of anomalies
have applied
to CSAR and been accepted. We hope to obtain
another
100 applications
and encourage
appropriate
ZS readers to apply. Being
a CSAR Consultant
does not make one a member of CSAR, and listing
is a free
service;
the purpose
of the directory
is to createa
public
network
of experts
re anomaly
research
covering
all
spectrums
of opinion.
The first
issue
of THE CSAR BULLETIN
should
to postpone
membership
openings
in CSAR for
in ZS#ll.

be out
several

soon. 'It
months.

has been decided
Details
will
appear

(1) tRe Psychic
Sleuths
Project,
CSAR is currently
sponsoring
four projects:
which examines
uses of alleqed
psvchics
bv law enforcement
aqencies
(see the
several
reports
already
published-in
ZS);"(Z)
the Anomaly Project,which
dea 1s
with the UFO poll
of industrial
scientists
and engineers
(see the report
in
ZS#8);
(3) the Chinese
Parapsychology
Monitor
(for which CSAR received
fund ing
and
to send its Director
to China;
see the bibliographic
report
in this
issue);
1s
(4) the Soviet-U.S.
Military
Psi Research
Monitor
(a compilation
of materia
related
to governments'
parapsychology
efforts).

DIRECTOR

OF CSAR: Marcello

ADDRESS:

Truzzi

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOROF CSAR: Ron Westrum

CSAR

P.O. Box 1052
Ann Arbor,
USA

MI 48103

SENIOR CONSULTANTS TO CSAR
SC7 ENCE CONSULTAQTS
George 0. Abel1 - Theodore
X. Barber
Diaconis
- Eric J. Dingwall
- Gerald
Feyerabend
- I. J. Good - Morris
Goran
Allen
Hynek - Roberg G. Jahn - Martin
Palmer
- Robert
Rosenthal
- Thomas A.
Wallis.

- Daryl J. Ben - Mario Bunge - Persi
L. Eberlein
- Hans J. Eysenck - Paul
- Bernard
Heuvelmans
- Ray Hyman Johnson - Richard
Kammann - John
Sebeok - Peter
A. Sturrock
- Roy

J.

RESOURCE CONSi!LTANTS
Milbourne
Haining
Rickard

Christopher
-.William
R. Corliss
- George Eberhardt
- Peter
- Michael
Harrison
- Robert
Lund - J. Gordon Melton
- Robert

- Leslie

J.M.

Shepard - Rhea White
GOALS OF THE CENTER

* To advance
the interdisciplinary
scientific
study of alleged and verified
anomalies.
* To act as a clearinghouse
for scientific
anomaly
research,
*
To publish
a journal
(ZETETIC
SCHOLAR),
a newsletter
(THE CSAR BULLETIN),
research
reports
and bibliographies.
* To promote
dissemination
of information
about scientific
anomaly
research.
* To create
a public
network
of
experts
on anomaly
research
through
publication
of the CSAR DIRECTORY OF
CONSULTANTS.
*To sponsor
conferences,
lectures
and s-vmposia
related
to
anomaly
research.
* To promote
improved
communication
between critics
and
proponents
of scientific
anomaly
research.
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